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Section   1

INTRODUCTION

The   4114   Computer   Display   Terminal   Service   Manual   is   divided
into   two   volumes.   Volume   1   includes   introductory   informa-
tion,   operating   information,   circuit   theory,   a   detailed
description   of  the   adjustment   procedure,   and   maintenance
information.   Volume   1   is   primarily   a   reference  manual.
Volume   2,   on   the   other   hand,   contains   frequently  used
information   that   the   service   technician   needs   to   trouble-
shoot,   repair,   and   adjust   the   terminal.   This   information
includes   an   abbreviated   adjustment   procedure,   electrical   and
mechanical   parts   lists,   block   and   schematic   diagrams,   in-
stallation   information,   and   a  detailed   explanation  of  Self
Test,   which   is   a   built-in,   firmware   troubleshooting   aid.

RELATED   DOCUMENTS

Detailed   information   on   the   use   of  the   4114   terminal   is
found   in   the   following   documents.

o      4114   Computer   Display   Terminal   Operator's   Manual

o      4114   Host   Programmer's   Reference   Manual

o      4110   Series   Command    Reference   Manual

GENERAL   DESCRIPTION

The   4114   is   a   high-resolution,   microprocess^or-controlled
graphics   computer   terminal.   The   display   is   a   19-inch
diagonal   direct   view  storage   tube.   More   than   12   million
points  on   the  display  surface   are   individually  addressable.
By   using   these   points,   the   display  presents   a   graphic   image
made   up   of   line   segments.   This   image.1s   displayed   in   either
of   two   modes:    Storage   mode   or   Refresh   mode.    In   Storage  mode,
the   image   is   stable   and   permanent  on   the   screen   until   it   is
erased.    In   Refresh   mode,   the   image   is   continuously  renewed,
and   therefore   is  easily  moved   around   the   screen   surface.
Graphics   images   can   be  contructed   using   both  modes   at   the
same   time.
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INTRODUCTION

The   4114   uses  microprocessor   technology   to   create   more   than
100   primarily   graphics-related   commands.   Using   these   com-
mands,   a   host-resident   software   program   run   on   a   4114   can
create   graphic   images   that   can   be   displayed,   modified,   and
sent   to   and   received   from   a   host   computer.   The   4114   carries
most  of  the   graphics   processing-time  burden   if   its   local
graphics   commands   are   used.

The   standard   4114   contains   32   K   of   RAM   (read/write)    memory
and   can   contain    up   to   800   K   of   RAM   memory   on   optional    RAM
Controller   boards.   As   much   as   one   megabyte   of   words   can   be
stored   on   the   optional   flexible  disks--512  K   bytes   per  disk.
The   maximum   host   computer   communication   speed    ("baud   rate")
is    19,200   bits   per   second   for   graphics   and   38.4   K   bits   per
second   for   text.

Set-Up   mode   uses   English-language   type   commands   to   initial-
ize   many   terminal   operating   parameters.   Three   of  the   major
classifications   are:   general,   dialog,   and   communications.   In
the   general   group,   parameters   like   margin,   echo,   and   Snoopy
mode   are   set.   In   the   dialog   group,   parameters   like   buffer
size,   line   width,   and   number   of   lines   are   set.   And   in   the
communications  group,   parameters   such   as   number   of   stopbits,
kind   of  parity,   and   end-of-line   string   are   set.

Most   commands   for   the   4114   are   encoded   as   three   character
ASCII   codes   beginning   with   the   ESC   character.   The   host
computer   controls   the   4114   by   sending   it   these   three   charac-
ter   ESC   sequences   in   the   order   determined   by   each   specific
job   to   be   done.    (The   Set-Up   mode   commands   are   encoded   both
as   English-language   type   commands   and   as   ESC   sequences.)

Many   features   of   the   4014   Computer   Display   Terminal   are
emulated   by   the   4114   terminal.    Because   of   this,   most
application   programs   written   for   the   4014   run   on   the   4114
with   very   little  or   no  modification.   In   addition,   most
peripheral   devices   that   furiction   connected   to   the   4014  also
function   when   they   are   connected   to   the   4114.    This   includes
Tektronix   hard   copy   units   and   plotters.
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PI]YSICAL   DESCRIPTION

The   4114   consists   of   two   main   parts:   the   display   module   and
the   pedestal.   The  display  module   sits  on   four   plastic
bumpers   (feet)   on   top  of  the   pedestal.   After   the   terminal   is
installed,   the   display  module   and   pedestal   are   connected   by
two   cables--the   AC   Display   power   cable   and   the   display
c ab I e ,

The   display  module   contains   a    19-inch   direct   view   storage
tube.   The   mechanical   package   is   similar   to   the   Tektronix   618
Display   Monitor.   The   display  electronics   inside   the   display
module   include   high   voltage   and   Z   axis,   storage,   deflection
amplifier,   hard   copy   amplifier,   and   low  voltage   power   supply
circuitry.   This  circuitry  is   similar   to   that   in   the   Tektro-
nix    GMA102A    Display   Monitor.

The   pedestal   consists   of  the   keyboard,   the   low  voltage   power
supply,   the   card   cage,   and   six   mounting   plates   on   the   rear
panel .

The   keyboard   has   a   standard   typewriter-like   layout   of   ASCII-
encoded   keys.   There   are   eight   programmable   and   four   command
keys   along   with   four   LED  indicator   lights   situated   above   the
Standard   ASCII   keys.   There   are   also   two   thumbwheels--one
moving   up   and   down   (controlling   vertical   motion   on   the
screen)   and   one  moving   across   (controlling   horizontal   motion
on   the   screen).

Above   the   keyboard   is   the   power   switch.   Optional   flexible
disk  assemblies  may  be   installed   on   one  or   both   sides  of  the
power   switch.

The   card   cage   and   low  voltage   power   supply   are   found   inside
the   pedestal   below  the   keyboard.   The   card   cage   contains
plug-in   circuit   boards   with   dimensions   of   8.5   by   11.5
inches.
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The   standard   4114   contains   the   following   circuit   boards:

o     Motherboard.   This   has   slots   for   five   standard   size
circuit   boards.   The   80   pin   bus   of  the   Motherboard   is
the   System   Bus.

o      Processor   board.

o       RAM/ROM   board.    This   contains   system    EPROM   and    one   32
K    RAM    Array   board.

o      Display   Controller   board.

o      Vector   Generator   board.

The   4114   may   contain   these   optional   circuit   boards:

o      Motherboard   Extender.   This   increases   the   System   Bus
slots  of  the   Motherboard   to   fifteen   total   slots.
(Option   40   or   41)

o     Three   Port   Peripheral   Interface   (3PPI)   board.    (Op-
tion    10)

o     Tablet   Controller   board.    (Part   of   Option    13   and   14)

o     Disk   Controller   board.    (Part   of   Option   42   and   43)

The   low  voltage   power   supply   provides   are   the   operating
voltages   for   the   Pedestal   circuitry  and   is   located   above  and
to   the   right   of  the   card   cage--looking   at   the   card   cage   from
the   front.

There   are   six   removable  mounting   plates   on   the   rear   panel   of
the   pedestal.   One   is   standard   and   five   hold   optional   connec-
tors  or   L-brackets.   The   standard   RS-232   host   computer
Connector   is  mounted   to   the   standard   plate.   The   display
cable   connector   is  mounted   here   also.
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OPTIONS

The   following   list   of  options   is   arranged   in   numerical
order.   Option   numbers   beginning   with   a   letter   designation
are   placed   at   the   end   of  the   list.

Option   1           Extended   Communications   (includes   half-duplex,
block   mode,   and   downloader).

Option   2          Current   Loop   Interface   (see   Current   Loop   Inter-
face   Service   Manual   for  detailed   service   infor-
nation) .

Option   10        Three   Port   Peripheral   Interface   (3PPI).   This
option   supports   the   following   peripheral   de-
vices:

4662   and   4663   Plotters
4641    and   4642   Printers
4923   Tape    Recorder   with   Option    1

installed   and   other   RS-232   devices

See   the   4110   Series   Option    10   3PPI   Service   and
4114   0perator's   Manuals   for   details.

Option    13        Graphic   Tablet.    Size:    11   by   11-inches.    Option
hardware   includes:   Graphic   Tablet   (and   pen),
411X   Tablet   Controller   board,   and   Tablet
Interface   board.    See   the   41.10   Series   F13/14
Graphics   Tablet   Instruction   and   4114   0perator's
Manual s .

Option   14        Graphic   Tablet.    Size:    30   x   40-inch.   Option
hardware   includes:   Graphic   Tablet   (and   pen),
411X   Tabet   Contoller   board,   and   Tablet   Interface
board.    See   the   4110   Series   F13/14   Graphics   Ta-
blet   Instruction   and   4114   0perator's  manuals.

Option   24        One   RAM   Controller   Board.    Includes   32   K   bytes   of
RAM   on   one   RAM   Array   Board.    Service   information
is   in   Volume   2   of   this   manual.

Option   29        One   RAM   Controller   Board.    Includes   64   K   bytes   of
RAM   on   two    RAM   Array   Boards.    For   service   infor-
nation,   see   Opt.   24.
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Option   26        One   RAM   Controller   Board.    Includes   96   K   bytes   of
RAM   on   three   RAM   Array   Boards.    For    service
information,   see   Opt.   24.

Option   27        One    RAM   Controller   Board.    Includes   128   K   bytes
of   RAM   on   four    RAM   Array   Boards.    For    service
infor`mation,   see   Opt.    24.

Option   28        Two   RAM   Controller   Boards.    Includes   256   K   bytes
of   RAM   on   eight    RAM   Array   Boards.    For    service
information,   see   Opt.   24.

Optloll   29        Four    RAM   Controller   Boards.    Includes   512   K   bytes
of   RAM   on   sixteen   RAM   Array   Boards.    For   service
information,   see   Opt.    24.

Optlorl  31       ::::rD5§:a:£::  :::::Sh;e:::3::g  #:::::sh::  Spe-

ye I low-or ang e .

Option   40        Ten-Slot   Peripheral   Bus   Extender.    Includes   Moth-
erboard   Extender,   wire   kit,   and   two   7   Watt   fans.

Option   42        Single   Flexible   Disk   Drive,   and   one   Disk   Con-
troller   board.   The   service   information   is  locat-
ed   in   the   Option   42/43   Service   Manual,   and   119-
0977-01/03   Drive   Unit   Service   Manual.

Option   43        Dual   Flexible   Disk   Drives   and   one   Disk
Controller   board.   The   service   information   is
located   in   the   Option   42/43   Service   Manual,   and
119-0977-01/03   Drive   Unit   Service   Manual.

Option   52        Customer-specified   line   voltage   and   frequency
Opt ion .
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Option   A1

Option   A2

®ptlon   A3

Option   A4
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Universal   European   line   voltage   and   frequency:
220   V,    50   Hz.

United   Kingdom   line   voltage   and    frequency:   240
V,     50    Hz.

Australian   line   voltage   and   frequency:   240   V,    50
Hz,

North   American   line   voltage   and   frequncy:   240   V,
60    Hz.

ACCESSORIES

This   list   is  divided   into   two   parts:   the   standard   accesso-
ries   that   are   supplied   with   each   4114,   and   those   accessories
that  may  be   ordered   separately   in   addition   to   the   standard
accesories.   The   following   accessories   are   also   found   in   the
parts   list,   where   part  numbers  are  listed   for   each   item.

Standard   Accessories:

o      4114   0perator's   Manual
o      Power   cord   set
o      Host   port   RS-232   cable
o      Eight   relegendable   key  caps
o     Six   function-key  overlays
o      4114   Host    Programmer's   Referenc.e   Manual
o      4110   Series   Command    Reference   Manual

Optional   Accessories:

o      411X   Logic    Extender   board
o      Relegendable   key  caps
o      Function-key   overlays
o      4114   Host   Programmer's   Reference   Manual
o      4114   Service   Manual,   Volume    1    (final   edition)
o      4114   Service   Manual,    Volume   2   (final   edition)
o      4110   Series   Option    10    (3   PPI)   Service   Manual
o      4110   Series   F13/14   Graphics   Tablet   Instruction   Manu-

al
o      4110   Series   F42/43   Disk   Options   Service   manual
o      119-0977-01/03   Flexible   Disl{   Drive   Instruction   Manu-

al
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Section  2

SPEC IF ICATI0NS

GENERAL    INFORMATION

This  characteristics/specifications   section  lists  two   dif-
ferent   types  of  specifications:   those   that   are  classified   as
environmental,   physical,   or   ''static"   specifications   (non-
user   verifiable   specifications)   and   those   that   are  verified
as   operational   parameters   of  the   4114.    The   user   verifiable
specifications   can   be   verified   though   the   4114   adjustment
procedures   in   Section   10   of   this   manual.    User   verifiable
specifications   are   r}oted   in   this   section   by   an   asterisk   (I)
next   to   the   specification.

Most   user   verifiable   specifications   apply  to   the   display
module   of   the   standard   4114   because   of   the   amount   of
internal   adjustments   necessary   in   the   display  module   to
achieve   a   good   display  of  characters   and   vectors   on   the   crt
screen.   The   display  module   contains  more   analog   circuitry
than   the   pedestal   and   so   requires  more   adjustment   than   the
pedestal.   The   digital   circuitry  that  makes   up   the  bulk  of
the   pedestal   circuitry  requires  very  little   adjustment.   This
digital   circuitry   is  designed   primarily  to  display   informa-
tion   to   the   user   by  means  of  the   crt   in   the   display  module.
This   circuitry  does  not   have   specific   operational   parameters
(although   the   pedestal   does   contain   some   adjustments   that
are   used   to   verify   some   specifications).

An   introduction   to   the   display  module   and   general   theory
fol lows .

INTRODUCTION   TO   THE    DISPLAY   MODULE

The   display  module   is   a   cabinetized   unit   that   sits   on   top  of
the   pedestal.   The   display  module   consists   of  a   19-inch  bi-
stable   storage  crt   and   associated   input   and   deflection
circuitry  that   accepts   display  information   (a   combination   of
analog   and   digital   signals)    from   the   Vector   Generator   board
in   the   pedestal.   The   only   connections   with   the   pedestal   are
the   AC   power   cord   and   the   cable   which   connects   to   the   J3000
(pedestal)   and   contains   the   control   signals   from   the   Vector
Generator   board.   Display   information   can   be   any   combination
of  vectors   and   alphanumeric   characters.   A  bi-stable   tube,   as
the   name   implies,   either   can   store   or   not   store   an   image.
All   stored   images   have   the   same   intensity.
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Storage  refers  to   the   ability  of  the   tube   to   retain   dis-
played   images   for   long   periods   of  time   (up   to   an   hour,
sometimes   longer).    The   displayed    image   only   needs   to   be
written   once.   The   ability  of  the   storage  crt   to   retain   the
image   eliminates   the   need   for   local   memory   and   associated
refresh   circuitry.   Character   and   vector  generation   circuitry
can   be   simplified   because   a   storage   crt   does   not   need   to
generate   images   at   refreshed   speeds.   Also,   the   display
module   has   two   additional   modes   which   do   not   feature   stor-
age.   One   mode   allows   the   user   to   display   refreshed
information.   The   other   mode   permits   the   user   to   display
refreshed   information   concurrently   with   the   previously
stored   information.    Both  of  these   display  modes  must   be
constantly  refreshed.

The   display  module   circuitry   is   contained   on   four   circuit
boards   plus   an   Interconnect   board    and   Low   Voltage   Power
Supply   board .

The   only   external   control   on   the   display  module   is   the
REFRESH    INTENSITY   control.

DESCRIPTION   OF    THE    DISPLAY   MODULE

Hardware

The   display  module   consists   of   four   modules   with   provisions
for   options,   inter facing,   and   additional   electronic   circui-
try.   The   four   modules   are   the   following:

1.          CRT   MODULE.    This   consists   of   a   crt,   defection
yoke,   and   crt   shield.   Although   the   Hard   Copy
Amplifier   board   is   not   connected   to   the   crt
shield,   it   is  connected   to   the   frame  directly
above   the   shield,   and   so,   is   considered   part  of
the   crt   module.

2.          CHASSIS   MODULE.    This   consists   of   a    frame   that
supports   and   provides  mounting   for   the   other   three
modules.

POWER    SUPPLY   MODULE.    This   consists   of   the    low
voltage   power   supply,   line   voltage   selection,   fus-
ing,   heat   sink,   and   a   cable   to   distribute   power   to
the   circuit  module.
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4.          CIRCUIT   MODULE.    This    is   a   card    cage   that   has   a
six-slot   Interconnect   board.   The   Interconnect
board   contains   a   High   Voltage   and   Z-Axis   board,   a
Deflection   Amplifier   board,   and   a   Storage   board.
The   remaining   three   slots   are   for   additional   cir-
cult   expansion.

Display  Features

-

The   following   display   features   are   controlled   by   the   pedes-
tal   via   input   lines   to   the   display  module.

o      DEFOCUS.    Increases   spot   size   slightly   when   display-
ing   long   vectors.

o      BRITE.    Slightly   increasesLZ-Axis   drive   for   vector   or
large   character   drawings.

o      ERASE.    Erases   the   display   area.

o      COPY.    Initiates   a   hard   copy   when   a   suitable   Hard
Copy   Unit    (HCU)    is   attached.

o      VIEW.    Switches   back   to   full   brightness   from   a
reduced    intensity   (Hold   Mode).

The   following   display   features   are   internally  controlled:

o      HOLD   MODE.    Automatically   reduces   the   stored    image
intensity  after   the   display  has  been   inactive   for
about    1.5   to   2.5   minutes.

o      DBUSY.    An   outgoing   sigr]al    (flag)    indicating   that   the
display   is   busy   and   will   not   accept   additional   data
until   the   signal   line   is   inactive.

o      ANTIBURN.    Prevents   excessive   writing   beam   turn-on
without   crt   beam  movement.

o      AUTO   ERASE.    Erases   the   screen   after   the   display   has
been   inactive   for   about   30   minutes   (not   to   be
confused   with   Hold   mode,   which   simply   reduces   the
stored    intensity;   AUTO   ERASE   completely   erases   the
screen   and   information   cannot   be   restored   to   VEIW).
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INTROI)UCTION   TO   THE    PEDESTAL

The   pedestal   is   a   cabinetized   unit   on   which   the   display
module   sits.   The   pedestal   can   be   thought   of   as   an   ''informa-
tion   processor".   It   takes   information   from   the   user   through
the   keyboard,   the   host   computer,   the   optional   flexible   disk
drive(s)   --Option   42   or   43,   or   a   variety  of  optional
peripheral   devices.   This   unit   stores   the   information   or
makes   it   visible   to   the   user   via   the   display  module.   The
pedestal   contains   a   built-in   keyboard,   the   power   supply   for
the   keyboard   and   pedestal   circuitry,   one   or   two   optional
flexible   disk   drives,   `RAM   and    ROM   memory,    and    terminal
circuits   to   process   information   and   control   output   to   the
d i spl ay .

The   pedestal   connects   to   an   AC   power    source   (at   J3001)    and
can   be   wired    to   accept   input   voltages   of   100   V,    120   V,    220
V,    or   240   V.    The   pedestal   .upplies   power    (at   J3002)    and   the
necessary   display   information   (at   J3000)   to   the   display.   Any
time   the   input   voltage   is   changed   for   the   pedestal,   the
input   voltage   straps   for   the   display  module  must   also   be
changed.    The   pedestal   can   communicate   with   a   host   computer
through   the   J3006   connector.    In   addition,   with   options   1,
10,13,    or   14   installed,   the   4114   can    interface   with   a   4662
or   4663   plotter,   a   4641    or   4642   line   printer,   a   4923   tape
recorder,   or   a   graphic   tablet.   The   pedestal   also   has   RAM
options   (24   through   29)   which   lets   the   user   address   up   to
512K   bytes   of   local   memory.

The   standard   4114   pedestal   circuitry   is   contained   on   four
circuit   boards,   a   Motherboard,   and   the   power   supply  module.

DESCRIPTION   OF    THE    PEDESTAL

The   4114   pedestal   consists   of   six   modules   with   provisions
for   options,   inter facing,   and   additional   electronic   circui-
try.   The   six   modules   are   as   follows:

1.          THE    KEYBOARD.    The    keyboard    is   an    ASCII   data    entry
device   that   accepts   commands,   control   information,
and   alphanumeric   characters   from   the   user,   and
acts   as   an   output   device   for   SELF   TEST   failure
codes.   The   keyboard   converts   the   alphanume+ic   data
into   an   8-bit   binary   code   for   use   by   the   Processor
board .
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THE    POWER    SUPPLY.    The    power    supply   can   be    strapped
to   accept    input   voltages   of   100   V,    120   V,    220   V,
and   240   V   from   a   single   phase   source.    It   provides
a   direct   feed   to   the   low   voltage   power   supply   in
the   display.   Anytime   the   input   straps   on   the   power
supply  are   set   for   one  of  the   four   input   voltages,
the   straps   in   the   display  must   also   be   set   for
that   voltage.   The   pedestal   power   supply   provides
output   voltages   of   +5.10   V,    +12.00   V,    -5.20   V,    and
-12.00   V   for   use   by   the   pedestal   circuitry.    In
addition,   if   Options   42   or   43   are   installed,   the
power   supply   provides   +24.00   V   for   disk   drive
operation.

THE   CARD   CAGE.    The   card    cage   consists   of   the
Mother   board,    Mother    Board    Extender    (Option   40),
and   the   framework   which   holds   the   circuit   boards
in   place.    The   card    cage   holds   the    RAM/ROM   board
(and    any   RAM   option   boards),   the   Vector   Generator
board,   the   Display   Controller   board,   the   Processor
board,   and   any  other   circuit   boards   necessary   for
additional   options.   The   card   cage   is   located   at
the   bottom   of  the   pedestal.

THE    RAM/RON    MEMORY.     The    standard    4114    contains   one
RAM/ROM   board    with   32K   bytes   of   user   addressable
memory.   With   the   extended    RAM   options   (Options   24
through   29),   the   user   can   address   up   to   512K   bytes
of   memory.    The   ROM   contains   the   most   of   the   system
firmware   that   decodes   local   user   commands,   per-
forms   the   SELF   TEST   routines,   and   other   system
ta sks .

5.          THE    DISPLAY   ELECTRONICS.    The   display   electronics
consists   of  the   Vector   Generator   board   and   the
Display   Controller   board.   These   two   boards,   in
combination,   provide   the   display   with   the   signals
telling   it   what   to   display  on   the   screen.   The
output   of  the   Vector   Generator   board   goes   directly
to   J3000,   the   communication   line   between   the
display   and   the   pedestal.
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THE    PROCESSOR    BOARD.     The    Processor    board    can    be
thought   of  as   the   central   processing   unit,   or
"heart",   of   the   4114.    This   microprocessor-based
board   takes   data   from   the   keyboard,   memory,   host
computer,   or   other   source,   acts   on   it   and   stores
it   in   memory,   passes   it   to   the   flexible  disks,
and/or   sends   it   to   the   display  or   memory.

SPEC IF ICATI0NS

The   following   tables   and   lists   specify  the   characteristics
and   performance   specifications   of  the   terminal,   both   display
and   pedestal   parts.   The   specifications   are   valid   only   when
these   conditions   are   met:

1.         The   display  module   must   be   adjusted   at   an   ambient
temperature   of   between   +20   C   and   +30   C   (68   F   to   86
F).

2.         The   terminal   must   be   operating   in   an   environment
as   specified   under   Table   2-1,    Environmental   Speci-
fications.

4.

Operations   must   be   preceded   by   a   warmup   period   of
at   least,   20   minutes.

Specified   power   requirements   must   be   met.    See
Section    11,    Operating   Voltage   and   Fuse   Selection,
and   Table   2-6,    Power   Requirements.    The   terminal
should   be   operated   from   a   power   source   with   its
neutral   at   or   near   ground   potential.   It   is  not
intended   for   operation   from   two   phases   of  a   multi-
phase   system.

The   following   tables   provide   additional   information   on   the
indicated   pages:

Table De sc r i pt io n

Environmental   Specifications
Physical   Characteristics
Display   Specifications
Vertical   and   Horizontal   Deflection
Graphics   Specifications
Power    Requirements
J3000,    Rear    Connector
J5005,    Hard    Copy   Unit   Connector
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-1

ENVIRONMENTAL   SPECIFICATIONS

ZiiE

Ch.r .a t.r 1 .t lo Speclflcatlon

Ten pe r a t ur e

+10+10 toto +40+38 CC (43   to    104(43to100 F'F ))

Operating
without   flexible
disks

with   flexible
disks   (Options
42    &   43)

Non-Operating

_40-40 toto +65+50 CC (-40   to    149(-40to122 F)F)
without   flexible
disks

with   flexible
disks   (Options
42    &   43)

A i t i t ud e ( a )
To 50,000 ft (15240    in)Non-Operating

Operating To 15 ' 000 ft (4572    in)

Humid ity

90- 95% max imuin   relative h umidity

Without   flexible
d isks :

Non-Operating
Operating 70-75% maximum   relative   humidity

With   flexible  disks

8€ to 80.¢ non -condensing

installed   (Options
42    &    43):

Non-operating
Operating 20¢ to   80¢   non-condensing

(.)   Maxlnub  op.r.ting   t.np.r.Cur.  d.area...   1   degree   C  for
•v.ry   1,000  f..t  .bov.  5,000  f..t  ln  .ltltud..
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-2

PHYSICAL   CHARACTERISTICS

Char ac tor 1 st lc Spec 1 flo at ion

Weight   of   the   Display   Module Approximately   100   1bs

Weight   of  the Pedestal Approximately   150   lbs   (This
weight   varies   depending   on   the
options   installed;   this   is  an
av er ag e . )

Display   Module Dimensions Height    16.75    in    (425.5   mm)
Length   22.90   in    (581.7   mm)
Width   23.00   in    (584.2   mm)

Pedestal   Dimensions Height    34.50   in    (876.3   Inn)

Length    30.00   in    (762.0   mm)
(The   greatest   length   --   mea-
sured   from   the   back  to   the   end
of  the   keyboard.)

Width   23.25    in    (590.6   mm)

Total   Weight   of  the   terminal Approximately   250   lbs

Dimensions   of  the terminal Total   Height   51.25   in    (1301.8
mm)

(See   Figure   2- 1.)

Widest   point   23.25   in   (590.6
mm)

Longest   length   30.00   in   (762.0
mm)
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S PE C IF IC AT IONS

IGiEEa-

Figure   2-1.    4114   Dlmenslons
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-3

DISPLAY   SPECIFICATIONS

Ch.r ao t.r 1 st lc Performance   Requirement

Crt 19   in    (480   mm)    curved    face   direct
view   storage   tube.

Display   Quality   Area 14.5    in    (368.3   mm)    Long    Axis
10.9    in    (276.9   mm)    Short   Axis

User   Addressable   Area 13.9    x    10.5    in    (353.1    x    266.7    mm)

Phosphor   Type Green    P1

Heat   Output 750   BTU   per   hour                                       .

Usable   Storage   Time Recommended   15   minutes   or   less,   but
(Viewing   Time) may   be   extended   to   one   hour   without

permanent   damage   to   the   storage
target.   If  a   residual   image   is  re-
tained   after   a   long   viewing   time,
the   target  may  be   returned   to   nor-
mal   condition  by   successive   eras-
ures.

Vector   Writing   Speed
greater   than   or   equal   to   150   M/seeStored

Refreshed greater   than  or   equal   to   600   M/see

Erase   Time 1.5   seconds,    +12%

View   Time   (prior   to 112   seconds  +20%   after   last   display
entering   hold   mode)(a) activity.

Auto   Erase Occurs   30   minutes   +20S   after
entering   and   remaining   in   Hold
mod e .

Geometry
Within   +1.2   degrees   of  90   degreesOrthogonality(.)
at   center   screen.

(.)  u..r  v.rlflable  speclflcatlon.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-3    (cont)

DISPLAY   SPECIFICATIONS

Eziiilii=

Eiiliil

Char ac ter 1 !t lc Performance   Requirement

Par al i el i sin ( a) Within   +1.5   degrees   at   edges   of
quality  area.

Rectangle
+1.25%   of   long   axisShort   Axis   Sides

Long   Axis   Sides I1.25%   of   long   axis

Positional   Accuracy All   points   within   the  crt   quality
area   are   addressable   with   accuracy
of   +1.25%   of   the   long   axis.

The   combined   errors   due   to   lineari-
ty,   orthogonality,   parallelism,
geometry,   and   gain   shall   not  cause
positional   inaccuracies  greater
than   +   1.25%   of   the   long   axis   in
eitheF   axis   for   any  point  of  the
display.

Linear   Deflection   Speed Greater   than   or   equal   to   600/see.

No.   of   Character 64    maximum
Lines

No.   of   Characters 133    maximum
per   Line

Standard   Character   Set Full   ASCII   character   set   94   dis-
playable   characters;    128   display-
able   characters   in   "snoopy"   mode.

Linearity

Within   1.25¢   (spot   shall   be   withinFull   Scale
1.25¢   of   full   screen   width  of  prop-
er   position   for   voltage   applied).

I n c r em en t a 1 No   more   than   log   difference   in
spacing   between   any  two   points   for
a   given   incremental   voltage   input.
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SPECIFICATIONS

NOTE

The   earth's  magnetic   field  may  cause
some  noticeable  display  posltlon,   size,
or   shape   changes   lf  the   display  module
ls  moved   from   or   faced   ln   any  dlrectlon
other   than  that   ln  which  lt  was  adjust-
ed.

Table   2-4

VERTICAL   AND   HORIZONTAL    DEFLECTION

Characterlstlc Performance   Requirement

Input   Signals The   X  and   Y   inputs   to   the   Deflection
Amplifier   are   analog   and   differential.
When   driving   from   a   single-ended   source,
the   unused   input   should   be  grounded   at
the   signal   source.

Polarity+X

Positive  voltage  applied   to   positive   in-
put   moves   the   beam   right.   Negative   volt-
age   moves   the   beam   left.

.X Positive  voltage   applied   to   the   negative
input   moves   the   beam   left.   Negative
voltage  moves   the   beam   right.

+Y Positive  voltage   applied   to   positive   in-
put   moves   the   beam   up.   Negative   voltage
moves   the   beam   down.

-Y Positive  voltage   applied   to   the   negative
input   moves   the   beam   down.   Negative
voltage  moves   the   beam   up.

SensitivityLongAxis

5  V   (10  V   p-p)   for   full   screen   deflec-
tion  horizontally.

Short   Axis 3.75   V    (7.5  V   p-p)    for   full   screen
deflection  vertically.
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SPECIFICATIONS

NOTE

Polarity  ls  the   same  whether   the  crt  has
been   rotated   180   degrees  or   not,   provid-
ing   the  deflectlon   input   wlrlng   on  the
Deflection  Amplifier  board   is  adjusted
accordingly.   (See   Selecting   X-   and   Y-
Axis   Inputs   under   Rotating   the   crt   180
degrees,   Section   11.)

Table   2-5

GRAPHICS    SPECIFICATIONS

Eiiiliii

Ch.r.at.rl.tlo Spec 1 flo .tlon

Addressability 4096X    x   4096Y Points

Graphic    ComIT.and Plot    10,    4010   Series,   &    IGL   Syntax
Syntax compatable

Line Types Solid,   dashed,and defocused

Interactive  Graphics Thumbwheels   in the keyboard control
a  graphic   cursor. The   graphic Cur-
sor  may  have   its   shape   defined   by
the   user   (with  crosshairs  as a
default) .

The   user   can   also control   scrolling
and   the   alpha cursor   position  by
keyboard   keys.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-6

POWER    REQUIREMENTS

Pe r fo rm an a e
Requ 1r ementCh.r .a I.r 1 .t lc

Display   Module

220 WPower-Consumptio.r]    at    115   Vac,.
60   Hz,   full   internal   load.

Maximum  running   line   current   in    120 2.6ALIA

sl ow-blow

V   connection.
Line   Fuse

100   V   Connection
120   V   Connection 4A slow-blow
220   V   Connection 2A slow-blow
240   V   Connection 2A slow-blow

Line   Voltage   Ranges
90t 0 110V100    VAC

120    VAC 108 to 132V
220   VAC 198 to 242V
240   VAC 216 to 250V

Pedestal   Power   Supply

6.8AMaximum   running   line   current   in   a
120   V   connection.

Maximum   running   line   current   in   a 3.4A
220   V   connection.

Line   Fuse
10.0 A fast-blow100   V   connection

120   V   connection 10.0 A. fast-blow
220   V   connection 5.0A fast-blow
240   V   connection 5.0A fast-blow

Line   Voltage   ranges
90t 0 110V100    VAC

120    VAC 108 to 132V
220   VAC 198 to 242V
240    VAC 216 to 250V
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SPECIFICATIONS

NOTE

The   4114   has   component   recognition   under
Standard   UL   478   (Data   Processing)    for
line  volta
certlfled
C22.2,    No.

s   up  to   240  V.    It   also   is
CSA   according   to   standard

54,   for   line  voltages  up  to
125   V.    It   meets   or   exceeds   DHEW   X-Ray
emmlsslon   standard;   code  of   Federal   Reg-
ulations,   21   CFR,   sub-chapter   J,   parts
1020   and    1030,    and   TEK   X-Ray   standard
062 -1860 -0 0 .

Table   2-7

REAR    CONNECTOR     (J3000)

(J3000   on   the   pedestal,   which   are   also   the   pins  on   P5000   of
the   display)

EiiE

N,n® Type ( a ) Pin Signal Descrlptl6n

+X D A Linear Input.   Negative   voltage   (-
V)   moves   beam   left.    Posi-
tive   voltage   (+V)   moves
beam   right.

_X D E Linear Input.    +V   moves   beam   left.
-V   moves   beam   right.

XGND K Shield    CND.

+Y D P Linear Input.    +V   moves   beam   up.    -
V   moves   beam   down.

-Y D U Linear Input.    -V   moves   beam   up.
+V   moves   beam   down.

YGND Y Shield   CND.

Z   Axis D a TTL Input.   TTL   true   turns   on
Z-Axis,   providing   certain
conditions   are  met.   Can   be
strapped   to   accept   either
polarity  and   to   reset   View
Timer .

(a)   C   designates   a   Control   line   t6   the   display;   D,
a   Data   input   line;   and   F,   a   Flag   signal.
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S P E C I F` I C A T I 0 N S

Table   2-7   (cont)

REAR    CONNECTOR     (J3000)

»,n, Typ. Pin S18nal De .a r 1 pt 1 o n

ZGND Z Shield   CND.

CHASSIS    CND S Shield-chassis   ground.

MAKE    COPY-0 C D TTL Loop-thru   input.   Low   ini-
tiates   a   hard   copy   when
the   HCU   is   connected    and
ready.

HCU-0 F J TTL Output.   Low  tells   the   Dis-
play   Controller   that   a   HCU
is   connected   and   will   ac-
cept    a    MAKE    COPY-0
command .

WRITE-THRU-0 C N TTL Input.   Initiates  a   reduced
Z-Axis   signal   to   prevent
display  storage   for   re-
freshed   operation.   Any
prior   stored   information
is   kept   in   view.

NON   STORE-0 C T TTL Input.   Low  disable   storage
for  directed   beam   re-
freshed   operation.   Written
data   storage   is   prevented
by  reducing   target  volt-
age.

BRITE-0 C X TTL Input.   When   low,   the   crt
writing   beam   intensity   is
increased   slightly.   Can   be
used   with   a   focused   beam
to   display  medium   sized
characters  or   a  defocused
beam   to   display  large
characters  or   long   vec-
tors .
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-7   (cont)

REAR    CONNECTOR     (J3000)

Eiliil

Name Type Pin Signal De sc r 1 pt ion

DEFOCUS-0 C b TTL Input.    When   DEFOCUS-0    is
low,   the   crt   writing   beam
is   slightly  defocused.
Useful   for   displaying   long
vectors.   Can   be   used   with
WRITE-THRU,     NORMAL,     or
BRITE    INTENSITY.     See    Table
9-1,    Intensity   and   Focus
Se i ec t io n s .

DBUSY-0 C M TTL Output.   Low   indicates   that
the   display  is  busy  during
an   erase   cycle,   is   in   Hold
mode,   or   is   making   a   hard
Copy .

VIEW_0 C L TTL Input.   Low  triggers   active
flood   gun   cycle  of  about
1.5   to   2.5   minutes,   making
it  possible  to   store  in-
formation   on   the   crt   and
view  previously  stored   in-
formation.

SLU-0 F W TTL Output.   Low   indicates   de-
flection   system   has  not
settled   and   is  lagging   the
input   deflection   signal.

ERASE-0 C R TTL Input.   Low   initiates   the
Erase   cycle.    2   us   minimum
duration.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-7   (cont)

REAR    CONNECTOR     (J3000)

N,me Type Pin Signal I)escrlptlon

DPC    CND F Display   Power   Control
ground.   Goes   to   negative
lead   of  solid   state   relay.

DPC 8 Display   Power   Control.
Supplies   power   to   the   dis-
play   module   when   the   4114
pedestal   power   is   turned
on.   Goes   to   positive   lead
of  the   solid   state   relay.

(a)C  designates   a   Control   line   to   the   display;   D,   a   Data   input
line;   and   F,   a   Flag   signal.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-8

HARD   COPY    UNIT    CONNECTOR     (J5005)

Ziilii:

Zziilii

N,ne Pin S18nal De sc r 1 pt lo n

FAST    RAMP 1 Linear Fast   scan   ramp   from   the
CND 2 Hard    Copy    Unit    (HCU).

Ramp   amplitude    is    10   V
centered   at   0   V.    Adju-
stable  centering.

SLOW     RAMP 3 Linear Slow   scan   ramp   from   HCU.
CND 4 Ramp   amplitude    is    10   V,

centered   at   0   V.    Adju-
stable  centering.

HC   Inter-0 5 TTL Input.    Controls   Z-Axis
CND 6 during   HC   Scan.    400   ns

pulse   width   at   a    1.4   us
pulse   repetition   rate.

Tarsi8-0 7 TTL Output.    Goes   low   when
CND 8 scan   crosses   a   written

area   on   the   crt.   Causes
the   HCU   to   reproduce   on
paper   what   is   stored   on
the  crt   screen.

Read_0 9 TTL Input.   Causes   display
unit   to   switch   into   HC
mod e .

Display   Size-0 10 TTL Output.   Low  output   indi-
cates   19-inch  display   to
HCU    (tied   to   ground).

Remote   Copy-0 11 TTL Output.    Initiates   one   HC
cycle.   Useful   for   remote
control.   Requires  ground
closure   (TTL   low)    for   >
1ms.

Copy   Busy 13 TTL Input.    High   when   HC   is
busy   (applies   to   HCUs
without   multiplexing   ca-
pability) .
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SPECIFICATIONS

Table   2-8   (cont)

HARD    COPY    UNIT    CONNECTOR     (J5005)

N,m® Pin Signal De sc r 1 pt lo n

HCU_0 13 TTL Input.    Low   if   HCU   having
multiplexing   capability
is   connected   and   is
ready.

Wait_0 14 TTL Input.   Low  until   display
has   been   scanned    (does
not   apply   to   HCU   without
multiplex   option).

Frame    CND 15 Earth   (Cable   Shield).
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Section   3

OPERATING   INFORMATION

This   section   provides   simplified   operating   instructions   and
examples   so   a   service   person   may   quickly   exercise   the   4114
in   its   primary  operating   modes.   This   information   is   intended
to   familiarize   the   service   technician   with   the   terminal's
operation   and   show   whether   or   not   the   4114   is   functioning
properly   from   the   operator's   point   of  view.   This   is   not
intended   as   a   hardware   diagnostic   tool   but   rather   as   a
verification   that   the   4114   is   functioning   and   interacting
properly   with   its   host   computer.   The   Self   Test   routine
described   in   Appendix   E   isolates   any   hardware   malfunctions.

Section    1   gives   a   general   introduction   to   the   terminal   and
describes   the   controls   and   indicators.   The   Operator's   Manual
provides   detailed   information   about   controls   and   the   com-
mands   needed   to   operate   the   4114   and    its   options.

Most   of   the   keyboard   looks   like   a   typewriter   keyboard.   There
are   also   keys   reserved   for   special   functions.   There   are
eight   keys   with   no   predefined   meaning   reserved   for   the   user
to   program   (see   Table   3-3).   Most   of   the   regular   keys   can   be
programmed   also.

The   four   lights   on   the   keyboard   indicate:

(1)    when   the   keyboard    is   inactive   (KBD   LOCK),
(2)   when   the   screen   is   filled   with   text   (PAGE   FULL),
(3)   when   the   terminal    is   transmitting   data   (XMT),   and
(4)    when   it   is   receiving   data    (RCV).

These   are   explained   more   fully   in   the   4114   0perator's
Manual  .

The   thumbwheels   are   used   to   scroll   the   dialog   area   and   for
sending   graphics   information   to   a   program   (see   Table   3-2   and
3-5 ) .

All    TEKTRONIX   PLOT    10   software:    Interactive   Graphics   Li-
brary,    Terminal   Control   System,   and   Easy   Graphing,   can   be
used   on   the   4114   exactly   as   on   previous   terminals.   The   4114
also   supports   a   full   complement   of  peripherals   as   well.
These  may   include   plotters,   hard   copy   units,   printers,   and
tape   drives.
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OPERATING    INF.ORMATI0N

OPERATING   CONTROLS

(Refer   to   Figure   3-1.)

The   4114   has   the   following   user   operable   controls:

ON/OFF    Switch

DISK-DRIVE
Drawer

Located   on   the   front   of  the   pedestal   on
the   center   module   between   the   two   flexi-
b`le-disk   drive   units.   To   turn   on   power
to   the   terminal,   push   in   and   release.   A
click   will   be   heard   and   the   mechanical
eye   will   open   up   and   show   green   on   the
push-button .

Located   in   the   Pedestal   beside   the
power   ON/OFF   Switch   module.    The   unit
busy   light,   an   LED   in   the   center   of   the
drawer   on   the   drawer   switch   is   on
whenever   the   unit   is   energized.   The
drawer   switch   is   pushed   to   open   the
drawer   and   change   the   disk.

C A t' I ' a N

Do   NOT  attempt   to  remove  or   insert  a
dlsl{  while  the   unit  busy  light   ls  on.   To

€£e8:1:a?  :i:a:e::7:::::b::a8:in:get::
unit,   loss  of  the   program  on   the  disk,
or  all  three.

WRITE   PROTECT                    A   rocker    switch   adjacent   to   the   disk-
Switch                                      drive   drawer(s)    and    immediately   below

the   power   ON/OFF   switch   on   the   center
module.   An   LED   indicator   light   is   on
when   write   protect   is   enabled.

REFRESH   INTENSITY        This   is   a   potentiometer   on   the   front   of
the   display  unit   in   the   lower   right-hand
corner.   Turning   it   CW   (clockwise)    in-
creases   the   refresh   intensity  and   turn-
ing   it   CCW   (counterclockwise)   decreases
the   intensity.
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OPERATING    INFORMATION

Flfur.  3-1.   Front  View  Showing  Operator   Car)troll.

KEYBOARD (Refer   to   Figure   3-2.)
Most   of   the   keys   on   the   keyboard   are   the
same   as   on   a   typewriter.

Figure  3-2.   Keyboard   with  Function   Keys   and   Thumbwheels.
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OPERATING    INFORMATION

The   four   predefined   keys   have   the   following   functions:

DIALOG    -    CLEAR

SETUP

LOCAL    -    CANCEL

HARD    COPY

CAPS    LOCK

FUSE

3-4

Dialog   causes   the   dialog   area   to   be
displayed.    It   is   in   use   when   the   key   is
lit.   Clear   is   the   shifted   function   of
the   dialog   key.   It   erases   the   dialog
area .

Set   up   enables   the   terminal   to   receive
command s .

Local   places   the   terminal   under   local
control.   When   local   is   selected,   the
host   has  no   effect   and   local   echo   is
employed.   Cancel   is   the   shifted   version
of  the   local   key.   It   cancels   anything
that   the   terminal   is   presently  doing
except   spooling.

The   contents   of  the   screen   are   sent   to   a
hard   copy   unit   if  one   is   available.

Caps   lock   causes   alphabetic   characters
to   be   upper-case   but   does  not   affect
numer`ic   or`   special   symbol   keys.

(Refer   to   Figure   3-3.)
The    fuse   is   a    10A   FB,    size   3AG,    located
on   the   back   of  the   pedestal   on   the   power
suppply  heat   sink.
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Figure  3-3.   Rear   View  of  4114  Pedestal
Shoving  th.  Fui..
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Ziiliil

Eiiliii

GETTING   STARTED

This   part   of   Section   3   is   a   tutorial   exercise   based   on   seven
examples   (each   listed    as   a   table).    Each   example   can   be   read,
or   the   examples  may   be   followed,   step-by-step,   for   hands-on
understanding   of   the   terminal.

Normally,   the   terminal    is   controlled   by   a   host   program.   The
operator's   task   is   to   set   up   the   terminal   for   use,   and   to
respond   to   the   directions   given   by   the   host   resident   pro-
gram .

Tables   3`1   through   3-4   illustrate   tasks   which   are   likely   to
be   performed   by   an   operator.

Tables   3-5   through   3-7   illustrate   some   of   the   terminal's
features   an   operator   will   not   usually   access   directly.   They
are   included   in   this   section   to   provide   some   exposure   to
more   of   the   4114's   features.   They   do   not   reflect   typical
usage   of   the   terminal   by   an   operator.

The   tables   illustrate:

o     setting   up   the   terminal   for   use
o      Setup   mode
o      the   dialog   area
o      programming   keys
o      creating   a   graphics   segment
o     manipulating   a   graphics   segment
o     graphics   input

Conventions:    The   following   conventions   are   used   in   the
ex ampl es .

It   is   assumed   that   the   terminal   is   installed   and
ready   for   operation.    See    Appendix    A   in   the   4114
Service   Volume   2   for   installation   procedures.

Setup   commands   in   the   examples   are   shown    in    UPPER
CASE.    However,    any   I:nglish-like    setup   command   can   be
entered    in   either   upper   or   lower   case.    (An   "escape
sequence"   entered    in   Setup   mode   must   be   all   upper
case,   see   Table   3-5).   If   you   want   to   enter   all   upper
case   characters   as   shown,    press   the   CAPS   LOCK   key
(Figure   3-2).
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o      The   commands   are   followed   by   the   following
character :

(CR)

o      This   is   understood   to   execute   the   command.

o      Individual   keys   (A)   are   enclosed   in   parentheses.

o     <Text   strings   are   enclosed   by   angle   brackets.>

o      Do   Table   3-1    first.   The   steps   in   Table   3-1    set   up
the   terminal.

The   information   in   Tables   3-2,    3,    and   4   can   be   done
independently.   Table   3-5   must   be   done   before   Tables   3-6   and
3-7.

TURNING    ON    THE    4114

(Refer   to   Table   3-1).

To   turn   on   the   4114,    press   the   power    switch   (Figure   3-1)
until   it   clicks.   When   you   release   it,   you   will   notice   a
green   indicator   in   the   center   of  the   switch.

The   terminal   tests   certain   parts  of   its  memory  and   circuitr.y
every   time   it   is   turned   on.   On   a   properly   functioning
terminal :

othe
all

othe
oall
othe
othe

four   indicator   lights   and   lights   in   other   keys
turn   On,
light   in   the   CAPS   LOCK   key   turns   off ,
lights  turn   off ,
XMT   and    RCV   indicator   lights   flash   once   each,
cursor   appears   in   the   upper   left   corner   of  the

screen,   and   the   terminal   is   ready   for   operation.

If   the   test   fails,   the   terminal   bell   may  ring   once  or   three
times,   some   of   the   lights   may   remain   on,   and   there   may   be   a
message   displayed   on   the   screen.   If   this   happens,   see
Section    11    (Maintenance),   or   the   Operator's   Manual    for
details.
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CETTIWG   THE   TERMINAL   READY

Complete   the   steps   in   Table   3-1    before   doing   any   of   the
other   tables   in   this   section.   Table   3-1   executes   a   series   of
commands   that   prepare   the   terminal    for   subsequent   examples.
It   is   important   for   the   terminal   to   have   a   specific   status
so   the   other   examples   will   appear   as   illustrated.

The   commands   used    in   Table   3-1    are   not   explained    in   detail
in   this   section.   For   more   information   on   their   use,   see   the
4114   0perator's   Manual.

Table  3-1

GETTING   TI]E   TERMINAL   READY

Step

1.      If   the   terminal   is   on,   skip   to
step  two.   If   the   terminal   is
off   press   the   POWER   switch,
(Figure   3-1).

2.      If   the   terminal   is   already  on,
press   the   RESET   button.

Press   the   LOCAL   key
(Figure   3-2).

Press   the   following   keys:

( ESC )  ( 8 )

5.       Press   the   LOCAL   key.

6.       Press   the   key   labeled   SET   UP
(Figure   3-2).

4114     SERVICE     (VOLUME     1)                            @
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Comment

When    you   release   the    POWER   button
the   green   indicator   appears   in
it.   You   can   hear   the
ventilation   fans   in   the   terminal.

If   some  of  the   indicator   lights   re-
main   on   and   the   terminal   bell   rings,
it   has   failed   the   power   up   sequence.
See   the   4114   0perator's   Manual    for
details.

This   resets   the   terminal   to   its
power   up   default   status.

The   red   light   in   the   key  turns  on
and   the   terminal   enters   Local   mode.

This   command   sets   text   size   of   the
terminal.   If   the   text   was   already
set   to   this   size,   there   is  no
change.   The   size   of   the   cursor
changes   to   reflect   the   new  text
si ze .

The   light   in   the   key  turns  off   and
the   terminal   exits   from   Local   mode.

The   red   light   in   the   key  turns
On.
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Table   3-1    (cant)

GETTING   THE   TERMINAL   READY

Step

Enter   the   folowing   command:

<MARGIN     2>

Enter   the   following   command:

PAGEFULL    NONE

Press   the    PAGE   key.
(Figure   3-2)

10.    Press   the    SET    UP   key.

SETUP   Mode

Commer)t

This   command   causes   the   terminal   to
divide   the   screen   into   two   columns
when   it   displays   text.

This   command   causes   the   terminal   to
not   take   any   special   action   when
the   screen   is   filled   with   text.

The   screen   is   erased.

The   terminal   exits   from   Setup
mode.   The   red   light   in   the   key   turns
o f` f`  .

English-like   commands   (called   "setup   commands")    can   be   exe-
cuted   to   define   the   terminal's   operating   environment   when
the   terminal   is   in   the   Setup  mode.   This   includes   such   things
as   communications   conditions,   size   and   position   of  the
dialog   area,   what   kinds   of  errors   the   terminal   displays,
control   of   peripherals,   and   so   on.

Communications   to   a   host   computer   are   suspended   when   the
terminal   is   in   Setup  mode.   Messages   received   from   the   host
are   stored   in   the   terminal's  memory   and   displayed   when   Setup
mode   is   exited.

If   a   mistake   is   made   in   Setup  mode,   the   terminal   displays   an
error   message   immediately   below   the   incorrect   command.    In
most   cases   these   messages   are   self-explanatory.    The   4110
Command   Refer'ence   Manual   lists   Setup   mode   er.ror`   messages
and   their-meanings   in   Appendix   C.

Setup   commands   are   a   subset   of   the   4114's   command   reper-
toire.   Setup   commands   are   used   most   often   by   an   operator   and
knowledge   of   these   commands   will   be   most   useful.    Setup  mode
also   allows   you   to   execute   4114   commands   for   which   there   are
no   English-like   commands.   These   are   called   "EScape   se-
quences"   because   the   first   character   in   each  of  these
commands   is   the   "EScape"   character.    Tables   3-5,    6,    and   7
illustrate   the   use   of   EScape   sequence   commands.
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The   use   of   a   few  setup   commands   is   illustrated   in   this
section.    See   the   4114   0perator's   Manual    for   a   complete
description   of   SETUP   commands.

Table   3-2   il.lustrates   the   use   of   Setup  mode   and   specifically
includes   the    STATUS   and    EDITCHARS   setup   commands.    Other
Setup   and    EScape   sequence   commands   are   demonstrated    in
subsequent   examples.

I,bl®  3-2

SETUP   MODE

Step

1.       Press    the    PAGE   key.

2.       Press   the   SET   UP   key.

3.       Enter   the   following   command:

STATUS

4114     SERVICE     (VOLUME     1)                          @
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The   screen   is   erased.

The   red   light   in   the   key  turns   on.

A  report  of  the   status  of  the
terminal   is   displayed.   The
terminal   remembers   the   new  values
for   the   status   as   they  are   entered.
These   values   are   retained   after   the
terminal   is   turned   off .

There   are   four   or   five   categories  of
parameters   (the   last   category   is
optional) :

R E PO R T/ I N PUT
GENERAL
DIALOG
COMMUNICATIONS
OPTIONAL    COMM

The   word   in   the   left   column   of   the
status   report   is   the   name  of  a   setup
command.   The   current   setting   of   each
parameter   of  the   command   is   listed
to   its   right.   Only   those   commands
whose   parameters   are   remembered   when
the   terminal   is   turned   off  and   then
back   on   are   listed.
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4.       Press   the    PAGE   key.

5.       Enter   the   following   command:

STATUS    COMMUNICATIONS

Press   the    PAGE   key.

Enter   the   following   command:

STATUS    EDITCHARS

8.       Enter   the   following   command:

STATUX

3-10 @

The   screen   is   erased.   The   cursor
returns   to   the   upper   left   corner   of
the   screen.

A   report   of   just    the    COMMUNICATIONS
parameters   is   displayed.

The   screen   is   erased.

A  report  of  the   status   of  the
EDITCHARS   parameters   is   displayed.
The   first   two   characters   shown   in
this  report  correct   typing   errors
when   the   terminal   is   in   Setup  mode.

RUB   OUT   backs   up   the   cursor   one
space   each   time   the   key   is   struck.
(CN)   represents   the   cancellation   of
a   character.   An   entire   line  may  be
cancelled   by   pressing    (CTRL)(X).    The
third   character   is  the   ''literal"
character.   It   is   used   in   a   macro
when   the   (CR)    is   included   as   part   of
the   macro.

The   terminal   will   display   an
error   message.
''>>   Terminal   Detects   Error    :

''Nonexistent   Command''
appears   on   the   screen   on   a   single
I ine .
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Enter   the   following   command
(do   not   press   the    RETURN   key):

STATUX

10.     Press    (RUB    OUT)    once.

11.    Type   the   character   '1S"    over
the   character   ''X"   and   press
the   carriage   return.

Eiilii=

-

Zziiliil

12.    Press   the    PAGE   key.

13.    Enter   the   following   command
(do   not   press   the    RETURN   key):

DTATUS

14.     Press    (CTRL)(X)

15.    Press   the    SET   UP   key.

4114    SERVICE     (VOLUME     1) @

The   cursor   backspaces   one   character.

The   STATUS   report   is   displayed.    If
the   screen   is   filled   before   the   end
of  the   report,   the   cursor   returns   to
the   upper   left   corner   and   continues.
If  there   is   already  text   in   that
part  of  the   screen,   it   is  overwrit-
ten.   This   is   controlled   by   the   PAGE-
FULL   command,    as   explained    in    the
4114   0perator's   Manual.

The   screen   is   erased.

An   error   message   would   be   displayed
if   the   (CR)    is   pressed.

This   is   the   ''line   edit''   character.
When   you   press   the   line   edit   key,
the   terminal   displays   two   asterisks
and   moves   down   to   the   next   line.

The   terminal   exits   from   Setup   mode.
The   red   light   in   the   key  turns  off .
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THE    DIALOG   AREA

Conversation   with   the   terminal   and   host   can   be   directed   to   a
particular   area   of   screen   called   the   "dialog   area."

The   dialog   is   stored   in   part  of  the   terminal's  memory   called
the   dialog   buffer.   Depending   on   its   size,   all   or   part   of  the
dialog   buffer   can   be   viewed   at   once.   The   portion   of   the
screen   on   which   the   dialog   buffer   is   displayed   is   called   the
"dialog   area."

For   example,   several   commands   may   be   given   to   the   terminal
in   Setup   mode.    Setup   is   then   terminated   by   pushing   the   SETUP
button.   A   graphics   program   may   then   be   initiated   by   the
operator   for   the   host   to   do.   By   using   the   dialog   area,            `
separate   commands   can   be   given   to   the   terminal   and   to   the
host   by   the   graphics   output.   This   prevents   the   dialog   from
cluttering   up   the   screen.

Table   3-3    illustrates   the    DAENABLE,    DALINES,    DACHARS,    and
DAPOSITI0N   setup   commands   as   well   as   use   of   the   thumbwheels.

4010-Com pa t lb ll lt y

A   program   written   for   a   TEKTRONIX   4010-series   terminal   can
also   be   run   on   a   4114.    However   since   4010-series   terminals
do   not   have   a   dialog   area,   some   special   consideration   must
be   made   for   4010   graphics   which   include   text.

If   you   execute   a   4010   program   with   text   (such   as   for   a   title
or   labels)    on   a   4114   with   the   dialog   area   enabled,   the   4114
would   strip  the   title   and   labels   out   of   the   picture   and
display  that   text   in   the   dialog   area.

DAENABLE   prevents   this.    It   enables   or   disables   the   dialog
area   as   necessary.   When   the   dialog   area   is   "disabled,"   the
4114   does   not   intercept   text   and   display   it   in   the   dialog
area.    This   allows   a   4010   program   with   text   to   execute   on   a
4114   the    same   as   on   a   4010-family   terminal.
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The   examples   used   in   this   section   are   very   simple.   See   the
examples   using   the   DAENABLE   command    to   ensure   that   the
dialog   area   is   enabled.   Since   there   is   no   text   output   in   any
of  the   examples,   it   is  not   necessary  to   disable   the   dialog
area.    For   more   detailed    information   on   the   DAENABLE   command,
see   the   4114   0perator's   Manual.

Table  3-3

THE    DIALOG   AREA

Step

1.       Press   the    SET   UP   key.

2.       Enter   the   following   command:

DAENABLE    YES

3.       Press   the    DIALOG   key.

4.       Enter   the   following   command:

STATUS

5.       Press   the    DIALOG   key.

4114    SERVICE     (VOLUME     1)                          @
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Comment

The   light   in   the   key  turns  on   as   the
terminal   enters   Setup   mode.

This   command   ''enables"   the   dialog
area,   causing   subsequent   dialog   to
appear   in   it.   When   you   press   the
(CR)   key,   the   cursor   disappears.
This   is  because   the   cursor   is   in   the
dialog   area,   even   though   the   dialog
area   is  not   yet   visible.

The   light   in   the   key  turns  on   and
the   cursor   and   prompt   appear   in   the
first   line  of  the  dialog   area.

The   STATUS   report   is   displayed.
However,   all   of  the   report   is   not
visible   since  only  a   part  of  the
screen   is   being   used   for   the   dialog
area .

The   light   in   the   key  turns  off   and
the   dialog   area   is  no   longer   visi-
ble.   The   cursor   is  not  visible   ei-
ther.   This   is   because   the   dialog
area   is   enabled   and   even   though   it
is   not   visible,   the   cursor   remains
in   it.
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6.    Press   the    DIALOG   key.

7.    Rotate   the   Y-axis   thumbwheel
(Figure   3-2)   down    (towards
yoursel f)  .

8.    Rotate   the   thumbwheel   up
(away   from   yourself)   until   the
cursor   is   visible   again.

9.     Press   the    S[IIFT   and    CLEAR
keys   at   the   same   time.

10.    Enter   the   following   command:

DALINES    20

11.    Toggle    the    DIALOG   key
(press   it   twice).

12.    Enter   the   following   command:

DACHARS     10

13.    Toggle   the    DIALOG   key
(press   it   twice)

14.    Enter   the   following   command:

STATUS    DIALOG

3-14 @

The   light   in   the   key  turns   on   and
the   dialog   area   and   cursor   are   visi-
ble   again.   Notice   that   no   text   is
lost   when   the   dialog   area   is   turned
off   and   then   back   on.

As   you   rotate   the   thumbwheel,   the
screen   is   scrolled   allowing
portions   to   be   seen   that   were   not
previously  visible.   Notice   that   the
cursor   always   remains   on   the   last
line   of  the   dialog   area.

The   dialog   area   is   erased.

This   command    specifies   the   maximum
number   of  lines  of  the   dialog   buffer
visible   on   the   screeen   at   a   time.
The   new   specified   number   of   visible
lines  becomes   effective   the   next
time   the   dialog   area   is  visible.

The   first   time   you   press   it,   the
light   in   the   key  goes  out   and   the
dialog   area   becomes   invisible.   When
you   press   it   the   second   time,   the
light   in   the   key  turns   back   on   and
the   dialog   area   reappears   with   the
new   DALINES   specification.

This   command   specifies   the   maximum
number   of  characters   on   each   line   of
the   dialog   area.   The   new  line   size
becomes   effective   the   next   time   the
dialog   area   becomes   visible.

When   you   press   the   key   the   second
time   the   dialog   area   reappears.

Notice   that   the   lines   in   the  dialog
area   are   now  ten   characters   long.
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15.    Enter   the   following   command:

DAPOSITI0N     1000,1000

16.    Toggle   the    DIALOG   key

17.    Enter   the   following   commands
to   restore   the  dialog   area   to
its   factory  default  orientation

DALINES    5
DACHARS    73
DAPOSITION    0,0

Toggle   the    DIALOG   key.

18.    Press   the    SET   UP   key.

Eiliii=

Eilii=

This   command   specifies   the   location
of  the   dialog   area.   The   location   is
updated   the   next   time   the   dialog
area   becomes   visible.

When   you   press   it   the   second   time,
the   light   in   the   key   comes   back   on
and   the   dialog   area   reappears   at   its
new   location.

The   dialog   area   is   again   in   its
default  orientation.

The   light   in   the   key  turns  off  and
the   terminal   exits   from   Setup   mode

PROCRAMMINC   KEYS

Most   of   the   4114's   keys   are   programmable.    Eight   keys   have   no
pre-defined   meaning   (labeled   Fl   through   F8).    Each   key   can
have   two   meanings   programmed   into   it   --   one   is   transmitted
when   you   press   the   function   key  by   itself ,   the   other   when
you   press   the   function   and   SHIFT  keys   at   the   same   time   time.
Keys   can   be   programmed   with   any   character   or   character
string   --   such   as  commands   to   the   terminal   or   to   the   host
computer .

The   keys   can   be   programmed   by   commands   you   enter   from   the
keyboard,   or   by   commands   received   from   a   host   resident
program.   They   can   also   be   programmed   by   a   file   on   a   flexible
disk   containing   appropriate   commands.

Predefined   keys   are   indicated   in   Figure`3-2.    They   are   not
programmable   because   they   are   ''command   keys,"   reserved   to
perform   functions   you   will   use   often.

Table   3-4   illustrates   the   use   of   the   DEFINE   command,   which
is   used   to   program   a   key.   There   are   several   variations  of
the   DEFINE   command,    all   of   which   are   explained    in   the   4114
Operator ' s  manual .
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Step

Table  3-4

PROGRAMMING    KEYS

1.       Press   the    PAGE   key.

2.       If   the   light   in   the   DIALOG
key   is   on,   press   the   key.

3.       Press   the   SET   UP   key.

4.      Clear   the   dialog   area   by
pressing    SHIFT   and    CLEAR.

5.       Enter   the.following   command:

DALINES    20

6.       Toggle   the    DIALOG   key

3-16

Comment

The   screen   is   erased.

The   light   in   the   key  turns  off .
If   the   dialog   area   is   enabled,   the
cursor   disappears.   If   it   is   not   en-
abled,   the   cursor   moves   to   the   top
of  the   screen.

If   the  dialog   area   is   enabled,   the
lights   in    the    SET   UP   and    DIALOG   keys
both   turn   on   and   the   cursor   and   a
prompt   appear   in   the   first   line   of
the   dialog   area.

If   the   dialog   area   is   not   enabled,
follow   Step   two   in   Table   3-3   and
then   do   step  three   of  this   example.

If   there   was   any  text   in   the   dialog
area,   it   is  erased.

This  makes   the   dialog   area   large
enough   to   see   most   of   the   commands
entered .

This   updates   the   dialog   area   to   its
larger   size.   If   the   dialog   area   was
already  set   to   20   lines,   there   will
be   no   change.
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Enter   the    following   command:

DEFINE   F1    /Hi    there/

Clear   the   dialog   area.

Press   the    SET   UP   key.

10.    Press    the    LOCAL   key.

11.     Press    F1.

12.    Press   the    SET    UP   key.

13.    Clear   the   dialog   area.
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When   the   carriage   return   is   pressed,
the   asterisk   moves   dowri   to   the   next
line .

The   dialog   area   is   erased.

The   red   light    in   the   SET   UP   key   and
the   DIALOG   key   turns   off   and   the
asterisk  disappears   as   the   terminal
exits   from   Setup   mode.

The   light   in   the   key   turns   on   as   the
terminal   enters   Local   mode.

When   the   terminal    is   in   Local   mode,
the   terminal   echoes   information   as
if   it   were   coming   from   the   host   but
does  not   try  to   execute   it   as   a
command  .

''Hi   there"   appears  on   the   screen.

The   red   light   in   the   SET   UP   and   the
DIALOG   key   comes   on   as   the   terminal
enters   Setup  mode;   the   asterisk   ap-
pears  at   the   left  margin   of  the   line
in   the   dialog    area.    Now   the   SET   UP,
LOCAL,    and    DIALOG   lights   are   on.
When   the   terminal   is   in   both   Setup
and   Local   at   the   same   time,   the
Setup   mode   takes   priority.

The   dialog   area   is   erased.
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14.    Enter   the    following   command:

STATUS    EDITCHARS

15.    Enter    the    following   command:

DEFINE   F2   /Hi    there<literal>(CR)(LF)/

16.    Clear   the   dialog   area.

17.    Leave   the    Setup   mode.

18.    Press   F2   several   times.

19.    Enter    Setup   mode   again.

20.    Enter   the   following   command:

DEFINE    F1

21.    Leave   Setup   mode,   enter
Local    Mode   and
press   F1.

22.    Enter   Setup   Mode   and   then

enter   the   following   command:

DEFINE    ALL

23.    Press   the    SET    UP   key.
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When   you   type   the   literal
character   (in   this   case   ~)   it   is
echoed   on   the   screen.   When   you
pr`ess    (CR),    the   cursor   back-
spaces   and   types   over   the   liter.al
c h a r` a c t e r. .

The   dialog   area   is   erased.

The   lights   in   the   SET   UP   and
DIALOG   keys   go   out.

The   message   ''Hi   there"    is
printed   on   a   separate   line   each
time   the   key   is   pressed.

The   lights   in   the   SET   UP   and
DIALOG   keys   come   on    again.

This   command   deletes   the   macro
assigned   to   key   F1.

Nothing   happens   since   there   is
longer   a   macro   associated   with
that   key.

This   command   deletes   all   cur-
rently   assigned   macr`os.

The   light    in   the   SET   UP   key
turns  off .
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Creating   a  Graphlcs   Segment

I-

A   graphics   segment   is   a   picture   or   a   part   of   a   picture   which
can   be   manipulated   by   4114   commands.    This   allows    you   to
manipulate   a   part   of   a   picture   without   having   to   continually
compile   and   execute   an   entire   program.

The   creation   of   a   segment   is   usually   accomplished   by   a
software   program.   This   table   shows   you   how   to`   do   it   from   the
terminal,   so   you   can   better   understand   this   concept,   sirice
it   is   used   in   subsequent   examples.

This   also   illustrates   the   use   of   "escape   sequence"   commands
with   the   terminal   in   Setup  mode.   Note   the   following
conventions   concerning   escape   sequences:

o       (ESC)    means   press   the    ESCAPE   key

o      alphabetic   characters  must   be   upper   case

o      use   of   the   space   character   is   important;   most   com-
niands   consist   of   the    (ESC)    followed   by   two   upper
case   alphabetic   characters   followed   by   a   space   and
then   the   first   numeric   parameter;   there   is   also   a
space   between   each   of   the   following   numeric   parame-
ter s .

If   you   have   a   program   which   creates   a   simple   picture,   you
can   log   onto   your   host   and   execute   that   program.    Do   not   use
a   program   which   includes   text.    Using   the   dialog   area,   with   a
program   that   includes   text,   is   described    in   the   4114   0pera-
tor's   Manual.

At   the   end   of   the   example,   the   segment   remains   on   your
screen.    The   same   segment   is   used    in   Tables   3-6   and   3-7.    The
segment   is   deleted   from   the   terminal's  memory   at   the   end   of
Table   3-7.
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Table  3-5

CREATING   A    GRAPHICS    SEGMENT

Step

1.       If   the   DIALOG   light   is   on,
press   the   key  to   turn   it   off

2.       Enter   Setup   Mode.

3.      Clear   the   dialog   area.

4.       Press   the   SET   UP   key.

5.       Press   the    DIALOG   key.

6.      Log   onto   the   host   computer.

7.       Press   the    SET   UP   key.

8.       Enter   the   following   command:

(ESC)<SO>     1      (CR)

Use   upper   case.

3-20

Commer)t

The   light   in   the   key  turns   off .
If   the   dialog   area   is   enabled,   the
cursor   disappears.

The   lights   in   both   the   SET   UP   and
DIALOG   keys  `turn   on   if   the   dialog
area   is   enabled.

If   the   dialog   area   is   not   enabled,
follow   Step   two   in   Table   3-3   and
then   continue   with   Step   four   in   this
ex ampl e .

If   there   was   any  text   in   the   dialog
area,   it   is  erased.

The   lights   in   the   SET   UP   and    the
DIALOG   keys   turn   off   and   the
terminal   exits   from   Setup   mode.

If   the   dialog   area   is   not   turned   on
explicitly   by   pressing   the   DIALOG
key,   the   dialog   is   turned   off   when
the   terminal   exits   from   Setup   mode.

The   light   in   the   key   turns   on   and
the   dialog   area   becomes   visible.

The   lights   in   the    SET   UP   and    DIALOG
keys   turn   on   and   the   terminal   enters
Setup   mode.

The   terminal   "opens"    segment   one.
This   means   that   subsequent   graphics
data   is   captured   into   segment    1.
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9.       Press   the   SET   UP   key.

10.    Enter   the   necessary   commands
to   run   a   graphics   program   on
the   host.

11.    When   the   programm   is   finished
running,   press   the   SET   UP   key

12.    Enter   the   following   command
in   upper   case.

(ESC)>SC>     (CR)

13.     Press    the    SET    UP   and    DIALOG
ke ys .

15.    Log   off   the   host   computer.

16.    Clear   the   dialog   area.

17.    Press   the    PAGE   key.

4114    SERVICE     (VOLUME     1) @

This   allows   the   terminal   to   exit
from   Setup   mode   so   it   may   communi-
cate   with   the   host   computer;   the
light   in   the   SET   UP   key   turns   off .
The   light   in   the   DIALOG   key   remains
lit   because   the   key  was   explicitly
pressed   in   step   five.

As   the   picture   is  displayed,   it   is
being   captured   in   segment    1.

The   light   in   the   SET   UP   key   turns   on
and   the   terminal   enters   Setup  mode.

The   terminal   ''closes"   the   open
segment.    Incoming   data   is   no
longer   captured   in   a   segment.

-

The   lights   in   the   SET   UP   and
dialog   keys   turn   off  and   the   termi-
nal   exits   Setup   mode.

The   dialog   area   is   erased.

Graphics   which   is   not   part   of   a
segment   is   erased.   The   segment   is
erased   momentarily   and   redrawn.
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Manlpulatlng   a  Craphlcs  Segment

Table   3-5   illustrated   how  to   create   a   graphics   segment.
Table   3-6   takes   you   a   little   further   by   showing   you   some   of
the   ways   you   can   manipulate   a   segment.

Table   3-6   assumes   that   the   segment   created   in   Table   3-5   is
still   on   the   screen.   This   example   illustrates   escape   se-
quence   commands   which   make   the    segment:

o      invisible
o     visible
o     appear   in   refresh
o      appear   in   storage
o     highlighted
o     unhighlighted

There   is   a   brief  description   of  refresh   and   storage   graphics
in   the   description   of  the   dialog   area,   just   before   Table   3-
3.    The   escape   sequence   command   format   is   described   prior   to
Table   3-5.

The   manipulation   of   a   segment   is   normally   accomplished   under
program   control.   The   simple   examples   shown   here   illustrate
just   a   few   of   the   ways   a   segment   can   be   used.    See   the   4114
Host    Programmer's   Manual    and    the   4110   Command    Reference
Manual   for   details.
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Table   3-6

MANIPULATING   A    GRAPHICS   SEGMENT

Step

1.       Turn   off   the   DIALOG   key   if
it   is  on,

2.       Press   the   SET   UP   key.

3.      Clear   the   dialog   area.

Zilii=
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4.      Enter   the   following   command   to
make   the   segment   invisible:

(ESC)<SV     1     0>

5.      Enter   the   following   command   to
make   the   segment   visible   again

(ESC)<SV     1      1>

6.       Enter   the   following   command   to
draw  the   segment   in   refresh:

(ESC)<SM     12>

Comm,I]t

The   light   in   the   key   turns   off .
If   the   dialog   area   is   enabled,   the
cursor   disappears.

If   the   dialog   area   is   enabled,   the
lights   in    the    SET   UP   and    DIALOG   keys
both   turn   on.

If   the   dialog   area   is   not   enabled,
follow   Step   two   in   Table   3-3   and
then   continue   with   Step   four   in   this
e x am pl e .

If   there   was   any  text   in   the   dialog
it   is   erased.

There   is   no   immediate   effect   on   the
segment;   the   asterisk   appears   on   the
next   line   as   a   prompt.

The   segment   becomes   visible   as
soon   as    you   press   the    RETURN   key

No   visible   change   to   the   segment;
the   asterisk   appears  on   the   next
line   as   a   prompt.
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Turn    the    REFRESH    INTENSITY
knob   to   the   left.

Enter   the   following   command   to
draw  the   segment   in   storage:

(ESC)<SM      1      1>

Enter   the   following   command   to
"highlight"   the   segment:

(ESC)<SH     1      1>

10.    Enter   the   following   command   to
discountinue   highlighting   of
the   segment:

(ESC)<SH     10>

11.    Press    the    SET    UP   key.

12.    Press   the    DIALOG   key.

Graphlcs   Ir)put

The   displayed   segment   dims   as   the
knob   is   turned.    If   you   turn   the   knob
all   the   way  to   the   left,   the   segment
disappears.   If   you  turn   it   all   the
way   to   the   right,   the   segment
becomes   bright   and   is   stored   on   the
screen.   If   that   happens,   turn   the
knob   back   counterclockwise   and   press
the    PAGE   key.

The   segment   may   appear   brighter
again .

The   segment   ''blinks"    slowly.    Turn
the    REFRESH    INTENSITY   knob    to
the   right   to  make   the   blinking
more   noticeable.

The   segment   stops   blinking.

The   light   in   the   key  turns  off  and
the   terminal   exits   from   Setup  mode

The   dialog   area   becomes   visible.

Graphics   input   (GIN)   mode   allows   you   to   send   graphics
information   to   a   program.

In   a   typical   use   of   GIN   mode   you   would   log   onto   a   host   and
execute   a   program.    The   program   would   display   some   graphics
or   text   and   prompt   you   to   position   the   graphics   cursor   to
send   some   data   to   the   program   or   indicate   a   choice  of
action.   The   program   would   continue   to   prompt   you   until   all
of  the   necessary   information   had   been   sent,   and   then   would
terminate   GIN   mode.
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Although   it   is   typically   accomplished   by   program   control,
Table   3-7   illustrates   the   use   of   escape   sequence   commands   to
enter   GIN   mode   and   use   some   of   its   features.

The   information   in   this   table   assumes   that   a   graphics
segment   is   displayed   (see   Table   3-5).

Step

1.       Press   the    PAGE   key.

Eili

ZiiE

Table  3-7

GIN    (ORAPHICS    INPUT)    MODE

Conmer)t

The   screen   is   erased.    The   segment   on
the   screen   is   redrawn.

2.       Turn   off   the   DIALOG   key   if
it   is  on.

Press   the    SET   UP   key.

4.      Clear   the   dialog   area.

5.       Enter   the   following   command:

(ESC)<IE    01>

6.       Press   the   SET   UP   key.
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The   light   in   the   key  turns  off .

If   the   dialog   area   is   enabled,   the
lights   in    the    SET   UP   and    DIALOG   keys
both   turn   on.

If   the   dialog   area   is   not   enabled,
follow   Step   two   in   Table   3-3   and
then   continue   with   Step   four   of   this
ex ampl e .

If   there   was   any  text   in   the   dialog
it   is   erased.
'The   crosshair   cursor   becomes   visible

as   the   terminal   enters   GIN   mode.

The   lights   in   the   SET   UP   and    DIALOG
keys   turn   off  as   the   terminal   exits
from   Setup   mode.
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7.       Rotate   each   thumbwheel.

8.       Press   an   alphanumeric   key.

9.       Press   the    SET    UP   key.

10.    Enter   the    following   commands:

( ESC ) < I I
( ESC ) < I R
( ESC ) < I E

11.     Press    the    SET    UP   key.

12.    Press   an   alphanumeric   key.
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The   horizontal   line   of  the   crosshair-'
cursor   moves   up   and   down   as   the
right   thumbwheel   is   rotated.   The
vertical   line   of  the   crosshair  moves
left   and   right   as   the   bottom
thumbwheel   is   rotated.

In   an   actual   GIN   situation,   this
would   ''locate"   the   point   at   which
the   crosshair   cursor   is   positioned
when   you   press   the   key.   The   coordi-
nates  of  that   point   would   be   sent   to
the   graphics   program.

In   this   case,   when   you   press   the   key
the   crosshair   cursor   disappears   and
the   terminal   exits   from   GIN   mode.

The   red   light   in   the   key   turns  on
and   the   terminal   enters   Setup   mode;
the   dialog   area   also   becomes   visi-
ble,

The   terminal   enters   GIN   mode
again,   with   ''rubber   banding"   and
"inking"   in   effect.11   is   inking.
IR   is   rubber`banding.      IE   means
enter'   GIN.    0   means   use   the
thumbwheels   for   the   locator   func-
tion.    5   means   perform   5   GIN   events

The   lights   in    the    SET   UP   and    DIALOG
keys   go   out.   The   terminal   exits   from
Setup   mode   and   the   dialog   area
becomes   invisible.

The   crosshair   cursor   blinks   momen-
tarily  then   reappears.
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13.    Rotate   the   thumbwheels   to   move
the   crosshair   cursor   to
another   point.

14.    Press   an   alphanumeric   key.

15.    Continue   to   move   the   thumb-
wheels   and   press   3   more
alphanumeric   keys.

16.    Press   the    PAGE   key.

17.    Press   the    SET    UP   key.

18.    Enter   the    following   commands:

Zziilii=
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19.    Press   the    SET    UP   key.

20.    Rotate   each   of   the
thumbwheel s .
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Notice   that   a   line   follows   the
cursor   as   you   move   it.   This
is   the   "rubberbanding"   feature.

A   line   is   drawn   from   the   last   point
located   to   the   current   point.   This
is   the   "inking"    feature   of   GIN   mode.

A   line   is   drawn   as   you   press   each
key.   When   you   press   the   third
key  the   crosshair   cursor   disappears.

The   screen   is   erased.   The   lines
drawn   while   the   inking   feature   was
turned   on   are   erased,   since   they   are
not   part   of   a   segment.   Segment    1   is
erased   momentarily   and   redrawn.

The   light    in    the    SET    UP   and    DIALOG
keys   turn   on.

The   first   command   specifies   that   the
next   time   the   terminal   enters
GIN   mode,    segment    1    is   to   be
the   graphics   cursor.   The   second
command   puts   the   terminal    into   GIN
mod e ,

The    lights    in    the    SET    UP   and    DIALOG
keys   turn   off .

Segment    1    is   now   the   gr`aphics   cur`sor`
As   you   rotate   the   top   thumbwheel,   it
moves   left   and   right;   rotate   the
bottom   the   bottom   thumbwheel   to   move
it   up   and   down.
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21.    Press   an   alphanumeric    key.

22.    Press   the    SET   UP   key.

23.    Enter   the   following   command:

(ESC)<SK     1>

24.    Press   the   SET   UP   key.

25.    Press   the   DIALOG   key.
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The   terminal   exits   from   GIN   mode.

The   lights   in    the    SET   UP   and    DIALOG
keys   turn   on.

This   command   deletes   segment    1   from
the   terminal's   memory.

The   lights   in    the    SET   UP   and    DIALOG
keys   turn   off .

The   light   in   the   key   turns  on   and
the   dialog   area   becomes   visible.
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Section   4

INTRODUCTION    TO    CIRCUIT    THEORY

INTRODUCTION

The   4114   circuitry   is   designed   around   a    16-bit   microproces-
sor   called   the   MPU.    It   has   one   megabyte   of  memory   address
space,   which   is   addressed   by   the   signals   ADBO-19,    and   32K
bytes   of   10   address   space,   which   is   addressed   by   the   signals
ADRO-15.    Separate   read    and   write   signals   for   memory   space
and   10   space   control   the   destination   of   the   addresses   on
ADRO-15.    The   MPU   responds   to   eight   levels   of   interrupt
priority  by   using   the   signals   of   Programmable   Interrupt
Controller   integrated   circuit.   The   MPU   is   also   capable   of
direct   memory   access   (DMA)    operation.

The   MPU   communicates   with   two   main   sources   of   information.
It   receives   keyboard   data   from   and   sends   data   and   commands
to   a   dedicated   keyboard   controller   MPU.    It   also   receives   and
sends   data   to   and   from   the   host   computer   by   means   of   an   RS-
232   data   communications   link.    The   MPU   acts   upon   commands
received   from   the   keyboard   or   host   computer   and   accesses   the
proper   firmware   routine   located   either   in   RON,   on   the
Processor   board    or   on   the    RAM/ROM   board.    The   Display   Con-
troller   and   Vector   Generator   boards   provide   the   signals
necessary   to   control   information   displa.yed   on   the   display
module   screen.

The   Display   Controller   circuitry   acts   as   an   ''interface"
between   the   Processor   and   the   Vector   Generator   boards.   The
Display   Controller   receives   commands   directly   from   the   MPU,
and   also   accesses   commands   from   a   display   list   located   in
main   system   memory.    The   Display   Controller   also   controls   the
writing   of  data   on   the   screen   by   controlling   the   Z   Axis
Signal.   The   Vector   Generator   generates   display   signals   that
are   sent   to   the   display  module   through   the   display   cable.
The   Vector   Generator   circ
set-up  circuitry  accepts  d

provides   two   functions.    The
information   from   the   Dis-

play   Controller   and   passes   this   on   to   the   Vector   Generation
circuitry.   This  circuitry  creates  the   signals   that  operate
the   display  module.   The   set-up   circuitry   also   informs   the
display   controller   when   to   send   more   vector   generation   data
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SYSTEM    BUS    DESIGN

The   system   bus   design   allows   control   of   the   system   bus   to   be
gained   and   relinquished   by   ''bus   masters"    and   ''bus   slaves''.
At   any   one   time,   there   is   only   one   bus   master,   but,   once   the
bus   master   is   through   with   its   operations   on   the   bus,   it
gives   up   control   of   the   bus   to   a   bus   slave,   which   then
becomes   the   bus   master.    The   current   bus   controller   is   the
only   device   that   can   drive   address   lines   and   perform   reads
and   writes.   The   Processor   board   and   the   Display   Controller
board   are   the   only  two   potential   bus   master,s   in   the   standard
4114.    However,   the   optional   Disk   Controller   board    is   another
potential   bus   master.

A   bus   slave   is   a   device   that   obeys   the   bus   master   by   sending
data   to   the   bus   master   during   read   operations   and   by
accepting   data   from   the   bus   master   during   write   operations.
The    RAM/ROM   and    optional    3PPI    boards   are   examples   of   bus
slaves.   When   a   bus   master   device,    (for   example,   the   optional
Disk   Controller   board),   does   not   have   control   of   the   bus,   it
may   function   as   a   bus   slave.   For   instance,   the   Processor
board,   functioning   as   a   bus   master,   may   read   from   or   write
to   10   registers   on   the   Disk   Controller   board,   which
functions   as   a   bus   slave   during   this   operation.

RELATED   INFORMATION

The   following   sections   of  this  manual   contain   the   Theory  of
Operation   for   the   major   functional   components   of   the   4114.    In
most   cases   the   Theory  of   Operation   is   supplemented   with   simpli-
fied   block   diagrams,   detailed   block   diagrams,   and   schematic
re fer enc e s .

The   major   function   blocks   on   each  of  the   block  diagrams   is   the
same   as   the   corresponding   overlay  block   on   the   schematic   diagram.
The   block   diagrams   therefore   provide   a   functional   overview  of  an
entire   circuit  board   which   is  not  readily  visible   from   the   actual
schematic   diagrams.

The   major   module   interconnect   and   block   diagrams   are   also   includ-
ed   in   Section    12   of   this   manual   and   in   Section   4   of   Volume   2   for
convenience   and   ease   of  cross   referencing   to   the   schematic
d iagram s .
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Section  5

PROCESSOR    AND    KEYBOARD    CIRCUIT    THEORY

INTRODUCTION   TO   THE    PROCESSOR    BOARD

The   Processor   board   consists   of  circuitry   that   performs   the
following   functions:

o      Processes   system   firmware   commands   and   data   along
with   interrupt   data   from   on   and   off   the   board.

o     Accepts   interrupt   signals   from   the   host   computer
communications   port,   the   keyboard,   peripheral   de-
vices   and   other   circuitry   connected   to   the   System
bus,   and   from   other   circuitry  on   the   Processor   board
i t se i f .

o      Transmits   and   receives   data   from   the   System   bus.

o     Stores   part   of   the   system   firmware   and   the   terminal
initialization   information.

o      Provides   control   and   status   signals   primarily   for
the   microprocessor    (MPU).

o      Communicates   with   the   host   compu'ter   using   the   RS-232
communication   standard.

o      Communicates   with   the   keyboard.

Each   of   these   functions   is   performed   by   the   blocks   shown   in
the   simplified   block   diagram   of   Figure   5-1.

MICROPROCESSOR     (MPU)

This   block   consists   of   the   microprocessor   (MPU).   This   16-bit
machine   time-multiplexes   its   ADO-AD19   lines:   that   is,   at   one
time   address   information   is  on   these   lines;   then   later   data
informat,ion   is   on   these   lines.   The   MPU   outputs   three   inter-
nal   state   identifiers   (SO-S2),   which   are   used   by   blocl<s   of
circuitry  on   the   board   to   synchronize   their   operations   with
the   MPU.    Inputs   to   the   block   are   primarily   a   clock,   a   reset,
and   an   interrupt   signal.
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PROCESSOR    AND    KEYBOARD

INTERRUPT    CONTROLLER

The   Interrupt   Controller   circuitry  consists   primarily  of  the
Peripheral   Interrupt   Controller   (PIG).   This   integrated   cir-
cuit   determines   which   one   of  eight   interrupting   sources   is
to   be   serviced   if  more   than   one   source   requests   servicing   at
one   time.   Sources   can   be   other   boards   in   the   terminal,   such
as   the   3   Port   Peripheral   Interface   (3PPI)   board,   or
Processor   board   circuitry,   such   as   the   keyboard   port   or   host
computer   port.    The   MPU   communicates   with   the   interrupt
controller   block   through   the   Process   data   bus,    DO-15.    The
PIG   is   programmed   by   the   MPU   shortly   after   the   terminal   is
turned   on.   The   MPU   can   also   read   the   current   status   of  the
PIG   and   change   its   mode   of   operation   by   reprogramming   its
internal   registers.

Eiiilii=

-

-.

PROCESSOR    AND    SYSTEM    BUS    INTERFACE

The   primary   inputs   to   the   Processor   board   and   System   Bus
Interface   circuitry  are   the   lines  on   the  multiplexed   Proces-
sor   address   data   bus    (ADO-AD19),   which   is   output   directly
from   the   MPU.    The   ADO-AD19   signal   lines   carry,    at   different
times,   data   and   address   information.   This   block   separates
the   data   and   address   information   into   four   distinct   buses:
DO-15   is   the   Processor   data   bus,   AO-19   is   the   Processor
address   bus,    DATO-15    is   the    System   data   bus,    and    ADRO-19   is
the   System   address   bus.   This   block   also   outputs   control   and
status   signals   onto   the   System   bus.

SYSTEM    MEMORY

There   are   approximately   32   thousand   bytes   of   RAM   in   the
System   Memory   circuitry   that   contains   most   of   the   basic
System   firmware.   The   Processor   data   and   address   buses   con-
nect   to   this   block.   Memory   is   addressed   using   the   Processor
address   bus,   and   the   selected   data   is   placed   on   the   Proces-
sor   da.ta   bus.    The   System   Memory   also   includes   non-volatile
RAM   where   set-up   parameters   are   retained   when   the   terminal
power   switch   is   off .
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CONTROL,     STATUS,     AND   TIMING

This   circuitry   consists   of   MPU   control,   status   detection,
and   timing   functions   for   the   Processor   board   itself .   The
following   blocks   of   circuitry   are   found   on   the   schematics.

The   MPU   Control    logic   generates   the   4.9152   MHz   clock   signal
for   the   VPU.    The   block.also   synchronizes   the   reset   and   ready
inputs   of   the    MPU.

The   Bus   Transfer   Logic   provides   signals   that   inform   bus
masters   and   slaves   whether   they   can   use   the   System   bus.
There   is   priority-determining   logic   on   the   Votherboard   that
works   in   conjunction   with   this   circuitry.

The   Address   Decoding   circuitry   creates   signals   from   high-
order   address   bits   which   indicate   what   area   of   I/0   or   memory
address   space   that   data   is   to   be   sent   or   received.

The   Bus   Timeout   Detector   detects   when   a   slave   device   fails
to   respond   with   an   acknowlege   signal    (ACKl    or   ACK2)    to   a
command    from   any  master   device.    If   the   circuitry   does   detect
this   failure   to   respond,   it   drives   its   own   acknowledge
signal    (ACKl    or   ACK2)   onto   the   bus   and   sets   an   error   status
bit.   This   action   prevents   the   bus   from   "hanging",   that   is,
remaining   in   a   state   that   cannot   be   responded   to   by   any
master   or   slave   device.

The   Status   Input   circuitry   allows   the   MPU   to   read   two
Processor   board   status   signals.   This   circuitry   also   outputs
STATEN   which   is   input   to   the   Bus   Timeout   Detector.

The   Bus    Clock   Generator   produces   a   clock   signal    (BCLK)    for
the   System   bus.

The   Vicroprocessor   Timing   Generator   receives   three   signals
from   the   MPU    (SO-S2)    that   indicate   whether   the   MPU   is
acknowledging   an   interrupt,   reading   or   writing   to   10   or
memory   space,   and   fetching   an   instruction,   in   a   halt   state,
or   in   a   no-bus-cycle   state.   This   information   synchronizes
operations   both   on   and   off   the   Processor   board.
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The   Programmable   Timer   and    Baud    Rate   Generator   consists   of   a
Progammable   Interval   Timer   that   primarily   provides   variable
timing   functions.   This   circuitry   provides   the   transmit   baud
rate,   a   firmware   interval   timer,   the   bus   timeout   interval,
and   the   RS-232   inter-character   delay.

HOST    COMPUTER    PORT

The   Host   Computer   Port   circuitry  communicates   with   the   host
computer   by   means   of   RS-232   signals.    A   programmable   UART-
type   integrated   circuit   accepts   RS-232   control   and   data
signals   from   the   host   computer   and   then   converts   this
information   to   parallel   data   and   interrupts   for   use   by  the
MPU.    In   addition   to   various   control   and   status   signals,   the
block   outputs   data   on   the   Processor   data   bus,    DO--D15.

Circuitry   related   to   the   host   computer   port   is   the   RS-232
State   Change   Detector.   This   detects   state   changes   on   the
incoming   RS-232   status   lines   and   generates   interrupts   if
changes   occur.

Eilii=

Ziilii=

KEYBOARD    PORT

The   keyboard   Port   circuitry   accepts   data   from   the   keyboard.
The   Peripheral    Interface   Microcomputer    (PI   MPU),   dedicated
to   servicing   the   keyboard,   processes   this   data   and   outputs
it   to   part   of   the   Processor   data   bus,    DO-7.    The   PI   MPU   also
outputs   various   control   signals,   including   an   interrupt
(KBINT),   which   reaches   the   MPU   after   being   processed   by   the
Interrupt   Controller   circuitry.

DETAILED   PROCESSOR   BOARD   CIRCUIT    DESCRIPTIONS

Every   block  of  circuitry   that   appears   on   the   Processor   board
schematics   is   described   here.    For   each   block,   the
description   follows   the   same   format:   Schematic   number,    Pur-
pose,   Signals   --input   and   output;   Description,   and   Opera-
tion.   The   intent  of  this   format   is   to   give   the   reader   a
clear   understanding   of   each   block.   Formatting   also   serves
the   purpose   of  quick  reference   once   the   circuitry   is   under-
stood .
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Refer   to   Figure   5-2   for   an   overall   view  of  how  the   circuit
blocks   communicate.    Note   that   the   Address   Drivers   and   Data
Drivers/Receivers   blocks   perform   analogous   tasks   for   the
address   and   data   information   that   the   MPU   emits.    They   either
output   this   information   to   the   System   bus   or   the   Processor
bus   depending   on   the   state   of  control   signals   from   the   MPU.

In   the   description   of   some   blocks   of  circuitry,   parentheses
are   used   to   enclose   names   that   are   not   standard   named
signals.   These   names   within   parentheses   are   usually   taken
from   the   input   or   output   pin   name   of   an   LSI   circuit.   Some
examples   are    (CLK),    (OSC),    and    (RDY)    in    the    Microprocessor
Control   block.

Sometimes,   in   the   spelled-out   signal   name   that   is   enclosed
in   parentheses   immediately   after   the   signal   name,   there   are
parentheses   inside   parentheses.   These   inner   parentheses
enclose   additional   explanatory   words   that   are   not,   evident   in
the   signal   name.    For   example,    in   the   Bus   Transfer   Logic
circuitry,    there    is   ''BUSY   ((System   Bus)    Busy)".
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Seven   of.   the   eighteen   blocks   have   an   LSI   circuit   as   a   main
component.    Many   of   these   are   programmable   and   all   are
multipurpose.   The   LSI   circuits   are   used   in   a   definite
con.figuration   (and   in   some   cases   a   definite   "mode")    in   the
design   of   the   Processor   board.   The   block   descriptions   do   not
give   complete   accounts   of   the   unused   ''modes"    and   configura-
tions   of  these   LSI   circuits.   However,   reference   to   further
information   along   with   the   abbreviations   used   for   these   LSI
circuits   is   given   in   Table   5-1.

Table   5-1

MANUFACTURERS'    NOMENCLATURE    FOR    ICS

Name Abbrev .
Hanufac tur er ' sNumber

Programmable   Interrupt
PIG 8259A    (a)Controller

Mi c r o pr o c e s so r MPU 8086    (a)
Clock   Generator   and   Driver CGD 8284    (a)
Bus   Controller BC 8288    (a)
Keyboard   Controller   MPU KC     MPU 8041A    (a)
Programmable   Interval   Timer PIT 8253    (a)
Programmable   Communications PCI 2661     (b)
Interface

(.)   D.scrlptlon   ln   Intel   Component   Data   Catalog   1980
(b)   Descrlptlon   ln   Signetics   Data   Manual   1980
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MP-U+\(SCHEMATIC   A3-1)    "+S

Purpose

The   MPU   controls   the   general   purpose   reading   and   writing   of
data   and   address   information   for   the   entire   terminal   system
Sometimes   the   MPU   gives   up   control   of   the   System   bus   in
favor   of  other   bus   masters.

Signals

Zilii

Zziii

\`\

The   input   signals   are:

o      CLK    (Clock).    Direct   4.9152   MHz   clock   signal    from   the
Clock   Generator.    F®m   ul55

o      RST   (Reset).    Directly   input   from   the   Clock   Genera-
tor.    Causes   the   MPU   to   stop   current   activity,   but  Frty/A/js.S
restarts   execution   when   it   goes   high.    RST  must   be
low  for   at   least   four   clock   cycles   to   stop   the   MPU.

o      RDY   (Ready).    Directly   input   from   the   Clock   Genera-
tor.   When   high,    RDY   signals   that   the   addressed
memory  or   I/0   device   will   complete   its   data
transfer.      Fr"  2/`SS

o      TEST   (Test).   ''Wait"    instruction   sets   up   the   MPU   to
examine   the   TEST   input.    If   TEST   is   low,   execution
continues.    If   TEST   is   high,   the   MPU   inserts   idle
states   between   bus   cycles   until   TEST   goes   low.   This
is   available   orily   on   Test   Connector   J104.ff.`  IS

o      NMI    (Non-maskable   interrupt).    When   low,    the   MPU
stops   normal   execution   and   jumps   to   a   predetermined
subroutine   in   firmware.   Software   cannot   disable   this
interrupt.   NMI   is   triggered   on   the   low  to   high
transition.   This   is   available   only  on   Test   Connector
J104.     P;"®dr     P;"    '8

o      INTR   (Interrupt).   When   high,   after   the   last   clock
cycle   of  the   current   instuction,   the   MPU   enters   an
interrupt   acknowledge   operation.    INTR   may   be   dis-
abled   by   software.   u3i70
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The   output   signals   are:

o      ADO-19    (Processor)   Address   Data   bus   bits   0   through
19).   These   bits   carry   both   address   and   data   informa-
tion   at   different   times.   The   Address   Drivers  circui-
try  outputs   this   information   to   the   Processor   bus   or
System   bus   according   to   its   destination.

o      LOCK   (Lock).    Prevents   other   bus   masters   from   gaining
control   of   the   System   bus.   LOCK   is   activated   when
special   ''lock"   prefixes   are   added   to   firmware
instructions.

o       RD    (Read).    When   low,    indicates   that   the   MPU   is
performing   a  memory   or   I/0   read   cycle,   depending   on
whether   S2   is   high   (memory)    or   low   (IO)i

o      QSO-1.    Not   used    in   normal   operation,   but   available
on   the   J104   test   connector.

o      RQ-0/GTO-1.    Not   used    in   normal   operation,   bus   avail-
able  on   the   J104   test   connector.

o      SO-2    (Status   bits   0   through   2).   These   bits   when
taken   together   show   which   of  eight   states   the   MPU   is
in--interrupt   acknowledge,I/0   read,I/0  write,
halt,   code   access,   memory   read,I/0   read,   or   pas-
sive.

o       BHE    (Byte    High    Enable).    During    MPU    state   T1,    BHE
enables   the   high  byte   of  data   onto   D8-15   for   read,
write,   and   interrupt   acknowledge   cycles.

De sc r 1 pt lo n

The   MPU   is   a   general   purpose   microprocessor   that   has   an
address   space   of   one  megabyte.    It   operates   at   4.9152   MHz   and
manipulates   data   in   8-bit   or   16-bit   word   sizes.    See   Figure
5-3.
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CLOCK  INPUT.  DIF]ECT INPUT FROM
CLl{ ON  CLOCK GENERATOR. 33°/o
DUTY CYCLE, 4.9152  MHz.

F]ESET,  WHEN  HIGH,  MPU  STOPS
FOR FOUR CLOcl{  CYCLES, WHEN
LOW,  flESTAFITS  EXECUTION.

F]EADY,  WHEN  HIGH,  MEMORY OF]
I/0 ACI{NOWLEDGES  IT WILL
COMPLETE ITS  DATA TRANSFER.

FmMWAFiE "wAiT"  INSTRucTioN
LOOKS AT TEST.  IF HIGH,  MPU
GOES INTO  IDLE STATE.  IF  LOW,
EXECUTION  CONTINUES.

NON-MASKABLE INTEFtRUPT.  LOW
TO HIGH  CAUSES AN  INTEF]F)UPT
AT END OF CUFtRENT
INSTFtucTION,

lNTEF`F]uPT.  HIGH  LEVEL
TFIIGGEl]ED AND SAMPLED  DURING
LATEST CLOCK  CYCLE OFt  EVEF)Y
iNSTnucTION. sOFTWAflE
MASKABLE.

F]ST

FtDY

TEST

NM'

'NTR

F]D

Flo/GTO-1

EFE

BHE

A16-19

ADO-15

WHEN  LOW,  PFtEVENTS OTHEF)  BUS
MASTEFts FROM  CONTFIOLLING
THE SYSTEM  BUS.  SOFTWAFtE
ACTIVATED.

WHEN  LOW,  INDICATES  A  MEMOF]Y
READ IS IN  Pl]OGRESS,  lF S2  IS
HIGH,  OR  AN  I/0  FIEAD,  lF  S2  ls
LOW.  FOFI  PF]OCESSOR  BUS  ONLY,

NOT USED.

NOT USED.

STATUS  LINES. THESE  INDICATE
THE  EIGHT STATES OF  MPU
DufllNG  T1,  T2,  T4.  PASSIVE  (1,1,1)
DUF`ING  T3,  TW.  BUS  CONTROLLEF]
USES THESE TO GENERATE ALL  I/a
AND  MEMOF]Y  CONTF)OL  SIGNALS.
PF]OCESSOF)  BOAFtD  USES THEM
Fol]  LOCAL ACCES§ES.

BYTE  HIGH  ENABLE.  USED TO
ENABLE De-15 oN  F]EAD, wF]iTE,
AND INTEF]F]uPT ACKNOWLEDGE
CYCLES.

CARF]Y  FOUR  MOST SIGNIFICANT
BITS OF A 20-BIT ADDF]ESS
MEMOF]Y  OPEFtATION.
INSIGNIFICANT  IN  A  16-BIT  I/a
0PEFIATION.

TIME-MULTIPLEXED  I/O/MEMORY
ADDF)ESS  (DUF]lNG  T1 ) AND  DATA

(DUFtlNG T2,  T3,  TW,  T4).

Figure   5-3.   MPU   Pin   Descrlptlons.
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The   Bus   Cycle

The   MPU   bus   cycle   cor]sist,s   of   a   variable   number   of   clock
states   of   approximately   200   ns   each.   The   different   kinds   of
clock   states   that   can   occur    are   T1,    T2,    T3,    T4,    Tw,    and    Ti.
The   minimum   dura.t,ion   bus    cycle    is   T1,    T2,    T3,    and    T4,    in
that   order   and   or,e   immediately   after   the   other.   However,
some   operations   require   that   one   or   more   clock   states   be
inserted   between   T3   and   T4.    These   states   are   Tw   --''wait"
states.    Also,   somet.imes   st,ates   are   inserted   between   bus
cycles.    These   are   Ti   --''idle"    states.    The   MPU   uses   ''idle"
states   for   internal   "housel(eeping"   opera.tions.

MPU   Internal   States

During   normal   operation,   the   VPU   performs   one   of   eight   types
of   bus   cycles.    These   cycles   are   encoded    in---NPU   outputs   SO-2.
The   cycle   that   correspon ds   with   each   of   the   e
patterns   of   SO-2   is   shown   in
Controller    Commands

able   5-
This   cylce   status

ight  bit
Stat,us   Word    and    Bus

information   is   avail-
ab].e   during    states   T2,    T3,    and    Tw.    SO-2    become   binary    111
(inactive)    during   T4   and   last   through   any   Ti    states.

Operation
•Pc'.   5-zg

The   major   operations   of   the   VPU   are   reading   and   writ,ing   t6
memory   or   I/0   address   space,   reset   and.   initialization,   and
interrupt   operations.

M.mary   .nd   I/a   Adres.   Space   Access

During    T1,    tr,e    VPU   outputs   an    address.    The    MPU   state
informat,ion   ori   SO-2   becomes   available   and   the   address   is
latched   during   T2.    Also,   during   T2,    if   the   operation   is   a
read   operation,   the   direction   of   the   data   bus   is   changed.
Data   is   then   read    from   or   written   to   memory   or   I/0   locations
during    T2,    T3,    and    Tw.    The    infc`rmation   on   SO-2    is   used    by
different   functional   blocks   of  circuitry   on   the   Processor
board   if   the   read   or   writ,e   access   is   local.   Otherwise   the
SO-2   information   is   converted   directly   into   the   I/0   and
memory   access   commands    for    the    System    bus   by   the    Command
Driver.
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A.I.t  .nd   Inltlallzatlon

MPU   reset   occurs   when    (RST)    from   the   Microprocessor   Control
circuitry   goes   high.   It   must   stay  high   for   at   least   four
clock   cycles.    The   MPU   executes   no   operations   as   long   as
(RST)    is   high.   When   (RST)    goes   low,    an    internal   reset
sequence   is   triggered   that   lasts   about   ten   clock   cycles.
After   this,   the   MPU   fetches   the   instruction   in   ].ocation
H'FFFFO''.    There   must   be   at   least   50   us   between   power   up   and
the   high   to   low   transition   of   (RST).

Interrupt   Operations

There   are   two   hardware   interrupts   to   the   MPU--NMI   and    INTR.
NMI   is   the   non-maskable   interrupt   and    INTR   is   the   maskable
interrupt   request   input.

Eiilii!

Non-M®skable   Interrupt.    If   NMI   goes   from   low   to   high   and
stays   high   for   more   than   two   clock   cycles,    NMI   is   latched   by
the   MPU   and    is   serviced    immediately   after   the   current
instruction   is   completed.   NMI   is   only   available   on   the
Processor   Board   Test   Fixture   Connector   and   is   not   part   of
the   System   bus.

M..k.ble   Interrupt.   When   INTR   goes   high   during   the   clock
cycle   preceding   the   end   of   the   current   instruction,   the   MPU
is   triggered    into   a   response    sequence.    The   MPU   executes   two
consecutive   interrupt   acknowledge   cycles,(:two   bus   cycles).
(See   Interrupt   Controller   description.)   LOCK   is   held   low
from   T2   of   the   first   cycle   to   T2   of   the   second   cycle.    During
the   second   bus   cycle,   a   byte   is   fetched    from   the   PIG.    This
byte   specifies   what   source   requires   the   interrupt   and   also
addresses   a   location   in   ROM   from   which   the   appropriate
interrupt   service   routine   can   be   determined.

INTR   can   be   disabled   by   resetting   a   status   bit   in   the   NPU   by
means   of   software   instructions.
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._,u .-,.- `     '                                                                     I

INTERRub+    'CON+fioLLER`\   (SCHEMATIC    A3-2)

Purpose

The   Interrupt   Controller   handles   a   maximum   of   eight   System
bus   and   Processor   board    interrupt   signals   (INTO-7)    and
determines   the   priority  of  each   interrupt   signal   in   relation
to   the   others.   Also   the   Interrupt   Controller   has   the   capa-
bility  of   addressing   eight   other   Programmable   Interrupt
Con trol I er s .

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      COMINT    (Communications   Interrupt).    Signals   that   the\
RS-232   Communications   Interrupt   has   just   received   a
character.   U3ZSA    P-3

o      TIMERINT   (Timer   Interrupt).    Indicates   that   at   least
one   of   these    signals   is   active:    TIMR1,    (TXEMT),
(TXRDY),    an    RS-232   status   change   interrupt,    or   CUTO
(via    RSCD).H47oA      l'-Z-

o      AWT    (Advanced   Write).    Advanced    write    signal    for
Processor   board   circuits.  I)  /O/A   P-¢

o      INTO-7    (Interrupt   0   to   7).    System   bus_^''  interrupt
signals.    (COMINT   can    generate    INTO;    KBDINT   can
generate    INT4;    and    TIMERINT   can   generate    INT5..-)

o       PUSAEN    (Pus    Address    Enable)/.    Shows   that   the    MPU    is
bus   master   of  the   System   bus.

o      INTA   (Interrupt   Acknowledge).    Causes   the   Programm-
able   Interrupt   Controller   to   place   an   interrupt'
routine   address.("vectoring   information")    on   the
System   data   bus.

OBIO8&A_   (On-board    I/0    8&A).    Enables   the    Programmable
Interrupt   Controller,   when   active   low,   for   communi-
cation   with   the   MPU.
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RD    (Read).    Read    signal    frorr,    the    MPU.

RST-0    (Reset   active   low).    Initializes   logic   during
power   up   and    system   reset.

The   output   signals   are:

o      AD8-10    (MPU   Address-data   bits   8-10).    These   carry   the;
addresses   of   a   maximum   of   eight   other    Programmable
Iriterrupt   Controllers.

o      INTR    (Interrupt).    Interrupt   signal    to   the   MPU.

o      1STINTA   (First   Interrupt).    Indicates   to   the   VPU   that
no   data   will   be   transferred.

o      0BINTA   (On-board    Interrupt).    Indicates   that   the   Pro-
grammable   Interrupt   Cor,troller   is   placing   data   on
DO-7.    Also   combines   with   other   signals   in   the
Address   Decoding   circuitry   to   produce   OBDEN.

De sc r i pt io n

The   h.eart   of   the   Interrupt   Controller   is   the   Programmable
Interrupt   Controller   (PIG)    integrated   circuit.   The   PIG   re-
ceives   interrupt   signals   (INTO-7)    and    INTA   from   the   System
bus,   control   signals   from   other   circuits   on   the   board.   It
receives   and   transmits   data   from   the   Processor   data   bus,   and
it   outputs    INTR,    OBINTA,    and    AD8-10    (which   can   carry   ad-
dresses   for   eight   other   PIC's).   The   other   circuitry   in   the
Interrupt   Controller   inverts   and   buffers   INTO-7,   provides
enabling    for   the   AD8-10   drivers,    and    produces    lsTINTA.    Also,
BUSAEN   and    INf`t„iL:.L..`o::#::Fd   for   the   INTA   input   of   the   PIG.

Programmable   Interrupt   Controller

This   integrated   circuit   consists   of   five  main   blocks   of
circuitry.   They   are   the   local   data   bus   buffer,   the   in-
terrrupt   registers   and   logic,   the   control   logic,   the   read
and   write   logic,   and   the   cascade   buffers   and   comparator.    See
Figure   5-4   and   Figure   5-5.
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F±gur.  5-4.    Programmable   Interrupt   Controller   Block   Diagram.
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AO ADDFIESS  LINE.  USED WITH  5§,
WTi,AND`iTDTOCOMMUNICATE
wlTH THE eoee.

BIDIFtECTIONAL  DATA BUS,
CONTfloL, STATUS, AND
INTEF]RUPT VECTOF]  DATA IS SENT
AND RECEIVED.

INTEF`RUPT REQUESTS.  A
FtEOuEST Is TFtlaaEFiED By A
low-To-HIGH Oi] HIGH STATE.

INTERF)UPT ACKNOWLEDGE llIPuT
ENABLES VECTOFllNG  DATA ONTO
DO-7.

CHIP SELECT.  INPUT ENABLES THE
eo8e To READ AND wF)ITE e25®A
COMMAND WOF`DS.

WFIITE.  OUTPUT ALLOWS ®25®A
COMMAND WOFtDS TO  BE
l]ECEIVED  BY ®25®A.

F)EAD. INpuT ENABLEs eoee To
l]EAD ®259A STATUS l]ELEASED
ON DO-7.

SLAVE pFioaFtAM/ENABLE BUFFEFt.
GOEs low WHEN e25®A HAs DATA
TO SEND.

INTEl]FlupT.  HIGH  ON  l]ECEIVING  A
VALID  INTEFtF)UPT  F]EOUEST.

CASCADE LINES.  OUTPUT TO
ADO-ADio, USED Fort SLAVE pics
ON  OTHER  BOAF)DS.

Figure  5-5.   Programmable   Interrupt   Controller   Pin   Descrlptlons.
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Local   Data   Bus   Buffer.    Eight   bits,    DO-7,    are   transmitted   and
received   by  this   3-state   buffer.   The   system   firmware   sup-
plies   control   words   and   status   information   to   the   PIG
through   this   buffer.   An   internal   bus   connects   the   data   bus
buffer   to   the   Interrupt   Priority   Logic   Registers   circuitry.

Interrupt   Prlorlty  Logic   and   Registers.   There   are   t.hree
registers   in   addition   to   the   priority   logic   in   this  circui-
try.   The   priority   logic   determines   from   the   register   holding
INTO-7   bits   (that   are   requesting   servic€`)    which   bit   has   the
highest   priority.   This   bit   is   strobed   into   tr,e   corresponding
bit   position   in   the   ''in-service"   register.   Firmware   uses   the
third   register   to   mask   the   INTO-7   bits   in   the   "requesting
service"   register.   This  masking   changes   the   priority  of  the
INTO-7   interrupt   signals.

Control   Logic.   When   the   system   signal    INTA   goes   active   low,
it   causes   the   control   logic   to   transmit   interrupt   service
routine   addresses   to   the   System   bus   via   the   local   data   bus
buffer.   The   control   logic,   also,   issues   INT   to   the   MPU   if   it
receives   a   signal   from   the   priorit.y   logic.

R.ad   and   Write   Logic.    OBIO8&A   goes   active   I.ow   to   enable
reading   or   writing   access   to   the   PIG.    If   RD   goes   active   low,
any  of  the   three   registers  and   the   interrupt   level   of  the
Interrupt   Priority   Logic   and   Registers   circuitry   can   be
output   to   the   Processor   data   bus.    If   AWT   goes   active   low,
firmware   can   write   PIG   control   words   to   registers   in   the
Read   and   Write   Logic   circuitry.    A0   selects   in   conjunction
with   RD   and   AWT  whether   the   interrupt   registers   or   the
command   word   registers   are   read    from   or   written   to.

ea.ead®   Buff.r.   .r)d   Coflparator.   If   other   PICs   are   added   to
the   system,   this   circuitry  addresses   them.   These   ''slave"
PICs   would   be   controlled   by   the   ''master"   PIG   on   the   Proces-
sor   board.    AD8-10   would   carry   the   address   of   any   one   of
eight   additional   PICs.
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Op.r.tlori``

There   are   two   phases   of  operation   in   the   PIG.    These   are
initialization   and   normal   operat.ion.   During   initialization,
Soon   after   the   terminal   is   turned   on,   the   system   firmware
Sends   PIG   set-up   data   and   control   words   to   the   PIG.    After
initialization,   the   PIG   is   ready  to   receive   and   prioritize
the   interrupt   request   signals   on   INTO-7.,

Eiiiiii.

The   Interrupt   Sequence

The   following   sequence   of  events   occurs   in   the   normal
operation   of  the   Interrupt   Controller   circuitry.

1.          One   or   more   of   the    INTO-7    bits   goes   active   low.
This   sets   (because   of  the   inverter)    the
corresponding   bit(s)    in   the   "interrupt   request"
register   in   the   Interrupt   Priority   Logic   and   Reg-
isters   circuitry   in   the   PIG.

2.         The   PIG   determines   the   priority   of   these   INTO-7
lines,   and    sends   INT   to   the   VPU   if   one   of   the    INTs
lines   is  a   higher   priority  interrupt   request   than
any   currently   being   processed.

4.

5.

The   MPU   receives   the   INT   signal    and   responds   with
a   low   on   its   INTA   line.

The   PIG   now   sets   the   highest   priority   bit   in   its
''in-service"   register   and   the   corresponding   ''in-
terrupt   request"   register   bit   is   reset.   No   signals
are   sent   from   the   PIG   at   this   time.

Now   the    VPU   sends   a    second    low   on    INTA.    This
causes   the   PIG   to   place   an   eight-bit-interrupt-
service   routine   ("vectoring")    address   on   the   Pro-
cessor   data   bus,    DO-7.

The   MPU   reads   this   "vectoring"   address   on   the
Processor   data   bus   and   begins   the   service   routine.
The   Interrupt   Controller   is   now  done   with   this
interrupt   cycle.
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If   the   duration   of  an   interrupt   request   on   INTO-7   is   not
long   enough   to   be   active   low   at   step   4,   the   Plc
automatically   issues   a   "vectoring"   address   as   if   INT7   were
active   low.

1STINTA   and   Ca8eade   Addresses   for   Slave   PICs

During   the   interrupt   sequence,   the   prpu   sends   two   INTA
signals.    At   the   time   of   the   first   INTA,    1STINTA   is   generated
by   a   togg]1ng   JK   flip-flop   and   a   negative   logic   NAND   gate.
At    the   time   of   the   second    INTA,    the   cascade   address   (AD8-10)
of   the   slave   PIG   is   driven   onto   the   Processor   address   data
bus.   This   is   accomplished   by   the   same   boggling   JK   flip-flop
and    another   NAND   gate.
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ADDRESS    DRIVERS    (SCHEMATIC    A3-2)

Purpose

The   Address   Drivers   latch   20   bits   of   address   and   PHEN,    and
then   drive   these   onto   the   Processor   address   bus   during   a
local   read   or   write,   or   onto   the   System   bus   during   a   system
read   or   write.

Signals

--

The   input   signals   are:

o       SO,    S1,    and    S2    (Status    0,1,    &   2).    Informs   the
Processor   board   whether   the   MPU   is   in   an   interrupt
acknowledge,   read   10,   write   10,   halt,   code   access,
read   memory,   or   write   memory   state.    U45

o      ADO-19    (Address   and    Data   bits   0-19)./   Output   directly
from   the   MPU.    ADO-19   carries   both   address   and   datai
information   in   time-multiplexed   mode.      4/¢5-

o      BHE    (Byte   High   Enable   --unbuffered).    Directly   from
the   MPU.    U4S   f 5

o      ALE    (Address   Latch   Enable).    Enables   the   local    ad-
dress   latches.       u5`bo

o      BUSAEN    (Bus   Address   Enable).    Enables   the   outputs   of
the   system   address   latches.     Jjz75.   PU

The   output   signals   are:

o       LSO,    LS1,    and    LS2    (Latched    Status    0,1,    &   2).
Informs   the   system   what   internal   state   the   MPU   is    .
in.    See    SO,     S1,     and    S2.    4|  150

o      AO-19    (Processor   address   bus).    Carries   address   in-
formation   for   the   Processor   board.u  `So  4/2LSc/    u2.s5

o      ADRO-19    (System   address   bus).    Carries   address   infor-
nation   for   the   system.  u5i5   |L5-+5    US-70

o      LBHE    (Latched    Byte   rligh   Enable).    Processor   board
equivalent   of   BHEN.    4/  i5o
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o       BHEN    (Byte    High    Enable).    Enables   DAT8-15   on   read,
write,   or   interrupt   acknowledge   cycle_s.

Operation

The   Address   Drivers   circuitry  consists   of   six   packages  of   D-
type   latches.   These   form   two   sets   of  latches.   One   set
outputs   LSO-2,    LBHE,    and   the   Processor   bus   address   bits.    The
other   set   outputs   BHEN   and   the   System   bus   address   bits.

When   the   MPU   outputs   address   information   on   ADO-19   and   A.LE
makes   a   high-to-low  transition,   the   "Processor   bus"   set
latches   this   data.   It   also   latches   SO-2   and   BHE.    Since   this
set  of  latches   is   permanently  enabled   for   output,   the
latched   data   appears   immediat.ely   as   AO-19,    LSO-2,    and    LBHE.

The   "System   bus"   set   of   latches  operates   like   the   ''Processor
bus"   set,   except   that   the   latches   are   not   permanently
enabled   for   output.    BUSAEN   provides   this   enabling   function.
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DATA    DRIVERS/RECEIVERS    (SCHEMATIC    A3-2)

Purpose

The   Data   Drivers/Receivers   transfer   MPU   data   on   ADO-15   to   or
from   either   DO-15,    the   Processor   data   bus,   or   DATO-15,    the
System   data   bus.

Slenals

The   input   signals   are:

o      ADO-15    (Multiplexed    address   and   data   bits).    Address
and   data   bits   directly   output   from   the   MPU.

o      DT-1/R-0    (Data   Transmit/Receive).    Data   bus   direction
control.   L`5W  d'-4

o       DEN    (Data    Enable).U5-6o    i-/b

o      SP-0/EN-0    (Enable   Buffer~).    Enabling   signal    from   the
PIG.    u     370   P-'b

o       OBDEN    (On-board    Data    Enable).

The   output   signals   are:

o      Do-15    (Processor   data   bus   bits).     u35-O  ,ro4so

o      DATo-15    (System   data   bus   bits).       LJSSo,uss5
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Op.r'tlon

Four   bus   transceivers   and   one   NAND   gate   make   up   the   Data
Drivers/Receivers   circuitry.   The   bus   transceivers   are
divided    into   two   sets.   One   handles   DO-15,    the   Processor   data
bus,   and   the   other   set   handles   DATO-15,    the   System   data   bus.
Data   bits   are   transmitted   and   received   in   each   set.

|f --OBDEN_  goes   activ-]e   low   and   DT/R-0   is   high,   the   data   bits
on   ADO-15    are   transmitted    to    DO-15.    But    if   OBDEN   is   low   and
DT-1/R-0   goes   low,   data   on   DO-15   is   transmitted   back   through,
the   transceivers   and   becomes   ADO-15,   which   is   received
directly   by   the   MPU.

Data   ls   transmitted    to   the   System   data   bus,    DATO-15   when   DT-
1/R-0   goes   high   and   both.   DEN   and    SP-0/EN-0    are   high.    If   DT-
1/R-0   is   low  during   data   transmission,   the   System   bus   bits
become    ADO-15.
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BUS    COMMAND    DRIVER     (SCHEMATIC    A3-2)

Purpose

The   Bus    Command   Driver   decodes   MPU   status   signals   in   order
to   generate   System   bus   read,   write,   and    interrupt   commands
Also,   the   Bus   Command   Driver   generates   control   signals   for
the   Processor   board   address   and   data   drivers   and   latches.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      SO-2   (Status   0-2).   Three   lines   that   indicate   what
type   of  cycle   the   MPU   is   performing--I/O   read,I/0
write,   memory   read,   memory   write,   halt,   or   interrupt
ac kno wl ed g e .

o       BUSAEN    (Bus    Address    Enable).    Shows    that   the    MPU   is
System   bus   master,   when   active   low.

o      0BADR    (On-board    Address).   When   low,    indicates   that
the   Processor   board   circuitry   is  being   accessed.
When   high,   indicates   that   the   System   bus   is   being
accessed .

o      CLK    (Clock).    Synchronizing   clock   signal    for   the
Processor   board.

The   output   signals   are:

o      DT/R   (Data   Transmit/Receive).    Processor   and   System
data   bus   transmit   and   receive.   f-4

o      ALE    (Address   Latch   Enable).    Enables   the   Processor
and   System   bus   address   latches.   i-5

(MCE)    (Master    Cascade   Enable).    Clocks   a   JK   flip-flop
(in   the   Interrupt   Controller   circuitry)   that  enables
three   line   drivers   to   output   AD8-10   (an   address   for
one  of  eight   optional   Interrupt   Controllers) .   F-/1
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o      (DEN)    (Data    Enable).    Enables   system   data   drivers   if
OBINTA    is   inactive   high.    P-/U

o      INTA   (Interrupt   Acknowledge).    Signals   the   Interrupt
Controller   to   place   vectoring   data   on   the   System
data   bus.      P-/4

o       IOWC   (I/0   Write    Command).    Pr//

o       AI0WC    (Advanced    I/0   Write    Command).  /3-/z,

o       IORC    (I/0    Read    Command).      F,-n    `3

o       MRDC    (Memory    Read    Command).f`7

o       MWTC    (Memory   Write    Command).P-9

o       AMWC    (Advanced    Memory   Write    Command)./-8

Operation

The   Bus   Command   I)river   circuitry   consists   solely  of   the   Bus
Controller.   This   device   combines   control   logic,   MPU   status
decoder,   control   signal   generator,   and   Command   Generator
circuitry.   F`igure   5-6   shows   the   signal   paths   among   these
blocks   of  circuitry.   See   also   Figure   5-7.
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Figure   5-6.   Bus   Controller   Block   Diagram.

Control   Loglo

Iob   is   permanently  tied   low.   This   sets   up   the   control   logic
So   that   it   enables   the   command   generator   to   output   command
signals    (AI0WC,    MWTC,    MBDC,    etc,:)    no    sooner    than    105    ns
after    BUSAEN   goes   active   low.    When    BUSAEN   is   high,    the
control   logic   3-states   (places   in   a   high   impedance   condi-
tion)    the   command   signal   outputs.

OBADR   also   affects   command    signal   output.    When   OBADR    is
factive   low,   all   command   signal   outputs   in   addition   to   the
DEN   and   MCE   outputs   are   inactive.    If   OBADR   goes   inactive
high,   these   same   outputs   are   enabled.

CLK   synchronizes   the   operations   within   the   Bus   Controller.
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ADDRESS  ENABLE,  ENABLES
COMMAND Outputs INTA,  IOWC,
AIOWC,  loF)C,  MFtDC,  MWTC,  AND
AMWC.

COMMAND ENABLE.  ENABLES ALL
COMMAND OUTPUTS  PLUS  DEN
AND  MCE,

STATUS INPuTS a-2.  DECODED BY
THE  BC TO PFtoDUCE  COMMAND
AND CONTF]OL SIGNALS.

AEN

CEN

SO-2

DT/l|

ALE

MCE

DEN

lNTA

lowc

A15irc

i5i5
ire
Mlrfe
ATirc

DATA TRANSMIT/flECEIVE.
DETEF]MINES  DIF)ECTION  OF  DATA
Tl]ANSMISSION.

ADDF]ESS LATCH  ENABLE.
STROBES ADDF`ESS INTO
LATCHES.  LATCHING  ON HIGH TO
LOW.

MASTEF]  CASCADE  ENABLE.
PLACES CASo-2 oN ADO-ADio
DUE)lNG  AN  INTEF]F`uPT SEQUENCE.

DATA  ENABLE.  DATA  TFtANSCEIVEF]
ENABLE.

INTEF]F]UPT ACKNOWLEDGE.
SIGNAL TO  INTEFtRUPTING  DEVICE
THAT IT CAN  DFtlvE VECTOF]
INFOF]MATION  ONTO  BUS.

I/a Wl]ITE  COMMAND.

ADVANCED I/a WFtlTE COMMAND.

I/a  FIEAD COMMAND.

MEMOF]Y  FtEAD  COMMAND.

MEMORY WF]lTE  COMMAND.

ADVANCED  MEMOF]Y WRITE
COMMAND.

Figure  5-7.   Bus   Controller   Pin   Descrlptlons.
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Control   Sign.I   Generator

This   part   of   the   Bus    Controller   outputs   DT/R,    ALE,    MCE,    and
DEN.    These   signals   control,   respectively,   direction   of  data
transmission,   enabling   of  the   address   latches,   enabling   of
AD8-10    (additional   Interrupt   Controller   addresses),   and   en-
abling   of   system   bus   data   drivers   if   OBINTA   is   high.

When    BUSAEN   is   low    (MPU    is   bus   master)     and    OBADR    is   high
(MPU   is   not   accessing   a   device   on   the   Processor   board)  ,   the
Control   Signal   Generator   actives   its   control   outputs   accord-
ing   to   whether   SO-2   indicate   a   read,   write,   or   interrupt
cycle.    See   Figure   5-8   for   the   sea,uencing   of   these   signals.

MPU   St.tu!   Decoder

This   circuitry   decodes   the   SO-2   signals   from   the   MPU.    These
lines   indicate   the   eight   different   statejs   that   the   MPU   can
be   in.    Table   5-2   shows    for   each   bit   combination   what   MPU
state   corresponds   to   it.    It   also   shows   the   corresponding
command    signal    for   each   bit   combination.    These   command
signals   are   output   only   when   the   corresponding   SO-2   bit
combination   is   present.

Table  5-2

STATUS    WORD   AND    BUS    CONTROLLER    COMMANDS

SO S1 S2 Prooe8.or  State
BusController   Command

0 0 0 Interrupt   Ack. INTA-1 0 0 Read   I/0   Port I0RC
0 1 0 Write   I/0   Port IOWC,     AIOWC_10 1 0, Halt none

0 1 Code   Access MRDC
---, 1 0 1-i Read    Memory MRDC

0 1 1 Write   Memory MWTC,      AMWC
---1

1 1--- Inactive none
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====   These   notes   1-3   and   A-V   appear   in   Figure   5-8.

1.        When   this   line   is   low,   it   indicates   that   one   or
more   of   the   status   lines   (SO,    S1,   or   S2)    is   low.

2. ADO-19   are   not   used   by   the   Bus   Controller,   but   are
drawn   to   show   their   relationship   to   ALE    (Address
Latch   Enable)  .

MCE    (Master    Cascade   Enable)    occurs   only   when   all
three   status   lines   are   low.   This   signals   the
Interrupt   Acknowledge   cycle.

This   diagram   shows   five   different   cycle   types--memory   read,
memory   write,10   read,10   write,   and   interrupt   acknowledge.
Only   one   type   can   occur   at   any   one   time.

A,B,C,D        When   the   MPU   drives   at   least   one   status   line   low
(SO-2),   and    CLK   is   low,   the   Bus   Controller   gener-
ates   ALE   and,   during   an   interrupt   acknowledge
(INTA)   cycle,   MCE   to   strobe   the   address   latches.

E,F,G ALE   is   removed   and   the   data   direction   is   switched
on   write   commands.

H,I,J,K         MCE   is   removed,   commands   are   driven   onto   the   bus,
and   writing   of   data   is   enabled   on   a   write   command.

L,M                    Reading   of   data   is   enabled   on   read   or   INTA   cycles.

N,0                   A   write   command    is   initiated   on   memory   and    10
write   cycles.   Note   that   the   advanced   write   line
(AI0WC   and    AMWC)    is    already   true.

P,Q,R,S        All   commands   are   moved   and   the   reading   of   data   is
d isabled .

T'U,V

5-30

Writing   of  data   is   diabled   and   data   reverts   back
to   the   MPU   output   in   anticipation   of   the   MPU
address  output   for   the   next  cycle.
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MPU   STATE                                     T4                  I                  Tl                  I                 T2                  I                 T3                  I                 T4                  I

tc±R:OEMRACTLoORC,K                      I           ;^E              AH            L        AN         H\P            T         L

so-2            ®                                             I                                                                                  I                                      I

B`

\ \
{AFDR°o-M' :pu }®                                      vAADLD]RD `NIL/FTr\ \

WRITED^T^V^LIO
\

/\1 /
Mf}DC  t I 0RCINTAtAMWC tAI0WCMWTCtIOweDEN{ONREADiINT^)

I
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I

/S
I

DEN  (ON WRITE )(READ)   -----DT/R(INT^)-----MCE®
/ /

I I

\              /_               I                                                      -I

Ill

Io/

3e20- I 4

Figure   5-8.   Bus   Controller   Tlmlng.

Command   Generator

This   circuitry   outputs   the   command    signals   --MRDC,    MWTC,
IORC,     IOWC,     AMWC,     AI0WC,     and     INTA.     When    PUSAEN    is    active    low
and    OBADR    is   inactive   high',    the    Command    Generator   outputs
the   Command   signals   corresponding.to   the   three   bits   of   SO-2.
See   Table   5-2,    Status   Words   and    Bus    Controller    Corr.mands,    for
this   correspondence.
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EONS    (SCHEMATIC    A3-3)

Purpose

ROMs   holds   a   maximum   of   32K   bytes   of   system    firmware   and
output,s   this   to   t,he   Processor   bus   when   it,   is   addressed.

Slen.I.

The   input   signals   are:

o      A1-14    (Processor   Address   bits    1   through    14).    A1-14
carry   word    addresses   (A1-11)    and    RON   bank   selection
information    (A12-14).

o      ALE    (Address   Latch   Enable).    ALE   is   used    to   disable
the   ROMs   when   the   address   is   changing.

o      LS1    (Latched   Status   bit    1).    Lsl   is   a   read/write
status   bit   and   is   used   to   enable   the   ROMs   during   a'
read   operation.

The   output   signals   are:

o      DO-15    (Processor   Data   bits   0   through    15).    These   bits
carry   data   information   for   the   MPU.

De sc r 1 pt lo n

ROM   Conflguratlon

The   ROMS   circuitry   is   made   up   of   eight   ROM   integrated
circuits,   arranged   in   four   banks   of  two   ROMs   each.   The   four
banks   supply   a   total   of   32K   bytes.    Each   bank   contains   4K   by
16   bits   of  memory   address   space.    The   bottom   half  of   each
bank   outputs   DO-7   and   the   top   half  outputs   D8-15.
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Flrmware

Starting   from   the   leftmost   bank   on   the   schematic,   the   first
three   banks   contain   system   firmware   in   masked    ROMs   or
EPROMs.    The   fourth   bank   contains   a   firmware   "jump   table"    and
"patch   code"    in    erasable/    programmable    ROMs    (EPROMs).

Eiili=

Straps

There   are   three   kinds  of  straps   that   affect   the  operation   of
the   ROMs   circuitry   --ROM-type   selection   jumper   straps,   a
ROM   wait-states   cut    strap,   and   two   ROM   address-decoding   cut
str aps .

The   ROMS   circuitry   is   designed   to   accept   a   variety   of
different   RON   integrated   circuit   packages.   A   chart
specifying   these   different   ROM   types   is   found   on   the
schematic   itself   (Schematic   A3-3).   The   chart   also   specifies
the   strap   positions   required   for   each   type   of   ROM.

Cut   strap   W475   selects   the   number   of   RON   wait   states   that
the   MPU   inserts   between   state   T3   and   T4.    If   the   strap   is   not
altered,   the   MPU   inserts   one   wait   state.   This   allows   the   use
of   ROMs   with   chip   select   access   time   of   up   to   580   ns.
However,    if   all   the   ROMs   on   the   Processor   board   have   an
access   time   of   380   ns   or   less,   strap   W475   may   be   altered   so
that   the   MPU   inserts   no   wait-states   between   T3   and   T4.    This
latter   position   increases   the   speed   of  the   MPU   when   execut-
ing   on-board    ROM   firmware.

The   straps   at   W126   allow   some   or   all   of   the    ROMS   memory
address   space   to   be   diverted   from   being   used   locally  on   the
Processor   board   to   being   used   by   the   system.   There   are   three
Positions   for   the   straps.   See   the   appendix   on   straps   to
determine   the   settings   for   each  of  the   three   positions.   If
the   straps   are   not   altered,   all   32K   bytes  of  the   Processor
board    ROMs   are   addressed    in   t,he   range   X'F8000'    to   X'FFFFF'.
However,   the   straps   may  be   altered   to   two   positions.    In   one
position,   only   Processor   board   ROMs   addressed   in   the   range
X'FC000'    to   X'FFFFF'    output   data   to   the   MPU.    In   the   other
position,   there   is   no   Processor   board   ROM   space   --all
memory   space   is   accessed   on   t.he   System   bus.
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Operation

The   ROMS   circuitry   receives   an   address   from   the   VPU   and    puts
the   data   for   that   address   on   the   Processor   bus.   The   sequence
of  event,s
following

1.

2.

Ll.

5.

when    the    MPU   reads    from    a    RC\M   barik   is   the

An    address   from   the   VPU   is   latched   by   the   Address
Driver   circuitry.

The   Address   Decoding   circuitry   determines   whether
it   is   a   Processor   board   ROM   address,   which   is
normally   any   address   in   the   range   X'F8000'    to
X'FFFFF'.    If   the   address   is   in   this   range,   Address
I)ecoding    drives   OBROM   active   low.

The   bank   decoder    selects   one   ROM   bank   in   response
to    A13   and    A14    in    addition    to    ALE,    LS1,    LS2,    and
A15-19.    See    Figure   5-9,    ROMS   Bank    Decoder    Logic
and   Table   5-3,    Selection   Bits   for   ROM   Banks    for   an
exact   description   of  how  the   bank   decoder   works.

The   two    ROMs   in   the   selected    ROM   bank   place   their
data   on   the   Processor   data   bus   lines,    DO-15.

The   Data   Drivers/Receivers   pass   this   data   on   to
the    MPU.
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Figure   5-9.    ROMs   Bank   Decoder   Logic.

Table   5-3

SELECTION    BITS   FOR    RON    BANKS

Ad dress Bits

Banks
A19 A18 A17 A16 A15 A14 A13 A12

F8000 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 X

FA000 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 X

FC000 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 X

FE000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X

"X''   1s   the   ''don't   care''   condltlon.
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NON-VOLATILE    RAM    (SCHEMATIC    A3-4)

Purpose

The   Non-Vollatile   RAM   stores   various   initializatlon   and`
system    parameters   in-5t2-bytes   of   CMOS   F}AM.

Slgnal8

The   input   signals   are:

o       RD    (Read).    Allows    the    MPU   to    read    from    the    CMOS    RAM.

o      AO-8    (Processor   address   bits   0-8).

o       LBHE    (Latched    Byte    High    Enable).    Allows    the    MPU   to
access   data   bits   D8-15.

o      AWT    (Advanced   Write).    Allows   the   MPU   to   write   to   th_e
CMOS     RAMI

o       DT/R    (Data    Transmit   or    Receive)    Causes   the    CMOS   RAMt-
to   accept   data   when   high,   and   to   output   data   when
low,

o       0BRAM    (On-board    RAM).    When    RAM   on    the    Processor
board    is   addressed,    OBRAM   goes   active   low.

The   output   signals   are:

o      DO-15    (Processor   data   bus   bits   0-15).

o       CMD    (Command).    Created    in   t,he    Non-volatile   RAM   cir-
cult   block   by   the   logical    OR   of   AWT   and    RD.
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D..crlptlof)  .nd   Op.r.tlon

Four   256    by   4   CMOS    RAMs   combine   to   give   a   total   memory
capacity  of   512   bytes.   Also   included   ln   this   circultry   are
six   logic   gates   that   decode  various   input   signals   that
control   reading   and   writing   access.

When   power   to   the   terminal    is   shut   off ,   this   CMOS   RAM
retains   its   contents.   A   2.4   V   rechargeable   Nicad   battery
provides   the   trickle   current   to   do   this.

-

Eiili=

Read   Access

This   RAM   occupies   X'F.E00'    to   X'FFFF'    in    I/0   address   space.
(See   the   Address   Decoding   description   to   see   how   CMOS   can   be
placed    in   memory   address   space.)    When   the   MPU   presents   an
address   in   this   range   to   the   Address   Decoding   circuitry,
OBRAM   goes   active   low.    The   MPU   also   outputs   RD   active   low.
At   this   point,   A0   is   active   low,    if  onl_y   the   low  order   byte,
DO-7,   of   the   Processor   data   bus   is   needed„   These   conditions
on    OBRAM,    RD,    and    A0   enable   the    two    RAMs    that   output    DO-7.
Now   DT/R   goes   active   low,    and    the   RAMs   output   DO-7   onto   the
Processor   data   bus.

A   read   access   of  the   high   order   byte,    D8-15,    is   accomplished
the   same   way   as   the   low  order   byte,   except   that   LBHE   goes
active   low.

Writ.   Ace.8.

During   a   write   access,    AWT   goes   active   low   instead   of   RD   and
DT/R   goes   active   high.    OBRAM,    LBHE,    and    A0   operate    as   they
do   in   a   read   access.

Note   that   INIT   disables   all   RAMs   if   it   goes   active   low.
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MICROPROCESSOR    CONTROL     (SCHEMATIC    A3-1  )

Purpose

The   Microprocessor   Control   generates   the   4.9152   MHz   clock
signal    for   the   MPU.    Also,   it   synchronizes   the   reset   and
ready   lines.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      INIT    (Initialize).    Used   by   the   Clock   Generator   to
generate   (PST)    for   the   MPU.    Originates   on   the   System
bus.

o      ACK1    (Acknowledge    1).    When   low,    indicates   that   a
device   on   the   System   data   bus   is   ready   to   receive
data   or   has   data   ready   to   transmit.

o       ACK2    (Acknowledge    2).    Has    the    same   meaning    as    ACK1.,
but   allows   the   VPU   to   insert   one   wait   state   (Tw)
into   the   bus   cycle.

o       TIMR1    (Timer    1).   `A   timer    output    from    the    Programm-
able   Timer   &   Baud   Rate   Generator   circuitry.,   Used    for
te sting .

o      TEST    (Test).    Enables   the   MPU   to   terminat,e   an   on-
board   or   off-board   read   or   write   operation.

o       RDYAND    (Ready   AND).    Disables   the    (RDY)    line    to    the
MPU   and   causes   the   MPU   to   enter   a   wait   state    (Tw).
Used   for   testing.

o       RDYOR    (Ready   OR).    Enables   the    (RDY)    line    to    the    MPU
and    causes   the   MPU   to   exit   a   wait    state    (Tw).    Used
for   testing.

1STINTA   (First   Interrupt   Acknowledge).    Goes   active
low   when   the   MPU   sends   the   first   of   its   two   INTA
signals   in   the   interrupt   sequence.
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OBINTA    (On-board    Interrupt   Acknowledge).   When   active
low,   indicates   that   the   PIG   is   placing   data   on   the
Processor   data   bus.

o       OBROM    (On-board    ROM).    May   cause    (RDY1)    to    activate
if  the   cut   strap   W475   is   altered,   resulting   in   no
RON   wait-states.

The   output   signals   are:

o       (OSC).    TTL   level,14.7456   MHz    square    wave.

o       (CLK).    4.9152   MHz,    33%    duty   cycle   clock   signal    which
is   fed    to    MPU.

o       (RST).    Resets   the   MPU   when   high   and    has   similar
timing   to   INIT.

o       (RDY).    When   high,    acknowledges   that   an    addressed
memory   or   I/0   device   will   complete   its   data
transfer.

De sc r 1 pt lo n

This   circuitry  consists   of  one   D-type   flip-flop,   some   logic
gates,   and   the   Clock   Generator   and   Driver   integrated   circuit
(COD).    The    COD   performs   three    functions.    It   uses   a    frequency
derived    from   an   external   crystal   to   generate   the   (CLK)    and
(OSC)    outputs.    It    synchronizes   INIT   to   produce    (RST).    And    it
derives   the    (RDY)    output    from    (RDY1)    and    (AEN1)    or    from
(RDY2)    and    (AEN2).    See    Figure    5-10.

The   crystal    connected   between    (X1)    and    (X2)    on   the    CGD   is   a
Series   resonant,   fundamental   mode,   type   and   has   a    frequency
of   14.7456   MHz.    The   output   of   the   oscillator   circuitry   in
the   COD   is   buffered    and   output   on   (OSC).    The    (F/C)    input    is
strapped   low  to   select   the   crystal   as   the   source   of  the
(CLK)    output    frequency.    Hardwiring    (CSYNC)    to   ground    is
necessary   to   use   the   internal   oscillator   of  the   COD.
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I]E§ET IN. ACTIVE  LOW,  USED TO
aENEFiATE  FtsT.

Bus FtEADy. ACTivE HiaH, MEANs
DATA IS  l]ECEIVED Ofl  AVAILABLE,

ADDF)E8S ENABLE,  ACTIVE  LOW,
VALIDATE§  F)DY2.

SEE AEN2.

SEE  F]DY2.

sOuAF)E WAVE OF]  14.74se  MHz
WITH TTL LEVEL Output.

1®  DUTY CYCLE SOUAFtE WAVE OF
4.®152  MHz (1fl  OF  14,745®  MHz),

FtESET. output FOFt eoee Mpu;
ACTivE HiaH.

F]EADv, ACTlvE HIGH,
§YNCHFtoNIZED  FIDYI  OR  RDY2
INPUT.

figure  5-10.   Cloak  a.nor.tor   and   Driver   Pin   Descrlptlons.

The   COD   reduces   noise   on   the   INIT   signal   by   feeding   it
through   a   Schmitt   trigger   and   then   synchronizes   it   with
(CLK)    by  means   of   a    flip-flop.

Inside    the    COD,     (AEN1)    is    inverted    and    ANDed    with    (RDY1)    as
is    (AEN2)    with   (RDY2).    The   outputs   of   both   ANDed    pairs   are
ORRed    and    synchronized   with   (CLK)    by   a    D-type    flip-flop.    The
a   output   of   the   flip-flop   is   (RDY).    So,    if   (AEN1)    is   low   and
(RDY1)    is   high,    (RDY)    goes   active   high.    The    same   is   true   of
(AEN2)     and     (RDY2).

Operation

Clock  and   Reset

When   the   terminal    is   powered    up,   the   CGD   begins   operation
and   generates   the    (OSC)    and    (CLK)    signals   until    the   terminal
is   turned   off .
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INIT   and    PFAIL,    both   originating   in   the   power   supply,   are
initially   low  after   power   up.    PFAIL   goes   high   soon   after
power   up,   and   this   is   followed   by   INIT   after   about   40   ms.
Then,   at   the   next   falling   edge   of   (CLK),   the   (RST)   output   of
the   COD   goes   high,   resetting   the   MPU.

R..dy  Sign.|l

Essentially,    (AEN1)    and    (RDY1)    are   the    Processor   board    ready
signalsi   and    (AEN2)    and    (RDY2)    are   the   ''off-board"   or   System
bus   ready   signals.   The   (AEN)    signals   act   as   qualifying   or
validating   signals   for   the   (RDY),   bus   ready,   signals.

Proo.86or   Board   Ready.   The   VPU   receives   a   (RDY)    input   if   any
of   the   following   conditions  occur:

o       RDYAND   stays    high   and    OBINTA   goes   low,

o       RDYAND   stays   high   and    lsTINTA   goes   low,

o      RDYAND   stays   high   and,    if   cut   strap   W475    is   altered,
OBROM   goes   low,

o       RDYAND   stays    high   and    OBADR    is   low   while   T3W4    goes
high '

o       RDYAND   stays    high   and    TEST,    TIMR1,    and    T3W4    all   go
high,   Or

o       RDYAND   stays    high   and    RDYOR    goes   low.

However,    if   RDYAND   goes   low   all   the   above   conditions   are
disabled    and    the   MPU   does   not   receive   a    (RDY)    input.

Sy.t.n   Bu.   R..dy.   For   the   MPU   to   receive   a   (RDY)    input   from
the   System   bus,   the    (AEN2)    input   must   be   low.    This   occurs
under   the    following   conditioris:    RDYAND   is   high   and    BUSAEN   is
low,   and   at   least   one   of  the   following   is   active   low--INTA,
AIOWC,     I0RC,    MRDC,    or    AMWC.     Once    (AEN2)     is    active    low,    an
ACKl    going   low   triggers   a   (RI)Y)    input   to   the   MPU.    Or,    if   the
device   sends   ACK2   signals   instead,    the   MPU   receives   a    (RDY)
input   on   the   next   positive   edge   of   the   (CLK)   signal   after
ACK2   goes   low.
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Bus   TRANSFm   LOGlc    (scHEMATlc    A3-1)

Purpose

Bus   Transfer   Logic   allows   the   Processor   board   to   gain
control   of  the   System   bus   to   perform   data   transfers,   and
also   to   relinquish   control   up   to   other   bus   masters'.

Signals
``

The   input   signals   are:

o      T4I    ((State)   T4   and   Idle).    Used   here   to   signal   when
the   MPU   leaves   state   T4   or   the   idle   state.

o      0BADR    (On-board   Address).    Used   here   in   its   inactive
state,   which   shows   that   a   system   data   transf€-r   is   to-
be   done.

o       BUSY    ((System    Bus)    Busy).    When    active   low,    BUSY
indicates   that   another   bus   master   is   using   the
System   bus   for   data   transfer.

o       CBRQ    (Common    Bus    Request).    CBRQ   is    used,   by   a    lowef€-:
priority  bus   master   to   assert   that,   it   has  data   to``
transfer   on   the   bus.

o      BUSGRT    (Bus   Grant).    Used   to    force   Procesgoi-board
control   of  the   System   bus   for   testit!g.

o      BCLK   (Bus   Clock).    BCLK   clocks   all   three   flip-flops
in   tliis  circuitry.

o      BPRN    (Bus   Priority   In).    The   response   from   bus   arbi-
tration   logic   which   grants   bus   mastership  to   the
Processor   board.

o      LOCK    (Lock).    LOCK   is   a    firmware-initiated    signal,
directly   from   the   MPU,    that   prevents   BUSY   from   goin-a
high   so   that   no   other   bus   masters   can   gain   control
of  the   bus.
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PROCESSOR    AND    KEYBOARD

The   output   signals   are:

o       BRQ    (Bus    Request).    BRQ   is   active   low,    and    is    immedi-
ately  decoded   according   to   the   priority  of  the
Motherboard   slot.   into   which   the   Processor   board    is
inserted.    BPRN   goes   active   low   if   no   higher   priority
BRQ   signal   is   asserted   at   the   time   the   Processor
board   BBQ   is   asserted.

o       CBRQ.    (See   the    input    signals.)

o      BUSGRT.    Indicates   t,hat   the   Processor   board   has   con-
trol   of  the   bus   when   active   high.

o      BUSY.    (See   the    input   signals.)

o      BUSAEN    (Bus    Address    Enable).    BUSAEN   triggers   the    Bus
Command   Driver   to   output   read   and   write   signals   on
the   System   bus.    It   also   enables   the   System   bus
address   drivers.

De sc r 1 pt io n

The   Bus   Transfer   Logic   enables   the   Processor   board   to
respond   to   the   bus   transfer   protocol   that   all   potential   bus
masters   on   the   System   bus   must   obey.    (See   the   description   of
bus   transfer   protocol   in   Section   4.)   The   Processor   board   is
just   one   system   device   that   can   control   the   System   bus.   The
Processor   board,   along   with   the   4114   Display   Controller   and
Disk   Controller   boards,   can   be   ''bus   masters"   of  the   System
bus.

There   are   three   JK   flip-flops   whose   Q   or   Q-not   outputs   are
the   main   output   signals   of  this   circuitry.    (For   the   purpose
of  this   description,   these   flip-flops   are   called   the   BRQ,
BUSAEN,    and    BUSY   flip-flops   according    to   their   Q   or   Q-not
0 ut put s . )

Note    that   three    signals,    CBRQ,    BUSGRT,    and    BUSY,    are   both
inputs   and   outputs   of  this   circuitry.   This   circumstance   is
made   necessary   by   the   bus   transfer   protocol.
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PROCESSOR    AND    KEYBOARD

End-of-Data-Transfer   Strap

Strap   W455   in   t,he   Microprocessor   Timing   Generator   selects
one   of   two   signals   that   indicate   the   end   of   a   current   MPU
data   transfer.   W455   should   be   strapped   to   pins   2   and   3   only
in   a   multi-processor   board   system   where   the   MPU   is   not   the
microprocessor   supplying   the   bus   clock   signal.    (Note   that
strap   W456   should   be   open   if   the   MPU   is   not   supplying   the
bus   clock   signal.)

Op.r,tlon

When   the   MPU   begins   a   memory,10,    or   interrupt   cycle,    the
Address   Decoding   circuitry   drives   OBADR   low'  if   the   cycle   is€
transferring   data   on   the   Processor   board's   internal   bus.I
Since   the   MPU   is   not   accessing    the   System   bus,    BRQ   goes   or
stays   inactive   high.

However,    if   OBADR    is   driven   high,    BRQ   goes   active   low   and
the   bus   transfer   logic   is   activated.   At   this   point   the   MPU
is   in   one   of  two   states;   it   either   controls  or   does   not
control   the   System   bus.   If   it   controls   the   bus,   then,
according   to   the   protocol,   the   MPU   has   already   caused   BUSY
to   go   active   low  and   it   proceeds   with   its   data   transfer
immediately,   since   it   is   currently  bus   master.

However,   if   the   MPU   does   not   currently   control   the   bus,   the
following   sequence   of   events   occurs:

i'
*1.

2.

The   BRQ   flip-flop   toggles   high   and   drives   BRQ   and
CBRQ   both   active   low   onto   the   bus.

When   BUSY   goes   inactive   high    (bus   is   available)
and    BPRN   goes   active   low   (bus   is   granted   to
Processor   board),   the   Bus   Transfer   Logic   makes
BUSGRT-0    active   high,    and    BUSY   active   low   (bus   is
busy   and   unavailable)  .

At   the   same   time   the   PUSAEN   flip-flop   is   preset   by
BUSY.    This   enables   the   bus   controller   to   begin
driving   control   signals  onto   the   System   bus.

_.I
E=
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-

Ziilii=s

BUSY   remains   active   low   until    the   MPU   is   finished
transferring   data.    Then   BUSY   goes   inactive   high   if
BPRN   is   inactive   high.    There   are   two   ways   to   cause
BPRN   to   go   inactive   high:    1)   A   higher   priority   bus
master   requests   bus   control   by   driving   its   BRQ
signal   active   low.   If   this   happens,   the   bus   pri-
ority   logic   on   the   Motherboard   causes   the   BPRN   of
the   Processor   board   to   go   inactive   high;    2)   A
lower   priority  bus   master   requests   bus   control   by
making    its   CBRQ   go   active   high.   This   causes   the
BRQ   flip-flop   to   be   reset   to   0,    which   makes   BRQ   go
inactive   high  due   to   the   inverter.   Thus,   the
Processor   board   no   longer   requests   the   System   bus.

If   no   other   bus   master   requests   the   bus,   the   Processor   board
maintains   control.   This   eliminates   the   time   delay   that   would±
be   caused   by   having   to   get   control   of  the   bus   for   every   data
tr an sf er .
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ADDRESS    DECODING     (SCHEMATIC    A3-3)

Purpose

Address   Decoding   decodes   an   MPU   address,   consisting   of   A4-
19,    to   determine   which   Processor   board   circuitry   (or   the
System   Bus)    is   currently   being   addressed.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o       MDEN    (Master    Data    Enable).    Disables   all    MPU`.data
drivers,   when   active   low.   MDEN   is   used    for   testing.

o      T3W4    ((State)    T3   Wait   4).   When   high,    indicates   that
the    MPU    is    in    state    T3,    T4,    or    Tw    (WAIT).    T3W4
enables   on-board   data   transceivers.

o       T4I    ((Stat.e)    T4   Idle).    Low   during    the    MPU   T4   and    TI
(IDLE)   states.   It   turns   off   the   data   transceivers
during   T4   in   on-board   memory   and   I/0   reads.

o      0BINTA    (On-Board    Interrupt   Acknowledge).    When   active
low,   indicates   that   the   Priority   Interrupt   Controll-
er   is   generating   an   interrupt   vector   address.

o      LSO-2    (Latched   Status   0   through   2).   When   taken
together,   these   signals   indicate   which  of  eight
states   the   MPU   is   in   --interrupt   acknowledge,I/0
read,I/0   write,   halt,   instruction   fetch,   memory
read,   memory   write,   or   no   bus   cycle.

o      A4-7    and    A9-19.    (Processor   address   bus   bits).    These
address   the   different   part.s   of   Processor   board   cir-
cuitry.

The   output   signals   are:

o      OBDEN    (On-Board    Data    Enable).    Enables   the   data
transceivers   so   that   Processor   board   data   is   put   on
the   Processor   data   bus   lines,    DO-15.
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o     d3BADR    (On-Board    Address).    When   low,    it   disables   the
Pus   Command   Driver   circuitry.    No   read,   write,   or
interrupt   signals   are   output   to   the   System   Bus.   The
MPU   is   accessing   circuitry   only   on   the   Processor
board    when    OBADR    is    low.

o       0BRAM    (On-Board    RAM).     In    conjuction    with    LBHE,     AO,
and    INIT,     OBRAM    enables    the    CMOS    RAMs    in    the    Non-
volative    RAM   block.

o       0BROM    (On-Board    ROM).    When    true    low,    OBROw    enables
the   32K   of   ROM   on   the    Processor   board.    If    fast    ROMs
are   used,    OBROM   may'   be    strapped    to    enable   the    VPU   to
insert   no   WAIT   states   in    its   ROM   access   cycles.

o      0BI0X&X.    (On-Board    (two   byte)    Input/Output   loca-
tions).   These   eight   signals   basically   act,   sometimes
in   conjunction   with   other   signals,   as   enabling   sig-
nals   for   two-byte   I/0   space   locations   on   the   Proces-
sor   board.    F`or   example,    08100&2   and    08104&6    together
with   CMD   are   chip   enables   for   the    PCI   in    the    RS232
Communications   circuitry.

De sc r 1 pt lo n

The   Address   Decoding   circuitry   consists   of   a   number   of   logic
gates   arranged   in   a   combinational   logic   circuit   that   decodes
the   ranges   of   addresses   shown    in   Table   5-4,    Processor   Board
Address   Enabling   Signals.    A   3-to-8    line   decoder   also   forms
part   of.   the   circuitry,    and   outputs   the   eight   OBI0X&X
signals.

Note   that   two   sets   of   two   multiple-input   AND   gates   are
marked   off   by   dashed    lines   on   the   schematic.    Address   Decod-
ing   is   designed   to   work   with   one   or   the   other   set   present
but   not   both.   Both   of   these   sets   of  gates   feed   a   three-input
NAND   gate   which   directly   produces   OBRAM.    Ordinarily,    the    set
with   the   four-input   AND   gates   is   present.    This   set   decodes
addresses   in    the   range   X'FE00'    to   X'FFFF'    in    I/0   ADDRESS
SPACE.    CMCS    RAM    is    located    in    this   range.    On    the   other    hand,
if   another   VPU   is   added   to   the   system,   the   set   with   five-
input   AND   gates   would   be   present.    This   set   decodes   addresses
in    the    range    X'00000'     to    X'001FF'     in    VEMORY   ADDRESS    SPACE.
This   gives   a    secondary   NPU   local    RAM.
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PROCESSOR     AND     KEYBOARD

Table   5-4

PROCESSOR    BOARD   ADDRESS    ENABLING    SIGNALS     (a)

Addressed   Clrcult Signal
Address   Range
( Hex ad ec lm al )

32K     ROM OBROM-0 M EM OFi Y F 80 0 0 -F FFFF

CMOS     RAM OBRAM-0 I/0 FE00    &    FFFF

PCI 08100&2-0 I/0 00EO    &    00E2

PCI 08104&6-0 I/0 00E4    &   00E6

Programmable   Interrupt
OBIO8&A-0 I/0 00E8    &    00EAController

Keyboard    Controller    MPU OBI0C&E-0 I/0 00EC    &    00EE

Programmable   Interval
08101 &3 -0 I/0 00E1     &    00E3Timer

Programmable   Interval
08105&7-0 I/0 00E5    &   00E7Timer

RS-232   Interrupt   Enable
08109&8-0 I/0 00E9    &   00EBand   Status   A

Bus   Timeout    Reset   and
OBI0D&F-O I/0 00ED    &   00EFStatus   a

System   Bus OBADR  (-1  ) M EM 0Fi Y 00000-F7FFF

System   Bus OBADR-0 I/0 0000-00DF

System   Bus OBADR-0 I/0 00FO-FDFF    (b)

System   Bus OBADR-0 I/0 8000-FDFF

(a)   with   .11   ltrap6   Set  to   their   normal   posltlons.
(b)   Th.I/a   .ddr .... p.a.  rarige   X.0100l-X.7FFF'   1!  defined
as   ''not   accessible.lln   the   4114   address   space  conflguratlon.
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Operation

The   MPU   enters   bus   cycle   Tl   during   which   it,   outputs   an
address   on   lines   ADO-19   and    the    VPU   status    signals   SO-2.    The
Address   Drivers   latch   these   signals   on   the   trailing   edge   of
ALE.    If   the   address   falls   in   one   of   the   ranges   of   Processor
board   circuitry,   the   Address   Decoding   circuitry   generates
one   and   only   one   of   the   output   signals   in   Table   5-X,
Processor   Board   Address   Enabling   Signals,    in   addition   to
OBADR   active   low.    Once   OBADR    goes   active   low,    it   generates
OBDEN   in   conjunction   with   the    timing    signals   T3W4   and    T41.
T3W4   essentially   turns   OBDEN   on   and    T4I   turns   it   off .    Note
that   a   Processor   board    interrupt   by  means   of   OBINTA   can   also
cause    OBDEN   to   go   active   low.

All   of   the   OBIOX&X   signals   are   generated   by   the   3-to-8
decoder.   Since   all   of  the   addresses   for   these   signals   fall
in    the   range   X'00EO'    to   X'00EF',    the   decoding   gates   examine
bits   A4-7   which   carry   the   binary    1110,    that   is,   hexadecimal
I.    The   3-to-8   decoder   has   bits   AO,    A2,    and   A3   as   inputs,   but
NOT   bit   A1.    Thus,   the   decoder   cannot   distinguish   between,
for   example,    X'00EO'    and   X'00E2',    and    outputs   the    same
OBIOX&X   signal    for   both   addresses.    For   example,    for   X'00EO'
and   X'00E2',    the   decoder   outputs   08100&2.

If    MDEN   goes   active   high,    it   disables   both   OBDEN   and    OBADR.
This   implies   that   the   NPU   cannot   access   either   Processor
board   or   System   bus   accessible   locations.    The   41XX   Bus   Test
Fixture    uses    MDEN.
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BUS    TIMEOuT    DETECTOR     (SCHEMATIC    A3-1)

Purpose

The   Bus   Timeout   Detector   detects   when   a   System   bus   slave
device   fails   to   respond   with   an   acknowledge   signal    (ACK1)    to
a   command    from   any   master   device.    It   drives   ACKl    onto   the
System   bus   and    sets   an   error   status   bit   (D8),   which   the   MPU
can    read.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      OUTO    (Output   0).    0llT0   is   the   output   of   a    16-bit   down
counter   in   the    Programmable   Timer    and    Baud    Rate
Generator   circuitry.

o      0BI0D&F   (On-board    I/01)   and    F).    Alorig   with   an   output
from   the   VPU   Timing   Generator,    OBI0D&F   resets   the
bus   timeout   error   flip-flop.

o      INTA    (Interrupt   Acknowledge).    The   VPU   interrupt   ac-
knowledge.

o       AIOWC    (Advanced    I/0   Write    Command).

o       IORC    (10    Read    Command).

o        MRDC    (Memory    Read    Command).

o       AMWC    (Advanced    Memory    Write    Command).

The   output   signals   are:

o       ACK1     (Acknowledge    1).    ACKl    is   one   of   two    acknowledge
sigr]als   in   the   System   bus   data   transfer   protocol.

o      D8    ((Processor)   Data   bus   bit   8).    Here   it   carries
error   status   information.
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Descrlptlon   and   Operation

This   circuitry   consist,s   of   a   4-bit   binary   counter,   a   I-type
flip-flop,   and    some   logic   gates.    The   QD   output   of   the   binclry
counter   drives   ACKl   through   an   open-collect,or   driver.    The   C
output   of   the   error   flip-flop   becomes   D8   after   it   pa.sses
t,hrough   an   output-cont,rolled   line   driver.

During   a   normal   data   transfer   between   any   bus   master   and    any
slave   device,   or`e   of   the   bus   command    lines   goes   low,
enabling   the   4-bit   counter   to   begin   counting.    Since   the
programmable   clock   input    signal,    CllTC',    is   normally   about    20
in.s,    the   bus   comrr.and    would    have   to   be   held    low   continuously
for   160   ms   before   QD   of   the   counter   would   go   high.    If   this
bus   timeout   condition   does   occur,    CD   sets   the   error   flip-
flop   and   drives   ACKl    b,y   means   of   an   open-collector   driver.
This   completes   the   handshake    seqence    for   t.he   non-responding
or   non-existent   slave   device.

If   the   bus   comrr,ends   are   all   less   than    160   ms,    the   counter    is
always   reset   before   it   can   drive   CD   high,    and,    thus,   no   bus
timeout   occurs.

Note   that,   this   circuit   detects   timeouts   even   when   some   other
bus   master   is   cont.rolling   the   bus.    In   a   mull.iple-processor
board   system,,   it   may   be   desirable   to   disable   the   timeout
function   on   one   or   more   of   the   Processor   boards   by   cutting
cut-strap   W561.
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STATUS    INPUT     (SCHEMATIC    A3-5)

Fur po se

LC``tatus    Input,    allows    the    MPU   t,o    rf`ad    Processor   board    Stat,uS
signals--BUSGRT,     (Syst,em    bus)    STEST,     TIMR1,    and    bus    tim€out
error .

Signals

The    input   signals   are:

o       PUSGRT    (Bus    Grant).    Similar    to    EUSAEN   but    with    a
timing   difference.

o      STEST    (Self   Test).    Goes   active   low   when   t,he    self-
test   button   on   the   terminal    is   pressed.

o      LSC`    (Latched   Stat,us   0).    One   of   three   status   signals
(SO-2)    output   by   the    MPU   to    show   what   state    it   is
in.

o       0BI0D&F    (On-board    I/0    D&F).    OBI0X&X    signals    inform
tl`e   YPU   what,   parts   of   Processor   board    circuitry   are
addressed .

o       CND    (Colr,rr,and).    Shows    whet,her    a    local    read    (RD)    or
writ:e    (AWT)    operation    takes    place.

The   output   signals   are:

o      STATEN    (Status    Enable).    Enables   a    three-state    input
to   a   buf.fer    in   the    Pus   Timeout    Detector.

Operation

The   Status    Input   circuitry   outputs   STATEN   active   high   if   CMD
is   active   high,    LS0   is   inactive   high,    and    OBJOD&F   is   active
low.    If   STATEN   goes   active   high,   this   enables   two   buffers
which    put    BUSGRT   as    Dll,    STEST   as    Plo,    Output    1    of   the
Programmable    Interval    Timer    as   D9,    and    bus   timeout   error   as
D8    on    t,he    Processor   data   bus,    DO-15.
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BUS    CLOCK    GENERATOR     (scrlEMATlc    A3-1)

Purpose

The    Bus    Clock   Generator   generates   the   4.9152   MHz,    50%   duty-
cycli»   bus   clock   signal,    BCLK,    for   the   Processor   board    and
System   bus.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      CSC   output   of   the   Clock   Generator   in   the   Micropro-
cessor    Control    circuitry.    A    14.7456   MHz   square   wave

o      CLK   output   of   the   Clock   Generator   in   the
Microprocessor    Control    circuitry.    A    4.9152   MHz
square    wave    with   a    33%    duty   cycle.    This    is    14.7456
Mrlz   divided    by    3.

The   output   signals   are:

o       BCLK    (Bus    Clock).    A    4.9152    MHz    square    wave    with    a
50%   duty   cycle.    It   synchronizes   bus   mastership
trarisfers   and   provides   a   stable   clock   for   various
funct,ions   on   other   circuit   boards.

o       UBCLK    (Unbuffered    Bus    Clock).    Same    as    PCLK,    but    is
used   only   on   the   Processor   board   to   drive   the   clock
inputs   of   the   Keyboard    Controller    VPU   and    the    PCI.

De!crlptlon   and   Operation

The   Pus    Clock   Generator   consists   of   two   JK   flip-flops   and
two    logic    gates.    A   foiLir-input    NAND   gate    is   used    as   a    50   OHM
TTL   driver   to   give   extra   drive   to    BCLK   for   the    System   bus.
The   NOR   gate   is   simply   an   inverter   for   the   clock   input   to
one   of   the   JK   flip-flops.    (Cut   strap   h'456   can   be   cut   to
enab]e   only   one   Processor   board    to   generate    BCLK   in    a
multiple   Processor   board    system.)
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This   circiiitry   transforms   a   50%   duty   cycle,14.7456   MHz
signal    (OSC   output)    and    a    33%    duty   cycle,    4.9152   MHz    signal
(CLK   output)    into    two   507r    dut,y   cycle,    4.9152    MHZ    Signals,
UBCLK   and    BCLK.    Figure   5-11,     Pus    Clock    Generator    Timing,
shows   the   timing   relE`tior`ships   among   the   sign.als   in   the
circuitry.

OSCILLATOR
OUTPUT

CLK
OUTPUT

U355A-5

UBCLK

BCLK

A C I
L 11

a D

J\ E         \KJM

H

G

N]/

NOTES:

A,B        The trailing edge of osc causes CLK to go high.

C,D,E     The trailing edge Of OSC and a high on  CLK cause Pin  5 ol the U355A JK flip-tlop to
90 low.

C,F        The trailing edge of osc causes CLK to go low.

G,H         A low level on  u355A-5 caugos  UBCLK to go high.

I,J,K       The trailing edge of osc and a low l®v®I on CLK causes  u355A-5 to go high.

L,M,N    The leading edge of OSC and a  hlgri  lov®l on  u355A-5 causes  UBCLK to go low.

Figure   5-11.    Bus   Clock   Generator   Tlmlng.
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HPu    TIMING    GENERATOR     (SCHEMATIC    A3-1)

Purpose

The   MPU   Timing   Generator   provides   VPU   timing    information   for
other   circuitry  on   the   Processor   board.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      SO-2    ((MPU)   Status   bits   0   through   2).    Taken   together
show  the   eight   possible   states   of  the   VPU   --   inter-
rupt   acknowledge,I/0   read,I/0   write,   halt,   in-
structior.   fetch,   memory   read,   memory   write,   and   no
bus   cycle.

o      ALE    (Address   Latch   Enable).    Clears   four   D-type    flip-
flops .

o      LS1    (Latched    Status   bit    1).    See   unlatched    SO-2.

The   output   signals   are:

o       T3W4    ((State)    T3,    TW,    &    T4).    High   when    the    MPU    is    in
a   T3,    TW    (WAIT),    or    T4   state.    T3W4   enables   on-board
data   transceivers.

o       T4I    ((State)    T4,    TI    (idle)).    Low   during    VPU   T4    and
TI    (IDLE)   states.    It   turns   off   data   transceivers
during   T4   in    Processor   board   memory   and    I/0   READs.

o       AWT    (Advanced    Write).    Advanced    write   command   --
analogous   to   the   System   Bus   AI0WC   signal   --   for   all
Processor   board   circuitry.
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De sc r 1 pt lo n

The   MPU   performs   memory   and    I/0   transfers   by   going   through
bus   cycles.    Each   bus   cycle   consists   of   at   least   four   clock
star,es   which   are   called    T1,    T2,    T3,    and    T4.    Sometimes,    TW,
or   WAIT   states,    are   inserted   between   T3   and   T4.    Also,    TI,    or
IDLE   states,   are   somet,imes   inserted   between   bus   cycles.    The
MPU   Timing   Generator   makes   this   information   available   to
other   circuitry  on   the   Processor   board.

The   MPU   Timing   Generator   comprises   four   logic   gates   and   one
quadruple   D-type   flip-flops   IC.    The   interconnections   among
the   f`our   D-type   flip-flops   are   shown   in   Figure   5-12.

Figure   5-12.   MPU   Tlmlng   Generator   Clrcultry.
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Op.r.tlon

The   circuit   is  basically  a   shift   register.   At   the   end   of  a
bus   cycle,   the   D   input   of   flip-flop   #1    is   a   logical   one.
When   the   next   bus   cycle   begins,   ALE   resets   all   four   flip-
flops   during   T1.    Next,   T2   is   entered   and   the   a   output   of
flip-flop   #1    becomes   logical   one.    This   condition   turns   AWT
active   low.    During   T3,   the   Q  output   of   flip-flop   #2,   which
is   T3W4,   goes   active   high,   since   it   is   connected   directly   to
the   0  output   of   flip-flop   #1.    After   T3,    it   enters   the   TW
state   unless   or   until   MPU   status   bits   SO-2   become   all
logical   one.   Then,   in   state   T4,   the   Q-not   output   of   flip-
tlop   #3,    which   is   T4I,    goes   active   low.    The   MPU   Timing
Generator   stays   in   state   TI   until   the   MPU   issues   another   ALE
during    T1.

Table  5-5

MPU    STATE   AND   MPU    TIMING    GENERATOR    SIGNALS

NPU   Clocl{   State

|1|n,I   N,ne T1 T2 T3 TW( a) T4 TI   (a)

(T 123W) True True True True False Fa 1 se

(T23W) False True True True Fal se False

T3W4 False Fa I se True True True Fa i se

T4I False Fa i se Fa I se Fa I se True True

(.)   Note   that   th.re  may  be  multiple   TW  and   TI   states.
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PROGRAMMABLE    TIMER    AND    BAUD    RATE    GENERATOR     (SCHEMATIC    A3-5)

Purpose

The   Programmable   Timer   and   Baud    Rate   Generat,or   has   t`h+ee
programmable   counters   inside   a   Programmable   Interval   Timer
(PIT)   that   generate   timing   signals   to   produce:   a)    transmit
•baud   rate   in   the   RS-232   Communications   Interface   logic   b)
TIMRl   that   can   generate   an   interrupt   signal   to   the   MPU   and
`c)   OUTO,    the   primary   firmware   interrupting   timer   and   timing
L`dsource   for   the   bus   timeout   detector,   which   prevents   the   bus

from   "hanging".

Sign,1s

The   input   signals   are:

o      A1,    A2    ((Processor)   Address   bits   1,    2).    Lines   of   the
internal   address   bus.   They  address   the   three   16-bit
down   counters   in   the   PIT   and   an   internal   register,
the   address  control   word   register.

o      AWT    (Advanced   Write)`.    If   low,    enables   the   PIT   to
output   counter   data.

o       BBCLK    (Buffered    Bus    Clock).    A    4.9152    MHz   clock
signal   that  clocks   a   4-bit   counter.

o      08101&3,    08105&7    (On-boa-rd    I/0).    Either    signal,   when
active   low,   eriables   the   PIT   for   reading   or   writing.

o      RD    (Read).    Processor   busted.ead    signal.    The    PIT   inputs
data    f`rom    DO-7   when    RI)   is`€  low.

o      RST-1    (Reset).   Local   reset   signal   derived   from   Sys-
ten   bus   INIT.   When   high,   it   clears   the   4-bit
counter .
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The   output   signals   for   this   block   are:

o      DO-7.    Processor   data   bus.    Carries   three   kinds   of
information:   a)    values   to   load   the   PIT   counters
with,   b)   values   read    from   the   PIT   counters,   and   c)
data   that   programs   the   various   modes   of   the   PIT.

o      0UTO   (Output   0).    Output   of   counter   0   in   the   PIT.

o      TIMR1    (Timer    1).    Output   of   counter    1    in    the    PIT.

o      (02).   Output   of   counter   2   in   the   PIT.

De sc r 1 pt lo n

This   circuitry   consists   primarily  of   the   Programmable   Inter-
val   Timer   (PIT).   The   PIT   has   three   internal   16-bit   counters
numbered   0,1,    and   2.    It   also   has   a   data   buffer   and
read/write   circuitry.   See   Figure   5-13.

This   circuitry   also   has   one   positive   AND   gate   and   one   4-bit
binary   counter.    The    AND   gate   combines   08105&7    and    08101&3   to
operate   the   chip   select   input   of  the   PIT.   The   counter
produces   two   signals   by   dividing   the   buffered   bus   clock
signal    (BBCLK)    by   two    and    eight.    BBCLK-divided-by-two    is
input   to   the   number   2   counter   of   the   PIT   and    BBCLK-divided-
by-eight   is   input   to   the   number   0   and   1    counters   of   the   PIT.
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ADDFtESSES. SELECT ONE OF
THFtEE  COUNTEFIS AND ADDF]ESS
CONTF]OL  WOF`D  F)EGISTEFt.

I)FAD.  iF Low, eoee INpuTS  DATA
TO ®25®  COUNTEfls.

wFtiTE. IF Low, e253 outputs
COUNTEFt  OR  MODE  INFOFtMATION
DATA.

CHIP SELECT.  IF  LOW,  ENABLES
THE e253.

GATEs 0,1,2. TiED HlaH TO
PEF]MANENTLY ENABLE THE
THFIEE COUNTEFt OUTPUTS
00,a, ,02.

CLOCKS 0,1,2. a CLOCKS COUNTEF]
a,1  CLOCKS COUNTEF]  1, AND 2
CLOCKS COUNTEFt 2.

pRocE§soF] BOAFtD Dord7 Bus.
USED TO  LOAD COUNTEFts,  F]EAD
cOuNT vALUEs, AND pRoaFtAM
THE e253  MODES,

COuNTEFI Outputs a,1,2. HIGH
WHEN  COUNTEF` VALUE  EQUALS
ZEl]O.

F±gur.  5-13.   Progranmabl.   Interval   Timer   Pin   Descrlptlons.
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Ziiiil

Pro fr.fun.bl.  Int.rvel   Tlmer

There   are   three  main   blocks   of  circuitry   in   the   PIT:   three
16-bit   down   counters,   an   8-bit   data   bus   buffer,   and
read/write   logic.

The   three   counters   operate   independently   and   each   has   its
own   output    (00,    01,    02).   How   the   counters   operate   is
controlled   completely   by   commands   from   the   system   (or   possi-
bly  other)    firmware.   Each  counter   is   loaded   with   an   initial
value   supplied   by   firmware.    F`irmware   commands   can   also   read
the   counter   value   of  a   counter   at   any  time   during   its   down
count .

The   data   bus   buffer   is   connected   to   D8-15,   part  of  the
Processor   data   bus.   Firmware   commands,   initial   counter   val-
ues,   and   read-out   counter   values   pass   through   this   buffer.

The   read/write   logic   is   turned   on   by  the   chip   select   input
to   the   PIT.    The   local   Processor   signals,    RD   and   AWT,   control
the   direction   of  data   flow  in   the   data   bus   buffer.   Part  of
the   Processor   address   bus,   Al   and   A2,    select   which   of   the
three   counters   that   commands   and   counter   values   are   directed
to.

Operation

The   PIT   has   two   phases   of  operation:   initialization   and
normal   operation.   Initialization   occurs   shortly  after   the
4114   is   turned   on   (though   initialization   commands   may   be
given   after   this   time).

After   power   up,   the   MPU   initializes   the   PIT   as   follows:
either   08101&3   or   08105&7   goes   active   low   to   enable   the   PIT
and,    Al   and   A2   select   counter   0,1,   or   2.    AWT   goes   active
low   which   enables   firmware   commands   and   counter   values   to
program   the   selected   counter   via   D8-T5.   After   all   three
counters   are   programmed,   initialization   is  done.
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Note   that   there   is  no   reset   pin   on   the   PIT,   and   that   after
the   System   bus   INIT   signal   goes   high   inactive   and   before   the
MPU   initializes   the   PIT,   outputs   01,    02,    and   03   are   unde-
fin€d   and   may   be   stable   high,   low,   or   clocking.

In   normal   operation,   a   count   va].ue   may   be   read   from   one   of
the   counters.   In   this   case   RD  goes   active   low  after   the   PIT
and   t.he   appropriate   counter   are   selected.   The   counter   value
then   appears   on   D8-15.

Also   in   normal   operation,   output   2   (02)   produces   the   baud
rate   signal   for   the   RS-232   Communications   Interface,   output
.1    (01)    produces   TIMRl   that   is   used    by   the   MPU   Control•circuitry   in   combination   with   a   number   of  other   "interrupt"-
type   signals,   and   output   0   (00)   produces   OUT0   that   ser.ves   as
both   the   primary   interrupting   firmware   timer,   and   as   the
clock   source   for   the   bus   timeout   detector.
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RS-232   STATE    CHANGE    DETECTOR     (SCHEMATIC    A3-5)

Purpose

The   RS-232   State   Change   Detector   detects   state   changes   on
the    incoming    RS-232   status   lines    (DSR,    DCD,    SDCD,    CTS,    and
RING)    and   generates   an    interrupt    (TIMERINT)    when   any   of
these   change   state.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      DSR    (Data   Set   Ready).    Informs   the    RS-232
Communications   Interface   that   the   local   modem   is
ready   to   operate.

o      DCD   (Data   Carrier   Detector).    Informs   the   RS-232
Communications   Interface   that   the   carrier   wave   is
being   received   by   the   modem.

o      SDCD    (Secondary   Data    Carrier   Detector).    Informs   the
RS232   Communications   Interface   that   the   secondary
carrier   wave   is   being   received   by   the   modem.

o       CTS    (Clear    To    Send).    Informs   the    RS-232   Communica-
tions   Interface   that   the   modem   is   ready   to   transmit.
This   is   a   response   to   RTS    (Request   To   Send)    from   the
RS-232   Communications   Interface   circuitry.

o       RING    (Ring    Indicator).    Informs   the    FS-232   Communica-
tions   Interface   that   the   local   modem   is   receiving   a
ringing    signal    from   a   remote   modem.

o      RST   (Reset).   Clears   the   last   state   latch.

The   output   signals   are:

o       (Y)    (State    Charige   Detected    Signal).    Produces   TIMER-
INT   in   conjunction   with   other   signals,`in   the   RS-232
Communications   Interface.
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De sc r 1 pt 1 o n

This   circuitry  consists   of  a   4-input   line   receiver,   a   6-
input   D-type   flip-flops   device   (latch),   a   bus   driver,   a   6-
bit   comparator,   and   part  of  another   4-input   line   receiver.
(The   five   capacitors   connected   to   the   line   receivers   prevent
voltage   spikes  --glitches  --on   the   RS-232   status   lines
from   being   transmitted   to   the   RS-232   State   Change   Detector
c ircui tr y . )

Operation

The   MPU   interacts   with   the   RS-232   State   Change   Detector   in
two   ways.   It   first   receives   an   interrrupt   and   then
determines   what   caused   the   interrupt.

The    RS-232   status    signals    (DSR,    DCD,     SDCD,     CTS,    and    RING)
are   input   to   the   last   state   latch   and   to   the   comparator
(Note   also   that   the   00   output   of  the   Programmable   Interval
Timer    in   the   Programmable   Timer    and    Baud    Rate   Generator
block   makes   up   a   sixth   input   to   the   comparator   and   latch.)
The   six   outputs   of  the   latch   are   routed   to   the   bus   driver
and   to   the   other   half  of  the   magnitude   comparator.   So   the
comparator   compares   the   inputs   and   outputs   of  the   latch.

Suppose   any  one   of  the   RS-232   status   lines   (or   the   00   output
of   the   PIT)   changes   state.   The   comparator   then   outputs   an
active   low   on    (Y)    which   activates   a   NAND   gate    in   the    RS-232
Communications   Interface.    This   causes   TIMERINT   to   go   active
low.   After   TIMERINT   is   processed   by   the   Interrupt   Controll-
er,   the   MPU   eventually   receives   an   interrupt.

At   this   point   the   MPU   needs   to   determine   which   RS-232   status
line   (or   00   from   the   PIT)   caused   the   interrupt.    The   MPU   now
reads   either   the   ''old"   status   lines   or   the   ''new''   ones.   To
read   the   ''old"   status   lines   which  exist   at   the   outputs  of
the   latch,   it   addresses   the   RS232   State   Change   Detector
which   causes   08109&8   to   go   active   low.    Also,    Al   must   be
active   high.   Now   RD   strobes,   causing   the   bus   driver   to   drive
the   status   line  data   onto   the   Processor   bus.   To   read   the
''new"   status   lines,   08109&8  goes   active   low   again,   but   this
time   Al   goes   low.    Now,   the   latch   is   clocked,   and   the   bus
driver   drives   the   inputs   ("new"   status   lines)   of  the   latch
onto   the   Processor   data   bus.   From   here,   firmware   determines
which   status   line   caused   the   TIMERINT   interrupt.
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RS-232   COMMUNICATIONS    INTERFACE    (SCHEMATIC    A3-5)

Purpose

The   R.->-232   Communications   Interface   transmits   and   receives
RS232   characters   and   control   ("handshake")    signals.   It   con-
tains   the   receive   Baud   Rate   Generator.

Sign,|8

The   input   signals   are:

o      RDATA   (Receive   Data).    Serial   data   from   the   host
computer .

o      RCLK   (Receive   Clock).    External   clock   signal   generat-
ed   by   the   local   modem   or   other   source.    Can   be   used
to   clock   data   into   the   Programmable   Communications
Interface   (PCI).

o      TCLK    (Transmit   Clock).    External   clock   signal
generated   by   the   local   modem   or   other   source.   TCLK
can   be   used   to   clock   data   out   of  the   PCI.

o      DO-15    (Processor   data   bus   bits  .0   through    15).

o      A1-2    (Processor   address   bus   bits   1   and   2).    Carry
addresses   that   select   internal   registers   in   the   PCI.

o      08109&8   (On-board   I/0   9   and    8).    Active   low   when   data
appears  on   the   Processor   bus   for   the   interrupt
enable   latch   (with   inputs   D8-15).

o      UBCLK    (Unbuffered    Bus    Clock).    Clocks   the   Internal
Baud    Rate   Generator   in   the   PCI.

o      LS1    (Latched   Status   bit    1).    Part   of   LSO-2   which
taken   together   indicate   which  of  eight   states  the
MPU   is   in.    When   Lsl    is   low,    the   MPU   is   in   an
interrupt   acknowledge,I/0   read,   memory   read,   or
instruction   fetch  bus   transaction.
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OBIdo~&2`,    08104&6  '(On-board    I/o    locat.ir6hn'~-s    0   &-2,    and
4   &   6).    Either   signal   going   active   low   enables   the
PCI   if   CMD   is   active   high.

CND   (Command).   When   active   high,    it    indicates   that
the   MPU   is   doing   a   Processor   board   read   or   write.

The   output   signals   are:

o       SRTSA    (or    C)     (Secondary   Request    To    Send    A    (or    C)).
Half-duplex    RS232   handshaking   signal.    Strapped   to
''A"   or   ''C"    depending   on   the   type   of   modem   used.

o      DTR    (Data   Terminal    Ready).    Informs   the   modem   that
the   terminal   is   operational.

o      RTS    (Request   To   Send).    Informs   the   modem   that   the
terminal   is  ready  to   transmit   data.

o      TDATA   (Transmit   Data).    Data   is   transmitted   serially
on   this   line   to   the   modem   or   directly  to   the   host
computer .

o       COMINT    (Communications   Interrupt).    COMINT   goes   ac-
tive   low,   when   a   character   is   received   by   the   PCI
from   the   host   computer.

o       TIMERINT    (Timer    Interrupt).    When   TIMERINT   goes   ac-
tive  low,   any  one  of  the   following   interrupts   has
occurred:    PIT   timer    #1     (output    01),    PCI   TXEMT,    PCI
TXRDY,    RS-232   status   change,    or    a    PIT   OUTO    (via    RS-
232   State   Change   Detector   circuitry)  .

De sc r 1 pt lo n

This  circuitry  consists  of  a   line  driver,   a   line   receiver,   a
number   of   logic   gates,   and   a   fancy   USART,    the   Programmable
Communications   Interface   (PCI).   The   PCI   is   the   heart   of  this
circuitry   and   is   described   below.   See   Figure   5-14.
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DATA SET F]EADY,  CLEAF] TO SEND,
DATA CARFtlEF]  DETECT. TIED  LOW,
ALWAYS "ENABLED."

lNTEl]NAL DATA  BUS.

DATA  F]ECEIVE.  SEFtlAL  DATA
INPUT TO RECEIVEl].

FtECEIVER  CLOCK,  EXTERNAL
CLOCK,  MAY BE  1,16,  OFl  64 TIMES
BAUD  F`ATE,  OF]  CAN  BE  USED AS
BFtEAK  DETECT.

TF]ANSMITTEF]  CLOCK.  CONTF]OLS
TFtANSMIT  F]ATE  (1,16,  OF)  64
TIMES  BAUD  RATE),  OR  CAN  BE
EXTEF]NAL JAM SYNC.

ADDF)ESS LINES.  SELECT
INTEFINAL 2661-2  f]EGISTEl]S.

FtEADAVFtlTE  COMMAND.

CHIP ENABLE COMMAND.

F]ESET.  DOES A  MASTEF]  FtESET,
CLEAF)S ALL  F`EGISTERS,  ENTEFts
lDLE  STATE  UNTIL  FIEINITIALIZED.

DATA  TEF`MINAL  F]EADY.

FIEOUEST TO SEND.

DATA TRANSMIT.  SEFllAL  DATA
FFtoM  THE TF]ANSMITTEF],
Nof`MALLY A  HIGH  "MARK,"
"SPACE"  IS A  LOW.

TF]ANSMITTEF)  EMPTYOSCHG.  IF
LOW, TF)ANSMITTEF]  HAS
SERIALIZED  LAST CHARACTEf]
LOADED.

Tl]ANSMITTEF]  FIEADY.  IF  LOW,  A
CHAF`ACTEF]  CAN  BE ACCEPTED
FF)OM THE 8086,  GOES HIGH AFTER
THE  CHAF`ACTEFt  IS  LOADED.

F`ECEIVER  F]EADY.  IF  LOW,  A
CHAFtACTEF]  CAN  BE SENT TO THE
8086.  GOES HIGH  AFTEF] THE
CHAF]ACTEF]  ls  F]EAD.

Figure   5-14.    Programmable   Communlcatlons   Interface   Pin
De !c r 1 pt lo n a .
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Pro8r.nm.bl.   Cofnmunlo.tlon.   Int.rface

This   integrated   clrcult   performs   the   parallel-to-serial   data
conversion   for   data   sent   to   the   host   computer   and   also   the
serial-to-parallel   conversion   for  data   sent   to   the   terminal.
The    PCI   also   has   a   programmable   Baud    Rate   Generator.    In
order   to   perform   these   functions,   the   PCI   has   the   following
circuitry.    See   Figure   5-15.

Flgur.   5-15.   Programmable   Communlcatlons   Interface   Block
Dl ag r am .

D.t.   Bu®   Buffer.   DO-7   are   input   and   output   via   this   8-bit
buffer.    Firmware   commands,   status   information,   and   data   are
transferred   through   the   buffer.
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Mod.in   Control.    Two   "handshaking"    signals,    DTR   and    RTS,    are
se.nt   directly   to   the   host   computer   or   modem   from   this   block
(TXEMT-0/DSCHG-0)    also   originates   here,    and   when   low,    indi-
cates  that   the   transmitter   has  completed   the   parallel-to-
serial   conversion   of   the   last   character   loaded   by   the   MPU.
Note   t;iat   DSR-0,    CTS-0,    and    DCD-0,    which   are   generated    in
this   circuitry,   are   permanently  tied   low.

Control   Funotlons.    By   responding   to   A1-2,    LS1,    08100&2,
08104&6,    and   CND,    this   circuitry   controls   when   the   PCI   is
written   to   and   read   from.   Also,   this   circuitry  controls   the
overall   PCI   internal   operation.   In   addition,   there   are
internal   registers   whose   contents   are  manipulated   by
firmware   commands.

a.ud   R.t.   Generator   and   Clock   Control.   UBCLK   provides   the
source   frequency   for   the   internal   baud   rate   generator.
Usually,   the   transmit   baud   rate   is   generated   by  output   02
from   the   PIT   and   the   receive   baud   rate   is   generated   from   the
internal   Baud   Rate   Generator   and   a   software-   selectable
register   value.    However,1X   baud   rate   clocks    from   the   modem
may  be   selected   for   either   the   receive   rate,   transmit   rate,
or   both.   For   external   transmit   clocks,   TCLK   is   converted   to
TTL   levels,   multiplexed   with   the   PIT   02,    and   input   to   (TXC-
0).   For   external   receive   cloclts,    RCLK   is   converted   to   TTL
levels,   and   input   directly  to   (RXC-0),   since   the   signal   is
multiplexed   internally   with   the   Internal   Baud   Rate   Genera-
tor.

Transmitter.   The   holding   register   receives   data   from   the   MPU
and   passes   it   to   the   shift   register.   Start,   stop,   and   parity
bits   are   added   to   the   data   according   to   the   current   communi-
cation   parameters.   The   data   is   then   output   serially   and
becomes    TDATA.

Receiver.   The   shift   register   receives   serial   data   on   RDATA
This   passes   to   the   holding   register   and   bits  or   characters
are   checked   according   to   the   current   communication   parame-
ter.s.   The   data   is   then   output   to   the   MPU   during   a   read   of
the   data   register.
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Oper.tlon

Before   the   RS-232   Communications   Interface   can   send   and
receive   data,   its   operating   parameters  must   be   set   by   a
combination   of   firmware   and    soft-ware   commands   and   values.
Communications   parameters   like   synchronous   or   asynchronous
mode,   receive   baud   rate,   parity,   number   of  bits   per
character,   etc.,   are   sent   to   the   PCI   shortly  after   the
terminal    is   powered   up.   Once   this   programming   of   values   is
done,   normal   data   communication   begins.

MPU   Control

The    MPU   controls   the    PCI   by   activating   A1-2,    LS1,    08100&2,
08104&6,    and    CMD.    The   bit   pattern   of   Al   and   A2   together
determine   which  of   four   registers   in   the   control   function
circuitry   is   selected   to   be   read   from   or   written   to.   The   MPU
first   selects   the   PCI   by   causing   08100&2   or   08104&6   to   go
active   low,    and   CND   to   go   active   high.    Lsl    is   low   for   a   read
operation   and   high   for   a   write   operation.

Data   Communlcatlon

Serial   data   on   RDATA   is   input   on   the    RS232   cable   (via   P102).
The   data   is   then   converted   to   TTL   levels   by  the   line
receiver   and    fed   to   the   (RXD)    input   of   the   PIG.    Serial   data
is   output   to   the   line   driver   and   becomes   TDATA   on   the   RS232
cable   (via   Pi02).    The    PIG   determines   when   to   output   DTR   and
RTS   for   modem   control   also   on   P102.    Note   that   SRTS   is
controlled   by   the   MPU   directly   and   is   latched,   inverted,   and
level-converted   before   it   reaches   P102.    (SRTSC   --the   usual
strap   setting   --may  be   strapped   to   produce   SRTSA   if  the
modem   requires   it.)

Interrupts

The    signals    (TXEMT-0),    (TXRDY-0),    and    (RXRDY-0)    are    status
signals   from   the   PCI   that  can   generate   interrupts   to   the
MPU.    All   three   signals   are   inverted   and   ANDed   with   ''inter-
rupt   enable"-type   signals   from   the   latch.   This   allows   the
MPU   to   disable   the   PCI   interrupts.
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KEYBOARD   CONTROLLER     (SCHEMATIC    A3-4)

Purpose

The   Keyboard   Controller   scans   the   keyboard   port   for   key   and
thumbwheel   change   data   and    informs   the   MPU   if   there   is   any
activity.   The   Keyboard   Controller   also   handles   the   LED   and
bell   signals.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      A1    (Processor   Addre3S`  line    1).    Tells   the   KC   MPU
whether   data   on   DO-7    is   data   or   a   command.

o      AWT    (Advanced    Write).    Allows   the   MPU   to   write    t.o    the
Keyboard    Controller   MPU.

o       RD    (Read`).    Allows   the   MPU   to    read   data    from    the
Peripheral    Interface   MPU.

o      0BIOC&E    (On-Board    I/0   C   and    E).    Enables   the    Peri-
pheral    Interface   MPU.

o      RST    (Reset)-i.    Resets   the    Keyboard    Controller    MPU.

o       UBCLK    (Unbuffered    Bus    Clock).    4.9152    MHz   square   wave
input   to   the   Keyboard    Controller   MPU.

o      KBT1    (Keyboard   Test    1).    Test    input   to   the   Peripheral
Interface   MPU.

o      KDO-7    (Keyboard    Data   0   to   7).    Key   change   and
thumbwheel    information   appear   on   these   lines   from
the   keyboard.

The   output   signals   are:

o       KWR    (Keyboard   Write).    Strobes   KAO-3    into   the   LED   and
Bell   Logic   circuitry   on   the   Keyboard   Thumbwheel
board .
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KSTRB    (Keyboard    Strobe).    Latches   KAO-3    into    the    LED
and    Bell   Logic   and   Character   Decoder   circuits   on   the
Keyboard    Thumbwheel    board.

KBDINT    (Keyboard    Interrupt).    Interrupt   to   MPU   via
the   Programmable   Interrupt   Controller.

o      KAO-3    (Keyboard    Address   0   to   3).    Carry   key   matrix
column    addresses    for    the    CHARACTER    DECODER   circuit
and    LED   on-off   data    for    the    LED   AND   BELL   LOGIC   on
the   Keyboard    Thumbwheel    board.

De sc r 1 pt lo n

The   main   component,   in   this   circuitry   is   an   8-bit   Keyboard
Controller   Microcomputer    (KC   MPU).    Firmware   written   in   the
instruction   set   of   the   KC   MPU   enables   it   to   transmit   key
change   and    thumbwheel    data    from   the   Keyboard   Thumbwheel
board    to   the    Processor   data   bus.    Also,   keyboard   LED   and   bell
signals   are   transmitted   from   the   Processor   data   bus   to   the
Keyboard    Thumbwheel    board.

Other   components   are:   an   8-bit   buffer,   three   inverters,   and
seven   open-collector   buffer   gates.   The   8-bit   buffer   is
always   enabled    and   buffers   KDO-7   for   the   KC   MPU.    Two   of   the
Inverters   are   placed    between   UBLCK   and    the   clock   inputs,    Xl
and   X2,    to   provide   extra   drive   for   the   inputs.    The   seven
buffer   gates   drive   KWR,    KSTRB,    KBDINT,    and    KAO-3    onto    the
Keyboard    Thumbwheel    board.

Keyboard   Controll.r   Microcomputer

This   microcomputer   consists   of   the   following   blocks   of
circuitry:   control   logic,   timing,   test   logic,I/0   ports   1
and   2,   status   register,   data   out   buffer,   data   in   buffer,   and
one   large   block   that   consists   of  all   block   that   do   not   have
direct   inputs   from   or   outputs   to   the   Keyboard   Controller.
See   Figure   5-16   and    Figure   5-17.
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Figure   5-16.   Keyboard   Controller   Microprocessor
Block   Diagram.
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80ntrol   Logic.   This   logic   produces   internal   instructions
which   accomplish   a   variety   of   internal   control   functions.
The   signals   that   determine   these   internal   control   functions
are    A1,     AWT,     RD,     OBIOC&E,     and    PST.     Al    enables    the    MPU    to
indicate   to   the   KC   MPU   that   information   on   DO-7    is   data   or   a
command.    AWT,    when   low,    allows   the   MPU   to   write   data   to   the
data   in   buffer.    RD,    when   low,    allows   the   MPU   to   read   data
from   t,he   status   buffer   or   data   out   buffer.   OBI0C&E   enables
the   KC   MPU.    RST   resets   various   internal    counters   and    status
flip-flops.    (Note   that   the   (SS-0)    and    (EA)    inputs,   though
they  are   inputs   to   the   control   logic,   control   functions   that
are   effectively  disabled   since   they   are   tied   high   and
grounded,   respectively.)

Tlnlng.    UBCLK   provides   the   4.9152   clock   for   an   internal
o sc il I ato r .

Test   Logic.    (Test   0)   has   been   ''disabled"   by   tying   it   high,
but    (Test    1)    is   controlled    by   KBT1.    A   high   on   KBTl    can   be
read   by   firmware   in   the   KC   MPU   during   testing.    This   testing
is   done   at   the   time   of  manufacture   of   the   4114   terminal.

I/a   Port.   1.nd   2.   Although   these   ports   can   function   as
input   and   output   ports,I/0   Port   1   functions   only   as   the
input   port   for   KDO-7   and   I/0   Port   2   functions   only   as   the
output    port    for    KWR,    KSTRB,    KBDINT,    and    KAO-3.

Status   Register.    This   register,   which   is   accessed   by   the   MPU
through   DO-7,    carries   status   information   informing   the   MPU
what   kind   of  data   is   in   the   data   buffers   and   whether   it
should    or   can   read    from   or   write    to    the    KC   MPU.    The    MPU
reads   the   status   register   at   I/0   address   X'00EE'.

Data-Out   Buffer.    The   VPU   reads   all   data    (key   codes   and
thumbwheel    position   data)    from   the   KC   MPU   from   this   buffer.
The   data   out   buffer   I/0   address   is   X'00EC'.

D.t.-In   Buff.r.    The   MPU   writes   data   and   commands   to   the   KC
MPU   through   this   buffer.   The   data   in   buffer   I/0   address   is
X '00EC  ,  .
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Operation

The   KC   MPU   has    firmware   routines   masked    into    its    lK   of   ROM.
These   routines   cause   the   KC   MPU   to   operate   independently   of
the   VPU.    In   addition   to   carrying   out   these   routines,   the   KC
MPU   responds   to   a   set   of   commands   that   the   MPU   issues   to   it.
These   commands   cause   operations   such   as   ringing   the   terminal
bell,   turning   LEDs   on   and   off,   enabling   keyboard   interrupts,
enabling   and   disabling   the   timer   interrupt,   resetting   the   KC
MPU,    and    inquiring   about   the   keyboard    identity.

The   KC   MPU   passes   three   kinds   of   data   to   th.e   NPU:    keycodes,
thumbwheel   count   values,   and   keyboard   identification   data.
The    interactions   between   the    MPU   and   KC   MPU   are   somewhat
different   for   each   kind   of  data.

Keycode   Data

The   KC   MPU   has   internal    firmware   that   causes   KAO-3   to   scan
the   character   decoder   on   the   Keyboard   Thumbwheel   board.    (See
the   Keyboard   Thumbwheel   circuitry   description
has   enabled   the   KC   MPU   interrupt   and    if   a   key

the    MPU
pressed   or

released,    the   KC   MPU   reads   a    keycode    from   KDO-7.    The   keycode
is   placed   in   the   data-out   buffer   and   the   KC   MPU   issues   an
interrupt   on   KBINT.    Now,   the   MPU   reads   the   status   register
to   determine   which   of   the   three   kinds   of   data   the   KC   MPU   has
for   it.   At   this   point,   the   MPU   initiates   a   routine   which
reads   the   8-bit   keycode   from   the   data-out   buffer.

Suppose   a   key   is   held   down.    The   MPU   recognizes   whether   this
is   a   valid   repeating   key   and   if   it   is,   the   MPU   sends   the
command    to   enable   the   timer.    The   KC   MPU   starts   a   500   in,s
delay.    If   the   MPU,   within   this   delay,   has   not   sent   the
command    to   disable   the   timer,   the   KC   MPU   interrupts   the   VPU
every    100   ms   until    the   MPU   sends   the   disable   command
(because   the   key   was   released).
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Thumbwh.el   Count   Values

Firmware   routines   in   the   KC   MPU   scan   the   thumbwheel    count
values   from   the   Keyboard   Thumbwheel   board.   When   these   rou-
tines   detect   a   change   in   a   thumbwheel   count   value   (one
counter   each   for   the   horizontal   and   vertical   thumbwheels),
the   counter   is   adjusted   and   a   KBINT   is   issued   if   45   ms   has
passed    since   the   previous   KBINT.    The   MPU   finds   out    from   the
status   register   that   there   is   thumbwheel   count   data   in   the
data-out   buffer   and   reads   it.   Note   that   the   MPU   is   inter-
r`upted   only   if   the   thumbwheels   move   since   the   KC   MPU
routines   issue   an   interrupt   only   if   there   is   a   change   in   the
counter   value   associated   with   either   thumbwheel.

Keyboard   Identlflcatlon

When   the   terminal    is   turned   on   or   reset,   the   KC   MPU   places
the   keyboard   status   in   the   status   register   and   the   keyboard
identification   code   in   the   data-out   buffer.   Also,the   MPU
itself  can   determine   the   keyboard   identity   at   any   time   by
sending    a   keyboard    indentification   command    to   the   KC   MPU.

LED   and    Bell

The   LED   on-off   state   and   bell   sounding   are   controlled   by
sending    commands   to    the   KC   MPU.    In   order    to    turn   an   LED   on
or   off ,   the   MPU   sends   to   the   KC   MPU   the    address   of   the   LED
and    the    ''on''    command    or    the    ''off''    command.    The    KC   MPU
controls   the   timing   once   it   gets   the   address   and   ''on"   or
''off''    command.    The   bell   sounds   when   its   address   and   the   bell
command    is   sent.    The   bell   sounds   once   for   every   bell   command
that   is   sent   to   the   KC   MPU.

INTRODUCTION   TO   THE    KEYBOARD

The   keyboard   consists   of   four   blocks   of  circuitry   that   drive
the   LEDs    (LED   &   Bell   logic   circuitry),   ring   the   terminal
bell   (Bell   Logic),   interface   the   thumbwheels   to   the   charac-
ter   decoder   (Thumbwheel    Interface   Logic),   and   output
character   codes   when   keys   are   pressed   or   released   (Character
Decoder   logic).    See   Figure   5-18.
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Figure   5-18.    Keyboard   Block   Diagram.
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A4-\
LED   &    BELL   LOGlc    tscHEMATlc   i]a5+.t

Purpose

The   LED   &   Bell   Logic    lights   the   LEDs   and   rings   the   bell   on
command  .

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      KWR    (Keyboard   Write).    Strobes   LED   and    bell    data    into
two   8-bit   addressable   latches.

o      KSTRB   (Keyboard    Strobe).    Latches   the   LED   address
from   KAO-3   and   the   currrently   selected   X   line   of   the
column   interrogator   IC   into   the   Character   Decoder
and   LED   and    Bell   Logic   circuitry.

o       KAO-3    (Keyboard    Address    Bits    0,1,2   and    3).    Carry
multiplexed   address   and   on-off   information   for   the
bell    and    LEDs.

This   circuitry   turns   on   or   off   the   terminal   bell   and   any  of
eleven   LEDs,located   on   the   terminal   keyboard    surface.

Op.ration

How   .n   LED   Changes   State

The   Keyboard    Controller    MPU    (in    the   Keyboard    Controller
circuitry   on   the   Processor   board)    sends   a   binary   address
from   000   to    111    on   lines   KA0   through   KA2.    (Note    that   just
seven   addresses   are   needed   on   orie   8-bit   addressable   latch
and   only   five   on   the   otlier.)   This   binary   address   is   latched
by   the   D-type   flip-flops.

Now   the   KC   MPU   sends   the   on   or   off   information   on   lines   KA0
and   KA1.    KA0   controls   the    state   of   any   of   the    seven   LEDs
output   from   one   of   the   8-bit   latches,   and   KAl   changes   the
state   of  the   bell   or   other   four   outputs   from   the   other   8-bit
1 atch .

KWR   enables   the   KA0   or   KAl    information   to   be   latched    by   a
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whichever   latch   is   addressed.

BELL     (SCHEMATI®    A4-1.)

Purpose

The   Bell   circuitry   provides   an   audible   tone   that   the   pro-
grammer   can   use   to   alert   the   user.

S18nals

This   block   has   one   input   and   orie   output.   The   input   is   from
an   output   of   an   8-bit   addressable   latch   in   th.e   LED   and   Bell
Logic   circuitry.   The   output   turns  on   or   off   a   speaker
mounted    inside   the   terminal.

Operation

How  the   Bell   Rings

To   ring   the   bell,   the   Keyboard   Controller   MPU   first   sends   a

i::::y  ::d::::  :h9&AT:V::e:Aao:h::u#DK€£;hg::ts:a3:n::gv:.)
This   activates   the  bell   circuitry.

A   555   Timer   is   connected   to   form   a   free   running   oscillator
which   generates   a   square   wave   signal   of   about   760   Hz.    This
760   Hz   signal   feeds   the   base   of  a   transistor   connected   in
series   with   a   Darlington   amplifier.   After   the   input   to   the
BELL   logic    (KA1)    switches   on   the   Darlington   amplifier,
current   charges   and   discharges   a   capacitor   connect,ed   across
the   speaker.   The   bell   tone   dies   out   because   an   RC   network,
connected   to   the   base   of  the   Darlington   pair,   times   out
after   about   one   half   second.
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CHARACTER    DECODER     (SCHEMATIC    A3-1.)

Purpose

The   L`haracter   Decoder   detects   whether   a   key   has   been   pressed
or   released.   It   also   detects   the   positions  of  both
thumbwheel s .

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o      KSTRB    (Key   Strobe).    A   strobe   signal.

o      KAO-3    (Key   Address   bits   0   through   3).    Carry   address
i n fo rm at io n .

In   addition   to   these   signals,   each   key  of  the   keyboard
changes   capacitance   when   it   is   pressed   or   released,   and   each
thumbwheel    sends   a   2-bit   Grey   code.

The   output   signals   are:

o      KDO-7    (Keyboard    Data   bits   0-7).    Carry   key   or
thumbwheel   information   to   the   keyboard   port   on   the
Processor   board.
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Operation

ttow   Key   Change   Data   Is   Created

The   Keyboard   Controller   MPU   on   the   Processor   board   needs   two
kinds   of   information   to   recognize   that   a   key  has   been
pressed   or   released.   These   two   kinds   of   information   corres-
pond   to   the   columns   and   rows   of   the   key   ''matrix''.    Each   key
has   a   unique   position   at   the   intersection   of   a   column   and
row   in   the   matrix.    So,   when   the   KC   MPU   receives   both   column
data    (KA0   through   KA3)    and    row   data    (KD0   through   KD7),    it
can   determine   which   key   has   changed    state.

The   firmware   driving   the   KC   MPU   repeats   the   following
sequence   of  operations   for   each   column   of   the   key  matrix.

The   KC   MPU   outputs   a   low   on   KSTRB   which   disables   the   outputs
(KD0   through   KD7)   of   the   row   detector.    Four   bits   of   informa-
tion   representing   a   column   of   the   key  matrix   are   loaded   onto
lines   KA0   through   KA3.    (Note   that   only   ten   columns   are   used
for   the   keys,   one   is   not   used,   and   the   remaining   column   line
is    used    in    the    THUMBWHEEL    INTERFACE   logic.)

The   column   represented   by   the   KA0   through   KA3   address   data
is   interrogated.   If   a   key   in   that   column   is   pressed   or
released   during   the   interrogation,   the   row  detector   IC
senses   this   change.    KSTRB   now   goes   high   and    a   low   appears   on
the   row   signal    (KDx)    corresponding   to   the   key   position.
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PROCESSOR     AND     KEYBOARD

THUMBWHEEL    INTERFACE     (SCHEMATIC     A3-1.)

Purpose

The   Thumbwheel    Interface   changes   voltage   of   thumbwheel   out-
put   to   TTL   level    and   gates   output   to   KD4   through   KD7
keyboard   data   lines.

Signals

The   inputs   to   this   block   are   two   sets   of   2-bit   Grey   code.
One   set   is   output   by   the   vertical   thumbwheel,   the   other   by
the   horizontal   thumbwheel.   The   outputs   of   the   block   are   the
two   sets   of   Grey   code   changed   to   TTL   voltage   levels.

Operation

How  the   Thumbwheels   Output   2-bit   Grey   Code

The   thumbwheels   operate   identically   so   only   one   thumbwheel
is   described.   Rigidly   attached   to   the   shaft   of  the
thumbwheel   is   a   disk   perforated   with   equally   spaced   slots.
As   the   wheel   is   turned,   a   light,   stationary   with   respect   to
the   slotted   disk,   activates   two   phototransistors   in   this
sequence:   Both   phototransistors   on   (00);   one   off ,   the   other
on    (01);    both   off   (11),    and   one   on,    the   other   off   (10).    This
sequence   is   the   2-bit   Grey   code.    So,   tr`e   thumbwheels   output
only   four   states   each.

How  Th.   Thumbwh.els   Interface   to   the   KD4-7   Lines

The   2-bit   Grey   code   signals   from   the   thumbwheels   have
voltage   levels   outside   TTL   levels.   So,   these   signals   are
changed    to   TTL   levels   by   four    CMOS   NAND   gates.    The   outputs
of   these    NAND   gates   connect   to    four   TTL   NAND   gates.    The
outputs   of   the   TTL   NAND   gates   are   passed    to   the   row   detector
only   when   the   Xll    line   of   the   column   interrogator   goes   high.
At   this   time,    KD4   through   KD7   have   valid   thumbwheel   2-bit
Grey   code   data   on   them.
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Section   6

RAM/ROM    CIRCUIT    THEORY

INTRODUCTION    TO    RAM/RON    BOARD

The   HAM/RON   circuit   theory   describes   the   general   architec-
ture   and   operation   of   the   RAM/RON   board    in   general,    and   then
describes   each   block   of   circuitry.   The   order   of  description
of  the   blocks   follows   the   basic   information   flow,   from   left
to   right,   of   the   block   diagram.    Refer   to   Figure   6-1.

GENERAL    DESCRIPTION

This   board    supplies   32K   bytes   of   RAM   on   one    RAM   Array   board,
in   addition   to   a   maximum   of   64K   bytes   (32K    16-bit   words)    of
ROM-type    memory.

The   circuitry   of   the   board   consists   of   a   dynamic   RAM
controller   IC   with   support   circuitry,   one   socket   where   a   RAM
Array   board   plugs   in,   and    16   ROMs   with   support   circuitry.
(The   RAM   Array   board    is   a   small   circuit   board    that   holds   32K
bytes   of   dynamic    RAMs.)

GENERAL    OPERATION

Three   basic   operations   performed   by   this   board   are:

o      Reading   the   contents   of   a   location   in   RAM.

o      Writing   over   the   contents   of   a   location   in   RAM.

o      Reading   the   coritents   of   a   location   in   ROM.

To   read   the   contents   of   a   location   in   RAM,    the   bus   master
first   drives   the   location   address   onto   the   System   bus,   and
then   MRDC.    When   the   RAM    Controller   board    receives   an    active
MRDC   signal,    it   responds   by   driving   ACK2   onto   the   bus,    and
then   the   data   from   the   address   location.
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RAM/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

6-2

Figure   6-1.    RAM/RON   Block   Dlagram.
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RAM/B0M     CIRCUIT    THEORY

To   write   over   the   contents   of   a   location   in   RAM,    the   same
sequence   of   events   occurs   except   that   VRDC   is   replaced   by
AMWC,    and    the   bus   master   drives   the   data   onto   the   bus.

To   read   the   contents   of   a   location   in   RON,    th,e   bus   master
follows   the   same   sequence   of   events   as   for   a   read    from   RAM
However,   when   the   signals   reach   the   board,   they   are   routed
through   different   circuitry   than   that   for   a   read   from   RAM.
The    RAM   Controller    is   not   involved    in    a   read    access   from
ROM.
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BAN/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

BUS    RECEIVERS    (SCHEMATIC    A5-1.)

Purpose

The   Bus   Receivers   receive   signals   from   the   System   bus   and
buffers   them   for   the   board.

Sign,18

The   input   signals   are:

o       MRDC    (Memory   Read    Command),.    This    is   the    System   bus
memory   read    signal.

o      INH    (Inhibit}.   This   is   a   signal   that   prevent;'s   the
board'   from   outputing   data   tot  the   System   bus.

o       AMWC    (Advanced    Memory   Write    Command}.    This    is   the
System   bus   advanced   memory   write   signal.

o      BHEN    (Byte   High   Enable}\.    During   byte    (8-bit)    write
operations   to    RAM,    the    RAM/ROM   board    examines    BHEN
and   ADR0   to   determine   which   byte   is   to   be   written.
If   BHEN   is   true    (low),    the   high   byte    (D8-15)    is
written.    If   ADR0   is   false    (low),   the   low   byte   (DO-7')
is   written`.

ADRO-19    (System    Bus    Address   bits   0   through    19`).
These   signals   are   the   system   address   lines.
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RAM/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

The   output   signals   are:

o      AO-19    (Local   Address   bits   0   through    19).    These   are
the   buffered   system   address   lines.

o        REAI){    Buffered    MRDC.

o     tINII¥B#.    Buffered   INH.

Operation

The   three   bus   receiver€   in   this   block   are   permanently
enabled,   This  means   that   the   outputs   constantly   follow
whatever   is   on   the   System   bus.    The   board   responds   when   the
correct   range   of   addresses   and    active   (low)    read    (MRDC)    orEI
write    (AMWC)    signals   appear   on   the   System   busi
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RAM/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

RAM    CONTROL     (SCHEMATIC     A5-1.)

Purpose

The    RAM   Control's   purposes   include:

Generates   all   control   signals   f,or   the   RAMs   on   the
RAM    Array   board'.

Provides   address  multiplexing   and   address   strobds
for    the    RAM   on    the    RAM    Array   board'`=,.

Decides   whether    the    RAM   on   the    RAM   Array   board    will*
be   in   a   read,   write,   or   refresh   cycle.

Provides   signals   to   latch   data   from   the   FAN   Arrays
board   and   to   drive  data  _Onto   the   System   busg

Signal_a

The   input   signals   are:

o       READ?.    Buffered   memory   read    command    signal.

o      INHIBIT.    A   signal   that   prevents   this   board   from
outputing   data.

o       AMWC.I(Advanced    Memory   Write    Command).    The    System    bus
advanced   memory   write   command    signal.

o      BHENI''(Byte   High   Enable,).    A   signal    that   enables   the
most   significant   byte   of  a   16-bit   word   of  data   to   be
written   by   itself .

o      AO-14    (Local    Address   bits   0   through    lil.-).    Buffered
System   bus   address   signals.

o       ROMREAB.     Active   when    the    ROM   bank   is   doing    a   read
access .

o      OUT.    Active   when   the    RAM   Array   board    is   addressed
and    is   plugged    in.
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RAM/ROM     CIBcllIT    THEORY

CLK    (ClockL    A   22.008   MHz   square   wave    TTL   signal
that   drives   the   clock   (X1/CLK)    input   to   the   8202
Dynamic    RAM    Controller.

Eiili=

The   outpty   signals   are:

o      DOUT    (Data   OutputS.    Outputs    HAM   data   to    the    System
bus    when   low.

o      ACK2    (Acknowledge   2}.    Acknowledges   that   the   memory
operation   currently  requested   by   the   bus   master   has
begun   and   will   soon   be   completed.    (See   discussion   of
the   System   bus   in   Section   4.)

o      RAMWFITB.    Enables   the   data    input   buffers   when   a
write   access   to   the   RAM   Array   board   occurs.

o      WELSB   and    WEMSB    (Write    Enable   Least    Significant   Eyt€
and   Write   Enable   Most   Significant   Byte}.    Strobe   data
into    the    RAMs   on    the    RAM    Array   board.

o       GAS    (Column   Address   Strobe®.    Latches   the   column
address   into    the    RAMs   on   the    RAM    Array   board.

o       RAO-6    (RAM   Address   bits   0   througr,   6f}.    Multiplexed
buffered    System   bus   addresses   A1-14.

o      RAS    (Row   Address   Strobe)4.    Latches   the   row   address
into    the    RAMs   on    the    RAM    Array   board.

o      XACK    (Transfer   Acknowledge)-..    Latches   data    into    the
Data   Output   Latches.
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RAM/RON     CIRCUIT    THEORY

De .a r 1 pt lo n

This   block   consists   primarily   of   the   Dynamic    RAM   Controller.
See   Figure   6-2.    In   addition   to   this,   there   are   some   logic
gates   that   combine   related   signals   into   new   signals   needed
by   the   board.   There   are   also   two   flip-flops   that   synchronize
the   timing   of   the   read   and   write   signals   to   the   Dynamic   RAM
Controller   clock   signal    (CLK).    The   Dynamic    RAM   Controller
combines   into   one   all   of  the   functions   that   are   needed   to
operate   dynamic    RAM.    These   functions   are:   multiplexing   14
bits   of  address   into   two   7-bit   parts,   arbitrating   among
selecting   a   read,   write,   or   refresh   cycle,   generating   vari-
ous   timing   and   control    signals.    The   Dynamic    RAM   Controller
also   h.as   circuitry   for   the   internal   generation   of  refresh
signals   for   the   dynamic    RAM   on   the    RAM   Array   board.

Flgur.   6-2.    Dynamlo   RAM   Controller   Block   Diagram.
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RAM/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

Multlplexlng   of   RAM   Addresses

A1-14   are   input   to   the   multiplexer    in   the   Dynamic    RAM
Controller.    Because   of   the   requirements   of   the    16K   RAMs   on
the   RAM   Array   board,    A1-14   is   split   into    a   low   and    a   high
part.    A1-7    is   output   as   a   7-bit   row   address   and   then   A8-14
is   output   as   a   7-bit   column   address.   The   low   and   high   parts
of   A1-14   appear   one   after   the   other   on   the   RAO-6    lines   of
the    RAM   Control   block.

Arbltratlon  of  Read,   Write,   and   Refresh   Cycles

The   Arbiter   circuitry   in   the   Dynamic    RAM   Controller   prevents
requests   for   read   or   write   cycles   from   interrupting   read,
write,   or   refresh   cycles   in   current  operation.   Refresh
cycles   are   generated   internally   in   the   Dynamic   RAM   Controll-
er.

Generation  of  Tlmlng   and   Control   Slgnals\

This   block   of  circuitry  has   five   functions.   It   executes   a
read,   write,   or   refresh   cycle   at   the   request   of  the   Arbiter
block.    It   generates   the   column   address   strobe   (GAS),   the
write   enable   (WE),   and    the   row   address   strobe   (FAS).    It
generates   the   transfer    (XACK)    and    system    (SACK)    acknowledge
signals.   It   sends   internal   control   signals  to   the
multiplexer   block   in   the   Dynamic    RAM   Controller.    And    it
resets   an   internal   refresh   timer   and   increments   an   internal
refresh   counter.

Clock

The   Clock   circuitry   on   the   board    feeds   a   22.008   MHz   square
wave   to   the   Dynamic    RAM   Controller.    This   square   wave   pro-
vides   the   timing   for   the   Vultiplexer,   Arbiter,   and   Timing
and   Control   circuitry   inside   the   Dynamic   RAM   Controller.
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Op.retlon

The   Dynamic    RAM   Controller   performs   these   operations:

o      Idling
o      Write   cycle
o       Read    cycle
o      Refresh   cycle

Idling

The    Arbiter   block   in   the   Dynamic    RAM   Controller   monitol.s
requests   for   read,   write   and   refresh   cycles.    Read   and   write
requests   originate   outside   the   Dynamic   RAM   Controller,   but
refresh   requests   all   originate   internally   to   the   Dynamic    RAM
Control I er .

The   Dynamic    RAM   Controller   is   idling   when   requests   are   not
currently   being   processed   and   cycles   are   not   in   progress.
Read   cycles   are   initiated    if   MRDC   is   active   low   when
requests   are   sampled.   Write   cycles   are   initiated    if   AMWC   is
active   low   when   requests   are   sampled.    If   a   read   or   write
cycle   is   requested   simultaneously   with   a   refresh   cycle,   the
read   or   write   cycle   is   executed   before   the   refresh   cycle.

Write   Cycle

The   steps   of   a   writ.e   cycle   occur   in   the   following   order:

1.         The   Multiplexer   drives   RAO-6   with   the   low   order
addresS.

2.          (SACK)    is   activated:.

4.

6-10

The   RAS   strobes   the   low  order   row   address   into   th®
RAM-.

The   Multiplexer   drives   RAO-6   with   the   high   ordet
a d d r e s s= .

(WE)    is   activated.
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RAM/B0M     CIRCUIT    THEORY

GAS   strobes   the   high   order   column   address   into   th®
RAM!.

XACK   is   activated.;

All    signals   are   deactivated    and   the   Dynamic    RAM
Controller   begins   idling8

Re.a   Cycle,

The   read   and   write   cycles   are   nearly   the   Sam:   :3~¥,r&S#P3tisse.€:I-S
(WE)    is   not   activated   during   a   read   cycle.

A.fr..h  Cycl.

When   a   refresh   cycle   is   internally   requested,   the   MultiplexF
er   drives   RAO-6   with   a   refresh   address   contained   in   an
internal   refresh   counter.   Then   FAS   is   activated,   causing   a
refresh   cycle   to   occur   on   the   RAM   Array   board.    After   some
internal   operations,   the   Dynamic    BAN   Controller   begins'
idling   again..
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RAM/RON     CIRCUIT     THEORY

DATA    INPUT    BUFFERS    BLoCK  r(SCHEMATIC    A5-2.)

Purpose

The   Data   Input   Buffers   receive   data   signals   from   the   System
bus   and   buffers   them   for   the   RAM   Array   board.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o    mS.ng.5q±ro  Data  bits  0  through   15).   Carries
16   bits   of   data   on   the   System   bus.

o       RAMWRITE.    Enables   the   data   buffers.

The   output   signals   are:

o      DINO-15   ~(Data    Input   bits   0   through    15).    The   buffered
version   of   DATO-15.

Operation

whenever    AMWC   and    OUT   are   active   low,    the    RAM    Control    block
generates   RAMWRITE.    This   enables   DATO-15   to   be   driven   on   to
the    RAM    Array   boardl
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RAM/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

RAM    ARRAY    BOARD     (SCHEMATIC    A6-1.)

NOTE

The    RAM   Array   board    ls   a   BOARD   that
plugs   into   the   RAM/RON   board    and    ls   NOT
a   block   of   circuitry   on   the   RAM/RON
board.   However,1t   ls   treated   here   as   a
block  of  circuitry  because   it   functions
like   a  block  of  clrcultry.

Purpose

The    RAM   Array   Board   contains   32K   bytes   of   system   dynamic
FAMs  .

glen.I,

Eiiilii=

Eilii

The   input   signals   are:

o      GAS    (Column   Address   Strobe,).    Latches   the   column
address   into   the   RAMs.

o      WELSB   and   WEMSB   (Write    Enable   Least    Significant   Byte
and   Write   Enable   Most   Significant   Byte).   Strobe   data
into    the    RAMs.

o      RAO-6    (RAM   Address   bits   0   through   6).    Multiplexed
System   bus   addresses   ADI"-14.

o      FAS    (Row   Address   Strobe).    Latches   the   row   address
into    the    RAMs.

o      DINO-15    (Data    Input   bits   0   through    15).    Carry   the
System   bus   data   derived    from   lines   DATO-15.

o      IN.    Shows   the   board   whether   the    RAM   Array   board    is
plugged    in.    Works   in   conjunction   with   OUT.
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RAM/B0M     CIRCUIT    THEORY

The   output   signals   are:

o      DOUTO-15    (Data   Output   bits   0   through    15).    Carry   data
to   the   Data   Output   Buffers.

o      OUT.'.    Shows    whether    the    RAM   Array   board    is   plugged
in.   Works   in   conjunction   with   IN.

D. .a r 1 pt lo n

The   RAM   Array   board    is   a   small   circuit   board   that   contains
32K   bytes   of   dynamic    RAMs.    One    RAM   Array   board    plugs   into    a
socket   on    the    RAM/ROM   board.

The   32K   bytes   of   RAM   are   arranged    in   two   banks   on   the   board
One   bank   handles   the   least   significant   byte   of   a    16-bit
word,   and   the   other   bank   handles   the   most   significant   byte
of   a    16-bit   word.    Since   the   RAMs   are    16K-by-one   bit   wide,
there   are   eight   RAMs   in   each   bank.

The    RAM   address   lines   RAO-6    connect   to   both   the   LSB   and   MSB
banks.    FAS   and   GAS   connect   to   both   banks,   but   there   are
separate   write   enable   signals   (WELSB   and   WEMSB)    that   allow
the   accessing   of  the   high   and   low  bytes   of   the    16-bit   word.

Operation

This   board   responds   to   the   signals   generated   by   the   RAM
Controller   block.    Look   under    the   OPERATION   heading   under    RAM
Control   for   a   description   of   accessing   data   on   the   RAM   Array
board .
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DATA    OUTPUT    LATCHES    (SCHEMATIC    A5-2.)

Purpose

Data   Output   Latches   accept   data   from   the   RAM   Array   board   and
buffer   it   for   the   System   bus.

S18 na1 S ,,,.

Eiiiiil

The    input+   signals   are:

o       XACK    (Transfer    Acknowledge3).    Latches   data    (DOUTO-15)
into   the   latches.

o       DOUT    (Data    Output).    Outputs   data    (DATO-15`-)    on    to    the
System   bus.

o      DOUTO-15i   (Data    Output   bits   0   througll    15).    Carry   data
output    from   the    RAM   Array   board(s).

The   output   signals   are:

o      DATO-15tl   (System   data   bus   bits   0   through    15).    Carry
data   on   the   System   bus.

Operation

When   XACK   goes   active   low,    data   on   DOUTO-15    is   latched    into
the   flip-flops   in   each   of   two   D-type   latches.   When   DOUT   goes
active   low,   the   data   is   driven   onto   the   System   data   bus
lines,    DATO-15.i
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RAM    ADDRESS    DECODE     (SCHEMATIC    A5-1.)

Purpose

The    RAM   Address   Decode   informs   the    RAM   Control    block   that
the    RAM   on   this   board    has   been   addressed.

S1€n,1,

The   input   signals   are:

o       A15-19    (Local    Address    Bus   bits    15   through    19#).    A15-
19   carry   an   address   of   00000   binary   in   order   to
address   the    RAM   in    the    RAM    Array   board.

The   output   signals   are:

o       IN`'.    Indicates   that   the    RAM   on    the    RAM/ROM   board    is
being   addressed.

Operation

This   block   consists   of   a   NAND   gate   and   some   inverters   that
detect   when   00000   binary   is   on   A15-19.    IN   then   becomes
active   low.
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CLOCK'    (SCHEMATIC    A5-1.)

Purpose

Clock   generates   a   22.008   MHz   square   wave   that   directly   feeds
the   X1/CLK   input   of   the   8202   Dynamic    RAM   Controller    in   the
RAM    Control    block.

Signals

The   inputi   signals   are:

o      CLKDIS    (Clock   Disable).    Prevents   the   clock   from
outputting   its   signal.    (Used   for   test   purposes   ori-
|y.)

o      XCLK    (External    Clock).    An   external    clock   signal   may
be   connected   to   this   line,   but   used   for   test   pur-
poses   only.

The   output   signals   are:

o       (X1/CLK).    A   22.008   MHz   square   wave   that   drives   the
Dynamic    RAM    Controller.

Operation

Two   NAND   gates   are   biased    into   their   linear   region   of
operation   by   820   ohm   feedback   resistors.    In   this  mode   of
operation,   the   NAND   gates   act   as   linear   inverting   amplifi-
ers.    A   series   tank   circuit   and   a   22.008   MHz   crystal   are
connected   in   a   loop   with   the   two   gate   amplifiers.   This
causes   the   circuit   to   oscillate   at   22.008   MHz.   The   output   is
connected    to   the   X1/CLK   input   of   the   8202   Dynamic    RAM
Controller.   The   output   also   clocks   two   flip-flops   in   the   RAM
Control   block.
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RAM/B0M     CIRCUIT    THEORY

ROM    ADDRESS    DECODE     (SCHEMATIC    A5-3.)

Fur po se

The    ROM   Address   Decode   circuitry   produces   one   of   eight    ROM
select   signals   depending   on   which   of   the   eight   banks   of   ROMs
is   addressed.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

o       A13-19    (Local    Address    Bus   bits    13   through    19).    A15-
19    carry    11101    binary   or    11110    binary   if   the    ROM
block   is   addressed.    A13-15   determine   which   of   eight
banks   of   B0Ms   is   addressed.

o      READ.    Shows   whether   a   read   access   is   requested.

o       INHIBITJ.    May   be   used    to    prevent   the    ROMS   from
outputting   data   on   the   System   bus.

The   output\   signals   are:

o    ftoMSELECT.    Enables   the   outputting   of   data   if   a   ROM
bank   has   been   addressed.   Actually   is   eight   separate
signals   --one   to   each   of  eight   banks   of   ROMs.

o       ROMREAD.;    Indicates   that   th.e    RON   is   being    accessed.

o       (ROMDOUT)-I.    Enables   the    RON   data    I/0   drivers   in    the
Data   I/0   Drivers   block.
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RAM/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

Operation

This   block   consists  of  a   3-to-8   line   decoder   and   various
logic   gates.

Whenever   both   the   G2B   and   G2A   inputs   to   the   decoder   are   low,
the   address   on   A13-15   selects   one   of   eight   outputs.    Each   of
the   eight   outputs   enables   one   of   the   eight   banks   of   ROMs   in
the    ROMS   block.    READ   is   connected   directly   to   the   G2B   input
and   A15-19   are   gated   through   some   logic   before   they   are
connected    to    G2A.    If    READ   is   active   low   and    A15-19    is    11101
binary   or    11110   binary,    the   decoder    is   enabled.    (The    ROMs    in
the    ROMS   block   respond    to   addresses   X'E8000'    through
X 'F7FFF '  . )

If   the   bus   master   initiates   a   read   operation   from   ROM,   the
RCMREAD   signal    becomes   active   low   and    the    RAM/ROM   board
drives   ACK2   active   low   on   the   System   bus.    INHIBIT   prevents
the   Data   I/0   Drivers   block   from   outputtirig   data   to   the
System   bus   if   it   goes   active   low.
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RAM/ROM     CIRCUIT    THEORY

ROMS\`    (SCHEMATIC    A5-3.)

Purpose

ROMs   store   up   to   64K   bytes   (32K   of    16-bit   words)    of   system
fi rmwar e .

S18n.I.,

The   input   signals   are:

o      A1-12    (Local    Address   Bus   bits    1    through    12`).    Address
the   locations   of   32K   16-bit   words.

o       (OUTPUTENABLE).    Actually,   eight   separate   lines   that
enable   one   out   of   eight   banks   of   ROMs   at   a   time
during   a   read   operation.

The   output   signals   for   this   block   are   sixteen   lines  of  data
that   become   DATO-15   on   the    System   bus.

De sc r 1 pt lo n

In   the   ROMS   block   are   eight   banks   of   two    ROMs   each.    The
banks   hold   4K   of   16-bit   words.   A   set   of   straps   is   associated
with   each   bank   of   ROMs.    The   straps   allow   the   board   to   use
various   kinds   of   RON/PROM/EPROMs   that   have   different   pin
function   assignments.

Operation

This   block   outputs   16-bit   words   of  data   to   the   Data   I/0
Drivers   block   if   MRDC   goes   active   low   and   an   address   in   the
range   of   X'E8000'    tlirough   X'F7FFF'    is   presented   on   A1-19.
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RAM/RON     CIRCUIT    THEORY

DATA    OUTPUT    DRIVERS    (SCHEMATIC    A5-3.)

Purpose

Data   Output   Drivers   drive   data   from   the   ROMS   block   onto   the
System   bus.

S18nall

Eiiillii=

The   input   signals   are:

o      DO-15    (Local    Data    Bus   bits   0   through    15).16   bits   of
data   from   the    FOMS   block.

o       ROMDOUT    (ROM    Data    Output).    Enables   both   data   drivers
in   this   block.

The   output   signals   are:

o      DATO-15    (System   data   bus   bits   0   through    15).    System
bus   data   lines.

Operation

Two   data   drivers   in   this   block   handle   DATO-7    and   DAT8-15
Separately.   Whenever   (G)    is   low   active,   whatever   is   present
on   the   inputs   of  the   two   drivers   is   output   to   the   System   bus
as    DATO-15.
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Section  7

POWER    SUPPLY   CIRCUIT    THEORY

The   4114   power   supply   is   a   high-efficiency   type.    It   provides
the   advantage   of   lower   weight,   smaller   volume,   and   a   consid-
erable   reduction   in   power   consumption.    Figure   7-1    shows   a
simplified   block   diagram.

ilACEF,:f:R,Ii____.I
PECTIFIEflsAND

OC 20 kHz

20 klJzACr-I+

20 kHzP FIECTIFIEFIS

FILTEIIS
INVEFITEB OWERTFtANSFOF)HER ANDFILTEFts

SEnlESF]EGULATOFt

820-27

n nEsON±TLc

PULSEWID"NODULATOR

F±gur.  7-1.   Slmpllfled   Block   Diagram   of  a   High   Efflclency
Power   Supply.

The   whole   unit   is   a   DC   to   DC   converter.    AC   input   is
rectified   to   dc,   fed   to   a   20   KHz   inverter,   goes   to   a   power
transformer,   and   is   rectified   and   filtered   as   it   is  regulat-
ed.   High   currents   at   relatively   low  voltages   are  made
available   in   this   manner.

Current   is   sensed   by   a   current   feedback   network   which
provides   control    to    a   PWM   (pulse   width   modulator).    The   PWM
determines   the   on   time   of   the   inverter's   power   transformer,
thus   providing   sorr,e   preliminary   regulation.

The   voltage   regulation   of  the   outputs   also   provides   fail-
safe   overload   protection   by   shutting   the   supplied   voltage
down   if   the   current   limit   is   exceeded.   This   feature   is
called   at   various   times   a   ''crowbar"   circuit,   a   ''foldback"
circuit,   or   simply,   a   current   limiter   circuit.
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POWER     SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

A   load   of   less   than   4.0   A   on   the   5.1   V   supply   does   not   allow
the   ot,her   outputs   to   be   operated   at,   their   full   rated   load.
Regulation   is   also   lost.    None   of   the   supply   voltages   exceeds
its   rated   value   under   no-load   conditions,   but   some   may   be
out   of   tolerance   on   the   low   side.

INVERTER    BOARD

Figure   7-2   shows   that   the   Inverter   board   contains:

o      Primary   power   distribution   which   includes   the   line
voltage   selector,   filters,   and   swit,cr!ing   transis-
tors.   The   auxiliary   ac   to   the   fans   and   disc   drives
also   goes   through   this   board.

The   power   supply   control   circuits   which   include   the
logical   OFF-1/ON-0   switch,   the   Schmidt   trigger,   base
drivers,    and    PWV:.

The   shutdown   circuits   and   the   logic   signals.

Figure   7-2.   Functional   Block   Diagram   of   Inverter   Board.
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POWER     SUPPLY    CIRCUIT     THEORY

REGULATOR    BOARD

The    functional   block   diagram   (F`igure   7-3)    shows   that   the
Regulator   board   delivers   four   different   voltages   at   varying
load   currents   to   the   terminal.   The   four   voltages   that   are
delivered    to   the   terminal    are   +5.1   Vdc,    -5.2   Vdc,    +12   Vcc,    -
12   Vdc.    +24   Vdc    is   available    for    the   disk   drives.    An    SDOWN
signal   and   +22   Vdc   are   delivered   internally   for   use   by   the
power    supply.

Figure  7-3.   Functional   Block   Diagram   of   Regulator   Board.
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POWER    SUPPLY    CIRcl;'IT    THEORY

DETAILED   THEORY   OF    OPERATION

Inverter   Board

Prim.ry   Power   Dlstrlbutlon

Refer   to   Schematic   A17-1.    Positioning   the   jumper   on   the
inverter   board   of  the   power   supply   selects   the   line   voltage.
The   power    supply   is   preselected    for   115   Vac.    Figure    10-24
shows   the   jumper   in   position   for   115   Vac   operation.

The   jumper   places   the   neutral   side   of   the   line   between   the
filter   capacitors  at   the   output   of  the   bridge   rectifier   when
115   Vac   is   selected.   This   causes   the   capacitors   to   have   a
voltage   doubler   action.   When   230   Vac   is   selected,   the   filter
capacitors   act   in   a   regular   fashion.   The   same   voltage
appears  on   the   switching   transistors   regardless   of  the
primary   input   voltage.   The   output   of  the   rectifier   filter   is
about   300   to   350   Vdc.    A   neon   lamp   connected    across   the
output  of  the   rectifier   filter   in   a   simple   relaxation   oscil-
lator   configuration   flashes   when   there   is   high-voltage
present   on   the   capacitors.   The   7.5   ohm   series   resistors   in
the   bridge   circuit   have   a   negative   temperature   coefficient
(resistance   decreases   as   temperature   increases).   This   limits
surge   current   during   turn-on.   Since   the   resistors   cool   down
faster   than   the  bleeder   resistors  can   bleed   the   filter
capacitors,   current   surge   protection   is   always   present.
Three   arc-gaps   are   placed   across   the   line   and   neutral   sides
of  the   circuit   for   voltage   transient   suppression.

An   inductor   is   placed   in   the   dc   supply   and   return   lines   to
the   switching   transistors   as   a   noise   filter.   Two   4uF   capaci-
tors   are   also   placed   across   the   input   of  the   switching
transistors   to   provide   noise   suppression.

A   triac   acts   as   a   switch   to   turn   the   ac   input   on   and   off .
Its   gate   is   controlled   by  the   turn-on   transformer   primary
which   is   controlled   by   the   OFF-1/ON-0.
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POWER    SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Pow.r   Supply   Control   Clrcults

Logical   OFF-1/ON-0   Switch

WARNING

Dangerous  voltages  exist   ln   the   power
supply  module   lf  the   power   cable   is  not
disconnected   from   the   ac   line   EVEN
THOUGH   THE    SYSTEM   0N/OFF    SWITCH   IS    OFF.
Always   disconnect   the   power   cable  before
working   on   the   power   supply  module.

Use   of  the   OFF-1/ON-0   signal   allows   the   terminal   to   keep
running   until   operations   are   completed.   F`igure   7-4   is   a
simplified   diagram   of   the   logical   On/Off   switch.   The   switch
acts   as   a   short   across   the   secondary  of  the   turn-on   trans-
former   when   the   unit   is   turned   off .   This   keeps   the   triac
turned   off  because   the   low  reflected   impedance   develops
insufficient  bias   to   turn   the   triac   on.

OFF-1/ON-O

_i

30

i
^T

ae20-

FICur.   7-4.   Logloal   OFF-1/ON-0   Switch.
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POWER     SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Switch   Off.    Refer   to   Figure   7-2.    When   OFF-1/ON-0   is   high,
the   transistors   are   conduct,ing   and   cause   a   low  reflected   im-
pedance   to   appear   in   the   turr]-on   transformer   primary   by
placing   a   virtual   short   on   the   secondary.   The   majority  of
the   voltage  on   the   primary  of  the   turn-on   transformer   is
dropped   across   the   resistor   in   series   with   the   line   voltage
ar]d   the   primary   winding.    An    insufficient   amount   of   voltage
is   developed   to   enable   the   triac   gate.

Switch   On.   When   the   power   supply   is   turned   on,   the   line   is
grounded,   or   goes   low,   the   transistors   turn   off,   removing
the   short   from   the   secondary.   This   gates   the   triac   on.   At
the   same   time,   a   capacitor   on   the   secondary   starts   charging
The   Schmidt   trigger   turns   on   when   the   capacitor   reaches
approximately   30   V.

Schmldt   Trigger

Fefer   to   Schematic   A17-1.    The   Scbmidt   trigger   supplies   power
to   the   base   drivers   and   the   pulse   width   modulator.   It   turns
on   when   the   voltage   of   the   capacitor   reaches   30   V.    The   base
drive   transistors   drive   the   switching   transistors   which
bring   up   the   power   supplies.    The   +22   V   supply   goes   only   to
the   Inverter   board   where   it   provides   a   "keep  alive"   voltage
for   the   Schmidt,   trigger.   The   capacitor   starts   discharging
through   the   Schmidt   trigger.    The   voltage   drops   to   about    16   V
in   about    10   ms   and   the   Schmidt   trigger   turns   off   if   the   +22
V   has   not   come   up.    The   turn   off   at    16   V   prevents   the   base
drive   circuit   voltage   from   dropping   too   low   and   driving   the
switching   transistors   linear.

Pul..   Width   Modulator

The    PWV   regulates   +5.1   V   by   controlling   the   on-time   of   the
switching   transistors   through   the   base   drivers.   The   outputs
of   the   PWM   are   conr]ected   in   a   push-pull   configuration   to   the
bases   of  the   drive   transistors.   Figure   7-5   is   a   block
diagram   of   the    PWM.
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POWER    SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Figure  7-5.    Pulse   Width   Modulator   Block   Diagram.

Four   inputs   go   to   one   side  of  the   comparator   circuit.   The
other   side   goes   to   a   frequency  determining   capacitor   at   Pin
7.    The   capacitor   in   conjunction   with   a   resistor   on   Pin   6
determines   the   oscillator   frequency   of   approximately   40   KHz
The   oscillator   output   goes  to   a   flip-flop   which   is   used   to
gate   the   output   logic   for   the   base   drivers.   The   oscillator
also   outputs   to   Pin   3   and   goes   off   the   board   as   PSYNC.
Although   PSYNC   is   not   used   in   this   terminal,   it   is   a
convenient   source   for   a   trigger   for   an   oscilloscope.
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POWER     SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Tlmlng.   The   capacitor's   charging   at   the   input   of  the   compar-
ator   gives   a   0-3   V   ramp   signal.   When   the   ramp   voltage   equals
the   input   from   the   lowest   of  the   other   inputs,   the   compara-
tor   output   goes   low   and   the   input   to   the   NOR   gates   is   low,
Figure   7-6.   The   flip-flop   alt,ernately   selects   the   NOR   gate
to   be   enabled   and   the   oscillator   disables   the   NOR   gates   on
every  discharge  of  the   capacitor   to   help   ensure   the   rapid
turnoff  of  the   switching   transistors.   Figure  7-6   shows   the
ramp   signal   at   the   top  and   the   oscillator   signal   at   the
bottom .

I
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i.J1 Ill
I

y
OV

3820-32

Flgur.  7-6.    PWM   Comparator   Input
and   Oscillator   Output.

Eprer   Ampllfler;    The   +5.1   SENSE   line   of   the   DVM   provides   a
sample   voltage   from   +5.1   V   which   goes   to   three   places,   the
error   amplifier,   the   current   sense   circuitry,   and   the
shutdown   circuitry.   The   error   amplifier   receives   approxi-
mately   2.5   V   on   each   of   its   two    inputs.    The   +5   SENSE   goes
through   a   voltage   divider   network   of   two   1.24   K   ohm   resis-
tors.   At   the   center   of  these   two   resistors  a   voltage  of
approximately   2.5   V   is   fed   to   the   inverting   input,    Pin    1.
The   non-inverting   input,   Pin   2,   is   fed   from   the   variable
side   of  the   5.1V   adjust.   The   potentiometer   is   part  of  a
voltage   divider   network   off  of   VREF,    Pin    16.
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POWER     SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

€urr.nt  S.n.e  Ampllfler

Refer   to   the   Inverter   board   Schematic   A17-1.    A   current   sense
transformer   in   series   with   the   inverter   transformer   drives
the   base   of  one   half  of  a   differential   pair   of  transistors.
When   current   increases   beyond   the   allowable   limit,   one   half
of  the   pair   is   cut   off  turning   the   other   half  on.   This
drives   the   output   of  the   limiter   amplifier   down   and   the
comparator   is  off   for   an   increased   period   of  time.   The
output   voltage   is   reduced   which   further   reduces   the   allowed
current.

~\

-

EZEa

Shutdown   Clrcults

A   line   voltage  detector   senses   the   line   voltage  on   its   non-
inverting   input   and   charges   a   capacitor   on   its   output.   When
line   voltage   is   lost,   the   capacitor  discharges   and   the
voltage   comparator,   which   compares   the   voltage   across   the
capacitor   with   the   2.5   V   reference,   goes   low   at   its   output.
This   immediately   drives   Pin   1   of   the   peripheral   driver   low
and   PF`AIL-0   goes   low.    The   voltage   comparator   also   pulls   the
non-inverting   input   of  an   operational   amp].ifier   low   through
a   diode.   The   output   of  the   operational   amplifier   going   low
allows   a   capacitor   on   this  output   to   discharge   through   a
diode.   The   time   delay,   about   2   ms,   afforded   by   the   capaci-
tor,   ensures   that   PFAIL   goes   low   first   before   INIT   and    PDWN
are   driven   low.   A   capacitor   on   Pin   1   of   the   peripheral
driver   ensures   that   there   is   a   minimum   of   50   us   between   INIT
and   +5   V   going   down.   When   the   collector   on   the   PDWN
peripheral   driver   goes   low,   it   pulls   Pin   9   of   the   PWM   low
and   the   base   drivers   are   shut   down.   Both   operati.onal
amplifier   outputs   to   the   peripheral   drivers  must   go   low  to
shut   down   the   power    supply.

Pressing   the   RESET   button   on   the   front   of  the   pedestal   under
the   keyboard    (Figure   7-7)   generates   a   RESET-0   signal   which
causes   an   INIT-0   signal   to   be   initiated.
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POWER     SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Figure   7-7.    SELF-TEST   and    RESET   Buttons.

REGULATOR    BOARD

+12   V   Regulated   Supply

The   Regulator   board   is   best   understood   by   looking   at   one
regulator   circuit   that   incorporates  most   of  the   features
that   are   contained   in   all   the   regulators.   The   +12  V   regula-
tor   is   described   in   detail.    Refer   to   Figure   7-8   when   reading
the   following   explanation.

The   transformer   steps   the   primary   voltage   down   and   the   ac
output   is   run   through   a   bridge   rectifier.   The   rect,ified   dc
is   filtered   by   tlie   LC   circuit.   The   filtered   dc   is   +16   V   and
-16   V   and   supplies   the   series   pass   regulator`   which   is   a
Darlington   transistor.
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POWER    SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Figure  7-8.   +12  V   Regulator   Clrcult.

Overcurrent   Protection

The   current   foldback   portion  of  the   circuit  consists  of  the
PET   current   source,   the   Comparator   circuitry,   the   voltage
divider   network  on   the   Darlington   transistor's   collector,
the   very  small   current   sense   resistor,   and   the   diodes   to
ground .
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POWER     SUPPLY    CIRCUIT    THEORY

At   stable   conditions,   when   the   power   supply   is   delivering   4
A   at   +   12   V,   the   transistor   whose   collector   is   tied   to   the
non-inverting   input   of  the   operational   amplifier   has   12   V   on
its   base.   The   Darlington   transistor   has   12.4   V   on   its
collector.   This   12.4   V   is   dropped   across   the   voltage   divider
network   to   the   -16   V   supply.    The   two   diodes   hold   the   point
above   the   resistor   connected   to   -16   V   at   -1.2   V.    The   FET   is
connected   as   a   current   source   to   the   emitters  of  the
comparator   transistors   holding   the   right   side   cutoff .   When
+12   V   exceeds   its   rated   current   of   4.0   A,   the   right   side
transistor   is   turned   on   and   the   non-inverting   input   goes
positive.   This   drives   the   base   of  the   Darlington   transistor
positive   through   the   common   base   transistor   reducing   the
output   voltage.

If  the  overcurrent  condition   still   exists,   the   voltage   is
further   reduced   as   the   graph   in   Figure   7-9   shows   until   the
voltage   reaches   zero.   The   current   is   kept   at   some   small
positive  value   by   the   two   diodes   in   the   voltage   divider
n e t wo r k .

If   the   excessive  current   drain   continues,   the   series   pass
transistor   reduces   the   voltage   further   until   the   voltage   is
completely  off .

When   more   current   than   is   allowed   is   drawn,   a   situation
occurs   that   is   known   as   current   foldback.   See   Figure   7-9.

Voltage   Regulation

When   the   voltage   rises   above   12   V,    the   input   to   the
operational   amplifier   goes   positive   which   drives   the   opera-
tional   amplifier's  output   postitive.   The   Darlington   transis-
tor's   base   goes   positive   and   more   voltage   is   dropped   across
the   Darlington   transistor   bringing   the   output   voltage  back
down .
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Figure  7-9.   Current   Foldback.
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Section   8

THEORY   OF    OPERATION    OF    DISPLAY   CONTROL    CIRCUITRY

INTRODUCTION

The   Display   Control   Circuitry   consists   of  two   circuit   boards
--the   Display   Controller   and   the   Vector   Generator.   The
boards   are   connected   as   shown   in   Figure   8-1.    Conversion   of
digital   data   to   analog   DVST  display   signals   and   control   of
the   conversion   is   performed   by   the   Display   Control   Circui-
try.

F1.ur.  8-1.   Dliplay  Control   Clrcultry  Block   Diagram.

The   Display   Controller   performs   these  .functions:

o      Interfaces   between   system   processor,   Memory   Elec-
tronics,   and   Vector   Generator.

o      Accesses   Display   List   instructions   on   command   from
the   system   processor.

o      Processes   instructions   and   passes   vector   commands   to
t,he   Vector   Generator.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    T[IEORY

o      Monitors   Vector   Generator   conversion   pr6C`€Ss.

The   Vector   Generator   performs   these   functions:

o      Executes   commands   from   the   Display   Controller.

o     Converts   digital   data   to   analog   signals   for   use   in
the    DVST   Display   Module.jr

DISPLAY   CONTROLLER

The   Display   Controller    (see   Section   12)   circuit   board's   main
function   is   to   serve   as   an   interface   between   the   system   bus,
the   Vector   Generator   board,   and   several   functions   in   the
display.   The   controller   accepts   commands   directly   from   the
terminal   processor   and   accesses   commands   directly   from   a
display   list   stored   in   the   terminal's   main   memory.   These
commands   are   then   processed   by   the   Display   Controller   which
passes   appropriate   commands   and   data   on   to   the   Vector
Generator   board.

The   Display   Controller   also   controls   the   Z   axis   drive   to   the
terminal   DVST   display.    It   turns   the   CRT   beam   on   and   off
while   vectors   are   drawn   and   when   dot-dash   patterns   are
formed .

The   following   circuit   descriptions   are   referenced   to   the
block   diagrams;   detailed   diagrams   and   illustrations   are
provided   where   applicable.    Compare   the   block   diagrams   with
the   actual   Display   Controller   schematics   (Volume   2)   to   get   a
clear   understanding   of  the   actual   circuit   layout   and   to
become   familiar   with   the   schematics.

The   theory  of  operation   is   presented   in   the   following   order:

o     Processor   Interface

o       Command    Decoding

o      DMA   Control

o      Addressing   Control

o     Vector   Control
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

The   simplified   block   diagram   (Figure   8-2)    shows   the   rela-
tionship   between   major   blocks   of  the   Display   Controller
logic,   the   system   bus,   and   the   Vector   Generator.    The   data
busses   are   labeled   while   the   smaller   busses   represent

U)IDZLLJLu)>

ADR I -I 9

LDATO-'5),

a:aI<a:uZIll0a:a

COMllAND                                   i    ADDRESSING                                       I
DECODING            DDB-15        )       CONTROL                   Doe-15

(8-3)                                '          (8-3)                                        'L

OAT8-I 3 ,:'c#i,OLc         :    i

L,I

u)
in

LuIll>3820-37

•                       I                                       i                             cVoENCTTR°oRL         (:
(      DAT®-3            PRoCEssoR         a                                   {8-4)
'                         '     INTERFACE

(8-I  ,3)

ADR' -7

)

Flgur.  8-2.   D1.play  Controller   Slnpllfled   Blocl{   Diagram.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

Read/writ,e   signals   from   the   system   processor   are   received   by
the   Processor   Interface.   The   Display   Controller   and   Vector
Generator   status   is   also   read   by  the   interface   logic.   The
Command    Decoding   logic   decodes   display   list   commands   and
routes   them   to   appropriate   circuits   for   execution.   Bus
control   and   data   accessing   are   provided   by   the   DMA   Controll-
er.    The   Addressing   Control   Logic   performs   address   increment-
ing   and   subroutine   jumps.   Logic   which   controls   the   copy,
erase,   dot-dash   generation,   and   vector   timing   display   func-
tions   is   contained   in   the   Vector   Control   block.   This   is   an
overview   of   the   Display   Controller   board   functions   which   are
explained   in   the   block   diagram   descriptions.

Address   Decode

Figure   8-3   shows   a   simplified   block   diagram   of   the   Processor
Interface   logic;   refer   to   it   during   the   following
d i sc us s i o n s .

Flgur.  8-3.   Processor   Interface   Slmpllfled   Block   Diagram.
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The   Address   Decode   logic   monitors   the   address   lines   origi-
nating   on   the   system   bus   and   detects   when   the   system
processor   is   addressing   the   Display   Controller.   When   ADR3   is
E€rt.ota±   normal    (or   one   depending   on   the   A3   strap)    ADR4,6,7
are   one,    and   ADR5   and    15   are   zero,   the   get,e   output   goes   low
indicating   that   the   processor   is   addressing   locations   OOD0
to   OOD7    (or   OOD8   to   OODF   for   the   other   A3   setting).    If   th.is
occurs   concurrently   with   either   the   AI0WC   or   I0BC   signals,
the   ACKl   signal   is   asserted   indicating   to   the   processor   that
a   data   transfer   command   has   been   acknowledged.

When   IORC   is   low   signifying   a   bus   read    (board    places   data   on
the   bus)    and   the   Address   Gate   output   is   low,   the   Read/Write
Selector    is   in    Read   mode.    If   ADRl    and   2   are   low,    the   OOD0
Read   line   will   go   low   causing   the   Read   drivers   to   drive   the
DATO-3    lines.    If    ADRl    is   high   and    ADR0    is   low,    00D2   Read
goes   low   causing   a   Test   Status   Driver   read   to   occur.

Similarly,   when   the   IOWC   signal    is   asserted,   the   Read/Write
Selector   activates   the   write   outputs;   the   OOD0   Write   line
activates   the   Control   Flip   Flop   logic;    00D2  Write   activates
the    I)LTCH   and    COM   signals   in    the    Command    Decode   logic;    and
OOD4   activates   the   VIEW   signal.    Table   8-1    lists   special
input/output   locations   and   their   functions.   Table   8-2   shows
test   bits   and   their   functions   for   the   OOD2   Read   location.

Table   8-1

SPECIAL   I/0    LOCATIONS

I/a  Location Operation Bit   Value

OODO READ 0:   Display  list   in   process
1:    Ready   for   command
2:    Hard   copy  unit   available
3:   Vector   in   progress

00DO WRITE 0:   Interrupt  enable
1:   Operation  display  list

00D2 WRITE Direct   command

00D2 READ Test   bits   (see   Table   8-2)

00D4 WRITE Bring   display   into   view
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

Table  8-2

TEST   BIT   MEANINGS    IN    I/0    LOCATION    00D2

Bit( ®) Slgfial   Nape Meaning

15'  14 Unused .

13 Z_0 Z   axis  control   at   the  output   of  the
display  controller   board   (before
clipping) .

12 A1-1 The   least   significant  bit  of  the
display  control-ler   address   counter.

11 SLU-0 The   slew   signal   from   the   display.

10 DBUSY.0 The   display  busy  signal   from   the
display.   This   occurs   during   erase,
during   the   making   of   a   copy,   and
when   the   display   is   in   hold   mode.

9 LJUMP-1 The   first   word   of  a   long   jump  com-
mand   has   been   received.

8 LVECT-1 The   first   word   of  a   long   vector
command   has   been   received.

7,6 Unused .

5 X12-1 The  most   significant   bits  of  the
4 Y12-1 vector   generator   counters.

3 MXll -1 The  most   significant   bit  of  the   X
latch.

2 GRUN-1 Vector   is   being   drawn.

1 VAVIL-1 A  vector   is  available   for  vector   set
uP.

0 MYll -1 Most   significant  bit  of  the   Y  latch.

NOTE:    These   status   bits   are   readable   at   I/01ocation   OOD2.
They   should   only   be   used   for   test   purposes.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

Status   Control

The    Control    Flip   F`lop   logic    provides   the   DMA   Run,    Ready   for
Command,    and    Interrupt    Enable   signals.    The   DMA   Run    signal
tells   the   DMA   Control   logic   when   to   run   during   a   display
list   access   sequence.    It   is   also   gated   with   the   WTHRU   and
OOD4   Write   signals   to   generate   the   VIEW   sigrial    for   use   in
the   DVST   display   circuitry.    The   Ready   For   Command   signal    is
gated   with   the   Interrupt   Enable   signal   to   produce   the   bus
interrrupt    (INT)    signal.    The   DMA   Run    signal   goes   low   when
either   the   RES   or   HALT   signals   are   asserted.

Test   Status   Driver

The   Test   Status   Driver   allows   the   system   processor   to   read
the   status   of  several   signal   lines.   The   status   of  these
lines   is   written   on   the   system   bus    (DAT8-13)   when   the   STAT
signal   goes   low   during   OOD2   Read    (see   Tables   8-1,8-2).

EiiliE

EiiE.

Command   Latch

The   Command   Latch   temporarily   holds   command   data   from   the
sys-ten   bus.   This   data   is  originated   by  either   the   system
proc-   essor   or   accessed   by   the   Display   .Controller   DMA
Control   logic.    The   DLTCH   signal   latches   the    16   data   bits
from   the   system   bus   to   the   data   bus.

Inltlate   Command

This   logic   generates   the   COM   signal   which   is   a   pulse   of
about   200   ns   duration.    This   signal   is   used   in   the   Command
Decode   logic   and   is   activated   by   either   the   DMA   Control   or
Address   Decode   logic    (00D2   Write).
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

Flip   flops   A   and   a   in   Figure   8-4   make   up   the   logic   for
generating   the   COM   signals.    Initially,    DLTCH   goes   low   (trig-
gered   by   the   Address   Decode   or   DMA   Control   logic)    and   then
goes   high.   This   sets   flip   flop   A   putting   a   high   at   the   D
input   of   flip   flop   8.    The   next   rising   edge   of  the   CLK   signal
sets   a  which   then   resets   A   (Q   goes   low).   After   approximately
200   ns   the   CLK   signal   goes   high   again   resetting   8   (Q   goes
low).   Thus,   the   output   of   8   is   a   pulse   of   about   200   ns
duration.

Figure  8-4.   Inltlate   Command   Logic   Diagram.

Command   Decode

The   Command   Decode   logic   decodes   command   data    from   the
Command   Latch   and   then   executes   the   decoded   commands.    The
COM   signal   initiates   the   command   operation   (see   Figure   8-5)
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LONG     a.JUMP
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( 8-2 ) LAL-a FLOP     a LJutlp-0
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DECODER(8-2) LVECT-I

SVECT-I  ,0

VSTRT-I

Figure   8-5.    Command   Decode   Logic   Dlagram.

There   are    14   commands   (see   Display   List    Summary)    of   FXXX
(F000-FFFF)    format   used    in   the   Command    Decode   logic.    The   FO-
F7   and    F`8-FF   Decoders   are   enabled   when   the   F`XXX   Gate   detects
that:    DD12-15   are   ones;   the   second   word   of   a   long   jump
command    is   not   expected;    and   the   COM-1    signal    is   asserted.
The    FO-F7   Decoder   decodes   commands   FOXX   to   F7XX.    The    F8-FF
Decoder   decodes   commands   FBXX   to    FFXX.    And    the   00-DF   Decoder
decodes   commands    OOXX   to    DFXX.

FOXX   is   decoded   HALT   which   causes   the   Status   Control   logic
to   halt   the   DMA   run   operation.   Halt   is   also   gated   with   other
signals   to   produce   the   DSTP   signal.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

FIXX   is   decoded   LAL   which   clears   the   Long   Jump   Flip   Flop   and
latches   the   first   word   of   a   two-word   command   into   the
addressing   control   logic.   LJUMP   is   asserted   indicating   that
the   second   word   of   a   long   jump   is   expected.   After   receiving
the   long   jump   command,   the   next   word    is   the   second   word   of
the   jump   which   supplies   the   remaining   16   bits   of  the   jump
address.    Since   the   Long   Jump   Flip   Flop   is   cleared   (Q   low   as
shown   in   Figure   8-6),   the   second   word   is   prevented   from
being   interpreted   as   any   other   type   of   command.

Figure   8-6.   Long   Jump   Tlmlng   Signals.

When   the   COM-1    signal   occurs   with   the   second   word,   the   Jump
Controller   asserts   Sl   and   S0   and   uses   the   LSUB   signal   to
select   between    a   normal    jump    (FE=1,    JSR=1,    RET=    1)    and    a
subroutine   jump   (FE=0,    JSR=0,    RET=1).    At    the   end    of   the
second   word   the   Long   Jump   Flip   Flop   is   reset   for   a   new   word
command    cycle.

F2XX   is   decoded   LAS   which   loads   eight   bits   of   the   short   jump
address   into   the   Character   Location   Register   in   the   Jump
Address   Latches.

F3XX   is   decoded   RET   causing   the   Jump   Controller   to   generate
S1=1,     SO=0,     and    FE=0.

F4XX   causes   DDO   to   be   loaded    into   the   Display   Flip   Flops
which   controls   defocus    (FUZZ).
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Eziiiii=

ZE

F5XX   causes   DD0   to   be   loaded   into   the   Display   Flip   Flops
which   cont.rols   write   through   (WTHRU).

F6XX   is   decoded   LVVAL   for   use    in   the   Dot-Dash   Generator
logic .

F7XX   is   decoded   LVSD   for   use   in   the   Vector   Generator   scaling
logic .

FBXX   causes   DD0   to   be   loaded   into   the   Display   Flip   Flops
which   controls   the   EXTEND   signal.

F9XX   activates   the   Make   Copy   logic.    It   also   temporarily
halts   the   DMA   Control   state   machine.

FAXX   activated   the   Erase   logic.    It   also   temporarily  halts
the   DMA   Control   state   machine.

FBXX   activates   a   limited    reset   (CRES)    signal.

FEXX   has   no   connection.    It    is   a   no-operation   (NO-OP).

FFXX   activates   the   ACIN   signal.    The   word    after   the   FFXX
command    is   skipped.

The   00-DF    Decoder   detects   a    short   jump   when   DD15=1,    DD14=0
(commands   8XXX   through   BXXX),    the    second   word   of   a   long   jump
is   not   expected,   and   the   COM-1    signal    is   high.    The   Jump
Controller   asserts   Sl   and   S0   similarly  to   the   second   word   of
a   long   jump.    It   uses   DD13   to   select   between   normal    (FE=1,
JSR=1,     RET=1)    and    subroutine   jumps    (FE=0,     JSR=0),    RET=1).

The    first   word   of   a    long   vector   command    (CXXX   through   DXXX)
is   detected    when   DD13=0,    DD14=1,    DD15=1,    the    second    word    of
a   long   jump   is   not   expected,   and   the   COM-1    signal   is   high.
When   this   occurs,   the   LDX   signal   is   sent   to   the   Vector
Generator   causing   the   least   significant   13   bits  of  the
command   to   be   latched.   Also,   the   Vector   Control   asserts
LVECT   indicating   receipt   of  the   first   word   of  a   long   vector.
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When   the   00-DF   Decoder   detects   that   DD15=0,    the   second   word
of   a   long   jump   is   not   expected,    and   the   COM-1    signal    is
high,   a   short   vector   or   second   word   of  a   long   vector   is
indicated.   The   Vector   Control   logic   determines   which   vector
format   is   called    for.    A   long   vector   generates   LDY   and   drives
SVECT   low.    A   short   format   vector   generates   both   LDX   and   LDY
and    asserts   SVECT.    The   buffered    COM-1    signal,    LVCOM,    is   for
future   options.

DMA   Control

The   DMA   Control   logic,   upon   command    from   the   system   proces-
sor,   allows   the   Display   Controller   to   read   information   from
any   memory   location   available   on   the   system   bus.   A   state
machine,   composed   of  three   flip   flops   and   associated   gates,
performs   the   control   operations.   The   six   states  of  the
machine   are:

A     000     Waiting   for   vector   set-up   circuitry  to   get
ready   for   new   data   and   DMA   Run   to   be   asserted.

a      001      Bus   request    (BREQ-0)    asserted   to   system   bus.

C      011      Bus   busy   (BUSY-0)    indicates   Display   Controller
is   using   bus;   address   of  command   to   be
processed   is   latched.

D       111       Memory   read    command    (MRDC-0)    instructs   memory
to   place   data   on   to   system   bus.

E      110     Increment   to   next   address,   data   is   latched.

F      010      Command   operate    (COM-1)    asserted   on   next   state
machine   cycle.

The   complete   state   machine   operation   is   shown   in   the   flow
chart   in   Figure   8-7.   The   circles  contain   a   letter   for   each
state.   Adjacent   to   each   circle   is   the   condition   of  the   three
flip   flops   which   determines   the   state.   The   diamonds   indicate
conditional   transitions   between   states   controlled   by   signals
enterin.g   the   machine.    The   rectangles   contain   the   names   of
signals   coming   out   of  the   machine.   All   signal   lines   are
shown   in   the   DMA   Control   block   in   Section    12.
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Plfur.  e-7,   D1.pl.y  Controll.r  !t.t.  M.ohln.  Plow  Ch.rt.
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Jump   Address   Latches

This   logic   holds   jump   address   information   during   long   and
short   data   jumps.    The   Character   Location   Register   (see
F`igure   8-8)   holds   data   stored   for   a   short   jump.    During   a
long   jump,   the   Long   Jump   Latch   latches   data   bits   for   the
first   word   of   the   long   jump   command.

CHARACTER
LOCATION
REGISTER

(SHORT    JUMP
LATCH )

( 8-3 '
FROM
COMMAND
DECODE

E8£n"AND   LALid
DECODE

SCALING

3820-43

Figure   8-8.    Jump   Address   Latches   Logic   Diagram.

The   least   significant   eight   bits   (DDO-7)   of   the   Load   Charac-
ter   Location   Register   command   are   latched   by   the   Character
Location   Register.   This   occurs   when   LAS   is   asserted   after
the   Load    Character   Location   Register   command    is   decoded   by
the    Command    Decoder.    The   latched    bits   (ADR12-19)    are   fed    to
the   Jump   Address   Multiplexer.

During   the   first   word   of   a   long   jump   command,    LAL   is
asserted   causing   the   Long   Jump   Latch   to   latch   its   data.
Three   address   bits,   ADR1-3,    and   the   scaling   bit   are   fed   to
the   Jump   Address   Multiplexer.    The   LSUB   signal    is   used    in   the
Command    Decode   for   second   word    subroutine   jumps.
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Jump   Address   Multlplexer

Jump   address   data   is   located   in   different   positions   in   the
command   word    for   short   and    long   jumps.    The   mult,iplexer   logic
selects   the   appropriate   bits   in   t.he   command   word   for   the
Address   Controller   (see   Figure   8-9).

-

Eiiilli!

Flfur.  8-9.   Jump   Address   Multlplexer   Modes.

In   the   short   jump   mode,   the   LJUMP   signal    is   low   causing   the
MUX   to   select   bits   DDO-7   from   the   Character   Location   Regis-
ter.    Bits   DDO-11    from   the   Command    Latch   are   also    selected.

When   the   LJUMP   signal    is   high,   bits   DD1-3    (corresponding   to
the   first   word   of  the   long   jump)    are   selected.   The   scaling
bit,    DD6,    is   passed   on   to   the   Scaling   Control   logic.    Second
word   bits   DDO-15   from   the   Command    Latch   are   also   selected    in
the   Long   Jump   mode.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

Address   Controllers

The   Address   Controllers   keep   track   of   the   addresses   accessed
by   tr`.e   DMA   Control   during   DMA   operations.    The   controllers
prov id e :

access   to   sequential   addresses;

jumps   to   non-sequential   addresses;

subroutine   jumps   in   which   the   next   sequential
address   is   stored   on   a   stack   before   the   jump   is
performed   and

subroutine   returns   in   which   the   address   of  the
next   location   to   be   accessed   is   taken   from   the   top
of  the   stack.

Five   address   controllers   connected   in   cascade   are   contained
in   this   logic   block;   each  one   controlling   a   4   bit   slice   of
the   address   being   accessed.    Thus,19   most   significant   bits
of  the   20   bit   address   are   used   while   the   least   significant
bit   (bit   0)   is   con-sidered   to   be   zero.   A   scaling   bit   is
also   processed   in   t.he   MSB   of   the   last   controller   as   a   20th
bit.   The   bit   is   described   in   the   Scaling   Control   section.

Figure   8-10   shows   a   simplified   logic   diagram   of  an   address
controller.   The   Counter   Register   holds   4   bits  of  address
data   at   all   tim.es.   With   each   rising   edge   of  the   CLK   signal,
the   Incrementer   output   is   loaded   into   the   register.   Register
loading   is   controlled   only  by   the   CLK   signal.

The    Incrementer    is   controlled    by   the   ACIN   signal.   When   ACIN
is   low,   the   Incrementer   passes   its   input   data   to   its  output
(and    the    Counter    Register)    unmodified.    When   ACIN   goes   h.igh,
tlle,  input   data   is   incre-mented   by   1   and   passed   to   the
Counter   Register.   The   incremented   carry   is   fed   to   the   next
controller   in   cascade.
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Flgur.  8-10.   Addr.!!  Cof]troll.r  Slnpllfl.djg£|S Dlagr.n.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

Input   data   for   the   Incrementer   (which   is   also   the   controller
output   as   shown    in   Figure   8-10)    is   provided   by   the   Multi-
plexer   from   three   sources.   These   sources   (selected   by   the   S0
and    Sl   signals)    are:    1)   The   Jump   Address   Multiplexer
providing   for   jump   operations;    2)   The   Counter    Register
providing   for   progression   to   the   next   sequential   ].ocation
(ACIN=1)    or   to    stay   at   the    same   location    (ACIN=0)    to    allow
for   completion   of  the   command   in   progress   or   other   delays;
and   3)   The   Stack-which   stores   4   levels   of   data   pushed   on   it..
During   a   subroutine   jump,   the   next.   address   that   would   have
been   accessed   is   pushed   on   this   stack.   When   a   subroutine
return   is   performed   later,   the   to|:,  entry  of  the   Stack   is
"popped"    into   the   Counter   Register   via   the   Multiplexer.    The
F`E   and    RET   signals   control   the   Stack.

Table   8-3   lists   the   cont.roller   operations   and   signal   levels.

Table   8-3

CONTROLLER    OPERATIONS    AND   SIGNAL   LEVELS

Op.r.tlof] S1 SO CIN FE RET

Stay   Put L L L H X

Next   Address L L H H X

Normal    Jump H H L H X

Subroutine   Jump H H L L H

Subroutine   Return H L L L L

H=High    Signal    L=Low   Signal    X=Don't    Care
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Soallng   Control

The   logic   shown   in   Figure   8-11   monitors   the   scaling   status
and   det,ermines   if   scaling   is   needed.   Scaling   status   changes
only   during   subroutine   jumps   and   returns.    During   a   subrou-
tine   jump,   the   scaling   bit   is   controlled   by   the   jump   command
signal,   JSR.   For   a   subroutine   return,   the   bit   level   is
controlled   by  the   status   of  the   top  address   in   the   Address
Controller   stack.

Flgur.  8-11.   Scaling   Control   Logic   Diagram.
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The   CLK   signal   loads   the   Scaling   Bit   Flip   Flop   with   the   MSB
(Y3)   of   the   Count.er    Register    in   the   Address   Controller.    The
Counter   Register   input   (D3)    is   loaded   with   the   output   of   the
Scaling   Gate   during   subroutine   jumps.    During   normal   jumps,
this   data   will   be   essentially   the   SCAL   signal    (Q[bar]    high
is   inverted   in   the   Scaling   Gate).   Thus,   the   Counter   Register
bit   will   be   loaded   with   the   Scaling   Bit   Flip   Flop   Q[bar]
output   and   the   scaling   control   signal   will   remain   unchanged.
During   a   subroutine   jump,   the   JSR   sigr`al   gates   the   Jump
Address   prultiplexer   data   bit   to   the   Scaling   Gate   inverted
output.   The   next   clock   cycle   after   the   one   that   performs   the
jump   causes   the   Scaling   Bit   Flip   F`lop   Q   output   to   match   this
bit   value.

During   a   subroutine   return,   popping   the   Address   Controller
stack   causes   the   scaling   bit   to   return   to   the   value   it   was
just   before   the   last   subroutine   jump.   The   next   positive
clock   transition   causes   the   flip   flop   to   follow.

Addre!s   Drivers

The   Address   Drivers   provide   an   interface   between   the   Address
Controllers   and   the   system   bus.   The   drivers   capture   the
controller   output   and   then   latch   the   data   onto   the   bus   as
directed   by   the   DMA,.control   logic.

When   ALTCH   goes   high,   the   drivers   follow   their    inputs,   When
ALTCH   goes   low,    the   drivers   hold   their    input   data.    The   OUT
Signal   latches   the   drivers  outputs   onto   the   bus   when   it   is
low,

Vector   Control   Pipeline   Register

This   logic   latches   and   holds   control   signals   for   use   in   the
Vector   Timing   logic.    These   signals   are   held.in   the   "pipe-
line"   during   the   drawing   of   a   vector.   The   signals   are
latched   on   the   rising   edge   of   VSTRT   at   t.he
v ec to r .
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Vector   Tlmlng

Ziilii=

=-

A   time   delay  exists   between   the   instant   the   Vector   Generator
calls   for   a   change   in   the   CRT   deflection   voltage   and   the
instant   the   writing   beam   starts   moving   on   the   CRT   display.
The   Vector   Timing   logic   compensat,es   for   this   delay   and   also
keeps   the   CRT   beam   on   for   a   short   period   after   the   Vector
Generator   stops   running.    It   also   compensates   for   delay
differences   between   write   through  vectors   and   storage  mode
vectors.   Write   through   vectors   require   a   start   delay   and
stop  extend;   stored   vectors   require   only   a   longer   stop
extend .

Slew  timing   compensat.ion   is   also   provided   by   this   logic.
Slewing   occurs   when   the   CRT   deflection   output   rate   lags   the
input   rate   during   absolute   moves.   The   slew   logic   is   enabled
only  during   absolute   moves;   relative  moves   and   draws   are
slow  enough   for   the  deflection   circuits   to   follow  without
delay.

The   following   paragraphs   describe   the   logic   functions   during
various   modes   of  operation   (see   Figure   8-12).

Zero   length   move   in   storage  mode:   At   the   start   of   a   vector,
VSTRT   is   asserted   which   triggers   the   Hold   Off   One   Shot.
Q[bar]    goes   low   presetting   the   VIP   Latch.   After   the   Hold   Off
One   Shot   time   delay   (0.3   us   to   1.2   us),   the   One   Shot   Gate
output   goes   low   triggering   the   SE   (Storage   Extend)   One   Shot.
About   5   usec   later,   th.e   SE   One   Shot   Q   output   goes   low
clocking   the   VIP   Latch   and   clearing   its   outputs   (VIP   low,
VIP-0   high).   Thus,   during   the   time   the   VIP   Latch   is   set   (5
usec   plus   0.3   usec   to   1.2   usec)    the   VIP   and   GBSY   signals   are
asserted.    The   Z   signal   remains   high   because   the   ZAX-1    signal
stays   low.

Zero   length   move   in   write   through   mode:    VSTRT   goes   low
triggering   the   Hold   Off   One   Shot   and   setting   the   VIP   Latch.
After   the   Hold   Off  delay,   the   Hold   On   One   Shot   is   triggered.
After   the   Hold   On   delay,   the   VIP   Latch   is   clocked   clearing
its   output    (VIP   low,    VIP-0   high).    The   SE   One   Shot's   output
is   disabled   because   the   WRITETHRU   signal    is   low.    Thus,   the
VIP   and   GBSY   signals   are   asserted   during   the   Hold   Off   and
Hold   On   time   delays.    Z   remains   high   because   the   ZAX-1    signal
stays   low.
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F±gur.   8-12.   Vector   Tlnlng   Slnpllfled   Logic   Diagram.

Zero   length   vector   in   storage   mode:   VSTRT   goes   low   trigger-
ing   the   Hold   Off   One   Shot   and   setting   the   VIP   Latch;   the
Z,VIP,and   GBSY   sigr)als   are   asserted.    After   the   Hold   Off
delay,   the   SE   One   Shot   is   triggered.   After   the   SE   delay,   the
VIP   Latch   is   cleared    and    the   VIP   and    GBSY   signals   become
unasserted.    The   Z   signal   goes   high.

Zero   length   vector   in   write   through   in.ode:    VSTRT   goes   low
triggering   the   Hold   Off   One   Shot   and   setting   the   VIP   Latch.
The   VIP   and   GBSY   signals   are   asserted.    After   the   Hold   Off
delay,   the   Z   signal   is   asserted   and   the   Hold   On   One   Shot   is
triggered.   After   the   Hold   On   delay,   the   VIP   Latch   is
cleared.    The   VIP,    GBSY,    and   Z   signals   become   unasserted.
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Non-zero   length   vector   in    storage   mode:    VSTRT   goes   low,    GRUN
goes   high,   the   Hold   Off   One   Shot   is   triggered   and   the   VIP
Latch   is   set.   At   the   end   of  the   Hold   Off   delay   the   Z   signal
is   asserted    when    ZAX-1    is   high.    When   GRUN   goes   low
(indicating   that   the   vector   is   complete),   the   SE   One   Shot   is
triggered.   After   the   SE   delay,   the   VIP   Latch   is   cleared   and
the   VIP,    GBSY,    and   Z   signals   are   unasserted.

Non-zero   length   vector   in   write   through   mode:    VSTRT   goes
low,    GRUN   goes   high,   the   Hold   Off   One   Shot   is   triggered    and
the   VIP   Latch   is   set.   At   the   end   of   the   Hold   Off   delay   the   Z
signal    is   asserted   when   ZAX-1    is   high.    When   GRUN   goes   low
(indicating   that   the   vector   is   complete)  ,   the   Hold   On   One
Shot   is   triggered.   After   the   Hold   Off   delay   the   VIP   Latch   is
cleared   and   the   VIP,    GBSY,    and    Z   signals   are   unasserted.

Absolute   positioning   -SLU   unasserted:    VSTRT   goes   low   trig-
gering   the   Hold   Off   One   Shot   and   setting   the   VIP   Latch.    The
VIP   and   GBSY   signals   are   asserted.    The   Slew   One   Shot   is
triggered   causing   the   ABS   signal   to   go   low   (see   Figure   8-
13).   After   the   slew   delay,   the   SE   One   Shot   is   triggered   and
ABS   goes   high.    At    the   end   of   the   SE   delay,   the   VIP   and   GBSY
signals   become   unasserted.

vs,R-          I

SLU-0SLEWO.S.-a                                  I

sE o.S.-a                        rll
5HO

V[PLATCH_o|      '5He       ,

ABS-0   1 I                                                  3e2O-48

F±6ur.  8"   71nlnf  D1.frmsL::[n!?.olut.  Po.1tlorllne  without
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

Absolute   positioning   -SLU   asserted:   Operation   in   this   mode
is   the   same   as   the   above   with   the   exception   that   the   Slew
One   Shot   continues   to   be   triggered   until   the   SLU   signal   goes
high.   The   Slew   One   Shot   then   starts   its   time   delay   cycle
(see   Figure   8-14).    The   SLU   signal   is   asserted    for   a   period   T
by   the   display   logic   when   the   beam   has   not   yet   reached   its
proper   position.   The   signal   occurs   only   during   an   absolute
move   and    is   slightly   delayed    from   the   VSTRT   signal.

VSTR-               I               T

sLu-a                          I                                I

sLEwo.S.-QJ            T+,o,s             L

sE o.S.-a                                           H

v]p LATCH _all                                           I

ABS-0  I                    I
3820-49

F±gur.  8-14.   Tlmlng   Diagram   for   Absolute   Posltlonlng   With
Slewing .

Dot-Dash   Generator

The   Dot-Dash   Generator   produces  dot-dash   display  patterns   by
interrupting   the   CRT   beam   at   programmed    intervals.   The   rate
and   length   of  the   intervals   is   determined   by   the   DCLK   and
display   data   command   signals.   Since   vectors   that   are   stored
on   the   screen   are   drawn   slower   than   invisible   (move)    or
write   through   (refreshed)   vectors,   the   DCLK   rate   is   changed
from   6   MHz   to    1.5   MHz   to    accommodate    the    slower   drawing
Speed.    The   DCLK   sig'nal    is   disabled   when   relative   moves   or
draws   are   not   being   performed.
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The   logic   shown   in   Figure   8-15   operates   in   two   different
modes:    The   storage   mode   and   the   write   through   mode.    In   the
storage   mode,   the   DCLK   signal   driving   the   Storage   -N
Counter    runs   at    1.5   MHz.

ABS
MOVE-'

IJRAV-O

WBITETH

MAGNIFY

WTHRU-I

OR^V-O
ABS
MOVE-I

(8-4 )

A

L WRITE-THROUC+NCOUNTE(8-4)

ENABLE   _

1111=-
CLR

1

SDCLK-a

ROCLK-a

STORAGE
COUNTER

WRITE-
THROU6H
COUNTER

( 8-4 '

DDB-3 .6 ,7

=
LVVAL-0

PATTERN
DATA

LATCH
(8-4 )

PATTERN
LATCH
(8-4 )

MAGNIFY

COUNTER
MULllpLEXER
t sTORAeE ]

(TWHRR]oTUE6-H)
( 8-4 '
ENABLE

Flgur.  8-15.   Dot-Da.h  col)erator  SIDpllfled   Logic   Dlacran.

When   a   load   vector   value   command    is   executed,    LVVAL   goes
low.   The   eight   least   significant   bits   of  the   command   are
latched   into   the   Pattern   Data   Latch.   At   the   beginning   of  a
vector,   VSTRT   is   asserted   latching   the   data   into   the   Pattern
La tc h .
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As   the   vector   is   drawn,    DCLK   clocks   the   Storage   -N   Counter
at   a    1.5   MHz   rate.    The   counter   divides   by   5   or   10   depending
on   the   state   of   the   magnify   line    (1=divide   by    10).    The   SDCLK
output   drives   the   Storage   Counter   where   it   is   divided   down
by   16.    The   four   outputs   of   the   Storage   Counter   are   selected
by   the   Counter   Multiplexer   and   used   to   drive   the   output
gates   of   the   generator.    Command   pattern   data   is   OR'd   with
the  multiplexed   output   to   generate   the   dot-dash   information
for   the   Vector   Timing   logic.

When   a   move   operation   occurs,   the   counters   are   cleared   to
receive   new  pattern   information   for   the   next   vector.

A   solid   vector   will   be   drawn   when   bit   7   of   the   load   vector
value   command    is   0   and    any   of   its   LSB's   are   0.

HCU  Avallablllty

This   logic   determines   if  a   hard   copy  unit   is   attached   to   the
terminal   and   is   ready   for   making   copies.   A   signal   is
generated   to   tell   the   terminal   when   the   attached   unit   is
ready   to   copy.   See   Figure   8-16.

Figure  8-16.   Avallablllty   Slmpllfled   Logic   Diagram.
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The   HCA   Latch   asserts   HCA   when   HCU   goes   low   indicating    a
hard   copy   unit   is   attached.    The   latch   is   always   set   when   HCU
is   asserted   and   is   not   affected   by   DBSY   going   low.    If   both
HCU   arid    DBSY   go   high,    the   output   of   the    HCA   Timer   goes   low
after   about   8   seconds   and   resets   the   HCA   Latch.    Thus,    HCA
goes   low   indicating   that   no   hard   copy   unit   is   attached   to
the   ternminal.

Make    Copy

The    Make    Copy   logic   generated    the    MAKECOPY   signal    on   command
from   the   Command   Decode   logic.    The   HCA   signal   must   be
asserted   before   the   MAKECOPY   signal    is   generated.    See   Figure
8-,7.

`FMDECc°oMDMEA)ND_HCA-I

COMMANDLATCH
HCU-I

-INIT-a

MAKE    COPYONESHOT(8-4)CLR
MAKECOPY-O

OBSY-O

3820-52

INIT-0
(8-4 )CLR

Figure   8-17.   Make   Copy   Simplified   Logic   Diagram.
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The    Command   Latch.   output   sets   high   upon   command    from   the
Command    Decode   logic.    With   HCU-1    high   (indicating   that   the
hard   copy   unit   is   attached   and   ready)    and   DBSY   high   (indi-
cating   that   the   display   system   is   ready)  ,   the   Make   Copy   One
Shot   receives   a   trigger.    A   5   msec    MAKECOPY   pulse   is   generat-
ed.    The    MAKECOPY   pulse   clears   the    Command    Latch   for   the   next
command   cycle.    Note   that   the   HCA   and    INIT   signals   also   clear
the   latch.

Erase

This   logic   latches   the   erase   command    and   generates   the   ERASE
pulse   for   initiating   the   erase   operation.   Upon   receipt   of
the   erase   command    from   the   Command   Decode   logic    and   with
DBSY   high,   the   25   usec    ERASE   pulse    is   generated.    The   logic
is   self  clearing   and   the   pulse   width   is  not  critical   --
between    10   usec   and   1    msec.    The   INIT   signal   also   clears   the
Erase   logic.

Ready   For   Vector

The   Ready   For   Vector   gate   monitors   a   portion   of   the   make
copy/   erase   logic   output.   The   gate   asserts   the   RFV   signal   if
no   make   copy  or   erase   operation   is   in   progress   or   no   vector
is   available.
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VECTOR    GENERATOR

The   Vector   Generator   (see   Section   12)   performs   the   opera-
tions   necessary   to   execute   commands   from   the   Display   Con-
troller   and   to   convert   its  data   into   analog   signals   for
display   on   the   CRT   screen.   The   generator   includes   the   Vector
Set-Up   logic,   X   and   Y  Data   Handler   logic   and   Digital-to-
Analog   (DAC)   Processing   circuitry   for   converting   the   display
list   data   into   X,Y,   and   Z   analog   signals   used   to   drive   the
deflection   yokes   and   beam   of   the   CRT.

The   circuit  descriptions  are   referenced   to   the   block  dia-
grams;   detailed   diagrams   and   illustrations   are   provided
where   applicable.    Compare   the   block   diagrams   to   the   actual
Vector   Generator   schematics   (Volume   2)   to   get   a   clear
understanding   of  the   actual   circuit   layout   and   to   become
familiar   with   the   schematics.

The   theory  of  operation   is   presented   in   the   following   order:

o      Vector   Set-Up   Control   Logic

o      X   Data   Handler

o      X   DAC    Processing

NOTE

The   X  and   Y  axis  clrcults   are  basically
ldentlcal   so  only  the   X  axis  theory  ls
described .

The   simplified   block   diagram   in   Figure   8-18   shows   the
relationship  between   the   major   blocks   of  the   X   channel   and
the   vector   cont.rol   logic.   Data   from   the   Display   Controller
is   fed   to   the   X   Data   Handler   and   Vector   Set-up   logic.   The
Vector   Set-Up   logic   executes   the   controller   commands   and
tells   the   data   handler   how  to   process   the   incoming   data.
Conversion   from   digital   to   analog   signals   is   performed   by
the   DAC   Processing   circuits   and   then   the   signals   are   passed
on   to   the   DVST   display   circuitry.
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DATA    HANDLER X    DAC    PROCESSINGXDAC  x•PROCESSINGDISPLAY(9-5)SIGNAL

0-53

XDATAHANDLER(9-3)

382

0=lLJJIC)i:L'<::CLU)-I)

LC)VEG

SCALINGANDVECTORTIMING(9-2)

VECTORSET-UPCONTROL(9-I)

CLOCKGENERATION(SPEEDCOMPENSATI0N  )(9-1)

TOR   SET-UP

Figure   8-18.   Vector   Generator   Simplified   Block   Diagram.
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V.Ctor   Set-Up  and   Control   Logic

lziiiiii=

EE

Before   the   actual   X   axis   signal   processing   is   described,   it
is   necessary   to   have   a   good   understanding   of   the   timing   and
control   logic   which   is   used   in   the   Vector   Generator.   This
logic   consists   of  the   Vector   Set-Up   Control,   Clock
Generation,    Scaling   and   Vector   Timing   blocks   in   Figure   8-18.

The   heart  of  the   Vector   Set-Up   and   Control   logic   is   a   state
machine   (Figure   8-19)   whose   purpose   and   operation   are   simi-
lar   to   the   one   used   in   the   Display   Controller.   It   performs
the   hand-   shaking   tasks   between   the   Display   Controller   and
the   vector   gener-   ating   circuitry  and   controls   all   opera-
tions.   The   state   machine   has   seven   states   which   control   the
6peration   being   performed.    The   state   machine   is   composed   of
three   flip   flops   and   associated   gates.   The   states   are:

A     000     Shift   register   is   clear,   waiting   for   vector.

8      001      Waits   for   "generator   not   busy".

C      101       Shift    {delta}X,{delta}Y,    and   completion   coun-
ter.

D     011      Transfer   data   to   vector   generator.

E       010       Clear    VAVIL.

F      100     Wait   for   "generator   not   busy".

G      110      Increment   X   until   displacement   count   =   0.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIBCUITRY    THEORY

Figure   8-19.   Vector   Set-Up   State   Machine   Block   Diagram.

The   complete   state   machine   operation   is   shown   in   Figure   8-
20.

NOTE

If  the   Vector   Tlmlng   character
displacement  counter   is  not  at  count   0
and   scaling   ls  not  on,   the  machine   will
jump  to   state  F  to  clear   the  dlsplace-
Dent  counter   before  going   to   state   8.
The   displacement  counter  must   be  cleared
before  contlnulng   because   the  display
characters  are  drawn   by  individual   vec-
tors   from   a  display  list   in  memory.
These  display  lists  are  reached   by  sub-
routine   jumps   and   lt   is  only  upon   return
from  one  of  the   subroutlnes  that
character  displacement   (or   spacing)   1s
performed.   Thus,   the   state  machine  must
use   states  F  and   G  as  necessary  to

:£§a:€h#.ve::![:doe:gg:a8;¥;#?  before
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Ftgur.  8-20.   V.ctor  S.t-llp  Control  St.t.  M.chin.  Flow  Ch.rt.
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The   state   machine's   data   shift   mode   is   determined   by   the
Data   Shift   Detector   arid   the   Vector   Format   Decoder   (Figure   8-
19).    Data   bits   DD13   and    DD14   and    signals    SVECT,SCAL   deter-
mine,   when   decoded,   whether   a   vector   will   be   long,   short,
relative,   or   absolute.   Or   whether   it   will   be   relative   in   the
X   axis   and   absolute   in   the   Y   axis.   These   signals   are   decoded
by  the   Vector   Format   Decoder   and   the   output   sent   to   the
state   machine  output   gates.

Data   shift   signal   DS   goes   low   when   the   Data   Shift   Detector
detects   that   the   X   and   Y   Data   Handler   Shift   Register
normalizing   has   been   completed   or   is   not   needed.   Shift
normalizat.ion   is   explained   in   another   section.

Clock   Generation

This   logic   furnishes   the   clock   signals   required   by   the
Vector   Generator   circuitry.   It   also   provides   speed   compen-
sating   signals  necessary  to  maintain   the   proper   speed   for
the   X   and   Y   vectors   as   they   are   drawn.

The   Clock   Oscillator   drives   the   Clock   Divider   at   a   24   MHz
rate.    The   divide   by   two   flip   flop   output   is   12   MHz   with.  a   50
percent   duty   cycle.    The   clock   output   is   reset   when   the   INIT
signal   is   active  during   power   up.   The   clock   signals   are   fed
to   the   state   machine,   clock  generation   circuits,   and   circui-
try   in   other   sections  of  the   generator.   Further   explanation
of  the   clock   signals   usage   is   located   in   these   sections.

In   order   to   compensate   for   the   variation   in   different   vector
speeds,   the   clock   (MCLK)    for   the   Data   Handler    Rate
Multipliers   is   adjusted   for   each   vector.   This   is   done   so
that   the   overall   vector   velocity   is  nearly  constant  no
matter   what   vector   is   being   drawn.   This   is   accomplished   by
feeding   the   four   MSB's   of   X   and   Y   (after   shift   normaliza-
tion)    to   the   Clock   RON   (see   Figure   21).    The    ROM   selects   a
pre-programmed   output   for   the   correct   speed   compensation
between   X   and   Y   of   the   vector   being   drawn.   Output   from   the
Clock   ROM   drives   the   Clock   Fate   Multiplier   whose   output
becomes   the   MCLK   signal.    This   signal   clocks   the   data   handler
rate   multipliers   (F[in])   which  determine   the   frequency  of
f[x]    and   f[y],    according   to   the   inputs   from   the   X   and   Y
shift   registers.   Thus,   speed   compensation   is   achieved   and
the   proper   ratio   is   maintained   between   the   X   and   Y   compo-
nents  of  the   vectors.
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Figure  8-21.   Clock   Generation   Slmpllfled   Diagram.

The   Clock   Rate   Multiplier   strobe   input   is   driven   by   the
Multiplier   Strobe   Generator.   The   generator   flip   flops   and
associated   gates   read    the   FAST,GRUN,    and    ZOUT   signals   and
set   the    strobe   frequency   to   3   MHz   or    12   MHz.    The    DCLK
Divider   divides   the   signal   down    to    1.5   MHz   or   6   MHz   to
generate   the   DCLK   signal    for   use   in   the   Display   Controller.
This   clock   runs   only   while   vectors   are   being   generated;    6
MHz   for   write-through   vectors   and   relative   moves   and    1.5   MHz
for   storage  vectors.
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So al ln8

Figure   8-22   shows   a   simplified   block   diagram   of   the   Scaling
and   Vector   Timing   circuitry;   refer   to   it   during   the   follow-
ing   discussions.

(FROM    VECTOR    SET-UP)

inI:SCALING

CHARACTERDISPLACEMENTCOUNTED IJCZ-I
TODcZ-IVECTOR,SET-UPCONTROL6RUN-ITO

so-3      SCALING

COMP

SCALEVECTORLATCH

LE T[°N                    I     CoMPLET|oN    vcoHp_I        GENERATOR
DDB-7            BUFFER SHIFT              PO-„ RUN I CLOCK

REGISTER REGISTER                                   COUNTER F/F GENER-ATI0N5828-57

.vs"I        i
ZVECT-IlT0VECTORSET-uPCONTfloL I

(Ff}OH  OISPLAYSTEPX-E' -Lots-O-tsFERTe¥pvEOcNTT%L,SCALI
CCENS-I

IN6    (9-2)

DIVIDERF"

GCE`6FERNOG(9-2' '-'HR^CTL]°oCNK)

VECTOR    TIM

Figure  8-22.   Scaling   and   Vector   Tlmlng   Logic   Block   Diagram.

The   scaling   logic   provides   a   scaling   factor   to   multiply  the
vector   length   by  one   to   sixteen   times.   The   logic   also
generates   a   signal   (DCZ)   that   indicates   when   the   character
displacement   count   is   zero.   Scaling   is   used   primarily   for
changing   character   display  sizes.
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Data   bits   DDO-7   provide   the   scaling   and   character
displacement   information.   The   data   is   latched   through   the
Scaling   Buffer   Register   to   t.he   Character   Displacement   Coun-
ter   and   the   Scale   Factor   Latch   after   LVSD   goes   low   and   then
high.   The   displacement   counter   uses   bits   BDO-3   to   generate   a
signal   (DCZ)   when   it   detects   a   zero   displacement   condition.
The   STEPX   and   LDIS   signals   from   the   state   machine   enable   the
counter   to   increment   its   count   until   DCZ   is   asserted.   The
handshake   causes   the   state   machine   to   clear   its   count
because   no   further   vector   displacement   is   indicated   (see
Figure   8-19).

The   Scale   Factor   Latch   passes   scaling   bits   SO-S3   to   the
Scaling   Divider.    The   latch   occurs   when   state   machine   flip
flop   11    is   set   assertingiLSLM-(see   Figure   8-19).    It   also
latches   the   DSCAL   signal   which   is   OR'd   with   the   Scaling
Divider   output.   This   assures   that,   when   a   scaling   factor
higher   than   i    is   not   required   and   DSCAL   is   high,   the
Completion   Counter   is   activated   and   clocked   only   by   the   CCEN
signal .

The   Scaling   Divider   provides   a   scale   factor   that   determines
the   number   of   times   a   count   is   performed   by   the   Completion
Counter.    The   divider    is   clocked   by   F[in]    pulses   (CCEN)    to
lengthen   the   vector   by   providing   CCENS   clock   pulses   to   the
Completion   Counter.    The   scaling   factor   (1-16)   determines   the
rate   at   which   the   counter   runs   and   therefore   the   vector
length.   Thus,   if   the   scale   factor   is   3,   F[in]    is   divided   by
3   and   the   Completion   Counter   rate   is   reduced   to   one   third.
Notice   that   the   scaling   factor   only   increases   the   vector
length;   it   cannot   decrease   the   length   of  the   vector.   Between
vectors,    (when   the   generator   is   not   running,   GRUN   is   low,
and   the   divider   has   finished   its   count)   the   load   input   is
enabled   to   load   new  data   for   the   next   completion   count
c yc 1 e .

V.ctor  Tlnlng

The   Vector   Timing   logic   consists   of   a   Completion   Shift
Register,    Completion   Counter,   and   Generator   Run   Flip   Flop.
The   purpose   of  this   logic   is   to   tell   the   vector   generator   to
stop   generating   a   vector   when   it   is   complete.
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The   Completion   Shift   Register   is   cleared   for   new   shift
information   when   RSCNT   goes   low   at,   the   beginn.ing   of   a   Vector
Set-Up   Control   state   machine   cycle.   The   least   significant
bit   of  the   shift   register   generates   the   ZVECT   signal   which
indicates   a   zero   length   vector.   ZVECT   terminates   the   shift-
ing   operation   and   inhibits   the   GSTRT   signal   generated   by   the
state   machine.

The   Completion   Shift   Register   shifts   data   upon   command   from
the   SHFTY   signal.   This   signal   is   asserted   whenever   the   state
machine   calls   for   an   X   or   Y   data   shift.    (see   Figure   8-20).
As   the   data   shift   is   completed,   the   Completion   Counter
counts   the   PO-11    data.    The   counter   is   enabled   by   the   VCLK
and    CCEN   clock   signals.    Upon   completion   of   the   count,    VCOMP
is   asserted   which   clears   the   Generator   Run   Flip   Flop.   With
GRUN   low,   the   vector   generator   is   disabled   until   a   new
vector-generate   command    (GSTRT)    is   received   from   the   state
machine.   The   scaling   factor   also   enables   the   counter   and   its
output   gates   as   described   in   Scaling.

At   the   end   of   the   vector   completion   count   cycle   when   VCOMP
goes   high,   the   flip   flop   Q[bar]    output   gates   the   MCLR   signal
to   the   Rate   Multipliers   in   the   X   and   Y   Data   Handlers.    This
signal   clears  the   multipliers  between   vectors   in   preparation
to   receive   new  vector   data;   further   explanation   follows   in
the   X   and   Y   Data   Handler   description.

The   CNT6   signal   is   used   by   the   decoding   logic    in   the   Vector
Set-up   Control   to   determine   when   the   first   6   bits   of   X   and   Y
data   have   been   shifted.   These   data   bits   are   shifted   out   when
a   short   format   vector   command   is   being   processed   because
they   are   unusable  data.
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In   summary,   the   sequerice   of   logic   events   is   as   follows:

1.         The   Generator   Run   Flip   Flop   and   Completion   Shift
Register   are   cleared;    GRUN   is   low.

2.         SHFTY   is   repeatedly   asserted   until   all   data   has
been   properly   shifted   and   the   Completion   Counter
is   loaded   with   new   data.    (May   occur   concurrently
with   4   or   5.)

The   GSTRT   signal    pulses   high,    bringing   GRUN   high
to   generate   a   new  vector.

The   Completion   Counter   is   enabled.

At   the   completion   of   the   data   count,    VCOMP   goes
high.

6.         The   Generator   Run   Flip   Flop   is   cleared   which   stops
the   generator   until   a   new   vector   generate   command
is   received.    The   MCLR   clock   signal   clears   the   X
and   Y   Data   Handler   Rate   Multipliers   for   new  data.

X   Data   Handler

The   Shift   Register,   Latch,    Rate   Multiplier,   and   Counter   have
two   operating   modes   determined   by   commands   from   the   Display
Controller   board.   One   mode   is   for   long   or   short   vectors  of
relative   length   and   the  other   is   for   setting   the   absolute
position   of   the   CRT   beam.    Figure   8-23   shows   the   .simplified
circuit   configuration   for   these   two   modes   of  operation.
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Figure  8-23.   Clrcult   Conflguratlons   for   the   Relative   and
Absolute   Position   Modes.
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Data   Multlplexer

Data   bits   DDO-14   are   selected   and   passed   to   the   Shift
Register   by   the   circuitry   in   this   function   block.   Duririg
short   relative   vectors,   bits   DD8-13   are   used   by   the   X   Shift
Register   and   during   long   relative   vectors,   bits   DDO-11   are
selected    for   the   shift   register.    Bits   DD6,    DD12,    and    DD14
are   selected   to   deterinine   the   X   and   Y   sign   values   (XS-1,0;
YS-1,0)    used    in   the   Counter   and   DAC   Processing   circuits.

Shift  Register

Eiiili=

-`

Ziili=

For   relative  vectors,   the   Shift   Register   shifts  data   until
it    is   normalized    (MSB=1).    This   occurs   when   SHEN   is   high   and
SHFTY   is   repeatedly   asserted   until   the   MSB   of   either   the   X
or   Y   Shift   Register   equals   1.    The   data   must   be   normalized
before   it   is   latched   to   the   Rate   Multiplier   when   a   relative
vector   is   drawn   on   the   display.   In   the   case   of  a   short
format   vector   command,   bits   DD6-11   are   shifted   out   before
data   is   used   at   the   shift   register   output   because   these   bits
contain   useless   data.

During   absolute   positioning   of   the   CRT   beam,   wh.en   the   beam
is   moved   rapidly   to   a   new  position,   the   Shift   Register   acts
as   a   latch.    LDX   and   SHEN   go   low,   disabling   the   clock   input
and   enabling   the   load   input   of  the   register.   Thus,   the
loaded   data   (CXO-11)    is   latched   directly   to   the   Counter.

The    13th   bit   of   data   (CX12),   which   is   used   as   a   sign   bit   for
the   X   vector,   is   latched   when   LDX   is   asserted   during   a   load
X   data   command    from   the   Display   Controller   board.

Latch

Data   from   the   Shift   Register   is   held   and   latched   in   this
function   block.   The   shifted   (normalized)   data   is   latched   to
the    Rate   Multiplier   when   LTCH   goes   high.    The   sign   bit   is
also   latched   at   the   same   time.    RXSGN   clears   the   sign   bit
between   vectors.
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Rate   Multlpller

The   rate   multiplier   input   data   is   normalized   as   follows:

1.          The    {delta}X   and    {delta)Y   data    is   doubled    (dou-
bling   the   length   of  the   vector).

2. The   number   of  rate   multiplier   input   clock   pulses
(MCLK)    are   divided   by   two   by   shifting   the
Completion   Count   Shift   Register   (drawing   a   vector
only   half   as   long).

This   produces   the   correct   number   of   F{out}    pulses
at   twice   the   original   frequency   which   doubles   the
vector   drawing   speed.

The   data   doubling   is   continued   until   the   {delta}X   or   {de.l-
ta}Y   has   a    1    in    the    MSB.

Ex am pl e :

Before   shifting
MSB

{delta}X    001011110010
{delta}Y     000110111111

After   shifting
MSB

101111001000
011011111100

During   th.e   formation   of  a   relative   vector   on   the   CRT
display,   the   Rate   Multiplier   performs   digital   frequency
division   on   the   incoming   clock,    F[in](MCLK),    according   to
the   ratio:

{delta}X(or    {delta}Y)(12    bit   number).
4096

The   output   frequency   (F{out})    drives   the   Counter   (see   Figure
8-24)   which   provides   the   DAC   with   the   necessary   data   to   draw
a   relative   vector   in   the   X   axis.   Since   there   is   also   Y
vector  data,   the   following   is   true:

F[out]X    =   F[in]({delta}X   and    F[out](Y)=F[in]({delta}Y).
4096                                                                              4096
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This   gives   the   ratio:

Y   DAC    Bate    =    F[in]     ({delta}Y/4096    =    {delta}Y
X   DAC    Rate    F[in]     ({delta}X/4096    {delta}X

which   maintains   the   proper   slope   for   relative   vectors.   When
the   vector   is   complete,   the   MCLK   clock   is   disabled   and   MCLR
is   asserted   clearing   the   multipliers   for   new  data.   Thus,   in
the   Relative   Move/Draw   mode,   the   F[in]    pulses   are   divided
(interpolated)   at   a   different  rate.

In   the   Absolute   Position   mode,   the   multiplier   is   disabled
and   LCNTX   clocks   the   Counter   to   load   data   from   the   Shift
Register.    This   data   provides   the   DAC   with   the   necessary
information   to   rapidly  move   the   beam   to   its   new   position.

The   STEPX   signal   clocks   the   X   Counter   for   the   proper
displacement   between   display   characters   (see   Figure   8-21).

Counter

Ziiii=

ZiiEil-

The   Counter   performs   two   separate   functions.    In   the   Relative
Move/Draw   mode   it   counts   up   or   down   when   clocked   by   the
F[out]   pulses   from   the   Rate   Multiplier.   The   count   direction,
which   determines   the   direction   that   the   vector   is  moved   or
drawn   (left   or   right   in   X   and   up   or   down   in   Y),    is
controlled   by   sign   bit   XS    (YS   in   the   Y   Data   Handler).   When
the   12th   bit   has  been   counted,   the   last   carry  output   of  the
counter   goes   low   which   causes   pin   8   of   the    13th   Bit   Gate
output   to   go   high.   See   Figure   8-24.    The   next   clock   pulse
toggles   the    13th   Bit   F/F   causing   the   Q[bar]    output   to   go   low
when   the    13th   bit   (bit   12)   is   high.   This   in   turn   changes   the
vector   direction   as   explained   next   in   Scissoring.
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Figure   8-24.   X   Counter
Slmpllfled   Diagram.

The   Counter   is   parallel   loaded   in   the   absolute   position  mode
(rapid   movement   of   beam   to   new   position).    CX12   provides   bit
12   in   this   mode   when   it   is   gated   through   the    13th   Bit   Gate
to   the    13th   Bit   F/F.    This   occurs   during   the   load   count   cycle
when   LCNT   and    LDX   are   asserted.    LCNT   is   held    low   to   disable
the   carryout   during   t,his   mode.   When   the   MSB   (bit
high,   the   data   is   passed   through   the   Scissori
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Sol.!orlng
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The   scissoring   logic   turns   off   the   beam   when   a   vector   goes
beyond   the   vector   area   (see   Figure   8-25)   It   also   changes   the
direction   of  vector   travel   on   the   display.   When   en   X   vector
is   drawn   past   the   0   and   4095   pixel   boundaries,   the   beam   is
turned   off   and   data   to   the   DAC   is   inverted.   When   the   beam
re-enters   the   display  area   it   is   turned   on   again   and   the
vector   continues   to   be   drawn   from   that   edge.    Thus,   a   figure
or   character   that   is   partially  off  the   display   area   will
have   its   displayed   portion   accurately   reproduced.   This   ap-
plies   to   both   the   left   and   right   edges  of  the   normal   user
display   area.    The   same   is   true   of  the   top   and   bottom   edges
(0   to   4095)    in   the   Y   axis   of  the   display.   Scissoring
effectively   confines   the   CRT   beam   to   the   normal   user   display
area   (Figure   8-25)   when   a   vector   is   being   drawn.

Three   sets   of   quad   exclusive   OR   gates   pass   the   Counter   data
to   the   DAC.    Data   is   inverted   at   the   gate   outputs   when   the
control   line   from   the   counter   is   high.   This   occurs   when   bit
12    (X12   or   Y12)    of   th.e    Counter    is   0,    indicating   the   vector
is   to   be   drawn   in   the   normal   user   display   area.   When   the
vector   moves   the   beam   off   the   display   area,   bit   12   changes
to   1   which   places   a   low  on   the   gate   control   inputs.    The   data
is   not   inverted   which   causes   the   DAC   and   the   vector   to
reverse   direction   so   that   it   is   returned   to   the   display
area.   At   the   same   time,    CUTX   is   asserted   at   the   output   of
its   gate.    Asserting   CUTX   reverses   the   Charge   Pump   and
Integrator   circuitry  causing   the   beam   to   reverse   direction
and   extinguish   while   it   is   of.f   the   display   area.   When   it
returns   to   the   display   area,   bit   12   changes   back   to   0;   then
CUTX   goes   high   to    turn   the   beam   bacl{   on.

Figure   8-25   shows   a   table   with   examples   of   the   data   count   at
different   circuit   points   for   a   given   vector   location.   Notice
that   if   the   Scissoring   input   is   X'OFFF'   hexadecimal,   the
Integrator   output   to   the   display   is   4095   (the   edge),   and   the
beam    is   on.    Changing   the   count   to   X'1000'(4096)    causes   the
beam   to   turn   off   producing   the   scissoring   effect.   Also
notice   that   between   the   DAC   input   and   the   Integrator   output
data   inversion   occurs.   This   is   due   to   inversion   inherent   to
the   DAC   and    Charge   Pump   circuitry   and    is   compensated    for   in
the   Scissoring   circuitry.
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Figure  8-25.   Diagram   Showing   the   Normal   User   Display  Area   in
the   X   and   Y  Axes.
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A   special   condition   exists   when   a   vector   is   drawn   past   the
4095   pixel   edge   of   the   X   axis.    The   extend   mode   allows   an   X
vector   to   be   drawn   an   additional   64   LSB's   (pixels)    past   the
normal   user   display   area   as   shown    in   Figure   8-26.   When   the
Display   Controller   asserts   XTEND,    CUTX   goes   high.    If   the   X
coordinate   is   then   made   greater   than   4095,   the   lower   six
bits   from   the   Counter   are   inverted   while   the   upper   six   bits
are   non-inverted.    OFFSET   goes   low   causing   the   X   DAC   to   shift
its   output   up   the   equivalent   of   64   LSB's.   This   effectively
extends   the   DAC   input   to   receive   the   additional   count
shifted   into   the   exclusive   OR   gates.   The   Display   Controller
firmware   does   not   allow  the   vector   to   be   drawn   past   the   X
axis   edge   since   that   area   is   undefined.    The   extend   mode   is
simply  a   function   that   stretches   the   X   axis   to   obtain   the
required   number   of   characters   in   the   display   area.

F`igure   8-26   shows   a   table   with   the   count   status   at   various
circuit   points   when   OFFSET   is   enabled   or   disabled.   Moving
from   a   count   of   X'OFFF'    (beam    at    4095)    to    a   count   of   X'1000'
causes   the   OFFSET   to   turn   on   which   extends   the   vector
drawing   area   to   4159   pixels   (X'103F').    Thus,    the   Scissoring
circuitry   performs   an   additional   extend   function   in   the   X
axis.   The   Y   Scissoring   function   does   not   change   during   the
extend   mode   operation.
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Fi8t]re  8-26.   Dlagron  Sh#1#et!.A#::  D1.play  Area  Extended
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DAC   Processing

The   X   vector   processing   circuitry   consists   of   a   DAC,   a   Slew
Rate   Amplifier,   an   Integrator,   a   Decoder,   and   a   Current
Switch.    A   simplified   block   diagram   is   shown   in   Figure   8-27.

Figure   8-27.   X  Vector   DAC   Processing   Dlagran.

The   heart   of   this   circuitry   is   the   Charge   Pump   which   is
composed   of  the   Current   Switch   and   the   Integrator.    It   uses
decoded    signals   to   generate   (pump)   LSB   increments   in   step
with   the   DAC   input   data.    These   increments   become   the   X
analog   display   signal.   Feed-forward   compensation   is   provided
to   improve   the   high-pass  characteristics  of  the   Integrator
stage.
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DISPLAY    CONTROL    CIRCUITRY    THEORY

The   Slew   Rate   Filter   is   composed   of   the   DAC,    Slew   Rate
Amplifier,   and    Integrat,or.    The   Slew   Rate   Filter   provides   DC
Stability   and   compensates   for   small   errors   introduced   by   the
Charge    Pump.

XDAC

This   circuitry   provides   the   X   vector   data   input   to   the   Slew
Rate   Filter   (Figure   8-27).    It   also   provides   a   6.4   V   refer-
ence   source.    Data   lines   X0   through   Xll    carry   data   from   the   X
Scissoring   to   the   input   of   the   DAC.    The   DAC   output   is   fed
from   pins    15   and    17   to    the   Slew   Rate   Amplifier.    R405   and    an
internal   resistance   between   pins   15   and   18   provide   feedback
for   the   Slew   Rate   Filter   loop.   During   digital   to   analog
conversion,    a   change   at   the   DAC   output   occurs   when   the   DAC
input   is   changed   by   one   one   LSB   in   value.    This   is   equivalent
to   one   pixel   of   change   in   the   CRT   beam   position.    R425   uses
the   6.4   reference   voltage   to   center   the   output   of  the   DAC
above   and   below   zero   volts.    R424   controls   the   X   vector   size
by   changing   the   DAC   gain.

Offset   Current

When   OFFSET   is   asserted   during    t.he   vector   extend   mode,    R301
current   is   steered    from   CR301    to   CR302   and    the   DAC   output.
This   provides   the   additional   current   (equivalent   to   64
LSB's)    required   to   write   the   vector   past   the   normal   4095   LSB
display   area.

X  Slew   Rate   Amplifier

Three   ECL    (Emitter   Coupled   Logic)    line   receivers   form   a
cascaded   amplifier   with   high   gain-bandwidth   and   limited
swing   output.   The   amplifier   output   is   fed   to   the   following
integrator   stage.   A  differential   output   drives   the   output   of
the   integrator.    This   provides   feed-forward   compensation   to
improve   the   high   frequency   stability  of   the   Slew   Rate
F`ilter.    FET's   Q505   and    Q406   conduct   when   the   Absolute
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Position   Level   Translator   is   activated.   The   output   current
of  the   amplifier   is   increased   causing   the   integrator   output
voltage   to   change   rapidly   to   its   new   absolute   position
level.    R406   provides   negative   feedback   to   stabilize   the
amplifier   when   it   is   in   the   high   slew   rate   (absolute
position)    mode.

X  Integrator

The   slewed    signal   drives   and   Charge   Pump   drives   the
integrator   where   it   is   inverted.   The   resulting   vector   volt-
age   is   applied   to   the   CRT   deflection   amplifier.   The   output
is   fed   back   to   the   input   of  the   X   Slew   Rate   Amplifier
through   R405   and    the   DAC   to   provide   compensation   for   the
Charge   Pump   mentioned   earlier   in   the   block   diagram   descrip-
tion.   Other   signal   lines   entering   this   block   will   be  dis-
cussed   in   the   following   function   block   descriptions.

TC    Power

The   -TC   amplifier   samples   the   DAC's   6.4   voltages   to   use   as   a
reference   in   setting   the   temperature   compensated   (TC)
voltages.   The   -TC   operational   amplifier   senses   the   voltage
change   at   CR605   due   to   temperature   and   adjusts   its   output
accordingly   to   compensate   the   -TC   current   switch   circuits.
The   +TC   operational   amplifier,   using   the   compensated   -TC
output,   provides   the   +TC   current   switch   circuits   with   tem-
perature   compensating   voltages.

X  Current   Switch

ECL   level   pulses   from   the   decoder   drive   the   pump   left   and
pump   right   gates.   These   gates   translate   normal   ECL   levels   to
swing   plus   or   minus   0.4   volts   from   ground.   When   the   PL
output   goes   high,   CR503   turns   off   which   steers   current   from
R503   through   CR505   to   the   input   summing   node   of   the   integra-
tor.    At   the   end   of   the   pulse,    PL   goes   low   turning   on   CR503
again   and    steering   current   away   from   the   summing   node.   When
PR   goes   low,    CR504   turns   off   which   steers   current   from   R507
through   CR506   to   produce   a   negative-going   current   pulse   at
the   input   of  the   integrator.   Differential   output   signals  are
fed   to   the   output   of  the   integrator   to   provide   additional
bootstr apping .
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X   Decoder

The   X   Decoder   logic    (Figure   8-27)   decodes   timing   signals   to
provide   the   pump   left   and   pump   right   pulses   for   the   X
Current   Switch.   The   pump   left   signal   is   derived   in   the   Pump
Left   Gating   logic   (Figure   8-28).   The   logic   translates   the
TTL   levels   to   ECL   levels   for   use   in   the   current   switch
circuitry.    When   XS-1,    CUTX,    and   XE-1    are   asserted,    a    pulse
is   clocked   through   the   gates   to   the   current   switch.    If   CUTX
goes   high,   the   pulse   is   blocked   and   the  .switch   does   not
output   to   the   integrator.   Conversely,   when   XS-0   is   asserted
and   XS-1    is   low,   the   Pump   Right   Gating   logic    is   activated   to
provide   pump   right   pulses   so   that   the   beam   moves   to   the
r i8ht .

Figure  8-28.   Slmpllfled   X   Decoder   Block   Diagram.
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1.3   Volt   Power

Vcc   for   the   current   switches   and   Slew   Rate   Amp].ifiers   is
supplied   by   this   circuit.   The   operational   amplifier   detects
Vbb   errors   at   its   input   and   causes   the   transistor   to
maintain   Vbb   at   0   volts   by   adjusting   Vcc   accordingly.

Abge±u€.   Po.1tlon   L.v.I   Translat,or

This   stage   provides   the   gate   switching   voltage   for   the   slew
rate   filters   F.ET's.   Switching   on   the   F.ET's   increases   the
slew   rate   so   that   the   beam   is   rapidly  moved   to   its   new
absolute   position   space.   When   ABS   goes   low,    Q601's   base-
emitter   bias   changes   and   the   transistor   stops   conducting.
The   rising   collector  voltage   provides   the   gate   voltage
required   to   turn   on   the   FET's.

Z   Axis   Controller

Zilii=

ZiiiEil

This   circuitry   accepts   the   Z,    CUTX,    and    CUTY   signals,
controls   the   CRT   Z   axis   drive,   and   generates   the   ZOUT
signal.   Gates  control   the   output   transistor   which   in   turn
causes   the    CRT   beam   to    turn   on   or   off .    When    CUTX   and    CUTY
are   high   and   Z   is   low,   the   transistor   conducts   which   turns
on    the    CRT   beam.
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Section   9

DISPLAY   MODULE    CIRCUIT    THEORY

INTRODUCTION

This   section   of   the   manual   explains   the   4114   Display   Mo-
dule's   operation.    Circuitry   is   not   discussed   on   a   component
basis,   except   in   those   cases   where,   for   clarity,   specific
components   are  mentioned.   This   section   provides   sufficient
information   for   the   technician   to   isolate   a   specific   block
of   circuitry  as   the   problem   area.   The   technician   should   then
be   able   to   locate   the   defective   component.

GENERAL    INFORMATION

Refer   to   the   Storage   Display   Module   Block   Diagram,   Figure   9-
1,    for   a   block   diagram   of   the   Display   produle   circuitry.   The
block   diagram   shows   signals   to   external   units   such   as   the
Hard    Copy   Unit   and   the   pedestal.    The   Hard    Copy   Unit   is   an
optional   unit   that   can   be   connected   to   the   Display   via
J5005.
The   Display   Module   displays   on   the   crt   the   information
processed   by   the   pedestal.   Display   information   consists   of   X
and   Y   axis   inputs   for   deflection   and   Z   axis   inputs   to   turn
the   writing   beam   on   or   off .   The   pedestal   inputs   to   the
display   are   connected   directly   to   the   Interconnect   board.
Control   lines   between   the   pedestal   and  'the   display   select
display  modes   and   control   various   operations,   such   as   writ-
ing,   copying,   and   erasing.

Five   circuit  boards,   plus   an   Interconnect   board,   contain   the
Display   Module's   circuitry.    The   boards   are   the   Low   Voltage
Power   Supply   board,   the   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board,   the
Deflection   Amplifier   board,   the   Storage   board,   and   the   Hard
Copy   Amplifier   board.

The   writing   portion   of  the   display  corisists  of  the   Deflec-
tion   Amplifier   board,   the   Long   and   Short   Axis   Deflection
Yoke   (or   coils),   the   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board   and   the
crt   writing   components   --the   Beam   Cathode,   the   Control
Grid,   and   the   Focus   Electrode.
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DISPLAY    MODULE    CIRCUIT    THEORY

The   storage   portion   consists   of  the   Storage   board   and   the
crt   storage   components   --the   Flood   Gun   Cathode,   the   Flood
Gun   Anode,   the   Collimation   Electrodes   (CE-1    and    CE-2),    and
the   Target.

The   hard   copy   circuitry  consists  of  circuitry  on   the
Deflection   Amplifier   board,   special   logic   circuitry  on   the
Storage   board,   the   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board,   and   the
Hard   Copy   Amplifier   board.

Appendix   A   contains   a   description   of  the   interconnecting
signals.   The   source   and   destination   of  each   signal   is   also
listed   by   schematic   number.

CIRCUIT   DESCRIPTION

Inter`connect   Board

-

Eilii=

Ziiil

Refer   to   Figure   9-1.    In   addition   to   providing   the   circuit
board   interconnections,   the   Interconnect  board   also   contains
the   connecting   points   for   the   interface  cable   from   the
pedestal   and   for   the   connecting   cable   through   J5005   from   the
hard   copy  unit.   A  diagram   of  the   Interconnect   board   is   found
in   the   schematics   section.

High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   Board

Refer   to   Figure   9-2.    The   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board
regulates   the   writing   beam   focus   and   intensity.  .The   follow-
ing   are   the   pririciple  circuits:

o      High   Voltage   Oscillator
o      High   Voltage   Supply
o      Intensity   Control   Logic
o      Z   Axis   Amplifier
o      Dynamic   Focus   Amplifier
o      Control   Grid   DC   Restorer
o      Focus   DC   Restorer
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High  Voltage  Oscillator

The   High   Voltage   Oscillator   is   a   regulated   blocking   oscilla-
tor   that   provides   an   alternating   drive  voltage   to   the
primary   winding    (Pins   4   and   5    on   Schematic    A16-1)    on   the
high   voltage   transformer,    T75.    The   winding   on   Pins   3   and   6
of   T75   on   Schematic   A16-1    provides   positive   feedback   to
drive   the   oscillator.    Feedback   from   the   High   Voltage   Supply
regulates   the   duty   cycle   to   compensate   for   both   the   high
voltage   load   and   power   line   fluctuations.   Thus,   the   -6000
VDC   output   from   the   High   Volt,age   Supply   is   maintained.

High   Voltage   Supply

In   addition   to   providing   feedback   to   the   High   Voltage
Oscillator,   the   High   Voltage   Supply   delivers   -6000   VDC   to
the   beam   cathode.    The   High   Voltage   Supply   also   provides   a   -
6000   V   reference   to   the   heater   supply,    Control   Grid   DC
Restorer,   and   Focus   DC   Restorer   circuitry.
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Figure   9-2.   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   Block   Diagram
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Intensity  Control   Logic

The   Intensity   Control   Logic   sets   the   limits   of  the   crt
writing   beam   intensity   as   selected   by   the   logic   values   of
HCS    (Hard    Copy    Switch),    BRITE,    and    WRITE-THRU.     Refer    to
Table   9-1    for   the   crt   writing   beam   intensity  mode   from
different   combinations   of  these   three   Display   Controller
input   signals.   Note   that   Table   9-1    also   shows   the   Crt
Writing    Beam   Focus   mode   as   determined   by   the    DEFOCUS   signal.
The   actual   focus   control   of  the   crt   writing   beam   is   dis-
cussed   later.

HCS   has   the   most   influence   in   the   Intensity   Control   Logic.
Whenever   HCS   is   low,    all   other   signals,   including   Z   Axis   and
DEFOCUS,    are   disabled.    At    that   time,    HC    INTER-0    (from   the
hard   copy   unit)    controls   the   Z   Axis   Amplifier   and    the   HARD
COPY   INTENSITY   adjustment   controls   the   crt   writing   beam
intensity.

When   HCS   is   high   (the   display   is   not   in   Hard    Copy   mode),   the
Z   Axis   signal   determines   when   the   Z   Axis   Amplifier,    and
therefore   the   crt   writirig   beam,   is   on.

If   HCS   is   high   and   not   influencing   the   Intensity   Control
Logic,    the   logic    combination   of   WRITE-THRU   and    BRITE   selects
the   intensity   of   the   crt   writing   beam.    If   the   WRITE-THRU
signal   is   low,   the   Brite   and   Normal   Intensities   are
inhibited   and   the   crt   writing   beam   intensity   is   controlled
by   the    WRITE-THRU   INTENSITY   adjustment.    If   the    WRITE-THRU
signal   is   high,   BRITE   deter`mines   whether   the   crt   writing
beam   intensity   is   Brite   or   Normal.    If   the   BRITE   signal   is
low,   the   crt   writing   beam   becomes   slightly   brighter   than
Normal   Intensity.   This   is   accomplished   by   adding   the   control
grid   voltage   from   the   BRITE   signal    (whose   intensity   is
controlled   by   the   BRITE   INTENSITY   adjustment)    to   the   control
grid   voltage   determined    by   the   NORMAL   INTENSITY   adjustment.
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Table   9-1

INTENSITY   AND   FOCUS    SELECTIONS

Signals Crt  Intensity Focus Purpose

HCS BRITE DEFOCUS WRITETHRU

0 X X X HARD    COPY Focused For   hard   copyoperation.

1 X 1 0 WRITE-THRU Focused For   write-thru   ioperationdis-playingsmallcharactersand,shortvectors.

1 X 0 0 WRITE-THRU Defocused For   write-thruoperationdis-playinglongvectors.

1 1 1 1 NORMAL Focused For   small   char-,actersandhigh,resolutionvec-tors.

1 1 0 1 N0FtMAL Defocused For  displayinglargecharac-ters,

1 0 1 1 BRITE Focused For  displayingmediumorlargecharacters.

1 0 0 1 BRITE Defocused For  displayingwideorlongvectors;largecharacters.

0    .   TTL   LOW              1    .   TTL   HIGH             X    .    llDON.I   CAREll
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DISPLAY    MODULE    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Hard    Copy   Intensity   is   separately   controlled   by   the   HARD
COPY    INTENSITY   adjustment.

Write-Thru   Intensity   is   separately   controlled   by   the   WRITE-
THRU    INTENSITY   adjustment.

Z   Axle   Ampllfler

The   Z   Axis   Amplifier   is   a   logic-controlled   amplifier   that
provides   a   crt   writing   beam   voltage   to   the   Control   Grid   DC
Restorer.   The   crt   control   grid   voltage   is   switched   between   a
low   level   and   the   level   which   provides   the   desired   crt
writing   beam   intensity,   which   is   set   by  the   adjustments   in
the   Intensity   Control   Logic.   The   Z   Axis   Amplifier   turns   the
crt   writing   beam   on   and   off   according   to   the   Z   Axis   signal
and    the   logical    status   of   HCS,    BRITE   and   WRITE-THRU.    Addi-
tionally,   the   Z   Axis   Amplifier   uses   a   crt   screen   protection
circuit   which   limits   the   crt   writing   beam   intensity  during
low   velocity   (including   zero   velocity)    deflection   movements.
If   th.e   Antiburn   Sensor   (on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board)
detects   a   low  deflection   velocity,   a   positive  voltage   is
applied   to   the   Antiburn   signal   line.   This   positive  voltage
reduces   the   Z   Axis   Amplifier   output   and,   consequently,   the
intensity  of  the   crt   writing   beam.

Dyn.mlc   Focus   Ampllfler

The   Dynamic   Focus   Amplifier   maintains   a   consistent   crt
writing   beam   focus   and   provides   an   alternative   crt   writing
beam   width.    To   perform   these   functions,   a   programmed   modifi-
cation   changes   the   reference   voltage   sent   to   the   Focus   DC
Restorer.    The   DYNAMIC   FOCUS   signal   compensates   for   addition-
al   crt   writing   beam   focus   requirements   at   the   edge   of  the
screen.   The   signal   provides   the   Dynamic   Focus   Amplifier   with
a   voltage   that   increases   with   increased   a+t   writing   beam
deflections.    The   CORNER   FOCUS   adjustment   determines   the
DYNAMIC    FOG
focused   crt

9-8

itude   necessary   to   maintain   a
When    DEFOCUS    is   low,    except    in
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DISPLAY    MODULE    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Hard    Copy   mode   (when   HCS   is   low),    the   crt   writing   beam    is
defocused   by   an   amount   determined   by   the   Defocus   adjustment
potentiometer.    Otherwise,   when   DEFOCUS   is   high   or   the
Display   is   in   Hard   Copy   mode,   the   crt   writing   beam   is
focused.    The   use   of   the   DEFOCUS   signal   line   allows   a    focused
or   defocused   crt   writing   beam   in   combination   with   WRITE-
THI",    BRITE,    and    NORMAL   Intensities.    See   Table   9-1    and
Intensity   Control   Logic   in   this   section   for   a   description   of
the   intensity  aspect  of  the   crt   writ,ing   beam.

Control   Grid   DC   Restorer

The   Control   Grid   DC   Restorer   provides   the   control   grid
voltage   that   regulates   the   crt   writing   beam.   The   CRT   BIAS
adjustment   provides   a   reference   voltage   to   set   the   crt
writing   beam   cutoff   bias.   The   output   of   the   Z   Axis   Amplifier
changes   the   control   grid   voltage   to   turn   on   the   crt   writing
beam   at   a   given   intensity.

Eili=.

-`

Eiiii=

Focus   DC   Restorer

The   Focus   DC   Restorer   provides   a   controllable   negative
voltage   to   the   focus   electrode.   The   focus   electrode  voltage
is   set   by   the   CENTER   FOCUS   adjustment   and    is   dynamically
modified   by   the   Dynamic   Focus   Amplifier.

Deflectlon   Amplifier   Board

The   Deflection   Amplifier   board   performs   the   following   func-
tions:

Provides   the   crt   with   writing   beam   deflection   and
the   dynamic   focus   necessary   for   information   display
and   hard   copy   production.

Provides   a   signal   (SLU)   back   to   the   pedestal   to
indicate   a   temporary   wait   while   the   Deflection   Am-
plifier   is  catching   up  to   the   deflection   inputs.

Provides   Antiburn   protection   to   prevent   crt   phosphor
damage   due   to   slow  moving,   high-intensity   beam   ac-
tivity.

Refer   to   Figure   9-3,    Deflection   Amplifier   Board   Block
Diagram.    The   Deflection   Amplifier   board   is   divided   into   the
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DISPLAY    MODULE    CIRCUIT    THEORY

following   four   distinct  operational   areas:

o      Channel   Switch   and   Origin   Shift
o      Geometry   and   Focus   Correction
o      Antiburn   Sensor
o     Deflection   Amplifiers

Figure  9-3.   Deflectlon   Ampllfler   Board
Block   Diagram.
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Channel   Switch  and   Orlgln   Shift

The   Channel   Switch   and   Origin   Shift   pr`ovides   an   analog
signal    (LA   --Long   Axis   and   SA   --Short   Axis)    to   the
Geometry   and   Focus   Correction   circuitry.   The   signal   source
is   determined    by   READ   and    HOLD-0.    READ   normally   is   high,    and
the   Channel   Switch   and   Origin   Shift   then   uses   +X   and   +Y
signal   lines   to   reverse   t,he   long   and   short   axes  of  thE  crt.
When   the   crt   is   in   the   horizontal   format,   the   X   axis   and   LA
(about    14   inches)    are   the   same   and    the   Y   axis   and    the   SA
(about    10.5   inches)    also   are   the   same.   The   connector   orien-
tation   is   described   in   Section   11,    Maintenance,    Selecting   X
and    Y   Axis   Inputs.

During   hard   copy   operation,    READ   goes   low,    and   the   Channel
Switch   and    Origin    Shift   then   uses   F.AST   and    SLOW   RAMP   signals
to   provide   outputs   of   LA   and   SA.    For   hard   copy   operation,
there   is   no   need    to   reverse   the   FAST   and   SLOW   RAMP   signals
if   the   crt    is   rotated.    LA   HC    POS,    SA    HC    POS,    LA    HC    GAIN,    and
SA   HC   GAIN   control   the   position   and   size   of   the   hard   copy
Scan .

When   Hold   Mode   is   initiated   and    the   HOLD   strap   option   is
"IN,"   HOLD-0   goes   low   and   connects   the   Channel    Switch   to   a
Separate   set  of   inputs   that   are   connected   to   ground.   The
grounded   inputs   prevent   beam   deflection   and   assure   minimum
deflection   amplifier   power   dissipation   during   Hold   mode.

The   Origin   Shift   circuitry,   which  modifies   the   position
information   to   prolong   crt   phosphor   life,   also   is   present   in
this  block.   The   Origin   Shift   is   an   eight-position   binary
counter   clocked   by   ORIGIN-1    (a   logic   pulse   concurrent   with
the   erase   cycle  on   the   Storage   board).   The   output   of  the
binary  counter   is   fed   through  current   dividers   and   then
added   to   the   LA   and   SA   signals   to   modify   the   reference
position   for   each   new  page.   The   eight   positions   ensure   that
no   point  on   the   crt   is  repeatedly  written   over   from   page   to
Pa8 e .

By   placing   a   low   on   the   CENTER-O   signal   line,   the   Origin
Shift   circuitry   can   be  made   inoperative.   With   zero   volts   on
the   +X   and   +Y   signal   lines,   the   crt   writing   beam   is   centered
on   the   crt.   See   Figure   9-4.
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Figure  9-4.   Origin   Shift.

Geometry  and   Focus   Correction

The   LA   and   SA   deflection   signals   are   input   to   the   Geometry
and   Focus   Correction   circuitry.   Geometry  correction   is   nec-
essary   to   compensate   for   the   "pin   cushion"   effect   common
with  magnetic-type   deflection   systems.    (See   Figure   9-5.)
This   circuit   adds  or   subtracts   a   deflection   factor   onto   or
from   the   LA   and   SA   deflection   signals,   providing   a   "compen-
sated"   deflection   voltage   t,o   the   Deflection   Amplifiers.   A
focus   correction  voltage   also   is  output   from   this  circuit,
and   again,   the   voltage   output   is   dependent   upon   the   LA   and
SA   deflection   inputs.   For   example,   deflection   inputs   that
Place   the   writing   beam   at   the   edge   of   the   display   area  must
have   a   focus   correction   added   because   the   distance   to   the
edge   of   the   display   from   the   crt   cathode   is   somewhat   more
than   that   to   the   display  center.   Thus,   the   length   of  the
writing   beam   varies,   which   varies   the    focus.    The   DYNAMIC
FOCUS   Signal,   input   to   the   Focus   circuitry  on   the   High
Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board,   compensates   for   the   variation   in
the   focus   point   of  the   writing   beam.
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Figure  9-5.   Pin   Cushion   Effects
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Antlburn   Sensor

Crt   Protection   Antiburn   circuitry   (providing   the   ANTIBURN
strap  is   IN)   detects   the   crt   writing   beam   deflection
velocity   and   controls   the   Z   Axis   signals   through   the   Z   Axis
Amplifier   (on   the   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board).    If   the
deflection   signals   are   absent   or  decrea.se   to   less   than   23
V/s   (800   mm/s),   the   Antiburn   detection   circuit   increases   the
current   to   the   Z   Axis   Amplifier.    The   Z   Axis   Amplifier
detects   this   increased   current   and   reduces   the   crt   writing
beam   intensity,   thereby   preventing   possible   crt  .phosphor
d am ag e .

Deflectlon  Ampllflers

The   Deflection   Amplifier   circuitry  provides   the   necessary
deflection   currents   f`or   the   deflection   yokes.   The   Deflection
Amplifier   circuity  consists  of :

o      A   Long   Axis    (LA)   Deflection   Amplifier,
o      A   Short   Axis   (SA)   Deflection   Amplifier,
o      A   Slu   Sensor
o     A   deflection   (current)    summing   point   for   both   axes.
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DISPLAY    MODULE    CIRCUIT    THEORY

The   four   major   adjustments   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board
control    the   display   size   and    position.    LA    POS   and    SA   POS
control   the   position   of   the   displayed   data   and   LA   GAIN   and
SA   GAIN   control   the   display   size   (width   and   height).

Refer   to   Schematic   A15-1    and   A15-2   for   the   Deflection
Amplifiers.   The   LA   and   SA   Deflection   Amplifiers   are   high
gain   current   amplifiers   that   supply  drive  current   to   the
deflection   coils.   The   drive   current   establishes   a   magnetic
field   in   the   deflection   coil   for   crt   writing   beam   deflec-
tion.   Deflection   coil   current   requirements   are   supplied   by
the   9   V   supplies   unless   a   high-speed   move   (deflection)    is
required.   With   a   high-speed   move,   the   9   V   supply   is   not
adequate   and   an   additional   current   source,   the   20   V   supply,
is    switched    in   by   Q20    and    Q30    (LA)    and    Q80    and    Q90    (SA).
Both   transistor   pairs  normally  are   off  and   then   turned   on   to
temporarily  aid   instant   deflection   across   the   screen.

Input   to   the   Deflection   Amplifier   is   a   summation   of  the
fo| lowing :

o      Deflection   signal   from   the   Geometry   and   Focus   Cor-
rection  circuitry

o      Position   Voltage
o      Feedback   signal

A   change   in   the   inputs   to   the   summing   point   causes   the
output   to   the   Deflection   Amplifier   to   change,   altering   the
crt   beam   deflection.   The   gain   of  the   Deflection   Amplifier   is
controlled   by   the   respective   GAIN   adjustment,   which   regu-
lates   the   feedback.

The   Slu   Sensor   circuitry   generates   the   output   signal   SLU-0.
This   signal   is  made   available   to   the   Display   Controller.
When   active   (low),   SLU-0   indicates   that   the   Deflection
Amplifiers   are   lagging   behind   the   input   deflection   signal,
and   the   display   does   not   accept   additional   data   until   SLU-0
goes   inactive.
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The   Slu   Sensor   compares   the   outputs   of  the   Deflection
Summing   Amplifiers   against   a   threshold   of   about   zero   volts.
The   Sensor   is   active   when   either   Deflection   Summing
Amplifier   has   an   output   other   than   zero   (the   output   voltages
of   U256   or   U266   head   towards   the   +15   V   rails).    The   voltage
out   of   the   Deflection   Summing   Amplifiers   is   zero   when   the
proper   deflection  current   is  established   in   the   deflection
coils.   If ,   however,   the   velocity  of  the   input   slew  signal   is
higher   than   what   the   Deflection   Amplifiers   can   move   (about
1.2   kin/s   or   34   kv/s),   the   I)eflection   Amplifiers   lag   behind
(operating   in   an   open   loop  manner),   until   they   can   catch   up.
The   Slu   Sensor   circuitry  prevents   the   pedestal   from   initiat-
ing   another   move   before   the   Deflection   Amplifiers   have
caught   up   with   the   input   slew   signal.   The   Slu   Sensor
generates   the   temporary   wait   flag,   SLU-0.

Eziilli=

Ziili=,

Antlburn   Driver

In   the   event   the   Deflection   Amplifier   fails,   the   Deflection
Summing   output   never   returns   to   zero.   At   this   time   a   signal
is   sent   to   the   Antiburn   Summing   point   to   turn   off   the   crt
writing   beam.   This   protects   the   crt   from   phosphor   burns   due
to   the   loss  of   writing   beam   position   control.   This   is
similar   to   the   action   of  the   Antiburn   Sensor   when   the   input
crt   writing   beam   deflection   velocity   decreases   toward   zero
and    the    ANTIBURN   strap   option    is   IN.    The   ANTIBURN   signal    is
then   created   when   there   is   little  or   no   movement   in   the   X  or
Y   axis,   or   the   beam   is   on   and    stationary.    The   ANTIBURN
signal   (sent   to   the   Z   Axis   Amplifier   to   reduce   the   beam
writing   intensity)    is   a   TTL   high   signal.

Antlburn   Override

When   the   ANTIBURN   signal    is   high   (antiburn   is   active)  ,   the
Antiburn   Override   circuit   creates   a   20   percent   duty   cycle   of
the   Z   Axis   which   causes   the   reduced   writing   beam   intensity.
If   the   ANTIBURN   signal   were   allowed   to   stay   high   and   not
pulled   low   20   percent   of  the   time,   there   would   be   no   visible
writing   beam.   Additionally,   when   the   beam   first   begins   to
write,   the   Deflection   Amplifier   circuitry  has   a   delay   factor
during   which   time   the   Antiburn   Summing   and   Driving   circuitry
has   not   yet   sensed   that   the   beam   is   moving.   The   Antiburn
Override   then   creates   a   duty  cycle   for   the   first   few
microseconds  of  operation   so   that   the   first   part  of  the
writing   beam   (or   vector)    is   not   blanked   out.
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Storage   Board

Refer   to   the   block   diagram   of   the   Storage   Board,   Figure   9-6.
Refer   also   to   the   Schematics   section   while   reading   this
d e sc r i pt io n .
The   Storage  board   controls  electrodes   in   the   crt   to   store,
view,   and   erase   displayed   information.   The   basic   circuits   of
the   Storage   board   are   shown   in   the   block   diagram.    But,
because   of  the   complexity  of  circuit   operations,   the   entire
Circuit   operation   is   described   by   function   as   opposed   to
describing   individual   block   functions.

The   Storage  board   controls  electrodes   in   the   crt   to   store,
view,   and   erase   displayed   information.   The   basic   circuits   of
the   Storage   board   are   shown   in   the   block   diagram.    But,
because   of  the   complexity  of  circuit  operations,   the   entire
circuit   operation   is   described   by   function   as   opposed   to
describing   individual   block   functions.

Operation  of  the   Storage   circuitry   is   centered   around   the
View-Erase   Counter.   This   circuit   consists   of  two   divide-by-
16   counters   in   series,   which   provide   the   timing   for   the   hold
and   auto   erase   functions.   The   View-Erase   Multivibrator   pro-
vides   a   0.143   Hz   square   wave   to   the   View-Erase   Counter.    This
counter   also   has   a   Reset   input   from   View   Mode   Control
circuit.   Refer   to   the   two   outputs   from   the   View-Erase
Counter:   one   output   is   activated   if   112   seconds   elapse
bef`ore   a   Reset   is   initiated,   but   the   other   output   is
activated   if   a   Reset   does   not   occur   in   about   30   minutes.   The
operation   of   View  mode,    Hold   mode   and   auto   erase   is   dis-
cussed   in   the   following   paragraphs.

As   long   as   the   View-Erase   Counter   receives   an   active   Reset
at   least   once   every   112   seconds,   the   Storage   board   circuitry
maintains   View  mode.    A   reset   occurs   from   the   View   mode
Control   when   either   of  the   following   two   conditions   are  met:

o      An   active   Z   Axis   or   GBUSY   signal    is   received    (de-
pending   upon   placement   of   the   View-Reset   strap)  .

o      The   VIEW-0   signal   goes   active.

As   long   as   either   of  these   conditions   is  met,   the   Flood   Gun
Control   cir.cult   provides   an   output   to   the   Flood   Gun
Amplifier,   supplying   voltage   to   the   flood   gun   anode   to
maintain    View   mode.
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Figure  9-6.   Storage   Board   Block   Dlagran.
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Hold   Mode

The   Flood   Gun   Control   circuitry   is   essentially   a   set-reset
flip-flop   that  maintains   a   reset   condition   when   the   Display
Module    is   in   View   mode.    When   the   HOLD-0    line   goes   low   (the
first   divide-by-16   counter   clocks   through   its   count,   indi-
cating   112   seconds   of  display   inactivity),   the   Flood   Gun
Control   flip-flop   is   set.   The   F`lood   Gun   Control   then   trans-
fers   a    100   Hz   signal   with   a    12   percent   duty   factor   to   the
Flood   Gun   Amplifier.    The   Flood   Gun   Amplifier   then   pulses   the
flood   gun   anode   at   this   rate,   which   reduces   the   intensity  of
stored   information.
During   Hold   mode,   the   Flood   Gun    Control   circuit   sends   a
signal   to   the   DBUSY   Control   circuit,   which   places   a   TTL   low
on   the   output   DBUSY-0   line.   This   flags   the   pedestal   that   the
Display   Module   is   busy   and   cannot   accept   further   information
until   the   Display   is   brought   out   of   Hold   mode   into   View
mod e .

The   Flood   Gun   Control   circuit   stays   in   Hold   mode   until   reset
(into   view)    with   a    Z   AXIS   signal    (or   GBUSY,    depending   upon
the   View   Reset   strap   position)    or   a   low  on   the   VIEW-0   signal
line   to   the   View   Mode   Control.   Notice   that   this   is   the   same
signal   that   resets   the   View-Erase   Counters.

A   one-shot   multivibrator   in   the   DBUSY   Control   circuit   ex-
tends   the   length   of   the   DBUSY-0   signal    for   0.8   seconds
longer   than   the   hold   and   hard   copy   cycle   it   is   protecting.
This   extra   time   allows   the   Display  to   stablize   back   into
View   mode.

Erase   Cycle

An   erase   cycle   can   occur   either   automatically  or   by   a   direct
command   from   the   Display   Controller   or   user.

Auto   Erase

The    112   second,   square   wave   signal   that   initiates   Hold   mode
also   starts   a   second   divide-by-16   counter.   When   the   output
(auto   erase)   of   this   counter   goes   active   (30   min)  ,   the
screen   is   erased.   The   Erase   Control   circuit   puts   out   an
erase   pulse   that   initiates   an   erase   cycle  of  two   complete
erasures   100   ms   apart.    The   Target   Erase   wave form   goes   to   the
Target   via   the   Target   Amplifier,   and   the   CE-2   Erase   wave form
goes   to   CE-2   via   the   CE-2   Amplifier.    (See   Figure   9-7.)
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An   erase   wave form,   as   it   is   applied   to   the   Target   or   to   CE-
2,   first   goes   positive   and   causes   complete   flooding   of  the
Target   (the   fade   positive  .portion).    The   ERASE   signal    then
drops   to   zero   volts   to   erase   the   Target   and   returrls
gradually  to   its   operating   level.
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Figure   9-7.   Typloal   Storage   Board   Wave forms.
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DISPLAY    MODULE    CIRCUIT    THEORY

Upon   receipt   of   the   erase   pulse,   the   Erase   Wave form   Genera-
tor    activates   a   485   us,    +5   V   ORIGIN-1    pulse    and    a    1.0
second,    low-going   DBUSY-0   pulse.    The   ORIGIN-1    pulse    is   sent
to   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   where   it   clocks   the   Origin
Shift   circuit.    The   DBUSY-0   signal   is   used   by   the   Display
Controller   as   a   flag   against   further   input   to   the   Display.
This   gives   the   Display  time   to   recover   after   an   erasure.

Refer   to    the   Storage   board    schematic,    A13-1    and    A13-2.    U136B
and   its   associated   components   form   a   protection   circuit.
This   circuit   guards   against   erasure   when   the   second   divide-
by-16   counter,   View   Erase   Counter,   is   reset   by   either   a   Z
Axis   signal   or   a   low   on   VIEW-0   while   counting   past   891
seconds   (the   second   half  of   the   30   minute   automatic   erase
cycle).   Without   this   protection,   the   counter   could   cause   an
undesired   erasure   of  the   screen   before   30   minutes   have
pa ssed .

Era.e   Command

An   erase   command   into   the   Erase   Control   circuitry   can   come
either   from   the   Display   Controller   (through   the   ERASE-0
line)    or   from   the   keyboard   PAGE   key.    This   command   has   the
same   effect   as   the   30   minute   auto   erase   signal.

A   READ-0   or   a   WAIT-0   signal    from   the   hard   copy   unit   goes   to
Erase   Control`  via   Copy   Control    and   prevents   an   erasure
during   a   hard   copy   operation.

B1-Stable   Storage

The   Display   Module   contains   a   bi-stable   direct   view   storage
crt.   The   crt   consists   of  a   display  area   and   two   separate
types  of  electron   guns.   The   display  area   consists   of  a   glass
front   plate   coated   wth   a   transparent   conductive   layer   called
the   target   backplate.   The   target   backplate   is   covered   with   a
layer   of   insulating   phosphor   called   the   target   or   target
pho spho r .

The   target,   on   which   information   can   be   displayed   and
stored,   is   bi-stable.   The   Display   uses   this   bistable   charac-
teristic   of  the   target   for   storage.   The   target   backplate
Potential   and   flood   gun   electron   beams   establish   the   bi-
Stable   operation   of  the   phosphor.   When   the   writing   beam
emitted   by  the   second   electron   gun   strikes   the   target
phosphor,   the   target   potential   changes   to   a   higher   state.
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The   higher   state   (written   area)    is  maintained   by   the   flood
gun   beam   current.    In   a   similar   manner,   the   flood   gun   beam
current  maintains   the   phosphor   in   the   unwritten   area   of  the
target   near   ground   potential.   The   difference   in   potential
causes   luminance   (emitted   light)    in   the   written   area   and
none   in   the   unwritten   area.

Eiilii!

-`

Target   Amplifier

The   Target   Amplifier   provides   the   operating   voltage   for   the
target   backplate.   The   target   backplate   voltage   is   typically
about   +170   V   during   Storage   mode.    During   the   erase   cycle,
the   target   backplate   voltage   increases   by   150   V   for   2   ms.
(See   Figure   9-7.)   This   writes   the   entire   screen   by   providing
additional   electron   potential   between   the   target   phosphor
and   the   flood   guns.   At   the   end   of  this   period,   the   voltage
drops   to   zero,   erasing   the   target   phosphor.   Then   the   target
voltage   returns   to   operating   voltage   level   at   a   rate   such
that   the   phosphor   remains   unwritten   and   assumes   a   ready-to-
write   state.   The   target   backplate   voltage  can   be   set   by  the
OP   LEVEL   adjustment   for   best   storage.

During   non-store  operations,   the   target   voltage   is   reduced
to   zero   volts.

Colllmatlon   Ampllfler

The   Collimation   Electrodes,    CE-1    and   CE-2,    are   electronic
lenses   that   cause   a   uniform   flood   gun   beam   pattern   over   the
target.    CE-1   has   a   voltage   set   by   the   CE-1    potentiometer.
During   an   erase   cycle,   the   CE-2   electrode   has   a   voltage
pattern   similar   to   that   on   the   Target   Backplate.    (See   Figure
9-7.)    First   the   CE-2   voltage   increases   by   25   V   to   130   V
(adjustable   by   CE-2   Pulse   potentiometer)    for   2   ms.   Then   the
voltage  drops   to   zero   and   slowly  returns   to   the   operating
level.   The   operating   level   is   set   by   the   CE-2   Level   poten-
tiometer .

During   hard   copy   operation,    +250   V   is   placed   on   CE-1    to
Prevent   current  oscillations   within   the   crt   that  could
degrade   hard   copy   quality.
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Flood   Gun   Ampllfler

The   Flood   Gun   Amplifier   activates   the   flood   guns   with   a
positive   voltage   on   the   flood   gun   anode   during   View  mode.
This   positive   voltage   causes   a   stream   of  electrons   to
accelerate   toward   the   target.   Their   energy   is   insufficient
to   cause   writing   (except   during   a   portion   of  the   erase
cycle).   The   flood   gun   electrons   cause   the   excited   or   written
portions  of  the   phosphor   on   the   display  to   emit   light,   thus
making   the   stored   display   information   visible.

Hard   Copy   Ampllfler   Board

Stored   information   on   the   crt   is   recovered   and   amplified   by
the   Hard    Copy   Amplifier   board.    (See   Figure   9-1.)   The   stored
information   is   made   available   to   the   hard   copy   unit   (HCU)
from   the   TARSIG-0   output.

Whenever   a   hard   copy   is   desired,    the   MAKE   COPY-0   signal    is
applied   to   the   HCU,   where   it   causes   several   output   signals.
A   READ-0   signal    (and    a   WAIT-0   signal,    if   the    HCU   has
multiplex   capability)    is   applied   to   the   Storage  board   indi-
cating   that   a   hard   copy   is   either   being   made   or   will   be
made.    The   Storage   board    produces   the   HCS-0    (Hard    Copy
Switch)    signal   to   enable   hard   copy   operat.ion   in   the   Display
Module.    HCS-0   asserts   DBUSY-0,   which   disables   the   pedestal
during   hard   copy   operation.

WAIT-0   is   a   flag   for   a   hard   copy   with   multiplex   capability
(more   than   one   Display   Module   connected   to   a   hard   copy
unit).   WAIT-0   goes   active   to   indicate   to   the   display
requesting   a   copy   that   another   display   is   in   process   of
making   a   copy.    (Essentially,   WAIT-0   is   a   "busy"    signal.)   The
hard   copy   unit   holds   the   copy   request   until   the   HCU   is
inactive,   at   which   time   it   proceeds   to   make   a   copy   of  the
requesting   display's   information.
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The   hard   copy   unit   provides   a   negative-going   slow   ramp   to
the   deflection   circuits   causing   the   Display   Module   to   sweep
once   horizontally.   As   it   sweeps,   a   succession   of   fast   ramps
are   applied   to   the   Y  deflection   circuits.   This   causes
repetive   vertical   sweeps   during   the   single   horizontal   sweep.
When   HCS-1    is   high,   the   Channel    Switch   and   Origin   Shift   on
t.he   Deflection   Amplifier   board    select   the   SLOW   RAMP   and    FAST
RAMP   analog   signals   for   the   deflection   signals.   During   each
fast   ramp,   the   HCU   supplies   a   repetitive   interrogate   signal
(HC    INTER-0)    to    the    High   Voltage   and    Z   Axis   board    to    turn   ori
the   writing   beam   (Z   Axis).   If   previously   stored   data   exists
on   the   target   at   the   position   indicated   by  the   deflection
circuit.s,   the   resultant  current   in   the   target   surface  causes
a   TARSIG-0   signal    from   the   Hard    Copy   Amplifier   board.    The
HCU   uses   this   signal   to   reproduce   what   is   stored   on   the   Dis-
play.   TARSIG-0   permits   both   units   to   evaluate   the   same   point
on   the   display.

Low  Voltage   Power   Supply

Ziilii=

Zziiiiiil

Refer    to   Schematic   A12-1,    Low   Voltage   Power    Supply   (LVPS),
during   the   following   description.   The   LVPS   has   several
regulated   and   unregulated   output   voltages.    The   +15,    -15,    +5,
and   +290   V   supplies   are   regulated.   The   unregulated   outputs
are   the   +490,    +175,    +20,    -20,    +9,    and   -9   V   supplies.

NOTE

The   crt   flood   guns  are  connected   between
the   +15   and   -15   V   supplies.   These   are
buses   5   and   6   on   the   Interconnect  board.

The   +15   V   supply   uses   the   unregulated   +20   V   supply   for   a
Source   and   is   regulated   by   an   integrated   circuit.   An   adjust-
ment   allows   the   output   of  the   +15   V   supply   to   be   set
precisely   at   +15   V.    The   +15   V   power   supply   provides   for   both
the   +15   V   flood   gun    filament   and   the   Display   Module's   +15V
circuitry.   The   +15   V   output   current,   through   a   power
transistor   mounted   on   the   Display   Vodule's   rear   heat   sink,
is   limited   to   approximately   2.5   A.
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The   -15   V   supply   uses   the   unregulated   -20   V   supply   for   a
source   and   is   regulated   by   an   operational   amplifier.   The
operational   amplifier   uses   the   +15   V   supply   as   a   reference.
The   -15   V   power   supply   provides   current   for   the   -15   V   flood
gun    filament   and   the   Display   Module's   -15   V   circuitry.    The   -
15   V   output   current,   through   a   power   transistor   mounted   on
the   Display   Module's   rear   heat   sink,   is   limited   to   approxi-
mately   2.5   A.

The   +5   V   supply   uses   the   unregulated   +9   V   supply   as   a   source
and   is   regulated   by   a   +5   V   regulator   (mounted   near   the
capacitor   bracket).   Current   is   limited   to   approximately   8.5
A.    The   supply   output   is   shorted   to   ground   (through   an   SCR)
should   the   voltage   attempt   to   rise   above   approximately   +5.8
V.

The   +290   V   supply   uses   a   voltage   divider,   an   operational
amplifier,   and   a   driver   amplifier   to   control   the   conduction
of   a   power   transistor   (mounted   on   the   rear   heat   sink).   The
conduction   of   this   power   transistor   (from   the   +20   V   unregu-
lat,ed   supply)   determines   the   voltage  level   of  the   entire
transformer   winding.   One   tap   of  the   transformer   winding   is
held   at   a   constant   +290   V   with   respect   to   ground   and   is
fused   with   a   0.25   A   fuse.

Power   Supply  Fuses

The   power   supply   fuses   are   listed   in   Table   9-2.
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Table   9-2

POWER    SUPPLY   FUSES

Pow.r   Supply  Voltage Normal   Current Fuse   Size(Protection)

+490   V    (unregulated) 50mA 0.15   A    Fuse
+290   V    (regulated) 150    rnA 0.25   A   Fuse

75   V   (unregulated) 50mA 0.15   A   Fuse

+   20   V    (unregulated) 0.5A 2   A   Fuse
+      9   V    (unregulated) 3A 5   A   Fuse
-      9   V    (unregulated) 3A 4   A   Fuse
-20   V    (unregulated) 0.5A 2   A   Fuse

+    15   V    (regulated) 2A 2.5   A   currentlimit2.5AcurrentIimit1.5Acurrentlimit

-15   V    (regulated) 2A

+      5   V    (regulated) 1A

During   the  erase  cycle  these  currents  can   fluctuate   appreci-
ably,   but   the  majority  of  the   total   currents  are  equivalent
to   the  crt   flood   gun   cathode  current,   which  ls   specified   at
190    rnA   maximum.

The   total   current   drawn   from   both  +9   and   -9   V   supplies
should   not   exceed   3   A.

The   art   flood   guns   are   connected   between   +15V   and   -15V   and
dr.w   1.5   A   nominally.   This   leaves   0.5   A   nominally   available
for  clrcultry.
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Section   10

ADJUSTMENT    PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

This   section   contains   adjustment   procedures   for   both   the
pedestal   and   display  module   parts   of   the   terminal   without
any   options   installed.    Some   options   for   the   terminal   may
require   sightly  different   (or   additional)   adjustment   pro-
cedures.   If   the   terminal   has   any   options   installed,   the
Service  manuals   for   those   options   should   be   checked   for
variations   on   or   additions   to   these   adjustment,   procedures.
The   pedestal   should   always   be   adjusted   before   adjusting   the
display  module   so   that   the   display   vectors   and   measurments
are   correct   for   display   adjustment.

PERFORMANCE    CHECK

A   performance   check   of   the   terminal   circuitry   is   accom-
plished   by  means   of   Self   Test.   A   limited   test   of  circuitry
is   performed   when   the   terminal   goes   through   a   power   up
sequence,   or   whenever   the   terminal   is   turned   on.   Self   Test

::r::::r;Ya±::b±:r:°Inao¥£::i:E°53u§!Lcfhi:§t°£ngh:a!::¥:hal
codes,   refer   to   Section    11    in   this   manual.

SELF    TEST    PATTERNS

This   adjustment   procedure   uses   patterns   that   are   stored   in
ROMs   in   the   pedestal.   Whenever   these   patterns   are   needed,
use   the   following   procedure   to   display   them   on   the   crt
screen .

1.

2.

Press   the   SELF   TEST   button   and   hold    it   in.    This
button   is   located   on   the   front   of  the   pedestal,
below   the   keyboard,   to   the   left   of   the   MASTER
RESET   button.

Press   the   MASTER   RESET   button   and    then   release    it.
The   keyboard   LED   lights   come   on   and   go   off   as
different   parts  of  circuitry  are   tested.

After   the   keyboard   LED   lights   begin   to   "cycle",
release   the   Self  Test   button.
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4.

5.

The   terminal   bell   sounds   at   the   start   of   the   S`elf
Test   key   check.

Press   and    hold    the    CONTROL   and    C   keys    at   the    same
time   and   then   release   them.    This   displays   a   gener-
al   "menu",   which   is   a   list   of   Self   Test   Routines.

From   this   menu,   select   Display   --the   Fl   key.    This
displays   a   second   menu   of   the   patterns   to   be   used
in   adjusting   the   screen.

Once   the   menu   has   been   displayed   on   the   screen,    it
is  not   necessary   to   repeat   the   rest   of   Self   Test
in   order   to   display   the   patterns   needed   for   the
adjustment.   procedure.    Simply   use    CONTROL   D   to   get
back   to   the   menu,   and   select   the   desired   test
pattern   from   this  menu.

Self   Test   has   the   following   commands,   which   can   be   used   at
any   point   in   the   Self   Test   procedure.

o       CONTROL   C.    Displays   the   general   menu.

o       CONTROL   D.    Displays    the   current   menu.

o      CONTROL   E.    Exits   from   the   current   routine.

o      SPACE   BAH.    Repeats   the   current   pattern.

ABBREVIATED   ADJUSTMENT    PROCEDURES

This   section   is   divided   into   two   subsections,   the   first
subsection   describes   the   adjustment   procedures   for   the
pedestal   part   of   the   terminal.    The   second   subsection   de-
scribes   the   terminal   display  module   adjustment   procedure

The   abbreviated   adjustment   section   precedes   the   detailed
adjustment   procedures.
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NOTE

This  abbreviated   adjustment   section   is
NOT   a   complete   adjustment   procedure.   It
does,   however,   serve   as  a   checklist   for
the   experienced   service   technician.   For
the   complete   adjustment   procedures  refer
to   ''Pedestal   Adjustment   Procedure"   and
''Dlsplay   Module   Adjustment   Procedure''.
THIS    ABBREVIATED   ADJUSTMENT    SECTION    DOES
NOT    CONTAIN    "NOTES,"     "CAUTIONS,"    OR
''WAR NINGS . ''

Abbr.vlated   Pedestal   Adjusttnent

Gather   the   equipment   necessary   for   adjusting   the   terminal,
make   sure   the   terminal   is   operating   under   performance   speci-
fications,   remove   the   pedestal   front   panel,   and   do   an
inspection   with   the   power   off .

Eiiili=

Eiiliii=

I-

Low   Voltage   Power   Supply

1.          Install   the   41XX   Logic    Extender   board.    (This   board
contains   the   test   points   needed   for   the   power
supply   checks)  .

2.

4.

5.

Check   the   +5.1   V   supply    (R685    adjustment)    at   TP   75
to  make   sure   that   the   voltage   lies   within   the
tolerance   of   +5.105   V   to   +5.115   V.

Check   the   +12.00   V   supply   at   TP   79   to   make    sure
that   the   voltage  lies   within   the   tolerance  of
+11.88    V    to    +12.12    V.

Check   the   -5.2   V   supply   at   TP   5   to   make   sure   that
the   voltage   lies   within   the   tolerance   of  -5.05   V
to   -5.35   V.

Check   the   -12.00   V   supply   at   TP    1   to   make   sure
that   the   voltage   lies   within   the   tolerance  of  -
11.88    V    to    -12.12    V.
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6.          Check   the   power    supply   ripple   on   the   +5.1,    +12.00,
-12.00,    and   the   -5.2   V   supplies.    All   ripple   should
be   below    100    mv.

Check   for   the    INIT   wave form    at   TP9    and    the    PDWN-
INIT   wave form   at   TP   75   during   the   power    up   and
power   down    sequences.    Refer   to   Figures    10-2   and
10-3 .

Check   for   the   PFAIL   wave form   at   TP   7.    Refer   to
Figure    10-4.

Display   Controller   Board

1.         Display   the   Status   message   on   the   screen.

2. Using   the   letter   ''8"   in   the   status   message,   adjust
RT   and    R3   for   maximum   vector   closure.    Figure    10-5
shows   the   location   of   RT   and    R3.

Vector   Generator   Board

1.         Install   the   Vector   Generator   board   on   the   41XX
Logic   Extender   board.

2.         Adjust    R425    (X   DAC   offset)    for   a   value   of   -4
at   TP   706   with   the   writing   beam   positioned

4.

5.

10-4

Adjust   R426    (Y   DAC   offset)    for   a   value   of   -4.873   V
at   TP   716   with   the   writing   beam   at   0,0.

Adjust    R424    (X   DAC   gain)    for    a   value   of   +4.950   V
at   TP   706   with   the   writing   beam   at    1023,4095.

Adjust,    R427    (Y   DAC   gain)    for    a   value   of   +4.873   V
at   TP   716   with   the   writing   beam   at    1023,4095.

Check   the   values   in   steps   2,    3,    4,   and   5   again   for
any   changes.

Adjust   R605   and    R704   for   the   best   wave form   at   TP
502   and   TP   525    (externally   triggered)   while   main-
taining   an   optimum   charge   pump   pattern   on   the
display.
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Turn   off   the   terminal,   remove   the   test   board,
install   the   Vector   Generator   board   again,   and
replace   the   pedestal   cover.

Abbr.vlatcd   D1!play  Adjustment

Gather   the   equipment   necessary   for   adjusting   the   terminal,
make   sure   the   terminal   is   operating   under   performance   speci-
fications,   remove   the   pedestal   front   panel,   and   do   an
inspection   with   the   power   off .

Low  Volt.ge   Pow.r   Supply

1.          Turn   on   the   terminal    and   press   the   PAGE   key.

2.         Do   the   following   voltage   and   ripple   checks,
measured   on   the   Interconnect   board,   for   the   fol-
lowing   tolerances.    The   +15.00   V   supply   has   the
only   adjustable   voltage.    R166   adjusts   this.

EE

Zilli=

Table    10-1

LVPS    VOLTAGE    TOLERANCES   AND   RIPPLE

Voltage Tolerance Maximum   RippleVoltage

+15    V    (reg)
-15   V    (reg)
+5   V    (reg)
+12   V    (unreg)
-12   V    (unreg)
+20   V    (unreg)
-20   V    (unreg)
+175    V    (unreg)
+290   V    (reg)
+490   V    (unreg)

+ 14 .  97
-14 . 85
+4.8    V

to   +15.03
to   -15.15

+5.2   V
no   tolerance   (about   +9   V)
no   tolerance   (about   -9   V)
no   tolerance
no   tolerance
no   tolerance
+287.0   V   to   +293.0   V
no   tolerance

5   mv   p-p
5   mv   p-p
10   mv   p-p
1.5   V    p-p
1.5   V    p-p
1.2   V    p-p
1.2   V    p-p
7.0   V   p-p
100   mv   p-p
5.0   V   p-p

Hlf h   Voltage   Checlt

1. Check   pin   3   of   the   crt   for   -5700   V   to   -6300   V   at
120   Vac.   Make   sure   that   it   does   not   vary   more   than
+,-60   V   at    108   Vac    and    132   Vac.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Storage   Board

1.           Check    TP    91     for    142.5    V    to    157.5   V.

2.          Adjust   R295    (OP   LEVEL)    so   that   the   crt   gets   bright
but   does   not   store.    Check   the   OP   LEVEL   voltage   at
TP    94.

Adjust    R198    (CE-2)    for    a    f].ood   gun    pattern    1/16
inch   from   the   edge   of   the   phosphor.    Check   the   CE-2
voltage   at   TP   93.

Adjust   R197    (CE-1)    for   uniform   background    illumi-
nation.    The   CEl    voltage   at   TP   92   should   be   about   5
V   higher   than   CE-1.    Make   sure   that   oscillation
does   not   occur   due   to   the   interaction   between   R197
and    R198.

5.           Place    the    DVM   probe   on    TP    91    and    press    PAGE.    The
voltage   should   not   change   during   erasure.

Storage   Board   Erase   Wave forms

1.         Turn   the   power   off,    change   the   N/TEST   jumper   to
"TEST",    and   turn   the   power   back   on.    Note   that   the
screen   erases   every   3   seconds.

2.

4.

Check   for   the   Figure    10-14   wave form   at   TP   94,    and
verify   that   its   parts   conform   to   the   wave forms   in
Figures    10-15    and    10-16.

Check   for   the   CE-2   wave form   at   TP   93   and   verify
that   its   shape   conforms   to   the   wave form   in   Figure
10-17.

Check   for   the   CE-1    wave form   at   TP   92   and   verify
that   its   shape   conforms   to   the   wave form   in   Figure
10-18 .

Adjust   R95    (CE-1    Pulse   Control)    while   erasing   the
screen   and   observing   the   edges   of  the   screen   for
full   coverage.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEI)URES

Adjust   R195    (CE-2   Pulse   Control)    while   erasing   the
screen   observing   the   edges  of   the   screen   for   full
coverage.    The    OP   LEVEL,    CE-1,    and    CE:-2    adjustments
interact.

Turn   the   power   off ,   change   the   N/TEST   jumper   to
"N",   and    turn   the   power   back   on.

Flood   Gun   Anode

1.

2.

Press   the    PAGE   key   and   make   sure   that   Hold   mode
lasts   for   90   to   135   seconds.

Check   for    the   wave form    in   Figure    10-19   at   TP   91    on
the   Storage   board   while   the   terminal   is   in   Hold
mod e .

Check   for   a   TTL   low  on   Pin   43   of   the   Interconnect
board   while   the   terminal    is   in   Hold   mode.

I-

EiiliE

-

Grid   Bias

1.

2.

Turn   the   power   off ,   move   the   antiburn   strap   from
''IN"    to   "OUT",    and   turn   the   power   back   on.

Adjust    R429    (CRT   BIAS   on    the    HV   &    Z    Axis   board)
clockwise   until   a   low   intensity   dot   appears   in   one
corner   of  the   cursor.    Retrace   lines   also   appear
around   the   cursor
the    HV    &    Z    Axis

R288     (CENTER    FOCUS    on
a   well-focussed   dot,

then   adjust   F429   until   the   dot   just   disappears.

Measure   the   voltage   at   C429   on   the   HV   &   Z   Axis
board    and    increase   by   +5   V   by   adjusting   R429
counterclockwi se .

Turn   the   power   off ,   move   the   antiburn   strap   from
''OUT"    to    "IN",    and    turn   the    power   back   on.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Normal   Intensity

1.         Press   and   hold   down   a   character   key   and   observe
the   Figure   10-20   wave form   at   the   top   of   R246   on
the    HV   &    Z   Axis   board.

2. Adjust   R427   for   a   40   to   50   V   difference   between
the   most   positive   points   ("crests")   of   adjacent
pul se s .

Orlgln  Shift

1. Press   the   PAGE   key   eight   times   and   watch   for   seven
consecutive  origin   shifts,   with   the   cursor   return-
ing   to   the   upper   right   on   the   eighth.

Frequency   Compensation

1.          Display   the   X   COMP   pattern    (key   F3)    by   using   the
Self   Test   procedure.

2. Adjust   851    and    IH50   on   the   I)eflection   Amplifier
board   so   that   only   one   line   can   be   seen.    Refer   to
Figure    10-21.

Display   the   Y   COMP   pattern    (key   F4).

Adjust   R69   and    R167   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier
board   so   that   only   one   line   can   be   seen.    Refer   to
Figure    10-21.

a.1nl,   Posltlonlng,   and   Geometry

1.         Display   the   GAIN   pattern   (key   F2)    by   using   the
Self   Test   procedure.

2.

10-8

Adjust   the   yoke   for   a   straight,   vertical   line   in
the   middle   of  the   pattern.

Adjust   R250   and   R267   or,   the   Deflection   Amplifier
board   so   that   the   left   and   right   vertical   line
midpoints   and   the   top   and   bottom   horizontal   line
midpoints   are   equidistant   from   the   edges   of  the
crt.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Adjust   R326   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   for
the   straightest   top  line.

Measure   tr`.e   straightness   of  the   bottom   horizontal
line .

Adjust    R322   on
the   straightest   lefthand

ifier   board   for

Measure   the   straightness   of  the   righthand   vertical
line,

Check   for   excessive   deviation   from   an   ideal,
straight   line   in   the   top  horizontal   line.   If   there
is  none,   tighten   the   yoke.

Orthogonallty

1. Check   for   no   more   than   +1.2   degrees   deviation   from
90   degrees   where   the   lifies   cross   in   the   middle  of
the   screen.

lEili=

-

-.

I)ynamlc   Focus

1.          Display   the   GAIN   pattern    (key   F2).

2.

Slu-0

Adjust   R424   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   so
that   the   wave form   changes   less   than   2   V   as   the
Corner   Focus   adjustment   is   adjusted.   Measure   the
voltage   at   R235   on   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board.    See
Figure    10-22.

Display   the   X   COMP   pattern.

Check   for   a   TTL   pulse   at   Pin   36   of   the   Intercon-
nect   board.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

FOcus

Dropout

1.

2.

Display   the   FOCUS   pattern.

Adjust    R288   and    R128   on    the    HV   &   Z   Axis   board    for
the   best   center   and   corner   focus   while   the   pattern
is   writing.

Display   the   HARD   COPY   patterri,    wait   21/2   minutes,
and    then   press   the   SHIF.T   key.

Increase    the   OP   LEVEL   or    NORMAL   intensity   adjust-
ments   in   5   V   increments   and   repeat   step   1   until
the   minimum   number   of   breaks   are   seen.

Brlte   Intensity  and   Defocus

1.          Display   the   DEFOCUS   pattern.

2.          Adjust    R415    on    the    HV   &    Z   Axis   board    for    10   V
higher    than   the    NORMAL   INTENSITY   level.    See   Figure
10-24 .

Adjust    R34   on   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board    for   a
difference   in   characters   qs   they   are   displayed

Write-Thru   Intensity

1.

2.

10-10

Press   the   LOCAL   key.    Then   press   the   ESC   key
followed    by   the    CONTROL   and    Z   keys   at   the    same
time.   Use   the   thumb-wheels   to   control   the   cross-
hairs.

Adjust   R227   so   that   the   lines   disappear   when   the
REFRESH    INTENSITY   control    is    ful].y
counterclockwise   and    the   lines   store   when   REFRESH
INTENSITY   is    fully   clockwise.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

H,rd    Copy

1.

2.

4.

5.

Eiiilii=

-

-

Connect   a   4631    Hard    Copy   Unit,    display   the   GRAPHIC
pattern,    press   the   HARD   COPY   key,    and   check   for
dimming   of   the   screen   during   scanning.

Check   pin   43   on   the   Interconnect   board   during   a
scan    for   TTL   low.

Adjust    R226   on   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board    for   a   non-
storing,   visible   sweep   during   scanning.

Adjust    R229,    R426,    R228,    and    R227   on   the   Deflec-
tion   Amplifier   board   so   that   a   scan   covers   the
pattern   with   an   additional    1/8   inch   beyond   each
edge .

Adjust   R226   for   a   scan   just   below   storage   level.

Adjust   R26   on   the   HC   Amplifier   board    for   high
contrast   copies   without   noise.   Compare   three   co-
pies.

Press   PAGE,   turn   off   the   terminal,   and   install   the
cabinet   cover   again.

Refer   to   the   of  the   pedestal   and   display  module   adjustment
procedures   for   a   detailed   description.

W^RNING

The   following   adjustment   procedures  may
expose   the   service  technician   to  voltage
levels  that  are  potentially  lethal.   To
avoid   a   potentially  dangerous   sltuatlon,
all   servicing   should   be  done  by  author-
ized   service  technlclans  using   proper
servlcing   techniques  and   equipment.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

PEDESTAL   ADJUSTMENT    PROCEDURE

Introduction   to   the   Pedestal   Adjustment   Procedure

The   following   procedure   adjusts   the   pedestal   for   optimum
performance.    For   continued   optimum   performance   of   t,he
terminal,   check   --and   adjust   if  necessary   --both   the
pedestal   and   display  module   every   1000   hours   of  operation   or
every  twelve  months   if  the   terminal   is   used   infrequently.

NOTE

If  the  display  module   ls  to   be  adjusted,
this   procedure  must   precede  the  display
tnodule   adjustment   procedure.   If  this   is
not   done,   measurement   concerning   vector
placement,   closure,   and   reproducibility
in   the  display  adjustment   will   not  be
correct.   Since  the   Display   Controller
board   requires  visually  adjusting   a   pat-
tern  on   the   screen,   this  adjustment
should   be  done  on   a   properly  adjusted
display  module.

Test   Equipment   Ftequlred

o      0scilloscope    (TEKTRONIX   485   or   equivalent).    Dual
trace   with  a   vertical   deflection   factor   of  at   least
5   mv   per   division,   and   a   sweep   rate   of   at   least   10
ns   per   division.

o      Two   lox   oscilloscope   probes   with   50   ohm   terminators.

o      One   lx   oscilloscope   probe   to   be   used   for   external
tr i88er ing '

o       Digital   Voltmeter    (DVM)     (TEKTRONIX   DM    501    or    equiva-
lent).    Range   of   -30   V   to   +30   V   with   at   least   0.1%
accuracy.    This   meter   needs   a   range   of   -30V   to   +600V
for   adjusting   the   display  module,   if   it   is   to   be
used   for   the   display  module   adjustment   procedure
too.

Adjustment   tool.    Non-conductive.   One   small   screwdri-
ver   about   5.0   inches   in   overall   length.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

o       Power   module    (TEKTRONIX   TM    503    or    equivalent).    Need-
ed    if   a    TEKTRONIX   DM    501    digital   mu].timeter    is   used.

o      Set   of  hand   tools   for   hardware   adjustment   checks.
Should   include   nut   drivers,   screwdrivers,   etc.

o       41XX   Logic    Extender   board    (TEKTRONIX   part   number
670-5291 -00 ) .

o      Ribbon   Extender    Cable.

o      Small   flash   light   --such   as   a   penlight.

P.rformance   Condltlons

EiF

-

Ziilii=

The   following   three   conditions  must   be  met   before   the
pedestal   can   be   adjusted   properly.    They  must   also   be  met
before   the   characteristics   and   performance   specifications
are   valid.

o      The   pedestal   must   be   adjusted   at   room   temperature   --
20   to   30   degrees   C   (68   to   86   degrees   F).

o      The   pedestal   must   be   connected   to   the   display  module
with   the   AC   Display   Power   Cord.    And   the   display
module   signal   cable  must   connect   to   J3000   of   the
ped estal .

o      The   terminal   --   both   pedestal   and   display  module   --
must   have   power   applied   for   at   least   20   minutes.

Inspection

W A, R N I H ®

Hazardous  voltages  are   present   in   the
terminal   clrcuitry.   Always   use   proper
servlclng   techniques  to   avoid   being
injured.   Only  quallfled   service  technl-
clans  should   perform   the   following   lns-
ectlon   procedure.   Before  doing   this
nspectl6n   procedure,    MAKE   SURE   THE

POWER    CORD   IS    DISCONNECTED   FROM    THE    AC
POWER    OUTLET.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

1.         Remove   the   cover   from   t,he   front   of   the   pedestal.
This   is   done   by   loosening   the   six   screws   shown   in
Figure    10-1    and   gently   pulling   forward   on   the
cover.   There   are   two   press-fit   fasteners   at   the
top  of  the   front   panel.

2.          Check   for   loose,   damaged,   or   improperly   mounted
hardware.

4.

5.

Make   sure   that   circuit   boards   are   installed   in   the
correct   slots.

Make   sure   t,hat   board   level   numbers   are   correct   and
that   circuit  modifications   are   installed   correct-
ly.

Make   sure   that   all   the   ground   straps   going   to   all
the   rear   connectors   are   screwed   tightly  to   the
chassis.

Check   all   wiring,   ribbon   cables,   and   harmonica
connectors   for   proper   installation.

Check   edge   connectors   and   Motherboard    insert   con-
nectors   for   damage.

Figure   10-1.   Pedestal   Front   Cover   Screw  Locations.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Inspect   for   the   proper   fuse   for   the   specified   line
voltage   and   that   the   voltage   range   indicator   is
properly   set   for   the   line   voltage   that   the   t.ermi-
nal    is   being   run   from.

On    any   extended    RAM   Options   (Options   24   though   28)
make   sure   the   jumpers   are   set   sequentially   from
RAM   board    to    RAM   board.    (one   jumper    per   board).
That   is,   one   RAM   board   will   start   at   a   certain
hexidecimal   address.    If   there   is   anotr,er   RAM   board
installed,   it   should   start   at   the   next   pin
designation   (where   the   previous   board   left   off).
Example,   if   there   are   four   optional   RAM   array
boards   installed,   the   first   board   should   have   the
jumper   set   on   the   bottom   set   of   pins,   the   secorid
board   should   have   the   jumper   set   on   the   second   set
of   pins,   and   so   forth,   on   up   to   the   fourth   set  of
pins   for   the   fourth   board.

Eiiili=

10.       On    the    RAM/FOM   board,    refer    to    schematics   A5-1,2,3
for   the   proper   settings   of   J122.  through   J128.
These   settings   should   be   factory  preset   for   t,he
factory   ROM's   and    should   not   have   to   be   moved.

11.       On    the   Vector   Generator   board,   there   should   be   NO
strap   on   J601.    A   strap   on   this   jumper   will   over-
ride   the   charge   pump   and   the   display   will   not   work
properly.

W A R N I N Gi

Hazardous   voltages   are   present   ln   the
terminal   circuitry  when   the   terminal   is
on.   Always   use   proper   service   techniques
to   avoid   being   injured.   Only  qualified
service   technicians   should   perform   the
following   adjustment   procedure.

P.d..t.I   AdJu.tfner)t   Procedure

Low  Voltage   Power   Supply

1.          Disconnected   the   ac   power   cord   and   remove   the
pedestal   front   panel.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

2.         Remove   the   pedestal.right   side   panel.    Pull   the
panel   out   from   the   bottom.    Use   a   flat-bladed
screwdriver   to   pry   the   panel   a   short   distance   from
the   frame.    This   panel    is   not   screwed   on   and
loosens   suddenly   when   pulled    far   enough   away   from
the   frame.

4.

5.

10-16

Insert   the   41XX   Logic    Extender   board    int,o    any   open
slot   in   the   card   cage.

+

Connect   the   ac    power   cord    again   and   t.urn   on   the
term in al .

` ,  ` `  `  `  , ` , ,\
)   C^uT'ON   (
\\\-,,---,,

Mal{e   sure   that   a   bright   spot  does  not
appear   on   the   screen  during   the   first
minute  or   so  of  operation.   If  a  bright
spot   does   appear,    TURN   THE   TERMINAL   OFF
IMMEDIATELY.    This   could   cause   a   phosphor
burn   and,   thus,   permanently  damage   the
crt.

NOTE

The   locations  of  the   following   test
points   are   printed   on   the   41XX  Logic
Extender   board,   along   with  the   signals
and  voltages  at  those   test   points.

Connect   the   positive   lead   of   the   DVM   to   TP   75   of
the   41XX   Logic    Extender   board.    This   is   the   +5   V
TP.    Use    TP   77    as   a   ground.

Adjust    R685   on   the   LVPS   board    for   a   value   of   5.105
V   to   5.115   V.    R685    is   adjusted    through   a   hole   in
the   chassis   on   the   upper   right   side.    Use   a   peri-
light   to   help   locate   R685.

Move   the    DVM   lead    to    TP   79    of   the   41XX   Logic
Extender   board   --the   +12   V   TP.    Make   sure   that   the
voltage    is   between   +11.88   V    and   +12.12   V.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURE:S

Move   the   positive   lead   of   the   DVM   to    TP   77    and   the
negative   lead   to   TP   5   --the   -5.2   V   TP.    Check   for
a   value   between   -5.05   V   and   -5.35   V.

Leave   the   positive   lead   of   the   DVM   at   TP   77,    and
move   the   negative   lead   to   TP    1.    Check   for   a   value
between    -11.88    V    and    -12.12   V.

NOTE

The   pedestal   power   supply  also   has   a   +24
V  regulated   supply.   This  voltage   ls  not
used   ln   the   standard   instrument.   If  op-
tions  42  or  43   are   installed,   this  volt-
age  can   be  checked.   Consult   the   Option
42/43   Service   Manual   for   this  voltage
check .

1C\.        Remove    the    DVM    leads.

ZEE

NOTE

In   the   following   peak-to-peak  voltage
(ripple  voltage)   checl{s,   the   signal  may
appear   quite  noisy  and   distorted,   but
should   remain   within   the   specified
to I er anc e a .

11.      Set   the   oscilloscope   as   follows.

Tri88erin8

o       Mode:
o      COuplin8
o      Source:
0      Slope:
o      Level: near   zero
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Channel    1

o      Volts/division:    50   mv/div
o       Coupling:          AC

Set   Time/division   to   10   us/div.

12.      Check   ripple   voltage   with   the   oscilloscope   at   the
voltage   test   points   for   the   following   values.

Test   point              Voltage        Ripple   value

13.

+5.11     V
+12.00    V
-5.2   V

Turn   off   the   terminal   and   replace   the   right   side
cover,   but   do   not   replace   the   front   pedestal   cover
or   remove   the   41XX   Logic    Extender   board.

INIT   and    PFAIL

1.         Set   the   following   oscilloscope   adjustments:

o       Triggering   mode:                                                    CH    1
o      Channel    1    Volts/division:                       2V/div
o       Channel    1    coupling:                                           DC
o       Vertical    Mode:                                                         CH   2
o      Channel   2   Volts/division:                       2V/div
o      Channel   2    coupling:                                          DC
o       Channel    2    signal:                                                  INVERT
o      Time/division:                                                       10ms/div

2. Attach   the   channel    1    oscilloscope   probe   to   TP   75
(+5.0   V)    on   the   41XX   Logic    Extender   board.

Attach   the   channel   2   oscilloscope   probe   to   TP   9
(INIT)    on   the   41XX   Logic    Extender   board.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Turn   on   the   terminal   while   watching   for   the   INIT
wave form   on   the.oscilloscope.    See   F`igure    10-2.

Verify   that   the   observed   pulse   is   at   least   40   ms
long .

II
'+

I

90

/I/
'1'`

I
10I

1'I

_„ I

Eiiil

2461 -5

Figure   10-2.    INIT   Wave form.

Set   the   following   oscilloscope   adjustments.

o      Trigger    source:                                   CH   2
o      Time/division:                                     0.2   ms/div

Turn   off  the   terminal   while   watching   the   oscillo-
scope    for   a   PDWN-INIT   signal.    See   Figure    10-3.    Do
not   disconnect,   the   oscilloscope   probes.
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2461 -6

Figure    10-3.    PDWN-INIT   Signal.

Set   the   following   oscilloscope   adjustments.

Trigger

o      Source:
0      Slope:
o      Level:

o n . ''

channel    1
'' _ ''
''Just   triggers   when   the   terminal   is

Set   the   time/division   to   1    ms/div.

Move   the   channel    1    probe   to   TP   7    (PFAIL-0)    on   the
41XX   Logic    Extender   board.

10.      Turn   on   the   terminal   and   allow   it   to   stabilize.
The   level   adjustment   may  have   to   be   adjusted   so
that   the   oscilloscope   is   triggered   properly.

11.      Turn   t,he   terminal   off   while   watching   the   oscillo-
scope    for   a   PFAIL   wave form.    See   Figure    10-4.
Verify   that   the   pulse   generated   is   a   minimum   of   2
ms.
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Figure   10-4.    PFAIL  Waveforn.

12.       Remove   the   oscilloscope   probes.

ZiiE

Eiiii=

Eilii=

D1!Play   Cor)troller   Board   Adjustments

NOTE

Since   the   Display  Controller   board   uses
a  display  pattern   for   adjustment,   this
adjustment   procedure   should   be  done  on   a
previously  adjusted   display  module.

1.         Turn   on   the   terminal.

2.           Press   the    LOCAL,    DIALOG,    and    SET    UP   keys   on    the
keyboard.   Make   sure   that   the   LED   light   in   each   key
is   on.

Type   the   letters   ''STA''.    This   command    (STATUS)
displays   the   terminal   parameters   in   the   dialog
area   of   the    screen.    Adjust   the    REFRESH   INTENSITY
control   on   the   display   if  the   message   is  difficult
to    see.    (Adjust   the    REFRESH   INTENSITY   so    that   it
is   just   below   storage   level.)
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

4.         Find   the   letter   a   in   the   status   message.    Use   the
vertical   thumbwheel   to   scroll   the   message.

5. Adjust   Rl   and    R3   on   the   Display   Controller   board
for   maximum   vector   closure   at   both   ends   of   a
vector.   The   letter   8   consists   of   a   good   number   of
vectors   to   work   with.    If   Rl   or   R3   is   adjusted   too
far,   a   bright   spot   appears   at   one   end   of  the
vector,   depending   on   which   resistor   is   adjusted.
Adjust   the   vectors   so   that   the   bright   spots   are
just   barely   perceptible.   Figure   10-5   shows   the
locations   of   81    and    R3.

NOTE

If  a  bright  dot  appears  and   Stores  while
th.   .dJu.tin.nt   1g  being  made,   erase   the
screen   and   display  the   status  message
again  before  continuing.   It   is  not  al-
ways   possible  to   ellmlnate   all   bright
spots  and   gaps  between  vectors  at   the
same   time.   Work   with   the   Display
Controller   board   adjustments   until   an
optimum   character   ls  obtained.
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Figure   10-5.    Display   Controller   Board   Adjustments.

V.ctor   Generator   Board   Adjustments

1.         Turn   off   the   terminal.

2.          Remove   the   ribbori   cable   from   the   Vector   Generator
board .

?J,

4.

Ziiiii=

Remove   the   Vector   Generator   board    from   the   card
cage   and    install    it   on   the   end   of   the   41XX   Logic
Extender   board.

Connect   the   extended   ribbon   cable   from   the   end   of
the   original   cable   to   the   end   of   the   Vector
Generator   board.
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5.         Turn   on   the   terminal.

6.         Use   Self   Test   to   display   the   main   Self   Test   menu
and   then   select   "display"   by   pressing   the   Fl   key.
See   Figure    10-6.

Figure    10-6.    SELF    TEST   and    MASTER   RESET   Buttons.

Position   the   writing   beam   to   X   and   Y   coordinates
0,0   by   pressing   the   F7   key.

NOTE

All   measurements   made   with   the   DVM   are
made   with  ground   as   the   reference.

Connect,   the    DVM   lead    t,o    TP   706    and    adjust    R425    (X
DAC   offset)    for   a   value   of   -4.950   V.    See   Figure
10-7 .
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Figure   10-7.   Vector   Generator   Board   TP   and
Adjustments   Locations.

9.           Move    the    DVM    lead    to    TP    716    and    adjust    R426    (Y    DAC
offset)    for   a   value   of   -4.873   Vdc.

10.       Position   the   writing   beam   to   X   and   Y   coordinates
1023,OFFF   by   pressing    the    F8   key.

11.       Move   the    DVM   lead    back   to    TP   706    and    adjust    R424
(X   DAC   gain)    for    a   value   of   +4.950   Vdc.

12.        Move    the    DVM    lead    to    TP    716    and    adjust    R427    (Y    DAC
gain)    for    a   value   of   +4.873   Vdc.

13.       Return   to   the   0,0   coordiriates   by   pressirig   the   F7
key.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

14.       Check   the   voltages   at    TP   706   and   TP   716   again   to
make   sure   that   they  match   the   adjusted   values   in
steps   9   and   10.    If   they  do   not  match,   readjust
R425    and    8426.    If   R425   and    R426    are   readjusted,
readjust    RJJ24    and    R1127    a    second    time.

15.      Set   the   oscilloscope   to   the   following   settings.

Trigger

o       Yode:
0      Slope:
o      Trigger   Source:
o      Level  :
0      COupling:

near   zero

Set   vertical   mode   to   CHOP
Set    CH    1    &   CH   2   V/division   to   0.5   V/div
Set    CH    1    &   CH   2   ac/gnd/dc    switches   to    DC
Set.   time/division   to   20   us/div
Set   Horizontal   Display   to   ''A"

16.       Insert   the   channel    1    test   probe   into   TP   502.
Insert   the   channel   2   test   probe   into   TP   525.
Connect   the   external   trigger   to   t.he   ABS-0   signal   -
-the   junction   of   R603   and    R604.

17.       Press   the   SHIF`T   and    Fl   keys   to   obtain   the   charge
pump   pattern.

18.      Adjust   the   slope   level   on   the   oscilloscope,   if
necessary,   towards   positive   triggering.   Observe   on
the   oscilloscope   a   pattern   similar   to   the   one   in
Figure    10-8.

19.       Note    points    1    and   2    on   Figure    10-8.    Adjust    R605   to
align   these   points   as   close   to   the   central   hori-
zontal   axis   as   possible.    See   Figure   10-9.

20.       Note    points   3   and   4    on   Figure    10-8.    Adjust    R704   to
align   these   points   as   close   to   the   central   hori-
zont,al   axis   as   possible.

21.       Repeat   steps   20   and   21    as   needed   until   the   best
compromise   between   points    1    &   2   and    3   &   4    --R605
and    R704   adjustments   --is   reached.    Note   that   R605
and    R70u    interact.
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NOTE

It   ls  not  possible  to  get  all   the  points
ln   a   perfectly  horizontal   plane   simulta-
neously.   The   optimum   adjustment   ls   a

od   compromise.   Watch   the   pattern   on
e  display,   while  observing   these

adJu!tmentB,   and   adjust   for   the  optlmun-
appearlng   vectors  on   the  display  while
adjusting   for   the  optimum-appearing   pat-
tern  on  the  oscllloscope.

22.      Turn   off   the   terminal.

23.       Remove   the   oscilloscope   probes   from   the   test
points   and   the   external   trigger   from   ABS-0.

24.       Remove   the   41XX   Logic    Extender   board    and    ribbon
cable,   and   push   the   Vector   Generator   board   into
its   proper   card   cage   slot.

25.      Replace   the   front   pedestal   panel.

This   completes   the   adjustment   procedure   for   the   pedestal.

DISPLAY   ADJUSTMENT    PROCEDURE

Introduction   to   the   Dlsplay  Adjustment   Procedure

The   following   adjustment   procedure  describes   the   adjustment
of   the   display  module   for   optimum   performance.    This   proce-
dure   is   also   used   to   check   the   perfo.rmance   specifications   of
the   display.   For   continued   optimum   performance,   check   --and
adjust   if  necessary   --every   1000   hours   of  operation   or
every  twelve  months   if  the   terminal   is   used   infrequently.

NOTE

In  order   to   adjust   the   instrument,   the
cabinet  cover   and   front   panel  must  be
removed.   See   the   cabinet  cover   and   front
panel   removal   and   installation  pro-
cedures   ln   Section   11.
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Test   Equipment   Required

Ziiili=

o      Oscilloscope    (TEKTRONIX   465    or    eq.uivalent).    Dual
trace   with   a   vertical   defection   factor   of  at   least   5
mv   per   division,   and   a   sweep   rate   of   at   least    10   ns
per   division.    Bandwidth    from   dc   to    100   MHz.

o       Digital   Voltmeter    (DVM)     (TEKTRONIX   DM    501    or    equiva-
lent).    Range   -30   V   to   +600   V   with   at   least   0.1%
accuracy.   Measurement   to   -6400   V   with    1¢   accuracy
(if   no   divide-by-10   high   voltage   probe   is   used)  .

o       TEKTRONIX   4631    Hard    Copy    Unit.    Used    for    adjusting
copy-making   circuitry   which  must   be   adjusted   if   the
terminal    is   used   with   a   Hard   Copy   Unit.

o      Adjustment   Tools.    Non-conductive.   One   screwdriver   at
least   10.0   inches   in   overall   length,   one   at   least
5.0   inches   in   overall   length,   and   a   third   1.0   to   2.0
inches   in   length.

o       Power    Module    (TEKTRONIX   TM    503    or    equivalent).    Used
with   the    TEKTRONIX   DM   501    Digital    Multimeter.

o      High   Voltage   Probe.   Divide-by-10   test   probe   used   in
measuring   the   high   voltage   supply.   Divide-by-100   or
divide-by-1000   probes   can   also   be   used    in   measuring
this   voltage.   The   DVM   should   be   adjusted   for   the
different   voltage   ranges.

o      Set   of  hand   tools   for   hardware   adjustment   checks.
Should   include   nut   drivers,   screwdrivers,   etc.

Performance   Condltlons

The   following   two   conditions  must   be  met   before   the   display
characteristics   and   performance   specifications   are   valid.

o      The   Display  must   be   adjusted   at   room   temperature   --
20   to   30   degrees   C.

o      The   Display  must   have   power   applied   for   at   least   20
minutes .
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Inspection

1.

2.

W A R N I N Gi

Hazardous  voltages  are  present   ln   the
terminal   circuitry.   Always   use   proper
servlclng   techniques  to   avoid   being   in-
jured  or  killed.   Only  quallfled   service
technicians   should   perform   the   following
lnspectlon  procedure.   Before  doing   this
lnspectlon   procedure,   MAKE   SURE   THE
POWER    CORD    IS    DISCONNECTED   FROM    THE    AC
POWER    OUTLET.

Check   for   loose,   damaged,   or   improperly  mounted
hardware.

Make   sure   that   circuit  boards   are   installed   in   the
correct   slots.

Make   sure   that   board   level   numbers   are   correct   and
t,hat  circuit  modifications   are   installed   correct-
ly.

Check   the   crt   and   shield   for   foreign  material   and
scratches.

Make   sure   the   crt   ground   straps   are   screwed   tight-
ly  to   the   chassis.

Check   all   wiring   and   harmonica   connectors   for
proper   installation.

Check   edge   connectors   and   Interconnect   board   pins
for   damage.

Check  the  crt   filter   for   proper   installation;
also,   make   sure   that   the   ground   clips   are   securely
fastened .

Make   sure   that   the   art   socket   is   properly  connect-
ed.
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10.       On   the   HV   &   Z-Axis   board,   make   sure   that   the   two
Z-Axis   jumpers   are   moved   to   the   Z-0   position
(inner   position).   Also,   make   sure   that   the   board
has   a    1   A   fast   blow   fuse   in   place.    The   location   of
these   two   jumpers   as   well   as   the   potentiometer
adjustments   is   shown    in   Figure    10-10.

Ziilii=

Figure   10-10.   I]1gh   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   Board   Straps
and   Adjustments.
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11.       On    the   Storage   board,   make   sure   that   the   VIEW
RESET   jumper    is   set   to   the   GB   (lower)    position,
and   also   t,hat   the   Z-TRU-Z   jumper   is   set.   to   the
TRU-Z    (lower)    posit,ion.    Set   the    NORMAL/TEST   jumper
to   the   ''N"    (top)    position.   For   the   ].ocation   of
these   straps,   the   test   points,   and   adjustments,
see   Figure    10-11.

Figure   10-11.   Storage   Board   Straps,   Test   Points,

and   AdJustments.
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12.       On   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board,    set   the   ANTI-
BURN   jumper    t,o   the    IN    (lower)    position.    Check   the
J311    and   J314   straps   for   proper    installation.    Make
sure   that   the   J199   4-pin   jumper   is   set   to   the   FAST
position.    And   make   sure   that   the   Hold   mode   jumper
is   set   to   the   IN   position   (toward   the   rear).   See
F`igure    10-12   for   a   diagram   of   the   Deflection
Amplifier   board   describing   the   straps,   test
points,   and   adjustments.

Deflection
Ampliller Board

ANTIBUFtN

STRAP

E§!§BIDI

§iE§
DDDq

ADjusTMENTS§£E§§

F)22e BDDgDD
11227 I

HOLD
STF`AP   =  5Ei    =    EIRE

0

J311  AND
J314  0(.Y
AXIS INTEflcHANGE)

Flgur.10-12.   Deflectlon   Ampllfler   Board   Straps,
Test   Points,   and   AdJustments.
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13.       On    t.he    Hard    Copy   board,   make    sure   that   the   harmon-
ica   plugs   are   correcly   installed,   and   that   no
parts   are   shorted   together.   Also,   make   sure   that
the   "Danger   Warning"    is   in   place   on   the   plastic
shield.    Check   the   attaching   screws   for   secureness.

14.       On    the    Low   Voltage    Power    Supply    (LVPS)    board,
check   the   cables   from   t.he   power   supply   to   the
Interconnect   board   for   defects.   Make   sure   that   all
wiring   is   fastened   securely.   Make   sure   that   the
line   fuse   is   securely   seated.   Also,   make   sure   that
the   following   fuses   have   the   correct   ratings   and
are   installed   correctly.    See   Figure   10-13   for   the
location   of  these   fuses.

F1€ur.10-13.   Low  Voltage   Power   Supply  Board   Fuse   Locations.
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WARNING

Hazardous   voltages  are   present   in   the
terminal   clrcuitry.   Always   use   proper
servlelng   techniques  to   avoid   being   in-
jured.   Only  qualified   service  techni-
cians   should   perform   the   following
adjustment   procedure.

Display   Adjustment   Procedure

Low  Voltage   Power   Supply

1.         Connect   the   terminal   power   cord   to   the   ac   voltage
so ur c e .

2.          Turn   the   terminal    POWER   switch   on.

C A 1' I I a W

Eiiiliil

Eiiiil

Eiiiii=

Observe  the  art   for   the   first  minute   to
ln.ure   that   the  beam   does  not  remain   ln
one  Spot  with  high  lntenslty  for  more
than   a   few  seconds.   This  would   cause   a
permanent  deterloratlon  of  the  art  phos-
phor   ln  that  spot.   If  a  brlgh't   spot
appears,   1mmedlately  turn  off  the   termi-
nal,

Erase   the   crt   by   pressing   the   PAGE   key.

4.          Connect   the   DVM   probe   to   the   +15   V   test   point   on
the   Interconnect   board.   The   voltage   test   points   on
the   Interconnect  board   are   all   located   in   the   rear
lefthand   corner   of  the   board.   For   a  more   precise
location  of  these   test   points  refer   to   the   Inter-
connect   board   schematic   located   in   Section   5   of
Volume   2   of   this   service  manual.

5.         Adjust   R166    (at   the   upper   right   of   LVPS   board)    for
a   value   of.   +14.97    to   +15.03   V.
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Check   the   +5   V   test   point   on   the   Interconnect
board   for   a   value   of   4.80   to   5.20   V.

Check   the   remaining   voltage   TPs   on   the
Interconnect   board   for   the   following   values:

-15V
+12V
-12V    (un
+20V    (un
_20V
+175V    (unregulated)
+290V    (regulated)
+490V    (unregulated)

-14.85    V    to    -15.15    V
no   tolerance   (about   +9   V)
no   tolerance   (about   -9   V)
no   tolerance
no   tolerance
no   tolerance
+287.0   V   to   +293.0   V
no   tolerance

Set   up   the   oscilloscope   --.5V/div,10   us/div,   ac
coupled   --   and   check   to   see   that   the   following
ripple   voltages   are   within   range.    These   are   mea-
sured   at   the   same   Interconnect   board   test   points
that   the   dc   voltages   were   measured   at.

+15V    (regulated
-15V    (regulated
+5V    (regulated)
+12V
_12V

+20V
-20V
+175V    (unregulated)
+290V    (regulated)
+490V    (unregulated)

High   Voltage   Check

10-36

W A\ R N I N G

5mv   p-p   max
5mv   p-p   max
10m.V    p-p   max
1.5V    p-p   max
1.5V    p-p   max
1.2V    p-p   max
1.2V    p-p   max
7.OV    p-p   max
100mv   p-p   max
5V   p-p   max

The   following  measurement   involves   a   po-
tentially   lethal   voltage.   USE   EXTREME
CARE    WHEN    MAKING    THIS    MEASUREMENT.

1.         Use   the   lox   high   voltage   probe   of   the   digital
voltmeter   to   check   pin   3   of  the   crt   for   a   value   of
-570.0   V   to   -630.0   V.    (The   actual   voltage   is   -5700
V   to   -6300   V).
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C A 1' T I a „

Star.ge   Board   AdJustments

The   +X,   -X   and   +Y,   -Y   signals   from   the
Vector   Generator  board   should   be  checked
lf  the   pedestal   was  not  adjusted   before
adjusting   the  display  module.   If  these
signals  are  not  adjusted   properly,   the
art  patterns  which  follow  are  not  posl-
tloned   on  the  crt  correctly.

All   the   test   points   and   adjustments   on   the   Storage  board   are
in   a   line   located   on   the   top   edge   of   the   Storage   boar`d.   For
the   location   of   these   points,   see   F`igure   10-11.

1.           Set    the    DVM   to    1    Kvdc.

2.          Connect   the   DVM   probe   to   TP   91    --   t,he   flood   gun
anod e .

-

Eiilii=

Check   for   a   voltage   of    142.5   V   to    157.5   V.

Connect   the    DVM   probe   to    TP   94.

Adjust   R295    (the   OP   LEVEL   adjustment   at   the   top
edge  of   Storage  board)    so   that   the   crt   gets
bright,   but   does   not   store.

NOTE

Overhead   llghtlng  may  affect  how  bright
the  art   seems  to   the  viewer.

6.         Note   this   voltage   as   the   OP   Level   voltage.

Remove   the   DVM   probe   from   TP   94   and    connect   it   to
TP    93     (CE-2).

Adjust   R198    (the   CE-2   adjustment   --at   the   top
edge  of  the   Storage   board)    so   that   the   flood   gun
pattern   is   within   1/16   inch   from   the   crt   target
edge,   that   is,   the   edge   of  the   phosphor.
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Note   this   voltage   --this   is   the   CE-2   voltage.
Then   remove   the   DVM   probe   from   TP   93   and    attach   it
to    TP   92.

10.       Adjust   8197    (the   CE-1    adjustment   --at   the   top
edge   of   the   Storage   board)    to   obtain   a   uniform
target   background   illumination.   Make   sure   the
corners  of  the   crt   screen   are   at   the   same   level   of
brightness   as   the   center.

11.       Check   for   oscillation   in   the   background   illumina-
tion.   If   background   oscillation   is   present,   read-
just   CE-1.    CE-1    is   typically   set   at   least   5   V
higher   than   CE-2.    Note   that   there   may   be   some
interaction   between    R196    and    R197.

12.       Connect   the   DVM   probe   to   TP   91    --the    flood   gun
anode.

13.       Press   the   PAGE   key   and   observe   that   the   screen
erases.

14.      Make   sure   that   the   flood   gun   anode   voltage   does
not   change   during   an   erase   of   the   screen.

Storage   Board   Erase   Wave forms

1.         Set   the   oscilloscope   to   the   following   settings:

o      V/div:                                               50V/div
o      Time/division   adjustment:      0.1   see/div
o      Source:

probe)
o      Trigger    Mode:
o     Trigger   level
o      ac/CND/dc:

channel    1     (using    lox

'' No r`m al ''
'' + ''

dc
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W A R N I N Gi

Always   disconnect   the   ac   power   cord   AND
vale  at   least   60   seconds  before  moving
the   test   jumper   on   the   Storage  board   or
moving   ANY   Jumpers   on   ANY   boards.    The
oapacltors  on   the   LVPS   board   discharge
to   a   safe   level   ln   60   or   MORE   seconds.
It   18  a   good   idea   to  monitor   the  +490   or
+290   V   supplies   with   the   DVM   as   they   are
discharging   as   added   safety  before
touching   the  boards  to   remove   the   Jum-
per S .

2.         Disconnect   the   ac   power   cord   and   wait   at   least   60
seconds   before   continuing.

lziE

Remove   the   test   jumper   (on   the   bottom   of   the
Storage   board)    from   the   ''N"   position   and   place   the
jumper    in   the   ''TEST"    position.    The    TEST   jumper   may
be   left   in   this   position   while  making   oscilloscope
wave form   checks   on   the   Storage   board,   but   must   be
moved   back   to   the   ''N"    position   when   making   voltage
checks   with   the   DVM.    If   the   jumper   is   not   used   in
the   ''TEST"   positiori,   the   crt   screen   must   be   erased
for   each   wave form.

4.         Connect   the   ac   power   cord   again   and   turn   on   the
terminal ,

Note   that   the   terminal   goes   into   Hold   mode   and
erases   every   three   seconds.

Set   the   oscilloscope   trigger   mode   to   ''AUTO''.

Adjust   the   oscilloscope   vertical   positioning   so
that   ground   reference   is   lined   up   with   the   second
graticule   line   from   the   bottom   of   the   screen.

Set   the    trigger   mode   to    ''NORMAL''.

Connect   the   oscilloscope   probe   to   TP   94.
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Figure   10-14.    Target   Erase   Wave form.

10.       Refer   to   the   target   erase   wave form   (Figure    10-14)
and   do   the   following:

a.         Verify   that   the   second   positive   going   ramp
(c)    is   between   600   and   900   ms   long.

b.

C.

Verify   that   the   most   negat,ive   portion   of  the
wave form    falls   between   0   V   and   +25   V.

Verify   that   the   pulse   height   (a)    is   135   V   to
165   V   above   the   OP   level.    For   example,    if   the
OP   level    is    150   V,    the   pulse   height   must   be
between   285   V    and    315   V.

11.      Set   the   oscilloscope   time/division   adjustment   to
20   ms/div.

12.       Observe   the    first   ramp   (b).

13.       Refer    to    the    second    wave form    (Figure    10-15)    and   do
the   following:

a.         Verify   that   the   time   between   pulses   is   85   ms
to    115    ms.
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b.         Verify   that   the   ramp   time   is   a   minimum   of   65
Also   make   sure   that   the   end   of   the   ramp

less   than   80%   of   the   OP   level   value
xample,    if   the   OP   level    is    150   V,    the

of  the   first   ramp   should   not   fall   below
(0.8    x    ,50    V).

EiiiE

F1€ure   10-15.   Target   Erase   Wave form   Enlarged.

14.      Set   the   oscilloscope   time/division   adjustment   to
0.5   ms/div.

15.      Adjust   the   oscilloscope   so   that   the   OP   LEVEL   trace
is  at   the   center   of  the   graticule.
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16.       Observe   the    pulse   wavef`orm    ([a]    of   Figure    10-14)
sho`wn    in    Figure    10-16.

17.      Verify   that   the   pulse   wave form   has   from   1.7   ms   to
2.3   ms   pulse   width,   measuring   from   half   way   up   the
rising   and   falling   edges   of  the   pulse.   This   mea-
surement   measures   both   positive   pulses.

Figure   10-16.    Target   Erase   Pulse   Wave form.

18.       Connect   the   oscilloscope   probe   to   TP   93.

19.      Set   the   oscilloscope   time/division   adjustment   to
50   ms/diy.

20.       Using   the   wave form    in   Figure    10-17,    do   the   follow-
ing:

a,

b.

C.

10,42

Verify  that   the   first   ramp  time   is  greater
than   70   ms.    Also,   make   sure   that   the   end   of
the   ramp   is   at   least   75   %   of   the   CE-2   level.
For   example,   if   the   CE-2   level   is   60   V,    the
end   of  the   first   ramp   should   not   fall   below
45    V     (60    V    x    0.75).

Verify   that   the   second   ramp   is   from   70   to   120
ms   long.

Verify   that   the   beginning   of  both   ramps   is
between   0   V    and    +15   V.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

d.        Verify   that   the   time   between   pulses   is   from
85    ms   to    115    ms.

Figure   10-17.    CE-2   Wave form.

21.       Connect   the   oscilloscope   probe   to   TP   92.

22.      Set   the   oscilloscope   time/division   adjustment
20   ms/div.

23.       Observe   the   wave form    in    F`igure    10-18   and   make
that   the   time   from   the   beginning   of  the   first
pulse   to   the   beginning   of  the   second   pulse   is
85    to    115    ms.
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`:`.,.;
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Figure    10-18.    CE-1    Wave form.

24.       Adjust   R95    (CE-1    pulse   control,   on   the   top   edge   of
the   Storage   board)    while   erasing   the   crt   and
observe   the   edges   of  the   crt   for   full   coverage.
Usually,    the   erase   covers   the   full   screen   when   R95
is   turned   fully   clockwise,   or   very   nearly   so.   If
no   change   is   noticed   during   this   adjustment,   leave
R95    adjusted    at   90%   clockwise.

25.       Adjust   R195    (the   CE-2   pulse   control,    at   the   top
edge   of   Storage   board)    while   erasing.    At   the   same
time,   make   sure   that   the   erase   extends   fully   to
the   corners   of  the   screen.

NOTE

The   OP   LEVEL,    CE-1,    and    CE-2   adjustments
interact.   Because  of  this,   slight
readjustment   of  the   OP   LEVEL,    CE-1    lev-
el,   CE-2   level,   and   CE-2   pulse   may  be
required   to  make   the   art   screen   look
right.   Readjust,   if  necessary,   for   prop-
er   background   appearance,   full   screen
target  coverage,   and   full   screen   eras-
ing.

26.      Turn   off   the   terminal,   disconnect   the   ac   power
cord,   and   wait   60   seconds   before   continuing.
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WARN'N®

Always   disconnect   the   ac   power   cord   and
walt  at   least   60   seconds  before  moving
the   test   jumper   on   the   storage  board   or
movlr)g   ANY   Jumpers   on   ANY   of   the   boards
The   capacitors  on   the   Low  Voltage   Power
Supply  board   discharge   to   a   safe   level
ln   60   or   more   seconds.   As   an   added
safety  measure,   it   is  a   good   idea   to
watch   the   +490   or   the   +290   V   supplies
discharge   using   the   DVM   while   the
display  ls   unplugged.

27.       Remove   the   test   jumper    from   the   ''TEST"    position
and   place   it   back   in   the   ''N"   position.

28.       Connect   the   ac   power   cord   again   and   apply   power   to
the   terminal.

Flood   Gun   Anode

1.          Cor)nect   the   oscilloscope   probe   to   TP   91    on   the
Storage   board .

2.         Set   the   oscilloscope   time/division   adjustment   to   2
ms/div .

Press   the   PAGE   key.    This   restarts   the   Hold   mode
timer .

4.         Verify   that   the   terminal   enters   Hold   mode   from   90
to    135   seconds   after   pressing   the   PAGE   key.

5.         While   the   terminal   is   in   Hold   mode,   refer   to   the
wave form    in    Figure    10-19.

a.         Verify   that   the   positive   pulse   is   12   to   16%
of   the   period   of  the   wave form.   This   repre-
sents   a   duty   cycle   of   12%   to    168.    It   may   be
eaisier   to   see   if  the   time/division   setting
on   the   oscilloscope   is   taken   out   of  the
calibrated   position   and   if  the   positive   and
negative   transitions   of  the   wave form   are
aligned   with   the   graticule  of  the   oscillo-
scope.    The   period   of   the   wave-form,   however,
must   have   a   real   time   of   8.3   to    12.5   ms.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

b.        Verify   that   the   most   negative   part   of  the
wave form    is   -15   V.

Figure    10-19.    Flood   Gun   Anode   Wave form.

Connect   the    DVM   probe    to    Pin    43    (DBUSY)    on    the
Interconnect   board.

Check   for   less   than   0.8   V    (TTL   low)    during   Hold
mod e ,

Remove   the   oscilloscope   probe   from   the   Storage
board .

Grid   Bias

1.

2.

4.

10,46

Disconnect   the   AC   power   cord    and   wait   60   seconds
before   continuing.

Change   the   ANTIBURN   strap   on   the   Deflection   Ampli-
fier   board    from   the   ''IN"   position   to   the   ''OUT"
po si t io n .

Connect   the   AC   power   cord    again   and    apply   power   to
the   terminal.

Use   the   cursor   for   the   following   adjustments.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

NOTE

For   the   location  of  the   following   High
Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board   adjustments,
Figure   10-10   is   helpful.

5.

-

Adjust    R429    (the   CRT   Bias   adjustment,   on   the   lower
right   of   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    slowly   clockwise
until   a   low   intensity   dot   appears   in   one   corner   of
the   cursor.    Re-trace   lines   should   appear   around
the   cursor   at   the   same   time.

Adjust   R288    (Center   Focus   adjustment,   on   the   upper
right   of   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    for   a   sharp,
focussed   dot.

Adjust   R429   until   the   dot   just   disappears.   Erase
the   display   if   the   dot   stores   while   making   the   CRT
Bias   adjustment.

Measure   the   voltage   at   the   upper   end   of   C429
(lower    right    side   of   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    with   the
DVM   and   adjust   8429   counterclockwise   until   the
value   increases   by   +5   V.

Disconnect   the   AC   power   cord   and   wait   at   least   60
seconds   before   continuing.

10.       Change   the    ANTIBURN   strap    from    the    ''OUT"    position
to   the   ''IN"   position.

11.       Connect   the   AC   power   cord    again    and    apply   power    to
the   terminal.

Normal   Iritenslty

1.         Connect   the   oscilloscope   probe   to   the   top   of   8246-
-the   20K   resistor   near   the   center   of   the   HV   &   Z
Axis   board.

2. Set   the   oscilloscope   volts/division   adjustment   to
10   V/div   and   the   time/division   adjustment   to   2
ms/div .
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Hold   down   a   character   key   in   order   to   repeat   the
key.

Adjust    R427   to   between   40    and   50   V   measuring    from
the   top  of  the   small   pulses   to   the   top  of  the
large   pulses.    See   Figure    10-20.    This   voltage   may
later   be   changed   to   accomodate   dropout   or   focus.

Figure    10-20.    Wave form   at   R246.

Orlgln   Shift

1.          Press   the    PAGE   key   eight   times   and   watch   the
cursor   move   down   and   to   the   left   seven   times.    The
eighth   time   it   returns   to   th.e   upper   right.   Adjust-
ing    the    REFRESH    INTENSITY   control   may   make    the
cursor   easier   to   see.

Frequency   Compensation

The   location   of   the   adjustments   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier
board   listed   in   the   following   section   can   be   found   by
referring   to   Figure    10-12.

1.         Display   the   X   COMP   pattern   by   using   the   Self   Test
procedure.    Adjusting    the    REFRESH   INTENSITY   control
may  make   this   pattern   easier   to   see.

2.

10-48

Adjust   R51    and    R150   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier
board    so   that   only   one   line   can   be   seen.    See
Figure    10-21.
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Flgur.10-21.   X  ar)d   Y  Axl!   Fr.qu.r)cy   Conp.rl.atlor)
Ad J ustm en t s .

Display   the   Y   COMP   pattern   by   using   the   Self   Test
procedure.

ZiiE 4.          Adjust    R69    and    R167   on   the    Deflection   Amplifier
board    so   that   only   one   line   can   be   seen.    Refer   to
Figure    10-21.

Calm,   Posltlonlng,   and   Geometry   (Including   Yoke   Adjustment)

NOTE

The   following   part  of  the   adjustment
procedure  requires  that   the   Display
Controller   board   has  been   adjusted.   If
it   has  not  been   previously  adjusted   be-
fore   starting   the   adjustment  procedure
for  the  display,   and   lt  ls  far  out  of
adjustment,   it  may  not  be   possible   to
check   for   gain,   positioning,   and   geome-
try.   To   adjust   this  board,   see   the   Dis-
play   Controller   board   adjustment
procedure.
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1.

10-50

Display   the   GAIN   pattern   by   using   the   Self   Test
procedure.   Note   that   this   pattern   alterna.tes   be-
tween   storage   and   Write-Thru   (refresh)   modes   if
the    SPACE   BAR   is   pressed.

Adjust   the    REFRESH   INTENSITY   control   --   on   the
bezel   --so   that   the   lines   do   not   store   in   Refresh
mod e ,

Adjust   t,he   yoke   using   a   5/16   inch   nut   driver.
Loosen   the   yoke   adjustment   nut   and   rotate   the   yoke
so   that   the   center   vertical   line   is  equidistant
from   both   the   left   and   right   edges   of   the   chassis.
For   example,   if   the   top  of  the   center   vertical
line   is   9.85   inches   from   the   right.   hand   side   of
the   chassis,   the  bottom   of  the   same   center   verti-
cal   line   should   also   be   9.85   inches   from   the   right
edge   of   the   chassis.    Conversely,   the   top   and
bottom   measurements   from   the   left   edge   of   the
chassis   should   be   the   same.    Since   the   chassis   is
mechanically   square,   the   vertical   line   should   now
be   lined   up   square   in   relation   to   the   chassis.   Use
a   staight   edge   to  measure   the   straightness   of  the
line.   This   line   should   be   as   straight   as   possible.

NOTE

trh.n   adjusting   the   gain   and   posltionlng
&dJu.tment.,   the   following   dlmenslons
Should   be  malntalned:
o   top  horizontal   line   should   be  about

3/4   Inch   from   the   edge  of  the
pho spho r ,

o   the  bottom  horizontal   line   should   be
about   1/21nch   from   the   phosphor
ed 8 e ,

o  the  left  vertical   line  should  be  3/4
inch   from   the   phosphor   edge,
and

o  the  right  vertical   line   should  be
about   1   1nch   from   the   phosphor
•d8e .
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4.

5.

Eiiiil

Adjust   8250    (the   Long   Axis   Positioning   control,   at
the   bottom   right   of  the   Deflection   Amplifier
board)    and    R250    (the   Long   Axis   Gain   control,    at
the   bottom   left   of   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board)
so   that   the   midpoint   of  the   left   and   right   verti-
cal   display   lines   are   the   same   distance   from   the
left   and   right   edges   of  the   crt   screen   (or   crt
filter) .

€£:u::pR::I:htt::  SE:rges;::t,:::±|#ii:::r3:;ra}
and    R67    (the   Short   Axis   Gain   control,    at   the   top
left   of   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board)    so   that
the   midpoint   of   the   top   and   bottom   horizontal
lines   are   the   same   distance   from   the   top   and
bottom   of  the   crt   screen   (or   crt   filter).

Adjust    R326    (the   Long   Axis   Geometry   control,    at
the   lower   center   of   the   Deflection   Amplifier
board)    for   the   straightest   top  horizontal   line
obta in ab i e .

Make   sure   that   the   bottom   horizontal   line   is
adjusted   so   that   any   deviations   of   the   line   fall
equally   above   and   below   a   line   placed   horizontally
through   the   middle.    A   clear    straight   edge   may   be
used    for   this   measurement.    The   deviations   above
and   below   this   horizontal   line   must   not   exceed
3/16   of   an   inch   on   either   side   of   the   horizontal
line.    If   the   bottom   display   line   does   exceed   3/16
of   an   inch   on   either   side   of  this   horizontal   line
due   to   excessive   deviation,   a   compromise   between
the   top   and   bottom   horizontal   lines   must   be   made,
while   trying   to   keep   the   top   line   as   straight   as
possible.

Adjust   R322    (the   Short   Axis   geometry   control,    at
the   lower   center   of   the   Def]ection   Amplifier
board)    for   the   straightest   lefthand   vertical   line.
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In   measuring   the   straightness   of  the   righthand
vertical   line,   as   in   measuring   the   straightness  of
the   bottom   horizontal   line,   pass   a   straightedge
vertically  through   the   righthand   vertical   line  of
the   display   pattern.   Any   deviations   of  the   display
line   should   fall   equally  or]   both   sides   of  the
straight   edge   and   should   not   exceed   1/8   of   an   inch
on   either   side  of  the   straight   edge.   If   the
display  line  does   fall   outside   these   limits,   a
compromise   can   be   made   bet,ween   the   lefthand   and
righthand   display   lines   while   trying   to   keep   the
lefthand   line   as   straight   as   possible.

NOTE

Adjusting   the  geometry  in   one   axis   af-
fects  the  gains  ln   the  other.   Readjust-
ments  ln   gain,   therefore,   are  necessary
when  making   geometry   adjustments.

Orthogonality

1.         Make   sure,   when   the   center   vertical   display   line
has   been   aligned,   that   the   center   horizontal   dis-
play   line   is   within   a   maximum   of   +,-1.2   degrees
deviation   from   90   degrees   in   relation   to   the
vertical   line.   The   angle   between   the   center
vertical   line   and   the   center   horizontal   line  must
not   be   more   than   91.2   degrees   or   less   than   88.8
degrees.

NOTE

A  compromise   between   the   line   straight-
ness  and   orthogonality  specification  nay
be  made   as  long   as  both   specifications
are  made   at   the   same   yoke   setting.
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Dynamic   Focus

1.         Display   the   GAIN   pattern   by   using   the   Self   Test
proced ur e .

2.         Attach   the   oscilloscope   probe   to   the   upper   end   of
R235   on    the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board    in    the   center.

3.          Adjust    R424    (the   Dynamic    Focus   control,    at   the
lower   center   of   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board)    so
that   th.e   lowest   portion   of   the   wave form   changes
less    than    2   V    as    R128    (CORNER   FOCUS    adjustment   --
HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    is   adjusted    from   one   extreme   to
the   other.    See   Figure    10-22.

4.          Remove   the   oscilloscope   probe.

Slu-0

1.

Ziiiil

Ziilii=

'                                                                1

I                                                                                                                                                   '
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ot                       =T,.... poln`..I,ou'd,,,y     .

:  I.a. than 2V when R424
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Figure   10-22.    Dynamic   Focus   Wave form.

Display   the   X   COMP   pattern   by   using   the   Self   Test
procedure.

2.         Set   the   oscilloscope   time/division   adjustment   to
20   us/div   and   the   volts/division   adjustment   to   2
V/div.    Set   the   slope   adjustment   t,o   ''-''.
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3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

FOcul

Dropout

1.

2.

4.

5.

10-54

Connect   the   oscilloscope   probe   t,o    Pin   36    (SLU-0)
on   the   Interconnect   board.

Check   for   a   TTL   pulse   --a   low   of   less   than   0.8   V
and    a   high   of   greater   than   4   V.

Remove   the   oscilloscope   probe.

Display   the   FOCUS   patt,ern   by   using   the   Self   Test
procedure.

Adjust    R288    (the    Center   Focus   adjustment,    at   the
upper   righ.t   of   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    for   the
sharpest   characters   at   the   center   of  the   crt   while
characters   are   being   displayed.

Adjust   fH28    (the   Corner   Focus   control,   at   the
lower   center   of   HV   &    Z   Axis   board)    for    a   com-
promise   aiming   at   the   sharpest   characters   at   all
four   corners   of   the   crt.   Po   this   while   characters
are   being   displayed.

Display   the   HARD   COPY   pattern   by   using   the   Self
Test   procedure   and   wait   21/2   minutes.

Bring   the   display   out   of   Hold   Node   by   pressing   the
SHIFT   key.

Ideally,    the   Harc!    Copy   pattern   should   not   have   any
breaks.    However,    if   breaks   occur,    increase   the   OP
LEVEL   adjustment   or    the    NORMAL    INTENSITY   adjust-
ment   or   both   in   5   V   increments   and    repeat   the   Hard
Copy   pattern   until    the   minimum   number   of   breaks   is
seen.    See   Figure    10-23   for   an   example   of   dropout.

Check   the    focus    again    if   NORMAL    INTENSITY
adjustments   are   made.

Check   the   CE-1,    CE-2,    display   gain,    and    position-
ing    adjustments   if   OP   LEVEL   adjustments   are   made.
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ADJUSTMENT     PROCEDURES

Make   sure   that   the   final   setting   of   the   NORMAL
INTENSITY   adjustment   does   not   exceed   55   V.    If   it
does   and   the   storage   specifications   cannot   be  met
by   adjusting   the   OP   LEVEL   adjustment,   collimation
voltages,   and   by   reducing   the   intensity   to   55V   or
less,     THE    CRT    SHOULD    BE    REPLACED.

Brlt.   Interlslty  atid   Defocus

1.         Display   the   DEFOCUS   pattern   by   using   the   Self   Test
procedure .

Eiili=

Eiii=

NOTE

This  pattern  has  both  focussed
and   defocussed   lines.   As   the
following   adjustment   is  made,
the   inside  set  of  lines  in  the
pattern   should   become  defo-
cussed.   Ideally,   a  defocussed
line   is  about   twice  the  width
of  the   focussed   line.

2.        Adjust   I"15   (the   Brite   Intensity  control,   at   the
lower   center   of   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    to    10   V
higher    than   the   NORMAL   INTENSITY   adjustment.    This
can   be   measured    at   R246   on   the   High   Voltage   and   Z
Axis   board,   the   same   place   that   normal   intensity
was   measured.    See   Figure    10-24.

Adjust   R34   (the   Defocus   adjustment,   at   the   lower
left   of   the   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   board)   while
the   characters   are  being   displayed   for   a   notice-
able  difference   in   characters.
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Flgur.10-23.   Dropout   and   Fade-Posltlve   Display   Effects.
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Figure   10-24.   Brite   Intensity   Pulse.

Eiili=

Eilii=

Write-thru  Intensity

1.          Exit   Self   Test   by   pressing   the   CONTROL   and    E   keys
at   the   same   time.

2.          Press   the   LOCAL   key.    The   LED   light   should    remain
lit.

Press   the   ESC   key   and    then   hold    the    CONTROL   and    Z
keys   down   at   the   same   time.   This   displays   a   set   of
crosshairs  on   the   sreen.   The   position  pf  the
crosshairs   can   be   controlled   by   the   thumbwheels  on
the   l{eyboard.

Turn   the    front   panel    REFRESH   INTENSITY   control
fully  counter-clockwise.

5.         Adjust   R227   (the   Write-thru   Intensity   adjustment,
at   the   lower   right   side   of   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)
so   that   the   cross-hairs  are   not  visible.   Turn   the
front   panel    REFRESH   INTENSITY   control   clockwise.
The   crosshairs   should   become   visible   and   should
store   when   the   control   is   turned   fully  clockwise.
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Hard    Copy

1.

2.

10-58

NOTE

The   Self  Test   patterns  are  used   for
adjusting   the   Hard   Copy  clrcuitry,   so
Self  Test  must  be  reentered.

Connect   a   4631    Hard    Copy   Unit   to   the   display
module,

Set   the    DVM   to   2   Vdc.

Display   the    HARD   COPY   PATTERN   by   using    the    Self
Test   procedure.

Press   the   HARD   COPY   key   on   the   terminal.

Check   to   see   that   the   crt   screen   decreases   in
intensity   during   the   hard   copy   scan.

Check   DBUSY   (pin   43   on   the   Interconnect   board)    for
a   TTL   low  of   less   than   0.8   V   during   the   hard   copy
SC an .

Adjust   R226    (the   Hard   Copy   Intensity   adjustment,
at   the   side   of   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    for   a
visible   sweep   which   does   not   store   on   the   screen
during   the   scan.   This   is   a   rough   adjustment.

Adjust   the   following   potentiometers   during   a   hard
copy   scan   so   that   the   sweep   length   and   position
correspond   to   an   area   1/4   inch   larger   than   the
pattern   being   hard-copied   --1/8   inch   larger   on
each   edge.

a.         R229    (the   Hard    Copy   Long   Axis   position,   at
the   lower   center   of  the   Deflection   Amplifier
board)  .

b. R426    (the   Hard    Copy   Short   Axis   position,   at
the   lower   center   of  the   Deflection   Amplifier
board)  .
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C,

d.

.-

Eiilii=

-

R228    (the   Hard    Copy   Short   Axis   gain,   at   the
lower   center   of  the   Deflection   Amplifier
board)  .

R227    (the   Hard    Copy   Long   Axis   gain,    at   the
lower   center   of  the   Deflection   Amplifier
board)  .

9.           Press    the    HARD   COPY   key.

10.       Adjust   R226    (the   Hard    Copy   Intensity   adjustment,
at   the   side   of   the   HV   &   Z   Axis   board)    to   its
optimum   point.   Adjust   it   to   be   as   bright   as
possible   without   storing   on   the   screen.

11.       Adjust   R26    (the   Hard    Copy   Threshold    adjustment,
center   of   the   Hard   Copy   Amplifier   board)    for   the
highest   contrast   copies   without   adding   extra
''noise"   markings.

12. Make   three   copies   and   compare   them   for   acceptabil-
ity.

NOTE

Hard   copy  acceptablllty  is  a   visual
judgement.   Some  things  to   look   for   are:

A.        Characters  that   look   whole  with  no
dropout  or   excessive  bleeding
(fllllng   ln).

C.

Vectors  with  no  more   than   three
breal{s   of  which  none   can   be   larger
than  the  width  of  a  line.

A  mlnlmum   of   ''noise"   markings   (ran-
dom   dark   spots).   Some   ''nolse"   may
be   acceptable.
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ADJUSTMENT    PROCEDURES

13.      If   the   hard   copy   is   not   acceptable,   slight   read-
justment   of   the   OP   LEVEL,    CE-1,    CE-2,    Normal
Intensity,   and   Focus   adjustments   may   improve   the
hard    copy.

14.       Record    the   OP   LEVEL,    CE-1,    CE-2   adjustment   values
and   the   crt   serial   number   on   the   crt   adjustment
tag.

15.       Erase   the   crt   using   the   PAGE   key.

16.      Turn   off   the   terminal.

17.      Replace   the   cabinet   cover   and   front   panel.

This   completes   the   adjustment   procedure   for   the   display
module.
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Section   11

MAINTENANCE

IITBODUCTI0N

This   section   is  `a   guide   to   all   routine  maintenance   of  the
standard   terminal.   This   includes  routine  maintenance   sche-
dules   and   maintenance   tips,   troubleshooting   tips   and   infor-
mation,   all   mechanical   assembly/disassembly   procedures   for
the   standard   terminal,   and   Self  Test   --what   it   is  and   what
it  tests.

SELF   TEST   DIAONOSTIC   PROOR^M

The   primary  troubleshooting   aid   for   the   terminal   is   the   Self
Test   diagnostic   program.   This   program   resides   as   firmware   in
the  terminal   and   is  designed   to   test   the   functioning   of  all
circuitry.   For   the  most   part,   Self  Test  does  not   use
circuitry  until   it  has  tested   it   first.   But  after  circuitry
has  been   tested,   the   Self  Test   routines  may  use   the   tested
circuitry.

A  subset  of   Self   Test   is   the   Power   Up   routine.   This   routine
runs   automatically  when   the   terminal   is   turned   on,   and
performs   an   abbreviated   check  of  the   various   circuit  modules
that  make   up  the   terminal   circuitry.   If  a  malfunction   is
detected   at   this   point,   a  malfunction  message  advises  the
operator.   The   4114   0perator's   Manual   describes   the  malfunc-
tion   messages   that   may  appear   during   the   Power   Up   routine.

The   service   technician   needs   to   use,   in   addition   to   the
Power   Up   routine,   the   Self  Test   routines   accessed   by
pressing   the   SELF   TEST  button.    Refer   to   Appendix   D,    Self
Test,   for   a  detailed   explanation   of  how  to   use   Self  Test   to
isolate  circuit  malfunctions.
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ROUTINE   MAINTENANCE

There   is  virtually  no   need   for   routine   servicing   of  the
terminal   except   for   an   occasional   cleaning   of  the   display
module's   face   and   other   outer   surfaces.   There   are   no   lubri-
cation   points,   air   filters,   or   vacuum   tubes   (with   the
exception   of  the   crt)  ,   and   the   solid-state   components   pro-
vide   stable  operation.

However,   if  routine   servicing   is  desired,   perform   the   fol-
lowing   maintenance   procedures   in   this   section.

Routine  maintenance   consists   of  cleaning   the   terminal,
inspecting   it,   and   checking   its   performance.   Routine   mainte-
nance   should   be   done   every   1000   hours   of  operation   or   six
months,   whichever   comes   first.

Clear)1ng

C^uTION

To   avoid  damage  to   the   plastics  used   ln
the  terminal,   do  not  use  cleaning   agents
that  col)taln  benzene,   toluene,   xylene,
acetone,  or   slmllar  cleaning   agents.

W^RNING

To   avoid   personal   injury,   ALWAYS   DISCON-
NECT   THE   AC    POWER    CORD   OF    THE   TERMINAL
FROM   THE   AC   OUTLET   AND   WAIT   AT   LEAST   60
SECONDS   BEFORE   CLEANING   THE    INSIDE   0F
THE   TERMINAL.

Clean   the   outside  of  the   instrument   using   a   soft   cloth
dampened   with   a   mild   detergent   and   water   solution.
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Remove   dust   inside   the   terminal   occasionally.   Dust   conducts
electricity  under   high-humidity  conditions   and   may  also
damage   components   by   preventing   the   necessary   heat   dissipa-
tion.   The   terminal   is   best   cleaned   with   a   vacuum   cleaner.
Remove   any   remaining   dust   with   a   soft-bristled   brush   (i.e.,
a   paint   brush)   or   a   cloth   dampened   with   a   mild   detergent   and
water   solution.   To   clean   narrow  spaces,   use   a   cotton-tipped
appl icator .

W A RI N I N G

If  a  dampened  cloth  1.  u.ed   for  cleaning
any  parts  of  the  terminal  that  are  only
acces8able  with  the  covers  removed,
extreme  care  ihould   be  tal{en  r)ot  to
leave  any  reDalnlng  Water  or  I)ol8tLif.e  lr)
the  lr]struDent  when  the  covers  are  relr)-
stalled.   This  sltuatlon  could   provide  a
potentially  lethal  shock  hazard  to  the
user  When  power   ls  applied   to   the  ln-
strunent.

For   cleaning   the   crt   face,   the   crt   filter  must  be   removed.
Refer   to   the   discussions   of   CRT   Filter   Cleaning   and   Replace-
ment   later   in   this   section.

Cleaning   the   Keyboard

This   procedure  describes   how  to   clean   off  the   residue   of
liquids,   such  as  coffee,   soft   drinl{s,   and   so   forth,   that
have   been   spilled   on   the   keyboard.

® J\ u I I 0 N

The   cleaning   procedure   uses  Water,
so   tr`y  to   avoid  getting   Water  on
speaker's,   paper  light  shields,   and
other  parts  !usceptlble  to  water
a ana8 . .
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C A t' I , a JV

Do  not  crush  or   Squeeze  the  exposed
capacltlve  pads  1r)  the  evltch
f r am e ,

NOTE

Drying  tin..  in.y  b.  .hart.n.a  by

5::::€r:1:fd:8£3€g::e: Eat iErd::n-
8rees  F) .

1.         Refer   to   the   Keyboard   Removal   procedure   in   this
section   in   order   to   separate   the   keyboard   assembly
into   the   printed   circuit   board   and   the   switch  and
frame   assembly.

2.        Wash   the   frame   assembly   thoroughly   in   clean,   lu-
kewarm   water.   Avoid   crushing   or   squeezing   the   foam
pad s .

Shake   the   excess   water   out   of   the   assembly,   and
set   it  on   blocks   to   dry  in   the   air   for   about   two
to   four   days.   Note   that   cleaning   off  the   residue
left   by   some   liquids  may   require  more   than   one
washing .

Wash   the   circuit   board   thoroughly   in   clean,
lukewarm   water.   Use   a   soft   sponge   or   cloth   to   dry
the   board.

Set   the   circuit  board   on   blocks   to  dry  in   the   air
for   about   one  day.

Reassembly   the   keyboard   assembly.

Visual   Inspection

Inspect   the   terminal   for   such  defects   as   broken   connections,
damaged   circuit   boards,   heat   damaged   parts,   tightness  of
screws   and   bolts,   and   the   proper   fuses.   The   crt  mounting
brackets  require   special   attention.   Refer   to   the   Crt   Re-
placement   Procedure   for   appropriate   details.
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The   corrective   procedure   for   most   visible  defects   is   repair
or   replacement;   however,   particular   care   must   be   taken   if
heat-damaged   components   are   found.   Overheating   usually   indi-
cates  other   trouble   in   the   unit.   It   is   important  to   correct
the  cause   of  overheating   to   prevent   recurrence  of  the
d amag e .

Adjustmer)t

If  desired,   the   adjustment   procedure   described   in   Section   10
may   be   done   during   routine   maintenance   to   verify   that   the
4114   is   operating   to   its   optimum   performance.   If   no   circuit
boards,   electrical,   or   mechanical   parts   have   been   changed,
readjustment  of  the   terminal   should   not  be   necessary.

TROUBLESHO0TING   INFORMATION

The   following   features  of  this  manual   aid   the   service
technician   in   troubleshooting   the   terminal.

Control!  and   Operation

Refer   to   the   following   sources   for   assistance   in   the  opera-
tion   of   the   4114:

o     Operating   Information   section   in   this  manual

o      4114   Computer   Display   Terminal   Operatorls   Manual

o      4114   Computer   Display   Terminal   Host   Programmers
Manual

o      4110   Series   Command    Reference   Manual

o      4110   Series   Programmers   Reference   Booklet
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Characterlstlcs

Refer   to   Section   2   for   information   about   user-verifiable
specifications  of  the   terminal.

Self  Test

This   provides   a   rapid   way  of  checking   the   standard   terminal
for   proper   operation.   Self  Test   primarily  uses  circuits   that
have  already  been   tested   as   it   completes  the   testing   of  the
terminal.   In   addition,   Self   Test   also   has   adjustment   pat-
terns   that   are   used   in   display  and   pedestal   adjustment   (see
Appendix    D).

To   troubleshoot   the   basic   terminal,   remove  all   option   cards,
then  check  the   operation   by  using   Self  Test.   If  a   failure
code   shows   up   on   the   keyboard,   look   up   the   failure   code   and
begin   troubleshooting   the   suggested   problem   areas.   If   Self
Test   works   in   the   basic   terminal,   install   option   cards  one
at   a   time   and   repeat   Self  Test   until   the   terminal   fails,
then   troubleshoot   the   last   installed   option  card   and   the
circuits   with  which   it   interacts.

Self  Test   is   also   helpful   in   troubleshooting   the  display  by
using   the   adjustment   patterns   to   trace   a   problem.

Block  Dlagraq)a  and   Clrcult   DlagraDs

These   diagrams   and   their   descriptions   provide   an   understand-
ing   of  terminal   operation   on   a   circuit,   and   where   necessary,
a   component   level.   This   information   is   basic   for   efficent
troubleshooting.   Block   diagrams   are   found   in   Sections   5
through  9,   the   Theory  of   Operations   sections  and   in   section
12.    Circuit   diagrams   (schematics)    are   found   in   volume   2   of
this   manual.
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Componer)t  Layout   Illustrations

These   appear   in   the   Schematic   Diagrams   section   (volume   2)
and   help   in   locating   the   components  on   the   circuit   boards

R.oonm.nd.d   Troubleshootlng   Equipment

A    41XX   Logic    Extender   board    (TEKTRONIX   part   number   670-5291-
00)   is   used   as   an   independent   plug-in   board   to   make   all
system   bus   signals   in   the   pedestal   available   to   the   techni-
cian   through  a   series  of  test   points   located   on   the  board.
The   41XX   Logic   Extender   boar`d   is   also   used   as   an   extender
for   other   circuit  boards.

A   voltmeter   with   a   dc   range   of   -30   V   to   +600   V   is
recommended.   If   a    lox   high   voltage   probe   is   not   used,   a
-6000  V   range   is   needed   for   troubleshooting   the   high  voltage
circuits.   A   10   MHz   bandwidth   oscilloscope   is   also   need.
These   two   test   instruments  are   useful   in   troubleshooting   the
voltage  and   logic   circuits.

A   set   of   hand   tools  may  be   needed   for   hardware   adjustments,
removal   of  cabinet   covers,   circuit   and   power   modules,   and
other  mechanical   assemblies   that  may  have   to   be   removed   in
the   course   of  terminal   repair.   A  good   set   of  hand   tools
should   include   nut   drivers,   screwdrivers,   pliers,   adjustment
tools,   sidecutters  and   so   forth.

PARTS    REPLACEMENT

Entire   circuit   boards,   including   all   soldered-on   components,
can   be   replaced.   Mechanical   assemblies   can   also   be   replaced.
Part  numbers  are   listed   in   the   Electrical   Parts   List   and   the
Mechanical   Parts   List.
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All   circuit   boards   in   the   display  module   are   mounted   with
machine   screws   or   bolts.   To   remove   the   various   circuit
boards,   refer   to   the   major   module   removal/replacement
procedures.   The   Low   Voltage   Power   Supply   Circuit   board   is
located   in   the   Power   Supply  module,   while   the   Deflection
Amplifier,   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis,   Storage,   and   Intercon-
nect   boards   are   located   in   the   circuit   module.   The   Hard   Copy
Amplifier  board   is   located   in   the   crt  module.

Most   circuit   boards   in   the   pedestal   can   be   easily  removed   by
simply  pulling   out   on   the   circuit   board   tabs   and   sliding   the
circuit  boards  out   of  the   card   cage.   Exceptions   to   this   are
the   pedestal   power   supply,   the   keyboard,   the   Motherboard,
and   the   Motherboard   Extender,   which   are   held   in   by  machine
screws   or   bolts.

Connectors

Connectors   for   multi-pin   connections   have   their   jack  numbers
on   the   circuit   board.   On   both   the   connectors   and   circuit
boards,   Pin    1   is   indicated   by   a   small   arrow.   When   discon-
necting   cable   connectors   from   circuit   board   jacks,   note   the
jack   numbers   and   connector   color   for   reassembly.   The   connec-
tors  are  color-coded   to   coincide   with   the   last  digit  of  the
appropriate   jack   number.

This  does  not  refer   to   any  connectors  external   to   the
Display   Module   or   Pedestal,   such   as   the   pedestal   to   display
signal   cable,   the   pedestal   power   cord   (and   display   power
cord),   host   computer   connections,   and   the   hard   copy
connecting   cord.
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Fuses

The   display  module   has   fuses   on   the   Low   Voltage   Power   Supply
(LVPS)   board,   the   High   Voltage   and    Z   Axis   board,   and   on   the
rear   panel.   All   fuses   are   readily  accessible   with   the   cover
removed .

The   LVPS   board   (in   the   display  module)    has   a   total   of   seven
(7)   fuses.   The   output   voltage   and   fuse   value   is   printed
under   the   fuses.   Fused   power   supplies   are   listed   under   Low
Voltage   Power   Supply   in   Section   10.

The   pedestal   only  contains  one   fuse,   the   line   fuse,located
on   the   rear   panel.   The   fuse   size   for   the   operating   voltage
is   indicated   on   the   rear   panel.

A   table   of  all   the   terminal   fuses   appears   in   Table   11-1.

W A\ R N I H ®

Before  replacing  the  fuses,  disconnect
the   pover  cord   from   the   power   source  and
vale  one  minute  for   the  supplies  to
discharge  to  a  safe  level.   Capacitors  ln
the  power   supply  are  discharged   to  a
save  voltage  level   after  one  Dlnute.
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Table    11-1

4114   FUSES

Clrcult  Board Fuse Fuse   Size

Low   Voltage   Power F30 0.15   A   fast
Supply   (Display F35 0.25   A   fast
Mod ul e ) F137 0.15   A   fast

F139 2.00   A   fast
F141 2.00   A   fast
F144 5.00   A   slow
F146 4.00   A   slow

High   Voltage   and F21 1.00   A   fast
Z   Axis   board    (Display
Module)

Rear   Panel   of   Display F5001
Module

220   V/240   V 2.00   A   slow
100   V/120   V 4.00   A   slow

Rear   Panel   of   Pedestal F3001

220   V/240   V 5.00   A   fast
100   V/120   V 10.00   A   fast

a.fl lc ond uc to r a

Replacement   semiconductors   should   be   of  the   original   type   or
a   direct   replacement.   If   a   replacement   transistor   is  made  by
a   different  manufacturer,   check  the  manufacturer's  basing
diagram   for   correct   basing.
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W^RN'NG

Adequate  safety  precautlofi8  should  be
observed   when  bar)dllng   slllcon  grease.
Slllcon  grease  can  cause  severe  eye  lr-
rltatlon.  Wash  hands  thoroughly  after
use,

There   are   many   high-power   semiconductors   located   on   heat
Sinks   at   the   back  of  the   terminal.   These   are   insulated   from
the   chassis   by  mica   insulators.   The   insulators   have   silicon
grease   applied   to   both   sides   to   improve   heat   dissipation.
Apply  silicon  grease   to   replacement   components   before   in-
stallation .

REMOVAL/REPLACEMENT   PROCEDuflES   --   DISPLAY   MODULE

C,bln®t

Cabinet   Cover   Removal

1.         Disconnect   the   ac   power   cord   at   the   rear   of  the
display  module   in   order   to   remove   the   cover.

2.         Remove   the   seven   screws   on   the   rear   panel   of   the
display  module.   Four   are   along   the   bottom   of  the
rear   panel   (in   a   line),   two   are  on   the   sides  of
the   rear   panel   --one   on   each   side,   about   two
inches  above   the  bottom   of  the  cabinet  --   and   the
seventh   is   next   to   the   J5005   connector.   With   these
seven   screws   removed,   the   cabinet   is   ready   to   be
r emov ed .

Remove   the   cover   by  sliding   it   back   until   it   is
free  of  the   guiding   tracks.

C.bin.t  Cover  In.tallatlor)

Reverse   the   above   procedure   to   replace   the   cover   of  the
display  module.
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Front   Cover   Removal

Remove   the   cabinet   cover   as   outlined   above.

Remove   the   four   screws   which   hold   the   front   cover
in   place.   These   are   located   on   the   front  of  the
frame,   two   on   each   side.   This   frees   the   front
Cover ,

Disconnect   the   Refresh   Intensity   wires   from   J35   on
the   Interconnect  board   and   thread   them   through   the
slot   in   the   frame   as   the   front   cover   is   removed.

Front  Coy.r  Initallatlon

To   install   the   front   cover,   reverse   the   above   procedure.

See   Figure   11-1   for   the   locations   of  the   following   assem-
blies.
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FICure   11-1.   D1!play   Module   A8seDblle8.

NOTE

Remove  the  cabinet  cover   and   front  cover
from  the  display  module  first  ln  order
to  remove  the  clrcult  and   power  d]odules,
all  the  clrcult  boards,  and  the  crt.
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Low  Voltage   Power   Supply   Module   Removal

1.         Disconnect   the   display  module   from   the   ac   power
so ur c e .

2.         Remove   the   main   power   interconnect   cable   from   J32
on   the   LVPS   board   and   pass   it   through   the   hole   in
the   left   side  of  the   power   supply  module.

Remove   the   +   and   -wires   from   the   solid   state
relay   and   pass   them   through   the   same   hole   on   the
left   side   of  the   Power   Supply  module.

4.         Remove   the   two   screws   from   the   top   right   edge   of
the   module,   which   connect   the  module   to   the
chassis .

5.         Remove   the   screw  on   the   bottom   of   the   module   next
to   the   main   power   cord   socket.

Remove   the   two   screws   on   the   bottom   front   of  the
module ,

Completely   loosen,   but   do   not   remove,   the   four
main   transformer   mounting   bolts.

The   Power   Supply  module   is   now   free   of  connections
to   the   chassis.   To   remove   it,   lift   the   Module   up
slightly  and   then   pull   it   back  free   from   the
chassis .

Low  Volt.g.  Pow.r   Supply  Module   In8tallatlon

To   install   the   LVPS  module,   reverse   the   removal   procedure.
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Low  Voltage   Power   Supply   Board   Removal

It   is   not   necessary   to   remove   the   LVPS  module   to   remove   the
board.   Carefully  note   where   all   the   connectors  connect   to
the   board   before   removing   the   board.   A  detailed   procedure
follows .

1.         Remove   the   circuit   board   interconnect   cables   from
J1,    J32,    J43,    J134,   and   the   two   power   transformer
leads   which   are   connected   to   two   clips   marked   C111
(next   to   the   LVPS   fuses).

2.         Remove   the   screw   from   the   bottom   edge   of   the
filter   capacitor   holding   bracket.   This   is   screwed
into   the   LVPS   module.   This   bracket   can   then   be
removed   by   sliding   the   bracket   out   and   away   from
the   filter  capacitors.

Remove   the   two   mounting   screws   holding   the   circuit
board   to   the  module.   These   are   located   next   to   J32
and   the   C111    connectors.

4.         The   board   is   now   free.    Remove   it   by   sliding   the
board   upward   and   free   of   the   Power   Supply  module

Low  Voltage   Power   Supply  Board   Installation

Reverse   the   above   procedure.

®AUT'ON

It   18  possible  to  reverse  the   P32  and
P43   connectors  when   lnstalllng   the   LVPS
board.   If  this  ls  done,   the  display
module  Day  be   serlou8ly  damaged.
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Clrcult   Module

Clrcult   Module   Removal

1.         Disconnect   the   display  module   from   the   ac   power
S0urCe,

2.         Remove   the   connector   from   J35   on   the   Interconnect
board .

Remove   the   connectors   from   J130,    J131,    and   J132
from   the   Hard   Copy   Amplifier   board.

Remove   the   yoke   wires,   which   are   connected   to   J56
and   J66   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board.

Remove   the   crt   plug   from   the   rear   of  the   crt.

6.         Remove   the   main   power   interconnect   cable   from   the
Interconnect   board   (J80).

Remove   the   +   and   -   solid   state   relay  wires   from
the  +   and   -   terminals  of  the   solid   state  relay  on
the   Power   Supply   module.

Remove   the   screw  on   the   left   side   of  the   circuit
module,   next   to   the    CENTER   FOCUS   adjustment.

Screws   holding   the   circuit  module   to   the   chassis
that   need   to   be   removed.   They  are   located:

a.        On   the   bottom   back   right   of  the   module.

b.        On   the   bottom   left   front  corner   of  the  mo-
dule.
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C.

d.

On   the   bottom   back   left   of   the   module.   This
screw  also   acts   as   a   ground   lug   for   the   wire
coming   from   J35   of   the   Interconnect   board.

On   the   bottom   right   center   of   the   module.
This   screw  also   goes   through   the   circuit
board   guide   support.

10.       The   circuit   module   is   now   ready   to   remove.    Remove
the  module  by  lifting   slightly  upward   while   slid-
ing   the   module   bacl<   and   away   from   the   chassis.

Clrcult  Modul.  If)itallatlof)
Reverse   the   removal   procedure   to   install   the   circuit   module
assembly.

Storag.   Board   A8sembly   Removal

1.         Remove   the   retaining   bracket.   This   is   held   on   by
two   screws   and   a   nut.

2.         Remove   the   two   screws   from   between   the   cooling
fins  of  the   left-hand   section  of  the  heat   sink.

Disconnect   the   cables   from   J3  and   J4   --   if  not
done   previously.

4.         Pull   up   firmly  on   the   Storage  board   assembly   and
remove   it   from   the   circuit   module.

Storage  Board  Assembly  Installation

Reverse   the   removal   procedure   to   install   the   board,   being
careful   to   align   the   circuit   board   guides  and   interconnect-
ing   pins  correctly.
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Deflectlon   Ampllfler   Board   Assembly   Removal

1.         Remove   the   four   screws   from   between   the   cooling
fins  of  the   right-hand   section   of  the   heat   sink

2.         Remove   the   cables   from   J56   and   J66   --   if   not
already  disconnected.

Pull   up   firmly  on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board
assembly   and   remove   it   from   the   circuit   module.

D.fl.ctlon   Ampllfler   Board   A8sembly  Installatlor)

Reverse   the   removal   procedure   to   install   the   assembly.   Be
careful   to   align   the   circuit   board   guides  and
interconnecting   pins  correctly.

High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis   Assed)bly   Removal

1.        Loosen   the   retaining   screw   from   the   center   top  of'the   assembly.

2. Disconnect   the   crt   socket   connector   from   the   art--
if  not  done   in   a   previous   step.

Pull   up   and   remove   the   assembly   from   the   Circuit
module,

Int.rconnect  Board   Removal

1.         Remove   the   Circuit   module.    See   Circuit   Module
Removal   earlier   in   this   section.

2.

11-18

Remove   all   the   circuit   assemblies   attached   to   the
Interconnect   board   --if  not   already  removed.

Remove   the   four   screws   securing   the   circuit   board
guide   support.   Two   are   on   the   outside   of   the
bracket,   below  the   adjustment   holes,   and   two   are
on   the   opposite   side   of  the   guide  bracket.
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Turn   over   the   circuit  module   base.

Remove   the   remaining   circuit   module   base   screws.

Remove   the   Interconnect   board   assembly.

OTE

R.f.r  to  App.ndlx  A  for  a  deflnltlon  of
$1gnals  on  the  pln8  of  the  Interconr)eat
board  and  the  ScheDatlc8  dlagran  8ectlon
ln  volume  2  of  thl8  nor)ual   for  a  diagram
of  the  board  itself .

Int.rconflect  Board  In®tallatlon

Reverse   the   removal   procedure   to   replace   the   Interconnect
board .

Crt   Module

Ziilil

Crt  Filter   Cleaning

To   clean   the   crt   face  and   the  back  of  the  crt   filter,   remove
the   entire   crt   filter   assembly.   Refer   to   Figure   11-2   for   the
locations  of  the  crt   filter   assembly  parts.
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Flgur.   11-2.   Crt  Flit.r  Brack.t  and  Hardwar..

1.         Disconnect   the   display  module   from   the   ac   power
source.

W AI R N I N ®

The  four  f)ut®  .thlch  secure  th.  r.-
talnlng   Strap  bracl{et  are  the  or)1y
means  of  art  support.   With  these
7/16-inch  nuts  removed,   the  art
could   slip  out  of  the  chassis.   Im-
plosior)  of  the  crt  could   possibly
injure  the  service  technician.

2.         Remove   the   nuts   on   the   four   corners  of  the   retain-
ing   strap   bracket   with   a   7/16-inch   wrench.

3.         Remove   the   locl{   and    flat   washers   from   the   same
bol ts .
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W A\ R N I N G

The  filter  a8Sembly  le  not  rlgld
and  requlre8  a  certain  amour)t  of
support.   Avoid   scratching  or   strlk-
1ng  the  crt  vlth  the  filter  removed
because  of  the  posslblllty  of
lmploslon.   Implosion  of  the  art
could   injure  the  service  technl-
clan ,

4.         Loosen   the   four   posi-drive   head   bolts   which   hold
together  the  crt  filter  retaining   strap.

Pull   the   filter   assembly  firmly  forward   from   the
crt.

Clean   the   crt   face   and   the   filter's  rear   side   with
a   soft   cloth   and   a   solution   of  mild   detergent   and
water ,

Dry   with   a   soft   cloth.

Reverse   steps   1   through   5   to   replace   the   crt
filter   assembly.

Clean   the   front   side  of  the   filter.

Crt  Flit.r  Replacement

Replacement   requires   removing   the   art   filter   from   the   frame
assembly.

1.

2.

Disconnect   the   display  module   from   the   power
so ur c e .

Loosen   with   a   5/16-inch   wrench   the   nuts   holding
the   four   crt   filter   clamps.   Refer   to   Figure   11-2
to  locate  the  crt  filter   parts.
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Remove   the   two   upper   crt   filter   clamps   --   leave
the   ground   clip  holders  mounted   on   the   filter
retaining   strap   assembly.

4.        Ease   the   top  of  the   filter   away   from   the   crt.
Grasp  the   filter   firmly  and   lift   it   up  and   out   of
the   lower   crt   filter   clamps.

5.      :::a:r:h:if:::  :ftEh:  :::ta::.:Bea:gd:r::i:t::nt::
mild   detergent   and   water.   Dry  both   with   a   soft
c loth .

6.        Handle   the   filter   only  on   the   edges   during   instal-
lation.   Replace   the   crt   filter   by  carefully  slid-
ing   the   filter   bottom   down   between   the   ground
clips   and   the   crt   filter   clamps.

Make   sure   that   the   bottom   ground   clips   are   flush
against   the   lower   rear   edge  of  the   crt   filter   and
have   not   been   dislodged.

Press   the   top  of  the   crt   filter   back  against   the
upper   ground   clips.

Attach  the  crt   filter   clamps   to   the   filter   retain-
ing   strap.

10.      Make   sure   that   the   crt   filter   is   centered   in   the
retaining   strap.

11.      Press   the   crt   filter   clamps   firmly  against   the
filter   so   that   they  are   flush  with  the   filter.
Using   a   5/16   inch   wrench,   tighten   the   nuts.

12.      Clean   the   new  crt   filter   face   and   dry  with   a   soft
cloth .
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WARNING

Crt   Replacement   Procedure

The  crt  nay  lnplode  lf  lt  1.  Struck
or   Scratched.   Avoid   handling   the
crtb the  neck.   Wear   protective

ng   and   a   face   shield  when
r,8  the  crt.

Replacing   the   crt   safely  requires   removing   the   crt  module
and   the  crt   shield,   with   the  crt   filter   attached.   The
display  module   should   be   placed   on   a   stable   work   area   or
desk  top,   with   adequate   space   that   allows   the   crt   to   be
removed   with  no   danger   of  the   crt   falling   from   the   work  area
to   the   floor.

1.         Disconnect   the   display  module   from   the   ac   power
so ur c e .

2.         Prepare   a   secure   place   with   a   soft   cushion   or   foam
pad   to   accept   the   crt  module   after   removal.

4.

6.

Disconnect   the   crt   plug   from   the   rear   of  the   crt
and   remove   the   plug   wires   from   its   retaining
c 1 am p .

Disconnect   the   yoke   wire   connectors   from   J56   and
J66   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   and   remove
them   from   the   retaining   clamp.

Disconnect   the   connector   plugs   to   J133   and   J134   on
the   Hard   Copy   Amplifier   board.

Carefully  turn   the  display  module   so   that   it   is
resting   on   its   side   and   remove   the   three   screws   on
the  bottom   front  of  the  cabinet   which  hold   the  crt
shield.   These   three   screws   are   in   a   line.

Turn   the   display  module   back   on   its   base   and
remove   the   four   remaining   screws   (two   on   each
side)   which   hold   the   crt   shield   in   place.   Refer   to
Figure   11-3   for   the   locations  of  these   screws.
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1 1,24

Figure   11-3.   Side-View  of  the   Display  Module.
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W^RN'N®

The  crt  and   8hleld   af.e  now
phy81cally  dl.connected  from  th.
chassis,  and   lt  ls  possible  for  the
art  as.eDbly  to  ®11p  out  of  th.
chassis.  I]andle  the  art  vlth  care
because  lt  may  lmplode  lf  lt  ls
•cratch.a,  .truck,  or  dropped.

The   crt   and   shield   can   now  be   removed   by   gently
pulling   forward   on   the   crt   shield   assembly.

Lift   the   crt  module   away   from   the   chassis   and
place   it   on   the   soft   cushion   or   foam   pad   prepared
in   step   2.    See   Figure    11-4.

-

Eiili=

10.      Loosen   and   remove   the   two   ground   straps   --one   on
each   side  of  the   crt.

11.      Remove   the   crt   filter   by   removing   the   four   7/16
inch  nuts   and   accompaning   washers   and   loosening
the  bolts   which  hold   the   two   halves  of  the   crt
filter  retaining   strap  together.   The   filter  assem-
bly  comes   off  by   pulling   forward.
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Figure   11-4.   Crt   Module.
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W A A JV J JV a

In  the  following  step,  use  care  to
prevent  the  art  module  from  falling
forvard  out  of  the  shield.  The  crt
tDay  lDplode  and.injure  the  service
tee hn lc 1 ar) .

12.      While   holding   the   crt   in   place,   tilt   the   crt
shield   assembly   forward   by   placing   one   hand   on   the
top  of  the   crt   and   shield.   While  doing   this,   hold
the   crt   in   place   to   keep  it   from   slipping   out   of
the   shield.   With   the   other   hand,   hold   the   neck   of
the   shield   so   that   the  crt   is  resting   face  down   on
the    foam   pad.    (See   Figure    11-5.)

13.      Lift   the  crt   shield   straight   up  and   off  the  crt,
being   careful   to   avoid   the   yoke   adjustment   nut.
(See   Figures    11-4   and    11-6.)    Thread   the   socket
wires   and   the   cables   through   their   respective
hol es .

I-

W A\ R H I 1\ G

The  crt  band  ls  for  lDploslon  pro-
tection  and  must  not  be  removed.
The  crt  Day  lDplode  and. cause  seri-
ous  injury  if  lt  is  scratched  or
struck  severely.   Avoid  undue   force
when  handling  the  art  near  its
neck .
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11 -28

Figure   11-5.   Tlltlng   the   Crt   Module   Forward.

14.      Remove   the   yoke   assembly   by   loosening   the   the   top
screw  --inside   cover   --and   slightly  speading   the
clamp   while
Figure    11-6

if ting   the   yoke   off  the   crt.   (See

15.      Place   the   old   crt   in   a   shipping   carton
immed iatel y .

16.      Place   the   new  crt   in   the   same   secure   padded   area
and   have   the   crt  connections  on   your   left,   with
the  crt  cables  attached   to   the  crt   placed   to   the
1 eft .

17.      Place   the   yoke   on   the   crt   neck   with   the   yoke   cable
in   the   rear,   the   adjustment  nut   in   the   front,   and
the   clamp   screw  on   the   right.    (See   Figure    11-6.)
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YOKE CLAMP

usE#8'BEy8EENPl'B$3vAL\
YOKE CLAMP ADJUSTMENT Nut

#JSED FOFt PAFtTIALOTATION OF YOKE;
A CALIBFIATION ADJUSTMENT)

HARD COPY ANPLIFIEFt
BOARD CABLE

(DRESSED TO THE LEFT)

GFtouND WIRE

CFIT SOCKET PLUG

YOKE CABLE
(roiNTiNG Out TO "E F]EAF])

GROUND VWRE

Flfur.11-6.   Crt  .nd  Yolt.  A...bbly.
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18.      Make   sure   that   the   crt   neck   tape   is   visible   above
the   yoke   assembly   and   that   the   assembly   is   flush
against   the  crt.

19.      Tighten   the   top   clamp   screw   on   the   yoke   assembly.
(See    Figure    11-6.)

20.      Route   the   yoke   cable   connectors   toward   the   front
of  the  crt.

21.      Orient   the   crt   shield   with   the   yoke   adjustment
access   opening   facing   the   user.

22.      Grasp   the   crt   shield   firmly,   and   gently   slide   it
down   over   the   crt,   while   passing   the   cables   and
ground   connectors   back   through   the   proper   shield
Openings .

23.      Holding   the   new  crt   and   shield   firmly,   tilt   it
back   on   the   foam   pad   so   that   the   assembly   is
resting   on   the   front   and   on   the   neck  of  the
shield .

24.       Reconnect   the   ground   straps.

25.      Clean   the   face   of   the   new  crt   and   the   underside   of
the  crt   filter   with  a   solution   of  mild   detergent
and   water.   Dry   with   a   soft   cloth.
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26.      Replace   the   filter.   Center   the   bolts   through   the
holes  of  the   retaining   strap  brackets   to   insure
maximum   alignment  of  the   crt   --   the   crt   is   not
tilted   in   the   shield.

27.      Tighten   the   7/16-inch  nuts   and   the   retaining   strap
bolts .

28.      Put   the   crt  module   back   into   the   frame.   The   yoke
adjustment   slot   should  .be   facing   up.

29.      Replace   the   seven   screws   that   hold   the   crt   shield
in   place,   two   on   each   side   and   three   on   the   bottom
of  the   cabinet.

30.      Reconnect   the   wiring   to   the   Hard   Copy   Amplifier
board,   the   crt   plug,   and   the   yoke   wires   to   the
Deflection   Amplifier   board.

31.      Make   sure   that   the   J311   and  .J314   connectors   are   in
the   proper   position.   See   Selecting   X-and   Y-Axis
Inputs   in   this   section.
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Reconflgurlng   the   CAT  Module

Reconfiguring   the   crt  consists   of  rotating   it   180   degrees.
There   are   two   ways   to   do   this;   the   first   method   is   recom-
mended .

In   the   first   method,   the   yoke   is   loosened   and   ends   up   in   a
position   rotated   180   degrees   with  respect   to   the   crt,   but   in
the  original   position   with  respect   to   the   chassis.   Readjust-
ment   of   the   yoke   is   required.    (See   "Display   Adjustment
Procedure"   in   Section    10.)   This   method   allows   for   yoke
adjustments   in   the   future,   since   the   yoke   adjusting   nut   is
left   facing   up   and   is   easily   accessible.

The   second   method   rotates   the   crt   with   the   yoke   attached.
Rotating   the   art   this   way  eliminates   the   need   to   readjust
the   yoke   after   rotation,   but   the  major   drawback   is   that   the
yoke   cannot   be   readjusted   because   the   yoke   adjusting   nut
faces   down   and   cannot   be   reached.   This   method   requires   two
electrical   changes   to   the   J311   and   J314   jumpers   on   the
Deflection   Amplifier   board.   These   changes   alter   the   X   and   Y
deflection   inputs.

Method   1    (Rotating   the   Yoke  on   the   CRT)

W A\ R N I N G

Reposltlonlng  the  art  ln  this  manner
requires  that  the  art  be  removed   from
the  chas81s.   If  the  crt  ls  scratched  or
dr.opped,1t  may  lmplode,   possibly  re-
8ultlng  ln   serlou.   1rljury.   Her)dle  the
art  with  care  to  avoid  this.
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To   rotate   the   crt   180   degrees,   while   also   rotating   the   yoke
allowing   for   further   yoke   adjustments,   use   the   following
pr o a ed ur e :

1.

2.

4.

6.

Remove   the   cabinet   and   front   cover   and   disconnect
the   ac   power   cord   to   the   display  module.

Remove   the   crt   from   the   chassis   and   then   remove
the  crt   shield   from   the  crt   using   the  crt
replacement   procedure   in   this   section.   Perform
steps   1-13   in   the   crt   replacement   procedure.

Loosen   the   yoke   assembly   by   loosening   the   top
screw   (inside   cover).    Rotate   the   yoke    180   degrees
and   tighten   the   top   screw   (inside   cover).   Refer   to
Figure   11-6   for   the   location   of  this   screw.

Make   sure   that   the   crt  neck  tape   is   visible  above
the   yoke   assembly   and   that   the   assembly   is   flush
against   the  crt.

Replace  the  crt  shield   after   rotating   it   180
degrees   from   its  original   position   with   respect   to
the   chassis.   If  done   correctly,   the   yoke   access
opening   faces   up   when   the   crt   and   shield   assembly
is   reinstalled   in   the   chassis.   Be   sure   to   pass   the
crt  cables   through   the   proper   openings   when   set-
ting   the   shield   down   over   the   crt   and   yoke.

Hold   the   crt  and   shield   firmly  and   tilt   the
assembly   back   on   the   foam   pad   so   that   it   is
resting   on   the   bottom   of  the   front   and   neck  of   the
shield .

Reconnect   the   ground   straps.

Clean   the   face  of  the   crt   and   the   inside  of  the
crt   filter   with  a   solution   of  mild   detergent   and
water.   Dry   it   with   a   soft   cloth.
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Install   the   filter.   Center   the  bolts   through  the
holes  of  the   retaining   strap  brackets   to   insure
maximum   alignment   of   the   crt.   The   crt   is   not
tilted   in   the   shield.

10.      Place   the   crt  module   back   into   the   frame.   The   yoke
adjustment   nut   and   corresponding   slot   should   be
facing   up.

11.      Replace   the   three   bottom   screws   and   the   four   side
screws   which   were   removed   in   steps   6   and   7   in   the
crt   replacement   procedure.

12.       Connect   the   plugs   to   J133   and   J134   on   the   Hard
Copy   Amplifier   board.   The   wires   that   connect   to
J133   and   J134   may   not   be   long   enough   since   they
come   out   of  the   crt   shield   on   the   opposite   side
now.    If   this   happens,   rotate   the   Hard   Copy   Ampli-
fier   board   180   degrees,   so   that   the   wires  connect-
ed    to   J133   and   J134   can   reach.

13.       Connect   the   yoke   wire   connectors   to   J56   and   J66
and   insert   the   wires   into   the   retaining   clamp.

14.      Connect   the   crt   plug   to   the   rear   of  the   crt.   It   is
now  turned   180   degrees   from   its   original   position.
Insert   the   wires   into   the   retaining   clamp.

15.      Since   the   crt   has   been   rotated   in   the   yoke,   the
yoke   must   be   readjusted.   See   "Display   Adjustment
Procedure''    in   Section    10.

16.      After   readjusting   the   yoke,   install   the   cabinet
cover   and   front   cover.
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Method   2   (No   Rotation   of  the   Yoke)

NOTE

Rotation  of  the  crt  u.1ng  thli  method
does  not  allow  for   further  yoke
adjustDents  since  the  yoke  adjustment
nut  faces  dolm  and   ls  I)ot  ea81ly  accesl-
ble,

Vy A A „ ' JV a

Reposltlonlng  of  the  art  requires  that
the  art  be  removed   from  the  chas81s.   If
the  crt  ls  scratched  or  dropped,1t  Day
lmplode,   possibly  re8ultlng   ln   serious
injury.   Handle  the  art  with  care  to
avoid  this.

Eiii
To   rotate   the   crt   180   degrees   without   loosening   the   yoke,
use   the   following   procedure:

1.         Disconnect   the   display  module   from   the   ac   power
source .

2.         Remove   the   cabinet   and   front.  cover   Refer   to   the
cabinet   and   front   cover   removal   procedures   in   this
section .

4.

5.

Disconnect   the   crt   plug   from   the   rear.  of  the   crt
and   remove   the   plug   wires   from   their   retaining
c 1 am p .

Disconnect   the   yoke   wire   connectors   from   J56   and
J66   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   and   remove
them   from   the   retaining   clamp.

Diconnect   the   connector   plugs   to   J133   and   J134   on
the   Hard   Copy   Amplifier   board.

6.         Remove   the   crt   ground   straps   from   the   crt   shield
through   the   holes   provided   in   the   chassis.
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Gently  pull   forward   on   the   crt   and   filter.   Thread
the   socket   wires   and   cables   through   their   respec-
tive   holes.   When   the   crt   and   yoke   are   clear   of   the
chassis,   rotate   the   assembly   180   degrees   and   place
the   assembly  back   into   the   chassis   and   shield.
Thread   the   wires   and   cables   back   through   the
holes.   Note   that   the   ground   straps   must   go   through
the   opposite   holes   that   they   were   removed   from.

Connect   the   two   ground   straps.

Center   the  bolts   through  the   holes  of  the   retain-
ing   strap  brackets   to   insure   maximum   alignment   of
the  crt,   the  crt  is  not  tilted   in   the   shield.   Put
washers   and   nuts   back  on   all   the   bolts.   Tighten
the   four   nuts.

10.      Connect   the   wiring   to   the   Hard   Copy   Amplifier
board,   the   crt   plug,   and   the   yoke   wires   to   the
Deflection   Amplifier   board   If   the   wires   that
connect   to   J133   and   J134   on   the   Hard   Copy   Amplifi-
er   board   do   not   reach   to   their   connections,   turn
the   Hard   Copy   Amplifier   board    180   degrees.    The
wires   should   now   reach.

11.       The   connectors   on    J311    and   J314    (Deflection   Ampli-
fier   board)   must   now  be   changed   to   compensate   for
the   yoke   rotation   of   the   crt   See   Selecting   X   and   Y
Axis   inputs,   and   Figures    11-7   and    11-8.

12.      Replace   the   cabinet   cover   and   front   cover.
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Selecting  X  and   Y  Axle   Inputs

The   deflection   inputs   can   be   wired   to   provide   compatibility
with   the   crt   configuration.    Two   2-pin   connectors   (J311   and
J314)   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   are   used.   See
Figures   11-7   and   11-8   for   illustrations  of  the   connector/crt
orientation.   Corner   A  represents   the   starting   point   for
alphanumeric   writing   in   standard   (or   factory   preset)   hori-
zontal   format.   Note   the   placement   of   corner   A   in   the   two
illustrations,   and   its   relation   to   the   settings  of   J311   and
J314.    Use   the   arrows   on   both   the   circuit   board   and   the
connectors   for   reference   to  make   the   deflection   input
connector   changes.

Eiiii

Eiiiliil

rlfur.11-7.   lt.I)d.rd  Horlzor)t.I  Form.t.
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Figure   11-8.   180  D.gree   Rotation  Horizontal   Format.
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REMOVAL/REPLAC"ENT   PROCEDURES--PEDESTAL

NOTE

The   following   removal/replacement  pro-
cedures  are   for   a  standard   ter`mlnal
pedeStal  with  r]o  option.1n.t.ll.a.   If
the  terminal   has  any  options  installed,
a.e   the  option  manual(s)   for   (possibly)
different  removal/replacement  pro-
cedures.

Cabinet

Eillii=

Eziiii=

Front   Cover   Removal

Access   to   the   card   cage   and   circuit   boards   is   gained   by
removing   the   front   cover.

The   front   cover   (underneath   the   keyboard)    is   held   on   by   six
screws,   three   on   each   side.   After   removing   these   screws,   the
front   cover   is   free   of  the   chassis   and   can   be   removed.    (See
Figure    11-9.)
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Figure   11-9.   Removing   the   Front   Cover.

A.ar   Panel   Removal

The   rear   panel   is   removed   by   unscrewing   eleven   screws
holding   it   to   the   chassis.   Removing   this   panel   exposes   the
edge   connectors   and   their   wiring   at   the   rear   of  the   card
cage.    (See   Figure    11-10.)
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Flgur.11-10.   A.Dovlng   the   Rear   Pan.I.

.iE

Eiiliil

Eiiii=

Side   Cover   Red)oval

The   side   covers   are   removed   by   gently   pulling   outward   at   the
bottom   of  the   panel.   Once   the   bottom   is   free,   the   top  of  the
panel   is   gently   pulled   free.   Three   ''cover   retainers"   --
snap-in   fasteners   --hold   each   panel.   No   screws   hold   the
panels  on   to   the   pedestal   chassis.

Cabinet   Top   Removal

The   cabinet   top   provides   the   only   access   to   removal/repair
of   the   main   power   switch   on   the   standard   terminal.

1. Remove   the   display   power   cord    (at   J3002)   and   the
plug   at   J3000   from   the   rear   of   the   pedestal.   This
frees   the   display   from   any   connections   with   the
pedestal .
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2.         Remove   the   display   module   from   the   top   of   pedes-
tal.   Set   it   on   a   stable   surface   in   a   safe   place.

4.

Remove   the    front   cover.    (See   Figure    11-9.)

Remove   the   two   covers   underneath   the   keyboard.    One
is   fastened   by   thirteen   screws.   Remove   this   cover.
The   second   cover   is   held   by   six   screws   --   three   on
each   side.    Remove   this   cover.    (See   Figure    11-11.)

Figure   11-11.   Two   Covers   Below   Keyboard.
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5.         Remove   the   seven   screws   that   hold   the   cabinet   top
on.   Four   are   located   in   the   four   corners   of   the
cabinet   top   --recessed   about    1.5   inches   in   from
the   bottom   of   the   cabinet   top.   The   last   three
screws   are   located   in   a   line   on   the   rear   of   the
trim   grill,   pointing   upward   and   screwed   into   the
cabinet   top.    (See   Figure    11-12.)

Figure   11-12.   Trim  Grill   and   Cabinet   Top   Screw   Locations.

6.         The   cabinet   top   is   now   free   of   the   chassis   and
ready   to   remove.    Remove   by   gently   sliding   the
panel   back   and   upward,    away   from   the   chassis.
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Keyboard   Removal

1.         Remove   the   cover   directly   underneath   the   keyboard.
It   ,is   fastened   by   thirteen   screws.    (See   Figure   11-
11.)    This   exposes   the   bottom   of   the   keyboard.

2. Remove   the   Jl   and   J2   connectors   --these   attach   to
the   thumbwheels.   Also   remove   the   connector   at-
tached   to   the   speaker   (J3),   and   the   ribbon   cable
attached   to   the   rear   of   the   keyboard   (J4).   See
Figure    11-13.

Remove   the   five   screws   holding   the   keyboard   in
place,   while   supporting   the   keyboard   so   that   it
does   not   fall.   The   keyboard   is   now   free   and   can   be
removed   from   the   chassis.

Plfur.11-13.   Renovlf)g  th.  K.ybo.rd.
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Power   Supply   Module

Power   Supply   Removal

1.         Turn   off   the   terminal   and   remove   the   ac   line   cord
from   the   ac   power   source.

2.         Remove   the   ac   line   cord   which   goes   to   the   display
module   at   J3002.

Remove   the   front   cover   as   shown   in   Figure    11-9.

4.         Remove   the   plugs   that   attach   to   the   fans   or   any
disk  drive   units   that   may  be   installed.   Note   the
way   the   plugs   are   removed    from   the   power   supply.

5.         Remove   the   ON/OFF   connector   to   the   Inverter   board
through   the   hole   in   the   backplate   of  the   power
suppl y .

6.         Disconnect   the   ten   spade   lugs   from   the   power
supply.   The   four   red   wires   are   +5   V,   the   four
black   wires   are   the   +5   V   return,   and   the   violet
wires   are   the   -5   V   supply.

Disconnect   the   connectors   labeled   ''to
Motherboard",   ''to   Flexible   Disk   Drives",   and   ''to
Reset,   Self   Test   buttons''.

Remove   the   two   screws   that   pass   through   the   cross-
bar.   These   screws   connect   to   the   power   supply   and
are   located   at   the   front  of  the   pedestal.

Remove   the   eight   screws   on   the   back   of   the   heat
sink   which   hold   the   power   supply   in   place.    Six   of
the   screws   are   in   the   first   groove   from   the   left
and   right   edges   --three   on   each   side.   The   last
two   screws   are   located   in   the   second   grooves   from
the   left   and   right   edges   --   the   lowest   screws   in
that   groove.    (See   Figure    11-14.)

10.      Remove   the   power   supply   by   pulling   it   straight
back   and   away   from   the   chassis.
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Flgur.11-14.   Pover   Supply  H.at.1r)k.

Power  Supply  Installation

Install   the   power   supply   in   the   reverse   order   of  the   removal
procedure .

Ir)verter   Board   Removal

NOTE

A  Small   wattage   soldering   iron  must   be
us.d   for   Inverter  board   and   Regulator
board   removal.   Have  one  available  before
performing   these   procedures.

1.         Remove   the   power   supply   as   instructed   in   the
''Power   Supply   Removal"    procedure.    Set   the   power
supply  so   that   it   is  resting   on   its   rear   heat
sink,   positioned   on   a   stable   work   area.
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2.

-

-

Remove   the   aluminum   inverter   shield.    There   are
three   screws   on   the   heatsink   and   three   screws   on
the   backing   plate.    (See   Figures    11-14   and    11-15.)

Flgur.11-15.   B.okpl.t..

Disconnect   P63   and    P65.    P63   is   on   the   back   of   the
Inverter   board.

4.         Unsolder   the   two   wires   from   the   line   filter.   The
brown   wire   is   in   the   ''L"   hole   and   the.  blue   wire   is
in   the   ''N"   hole   on   the   Inverter   board.
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6.

Unsolder   the   three   wires,   one   black   and   two   grey,
which   come   from   the   transformer.    Unsolder   these
wires   at   the   Inverter   board.   Upon   reassembly,   the
black   wire   should   go   to   the   center   hole.

Remove   the   square   pin   plug,    P68.

Remove   the   two   screws   holding   the   switching
transistors  and   plastic   shield   covers   to   the   heat-
sink.    See    Figure    11-14.

Remove   the   nine   screws   that   hold   the   Inverter
board   in   place.

Turn   the   power   supply   over   so   that   the   Regulator
board   is   facing   down   and   gently  lift   the   Inverter
board   straight   up.   The   six   electrolytic   capacitors
come   out   with   the   board.

Inverter  Board  Installation

The   Inverter   board   is   installed   in   the   reverse   order   that   it
is   removed.   Additional   items   that   are   needed   for   installing
the   board   are:

o      Heatsink   compound    (silicon   grease).
o      Eutectic   solder   (rosin   core).
o      Rosin   cleaner   and   and   acid   brush.
o      A   pair   of   longnose   pliers.
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NOTE

When  lnstalllng  the  plastic   shield  over
the  swltchlng  translators,  tighten  the
two   screws  alterr)ately  to   insure  even
pressure  on  the  translstor8.   The  plastic
8hleld  ihould  lie  against  the  white  alu-
Ilna  insulator  for  its  complete  length.
Tighten   the   screws   snugly,   but   I)0  NOT
TIGHTEN   EXCESSIVELY.    This   may   crack   the
tram sl stor s .

When   lnstalllng   the  one  black  and   two
grey  wires   (transformer   wires) ,   the
black  wire   should   be   posltloned   ln   the
center  hole.

Regulator   Board   Removal

EiiE

I-

Eilii=J

1.         Remove   the   power   supply   as   instructed   in   the
section   entitled   ''Power   Supply   Removal''.    Place   the
power   supply   so   that   it   is   resting   on   the   heatsink
on   a   stable   work   area.

2.

4.

5.

Remove   the   regulator   shield.   There   are   three
screws   on   the   heatsink   and   three   on   the   regulator
shield .

Disconnect   P82   at   the   Regulator   board.

Remove   the   six   screws   holding   the   transistors   to
the   heatsink.   Do   not   disturb   the   alumina   insula-
tors  or   lose   the   insulating   washers.

Unsolder   the   inductor   lead   going   through   hole   ''H''.
This   wire   connects   to   the   anode   of  the   diodes.

6.         Unsolder   the   two   black   leads   which   run   from   the
transformer   to   the   cathodes  of  the   diodes.
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7.         Unbolt   the   transformer   secondary   wires   --   in   the
yellow   sleeves   --from   the   diode   cathodes   using   an
offset   screwdriver   and   a   1/4-inch   wrench.

Unsolder   the   wire   from   the   inductor   on   the   Regula-
tor   board   at   hole   ''A''.

Unsolder   the   three   wires   in   holes   X,    Y,   and   Z.
These   are   located   on   the   back  of   the   board.

10.      Unsolder   the   three   wires   from   the   transformer   to
the   back  of   the   Inverter   board   (one   black   and   two
grey   wires).   When   installing   the   Regulator   board,
the   black   wire   must   be   soldered   in   the   center   hole
on   the   Inverter   board.

11.       Remove   the   nuts   from   the   transformer   bracket   on
the   back   panel.

12.       Remove   the   six   screws   holding   the   back   panel   in
pl ac e .

13.       Remove   the   eight   screws   holding   the   Regulator
board   in   place.

14.      Lift   the   Regulator   board   straight   up   and   away   from
the   power   supply  module.   The   transformer   comes   out
with   the   Regulator   board.

I.gul.tor  Bo.rd  In!tallatlor)

To   install   the   Regulator   board   in   the   power   supply,   reverse
the   steps   of  the   removal   procedure.   Additional   items   that
are   needed   for   installing   the   board   are:

o      Solder.
o      Heatsink   compound   (silicon   grease).
o      Rosin   cleaner   and   an   acid   brush.
o     A  pair   of   longnose   pliers.
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Card   Cage

Card   Cage   Removal

1.         Remove   the   front   cover   and   rear   panel   as   shown   in
Figures    11-9    and    11-10.

2.         Remove   all`circuit   boards   from   inside   the   card
cage   and   any  cables   attached   to   these   circuit
board s .

Unplug   the   connectors   at   J17   and   J19   on   the
Motherboard   and   the   connector   at   J19   if   the   Moth-
erboard   Extender   is   installed   (option   40).

ZiilliE

Eiilii=

4.         Remove   two   screws   that   pass   through   the   crossbar.
Two   of   the   screws   connect   the   power   supply   to   the
chassis  --   if  the   tablet   interface  option   is
installed   (options   13   or   14),   there   are   two   more
screws   in   this   crossbar,   making   it   a   total   of   4.

5.         Remove   the   cable   from   the   power   supply   which   goes
to    the    SELF    TEST   and    MASTER    RESET   buttons.

6.         Remove   the   plugs   which   go   to   the   fans   or   any   disk
drive   units   that   may   be   installed   (option   42   or
43).    Note   the   way   these   plugs   are   removed.

Remove   the   ON/OFF   connector   through   the   hole   in
the   back-plate   of   the   power   supply.

Remove   any   44   pin   backets   connected   to   the   rear   of
the   card   cage.   Be   sure   to   disconnect   the   bracket
which   is   attached   to   the   card   cage   and   not   just
the   44   pin   connector.    See   Figure    11-16.
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Flgur.   11-16.   44  Pin   Conn.ctor   and   Brack.t.
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Remove   the   eleven   screws   which   hold   the   inside
rear   panel   to   the   chassis.   Note   that   three   of
these   screws   are  a   different   size   than   the   other
eight.    See    Figure    11-17.

Flfur.11-17,   R.movlr)I   th.   In.1d.  A..r   P.r).I.

10.      Remove   the   whole   upper   rear   assembly   as   a   unit   --
with   the   power   supply   and   rear   connectors   attached
--by   pulling   it   straight   back   and   away   from   the
chassis.   The   interconnecting   cables   come   free   with
this   assembly.

11.       Remove   the   twelve   screws   holding   the   card   cage   in
place   --   eight   in   the   rear   of  the   card   cage   and
four   in   the   front.

12.      Pull   the   card   cage   through   the   rear   of   the
pedestal   until   it   is   free  and   clear   of  the
chassis .
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Card   Cage  Ir)8tallatlon

Reverse   the   card   cage   removal   procedure   for   installation,
providing   the   inside   rear   panel   has   already   been   removed.   If
the   rear   panel   and   inside   rear   panel   are   still   attached   to
the   chassis,   these   must   be   removed   before   the   card   cage   can
be   installed.

CAUT'ON

when  lr)ltalllng  the  ln8ide  rear
panel,   be   sure   to  route   the   wlrlng
the  same  way  that  lt  was  orlglnally
posltloned.   Plnchlng   a  wire  ln   the
cha8.1.  could   result   ln  grounding   a
voltage  supply  or   slgrial,   causlrlg
serious  damage   to   the   instrument.

Motherboard   (and   Motherboard   Extender)   Removal

1.         Perform   steps    1   through    10   in   the   Card    Cage
Removal   procedure.    If   care   is   taken   when   removing
the   inside   rear   panel,   step   8   may  be   eliminated.
By   eliminating   this   step,   the   rear   inside   panel
can   be   removed   with   the   44   pin   connectors   still
attached.   The   panel   can   then   be   laid   on   the   power
supply  heatsink  next   to   the   pedestal   chassis.   This
allows   enough   access   to   remove   the   Motherboard   and
Motherboard    Extender.

2.         Remove   the   eight   screws   holding   the   Motherboard   to
the   card   cage   frame.   This   frees   the   Motherboard   so
that   it   can   be   removed.

The   Motherboard   Extender   is   held   to   the   card   cage
frame   by   twelve   screws   and   to   the   Motherboard   by   a
board-to-board   harmonica   connector.   When   these
screws   are   removed,   the   Motherboard   Extender   can
be   freed   from   the   Motherboard   by   pulling   gently   to
the   left.   This   frees   the   harmonica   connector.
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totherboard   (and  Motherboard   Extender)   In!tallatlon

1.         Before   the   Motherboard   or   Motherboard    Extender   can
be   installed,   the   rear  .panel   and   inside   rear   panel
must   be   removed.    See   ''Card    Cage   Removal",    steps    1-
10.

2.         Eight   screws   attach   the   Motherboard   to   the   card
cage   frame.

4.

The   Motherboard   Extender   is   installed   by   plugging
the   harmonica   connector   into   the   corresponding
connector   on   the   Motherboard   and   by   attaching   the
board   to   the   card   cage   frame   by   the   twelve   attach-
ing   screws.

Replace   all   cabinet   covers   and   panels.

Clrcult   Board   Removal

NOTE

This  ls  a  general   removal   procedure
and   applies   for  most  boards   ln   the
card   cage.   For   some  clrcult  boards
--   the   Vector   Gel)erator  boar.d   ls  an
example   --   there  may  be   a   ribbon
cable  that  has  to  be  disconnected
before  the  clrcult  board  can  be
r.moved .

1.          Remove   the   front   cover   as   shown   in   Figure    11-9.

2. Pull   out   on   the   upper   and   lower   levers   on   the
board.   This   unlocks   the   circuit   board   from   the
card   cage.    See    Figure    11-18.

Remo.ve   the   board   by   sliding   it   forward   until   it   is
free   of  the   card   cage.
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Figure   11-18.   A.novlng   Clrcult   Boar.d8.

Clrcult  Board  Ir)ltallatlor)

Reverse   the   removal   procedure   to   install   the   circuit   boards
The   levers  must   remain   extended   until   the   circuit   board   is
inserted   all   the   way   in   the   card   cage.   The   circuit   board   is
locked   into   position   by   pushing   down   and   in   on   the   levers.
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Section   12

INTERCOWNECT   AND   BLOCK   DI^ORAMS

The   following   is   a   list   of   interconnect   and   block  diagrams
for   t,he   4114.    Some   of   these   diagrams   are   also   included   in
the   Theory  of   Operation   section   but   are   repeated   here   for
ease   of  referencing.

INTERCONNECT    DIAGRAMS

Power   Supply   Interconnect ........
Motherboard    Interconnect .........

............  12-2

Motherboard    Extender    Interconnect ..............
Pedestal   to   Display   and   Power   Interconnect .....
Display   Controller   Interconnect ................
RAM   Controller    Interconnect ....................

BLOCK   DIAGRAMS

Simplified   Processor   Board ...........
Processor............................
Programmable   Communications   Interface
Ke ybo ard  .............................
FiAM/ RON ..............................
High   Efficiency   Power   Supply .........
Power   Supply   Inverter ................
Power    Supply   Regulator ...............
Power   Supply   Pulse   Width   Modulator...
Display   Control   Circuitry ............
Display   Controller   Board .............
Simplified   Display   Controller ........
Vector   Generator .....................
Simplified   Vector   Generator ..........
Display   Module .......................
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12-4
12-5
12-6
12-7

12-17
12-18
12-19
12-20
12-21
12.22
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Pow.r   Supply   Invert.r.
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Power   Supply   Regulator.
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Pow.r   Supply   Pulse   width   Modulator.
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Appendix   A

SIGNAL   LIST

All   named   signals   of  the   4114   terminal   are   included   in   this
alphabetical   list.   The   first   line  of  the   eritry  under   the
"Explanation"   column   is   an   English-language   description   of
the   signal   name  mnemonic   in   the   "Signal"   column.    There   are
two   kinds   of   abbreviations   used   in   the   "Explanation"   en-
tries:   abbreviations   for   blocks   of  circuitry  named   on   the
schematics   and   abbreviations   for   LSI   integrated   circuits.

Some   signals   on   the    Processor,    RAM/ROM,    and    RAM   Controller
boards   have   the   same   names   although   they   are   not   physically
the   same   signals.   They   do,   however,   perform   similar   func-
tions   on   their   respective   boards.   Some   instances   are   AO-19,
CAS,     and     DINO-15.

Bus   signals   are   designated   by   their   alphabetic   name   to   which
is   appended   the   least   significant   bit   (LSB)    separated   by   a
hyphen   from   the   most   significant   bit   (MSB).    An   example   is
the   Processor   board   address   bus,    AO-19.    There   are   20   lines
(bits)    in   this   bus.    A0   is   the   LSB   and    A19    is   the   MSB.
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ADE
ADFi

BCD
ECG
BTD
BTL
DD/R
IC
KC

MPU

MPUC
MTG
NVR

P T & 8 Fi G
ROMS
RCI
RSCD
SI

PIT
PIG
MPU

PI    MPU
DRC
BC

A-2

Processor   Board   Blocks

Address   Decoding
address   Drivers
Bus    Command    Driver
Bus   Clock   Generator
Bus   Timeout   Detector
Bus   Transfer   Logic
Data   Drivers/Receivers
Interrupt   Controller
Keyboard   Controller
Microprocessor
Microprocessor   Control
MPU   Timing   Generator
Non-Volatile   Ram
Programmable   Timer   &    Baud    Rate   Generator
Roms
RS-232   Communications   Interface
RS-232   State   Change   Detector
Status   Input

LSI   Clrcults

Programmable   Interval   Timer
Programmable   Interrupt   Controller
Microprocessor
Peripheral   Interface   Microprocessor
Dynamic    RAM   Controller
Bus   Controller
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Eiilii=

Eili=

SIGNAL
SOURCE ;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

1STINTA-0 3-2;    3-1 First   Interrupt
Ac knowl ed ge .
This   Processor   board   si.gnal
indicates  when   the   first  of
two   interrupt   acknowledge   (IN-
TA)   cycles   is   occurring.   Only
the   second   INTA   contains   use-
ful   information.

AO-19 3 -2 ; 3-3 , 3-4 , (Local)   Address
3-5 (Bits   0   through   19).

This   is  the   Processor   board
address  bus.   It   is  created   in
the   address  drivers  block  from
the   MPU   ADO-AD19   outputs.    Note
that   some  of  these  bits  appear
also    on    the    F{AM/ROM    and    RAM
Controller   boards  with   similar
functions.

ABS-O 8-4 ; 9-5 Absolute   Position.
Indicates  to   the   Vector   Gener-
ator   that  an   absolute
positioning   operation   is  in
progress.

ACK 1 -0 3-1;    3-1 Acknowledge    1.
This   system   bus   signal   can  be
used   as  a   slave  response   for
no   MPU   wait   states..    The   Pro-
cessor   board   uses   ACKl   to   ter-
minate   a  bus   data   transfer
when   it  detects  a  bus   timeout
condition   from   the   BTD  circui-
try.

ACK2-0 5-1;    3-1 Act(nowledge   2.
ACK2   serves   as   an   advanced
transfer   acknowledge  to   elimi-
nate   WAIT   states   ln   the   MPU.
The   signal   derives   from   SACK-0
which   is  output   by  the   timing
and   control   block  inside   the
dynamic    RAM   controller.    SACK-0
indicates  the  beginning   of  a
memory   access   cycle.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

ADO-19      . 3-1,3-2;    3-2 (MPU)   Address/Data
(Bits   0   through   19).
These   signals   are   the   time-
multiplexed   memory   I/0   address
and   data   bus   output   from   the
MPU.    These   bits   are   also   input
for  data.

ADRO-19 3 -2 ; P 101 (System)   Address
(bits   0   through   19).
These   are   the   system   bus   ad-
dress   lines.

AI0WC-0 3-2;    3-1 Advanced    10   Write   Command.
This   signal   gives   system   bus
10  devices  early  indication  of
a   write   instruction.   The   tim-
ing   is   the   same   as   a   read
command .

ALE-1 3-2;    3-1,3-3 Address   Latch   Enable.
ALE-1   strobes   an   address   into
the   ADE   block.    It   also
synchronizes   the   Microproces-
sor   Timing   Generator,   and   DE-
GLITCHES   the    RON   bank   decoder.

AMWC.0 3-2;    3-1 Advanced   Memory   Write
Command  .
AMWC-0   gives   early   indication
of  a   write   instruction  to   the
system   bus   memory.   The   timing
is   the   same   as   a   read   command-
-MRDC.

ANODE 18-1  ;  19-1 (crt)   Anode.
Passes  through  a   current   lim-
iting   resistor   in   the   Hard
Copy   Amplifier   board   to   the
anode  of  the  crt.
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Eiiliii

-

SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

ANTIBURN 14-2;  17-1 Antiburn .
(Made   up   from   LA   and    SA   ANTI-
BURN   signals   on   schematic.)    If
positive,   decreases  the   Z-Axis
amplifier  drive,   reducing   the
CRT   writing   beam   intensity.
Goes   positive   when   deflection
aproaches   zero   velocity.

AWT-0 3-1 ; 3-2 , 3-4 , Advanced   Write.
3-5 This   is   the   advanced   write

command   to   all   on-board   de-
vices.   AWT   is   derived   from   the
MPU   status   lines   and   the   Mi-
croprocessor   Timing   Generator.

BANKIN-0 7-2 ; 7-1 Bank   In,
BANKIN   is   used   in   the   address
decoding   logic   on   the   RAM   Con-
troller  board   to   indicate   the
presence  or   absence  of  a   RAM
Array  board.

BBCLK-1 3-1 ; 3-5 Buffered   Bus   Clock.
BBCLK   is   a   4.9152   MHz   signal
which   syn.chronizes   the  bus
transfer  logic   and   is  the   fre-
quency  source   for   the   Pro-
grammable   Timer   an.d   (Transmit)
Baud   Rate   Generator  block.

BCLK-0 3-1;    3-1 Bus   Clock.
BCLK   is   the   system   bus   clock.
It   is   a   4.9152   MHz   square   wave
and   is   used   by  bus   devices  to
synchronize   bus   master   trams-
fers.   It   is  also  used   as  a
stable   frequency  source.
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SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

BHEN-0 3-2 ; P 101 Byte   High   Enable.
On   the   Processor   board,    ULBHEN
is   latched   and   then   driven
onto   the   system   bus   as   BHEN.
BHEN   enables   the   high  byte--
D8-15--on   read,   write,   and
interrupt   acknowledge  cycles.

BPRN-0 1-2;    3-1 Bus   Priority   In.
BPRN   is   a   signal   from   the   bus
priority  logic   on   the   Mother-
board   that   informs  a   potential
bus  master   board   that   it   has
permission   to   become   bus   mas-
ter,

BREQ-0 3-1  ; P 101 Bus   Request.
BRQ   is   a   signal   from   a   poten-
tial   bus  master  board   to   the
bus   priority  logic   on  the
Motherboard   that   indicates
that  the   potential   bus  master
board   needs   to   become   the   ac-
tual   bus  master.

BRITE-0 8-4 ;  17-1 Brite .
A   TTL   low   from   the   Display
Controller   activates   BRITE   In-
tensity  adjustable  by   R415   in
the   Intensity   Control   Logic.
In   combination   with   low  level
on   DEFOCUS-0,    the    BRITE-DEFO-
CUS   mode   is   useful   for
displaying   wide  vectors.
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BUSAEN-0 3-1;    3-2 BUS   Address   Enable.
BUSAEN   indicates   that   a   board
is  bus  master   of  the   system
bus.    BUSAEN   is   input   to   the
AEN   input   of  the  bus   controll-
er   IC.    AEN   enables   the   bus
controller   to  output   the  bus
commands    MRDC,     MWTC,     AMWC,
I0RDC,    etc.    BUSAEN   is   gated
with   INTA   and   input   to   the
INTA   input   of  the   PIG.

BUSGRT-1 3-1 ; 3-5 Bus   Grant.
This   signal   is   similar   to   BU-
SAEN,   but   has   a   slight   timinig
d i ffe r enc e .

BUSY-0 3-1;    3-1 (Bus)    Busy.
BUSY   indicates   that   a   bus   mas-
ter   is  currently  using   the
system   bus.    BUSY  delays   bus
master  transfer  until   the  cur-
rent  bus  master   is  done.

GAS.0 7-1 ; 7-2 Column   Address   Strobe.
5-1 ; 5-2 , 6-1 This   sign.al   is  generated   by

the   DRC   on   both   the   RAM/RON
and   the   RAM   Controller   boards.
GAS  strobes   the   seven  multi-
plexed   column   addr.ess  bits  ap-
pearing   on   RAO-6   into   the   RAMs
on   the   RAM   Array   board.

CATHODE 18-2 ;  19-1 (crt)   Cathode.
Ties  cathode  of  crt   to   ground.
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CBRQ-0 3-1;    3-1 Common   Bus    Request.
CBRQ   is   used   by   potential   bus
masters  to   request   bus
mastership   from   higher   priori-
ty  bus   masters.    CBRQ   is   gener-
ated   by  the   Processor   board
along   with   BRQ.    The   Processor
board   also   listens   to   CBRQ   and
gives   up  the   bus   when   another
board   asserts   CBRQ.

CCEN-1 9-1 ; 9-2 Completion   Counter   Enable.   En-
ables   Completion   Counter
during   vector   generation.

CE1     &    CE2 18-2 ;  19-1 Collimation   Electrodes,
1   and   2.   The   collimation   elec-
trodes,   CEl   and   CE2,   are   elec-

.tronic   lenses  that  cause   a
uniform   flood   gun   beam   pattern
over   the   target.

CENTER-O 15-1  ;  14-1 Center ing .
When   low,   it   inhibits   and   re-
sets  the  operation  of  the  Ori-
gin   Shift   Counter.   (not   used
in   the   4114   display)

CLK-1 3-1;    3-2 Clock .
CLK  is   a  direct  output  of  the
Clock   Generator   IC.   It   outputs
a   4.9152   MHz   square   wave   with
a  one   third   duty  cycle.   All
blocks   that  must  be   synchron-
ized   with  the   local   processor
bus   use   this  signal.
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CLKDIS-0 P 129; 5-1 Clock   Disable.
P 166 ; 7-1 A   TTL   logic   low   level   applied

to   this  input   pin  disables  the
clock   circuitry   on   the   RAM/RON
or   the   RAM   Controller   board.
(This   is  a   test   point   for
factory  use   only) .

CND-1 3-4 ; 3-5 Command  .
CND   is   the   logical   OR   of   RD
and   AWT   on   the   Processor
board .

COMINT-0 3-5;    3-2 Communications   Interrupt.
COMINT   is   the    RS-232   Communi-
cations   Interface  received
character   interrupt   signal.
Other   RS-232   interrupts   are
included   in   the   TIMERINT   sig-
nal.

CTS-1 P 102 ; 3-5 Clear   To   Send.
CTS   is   an   RS-232   status   input.

CUTX-0 9-3 ; 9-5 Cut   X   (axis).
Cuts   off   CRT   beam   when   scis-
soring   occurs   in   the   X  axis.

CUTY-0 9-4 ; 9-5 Cut   Y   (axis).
Cuts   off   CRT   beam   when   scis-
soring   occurs   in   the   Y  axis.

CXO-11 9-3 ; 9-2 X   Shift   Register   Data.
Parallel   load   data   for   X
Counter .

CYO-11 9-4 ; 9-4 Y  Shift   Register   Data.
Parallel   load   data   for   Y  Coun-
ter.
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DO-15 3-2 ; 3-3 , 3-4 , (Local)    Data    (Bus).
3-5 These   lines  are  the   local   data

bus   for   the   Processor   boar`d.

DA TO-15 3-2 ; P 101, 8-3 (System)   Data   (Bus).
These   line   are   the   system   data
bus.

DBUSY-0 18-1  ; 8-1, 8-2 , Display   Busy.
8-3 , 8-4 , When   low,   it   indicates  that
9-2 the   display   is   busy   in   HOLD

mode,   erasing   the   screen,   or

::n:a:€a::§yt3::r:::o#6n#::
is  busy  and   cannot   accept   fur-
ther   information  until   brought
out   of  one  of  these   modes.

DCD-1 P 102 ; 3-5 Data   Carrier   Detect.
DCD   is   an   RS-232   status   input.

DCLK.1 9-1 ; 8-4 Dot   (or   dash)   Clock.
Clock   for  dot   (or  dash)   pat-
tern .

DCZ-1 9-2 ; 9-1 Displacement   Counter   Zero.
Indicates  that  the
displacement  between   charac-
ters  is  either  completed   or
not   to`be  done.

DDO-15 8-3 ; 9-1, -3 Display   Data   Bits   0   to   15.
Sixteen  bits  of  data  trams-
ferred   between   the   Display
Controller   and   the   Vector   Gen-
erator   (or  optional   board).
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DEFOCUS-0 8-4 ;  17-1 De fo c us .
When   low,   the   focus   of  the   art
writing   beam   is   reduced,   pro-
ducing   a   slightly  wider   trace
(defocused).   When   high,   the
writing   beam   is   focused.   The
use   of   the   DEFOCUS-0   signal
line   allows   a   focused   or  defo-
cused   crt   writing   beam   when
used   in   combination   with
WRITE-THRU,     BRITE,     and    NORMAL.

DINO-15 5-2 ; 6-1 Data   In   Bits   0   through   15.
7-2 ; 6-1 During   RAM   write   operations,

these   16   data  bits  contain   the
data   that   is   written   into   RAM
on   the   RAM   Array   board.

DINLSB-0 7-1 ; 7-2 Data   Input   Enable   Least   Sig-
nificant   Byte.
During   RAM   write   operations,
DINLSB   enables   the   data   input
buffer   for  the  least  signifi-
cant  byte  of  data   to  dr.ive
data   from   the   bus   onto   RAM
data   line.s   DINO-7.   to   the   RAM
Array  boards.

DINMSB-0 T - 1 ., 7 - 2 Data   Input   Enable   Most
Significant   Byte.
During   RAM   write   operations,
DINMSB   enables   the   data   input
buffer   for  the  most  signifi-
cant  byte  of  data   to  drive
data   from   the   bus   onto   RAM
data   lines   DIN8-15   to   the   RAM
Array  boards.

DIS.    SIZE J5005;HCU Display  Size   Information.
IN. Tied   to   gr.ound   (logical   low).

When   tied   low,   1t   informs  the
hard   copy  unit  that   lt  is
scanning   a   19   inch  display.
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DOUT.0 7-1 ; 7-2 Data   Output   Enable.
5-1  ; 5-2 During   RAM   read   operations,

DOUT   enables   the   Data   Output
Latches  to   output   their  data
to   the   system   bus.

DOUTO-15 6-1  ; 5-2 Data   Output   Bits   0   through   15.
6-1 ; 7-2 These   16   data   bits   from   the

RAM   Array   board   contain   the
RAM   data   output   bits   during
RAM   read   operations.

DPC 9-2 ;  15-1 Display   Power   Control.
Causes   display   ac   power   to   be
turned   .on.    10mA   at   +9    to   +12
V.

DS-1 9-1 ; 9-1 Data   Shift.
Indicates  the  data   in   the
shift  registers  is  not  normal-
ized   and   requires   shifting.

DSCAL-0 9-1 ; 9-2 Delayed   Scale.
Scale   signal   for  vector  being
set   up.

DSR-1 P 102 ; 3-5 Data   Set   Ready.
DSR   is   an   RS-232   status   input.

DT-1 /I(-0 3-2 ; 3-4 Data   Transmit/Receive.
DT-1/R-0   is   a   direct  output   of
the  bus   controller.   A  high  on
this   line   indicates   a   WRITE  to
10   or   memory   and   a   low   is   a
READ.

DTR-1 3-5 ; P 102 Data   Terminal   Ready.
DTR   is   an   RS-232   status   out-
put.
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DYNAMIC    FOCUS 14-1  ;  17-1 Dynamic    Focus.
This   signal   modifies   the   focus
electrode  voltage   to  maintain
a  consistently  focused   writing
beam   over   the   display  screen.

ERASE    TRIGGER 18-1  ;  18-2 Erase   Trigger.
Triggers  the  crt  to   erase  via
ERASE-0    line.

ERASE-0 8-2 ;  18-1 Erase .
Initiates  the  erase  cycle  in
the   storage  board   circuits.
Erases  the   art.   Must  be  great-
er    than   2us.    A   READ-0   or~  WAIT-
0   signal   prevents  erasure  dur-
ing   hard   copy  operation.

FAST    RAMP HCU ;  14-1 Fast   Ramp.
Analog   deflection   voltage   from
the   HCU  which   controls   the
vertical   deflection  during   the
hard   copy   scan.    (There   are   ''+"
and    ''-''FAST   RAMPs   on   the
sc hem at ic s . )

FG   FIL 16-1  ;  19-1 Flood   Gun   Filaments.
Flood   Gun   filaments   (+,-FG
FIL  on   schematic)  .of  crt.
Driven   by   +,-15   v   from   low
voltage   power   supply.,

GBSY-1 8-4 ; 9-1 Generator   Busy.
Vector  generator   is  not  ready
to   accept   new  vector  data.
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GBUSY 8-4 ;  18-1 Generator   Busy
Optional   signal   that   can   be
used   to   reset   the  view  erase
counters.   A   loons   or   greater
pulse   is   required.   A   VIEW-0
signal   also   resets  the  view
erase   counters.   (There   is   a
view  reset   strap  option  be-
tween   GBUSY   and    Z-AXIS.)

GRUN-1 9-2 ; 8-4 Generator   Running.
Vector   generator   is  drawing   a
v ec to r ,

HC    INTENSITY HCU ;  17-1 Hard   Copy   Intensity.
Controls  the   crt  writing   beam
intensity  by  adjustment  of
R228   (Hard   Copy   intensity   ad-
justment) .

HCS.0 18-1  ;  17-1 Hard    Copy   Scan.
Enables   operation   of   Hard   Copy
circuitry.   HCS-0   is   asserted
by   either   READ-0   or   WAIT-0
(from   the   hard   copy  unit)   go-
ing   low.   Initiates  art  scan  by
the    HCU.

HCS-1 18-1  ;  18-2 , Hard    Copy   Scan.
19-1 Inverted   HCS-0.   Enables   opera-

tion   of   Hard   Copy  circuitry.
Refer   to   signal   HCS-0.
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HCU-0 HC U ; 8-2 Hard   Copy   Unit.
Indicates  to   the  display  con-
troller   that   the   Hard   Copy
Unit   is   capable  of  accepting   a
MAKECOPY-0    request.

HOLD.0 18-1  ;  14-1 Hold .
Connects  the   channel   switch   to
a  separate   set  of  inputs  that
are  connected   to   ground   when
Hold   mode   is   initiated.   The
grounded   inputs   prevent   beam
deflection   and   assure  minimum
deflection   amplifier   power
dissipation   during   Hold   mode.
(Strap  option  on   Deflection
Amplifier   board,   operational
in   the   IN   position.)

IN-0 5-2 ; 6-1 In.
IN   is   used   with   OUT   to   indi-
cate   the   presence  or   absence
of   a   RAM   Array   board.

INH-0 --; 5-1 (Read)   Inhibit.
When   true   low,   INH   inhibits
memory  circuitry  from   output-
ting   its  data  onto   the   system
bus   during   a  read   operation  of
the  memory  circuitry.   See   IN-
HIBIT.    INH   may   be   output   by
test  circuitry.   Currently  not
used .
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INHIBIT-O 5-1 ; 5-3 Inhibit.
This   signal   is  a   buffered
version  of  the   system   bus   sig-
hal   INH.    This   signal,   when
true   low,    inhibits   the   RAM/ROM
board   from   outputting   its  data
during    F{AM   read    or    ROM   read
oper ations .

INIT-0 17-1  ; 3-1, 3-4 , In it i al i ze ,

9-1
INIT   is   used   to   generate   reset
which   goes   directly   to   the   MPU
and   does   a   power-up   reset  op-
eration.   It   also   resets  much
of  the   sequential   logic   on   the
Processor   board.

INTO-7 P 101  ; 3-2 Interrupt   0  through  7.
INTO--7   are   interrupt   request
signals  to   the   Processor
board.    INTO,4,   or   5   can   be
generated   by   Processor  board
devices.

INTA-0 3-2;    3-1,    3-2 Interrupt   Acknowledge.
INTA   is   generated   on   the   Pro-
cessor   board   and   is   received
by  slave   PICs   on   other   boards.
INTA   notifies   the   slave   PIG
that  its  interrupt   is  acknowl-
edged   and   it  can   put   vectoring
data  on   the   System   data   bus.
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INTER-0 HCU ;  17-1 Interrogate .
This   is  the   hard   copy   interro-
gate   pulse   from   the   hard   copy
unit   (HCU).   As   a   result   the
crt   writing   beam   is   pulsed
(100   ns   pulse   width)    and   a
target   information   signal,
TARSIG-0   is   developed.

INTR-1 3-2;    3-1 Interrupt .
INTR   is   a   direct  output  of  the
INT   pin   of  the   PIG   in   the   IC
block.   The   signal   is   input  di-
rectly  to   the   MPU   INTR   input.
INTR   is  the   interrupt   to   the
MPU.

I0RC_O 3-2;    3-1I 10   Read    Command.
This   signal,   when   low,   indi-
cates  that   an   10  device   should
drive   its  data  onto   the   system
bus.

I0WC-0 3 -2 ; P 101 10   Write   Command.
This   signal,   when   low,   indi-
cates  that  an   10  .device   should
read   data   on   the   system   bus.

KAO-3 3-4 ; P 103iI Keyboard   Address
0  through   3.
These   signal   lines  carry  key
matrix   column   addresses   in
addition   to   LED  address   and
on-off  information.
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KDO-7 4-1  ; 3-4 Keyboard   Data   0   through   7.
These   lines  carry  key  matrix
data   in   addition   to   thumbwheel
Grey   code  data.

KBDINT_0 4-1  ; 3-2 Keyboard   Interrupt.
This  signal   is  the   interrupt
for   the   keyboard.   It   is  output
from   Pin   24   of   the   PIMPU   and
input   to   the   IC   block   as   INT4
into   the   PIG.

KBT3-1 P 104 ; 3-4 Keyboard   Test.
KBT   is   the   test   input   to   the
KC   MPU   Keyboard    Controller.

KSTRB-0 3-4 ; 4-1 Keyboard   Strobe.
KSTRB   latches   KAO-KA3   data   in-
to   the   Keyboard   board   circui-
try.

KWR-0 3-4 ; 4-1 Keyboard   Write.
KWR   latches   KAO--KA3   into   the
Keyboard   circuitry  that  con-
trols   the   LEDs.

LBHE-O 3-2 ; 3-4 Latched   Byte   High   Enable.
LBHE   is   the   Processor   board
equivalent  of  the   system   bus
signal,    BHEN.

LC NT -0 , -1 9-1 ; 9-3 , -4 Load    Count.
Enables  counter   parallel   load.
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LCNTX-0 9-1  ; 9-3 Load    Count   X   axis.

Loads   X   Counter   with   data   for
absolute   position  operation.

LCNTY-0 9-1 ; 9-4 Load   Count   Y   axis.
Loads   Y  Counter   with  data   for
ab.solute   position  operation.

LDIS-0 9-1 ; 9-2 Load   Displacement   Counter.
Enables  displacement   counter
parallel   load.

LDX-0 8-2 ; 9-3 Load   X   Registers.
X  vector  data   is  on  data
I ines ,

LDY_0 9-1 ; 9-4 Load   Y   Registers.
Y  vector  data   is  on  data   lines
and   start  vector   set  up.

LOCK-0 3-1  ; 3-1 Lock .
If   LOCK   is   low,   it   indicates
that  other   system   bus  masters
may  not  take  control   of  the
bus   from   the   Processor  board.
This   sign.al   is  manipulated   by
a   ''1ock"   prefix   to   any  firm-
ware   instruction.

LSO-2 3-2;    3-3,3-5 Latched   Status   0  t.hrough   2.
These   signals  are  the  latched
outputs  of  the   MPU   SO--S2   sig-
nals.   SO--S2   indicate   what
state   the   MPU   is   in--   inter-
rupt   acknowledge,   read   10,
write   10,   halt,   code   access,
read   memory,   or   write   memory.
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LSF-1 9-1 ; 9-2 Load   Scale   Factor.
Clocks   Scale   Factor   Latch.

LTCH-1 9-1 ; 9-3 , -4 Latch.
Enables   X   and   Y   Latches.

LVSD-0 8-2 ; 9-2 Load   Vector   Scaling   Data.
Latches   scaling   data   through
Scaling   Buffer   Register.

MAKECOPY-0 8-2;HCU Make    a    Copy.
Caused   by   Display   Controller
or   Hard    Copy   Key   going   low.
Initiates  a   hard   copy  cycle
(makes   a   copy).    Requires
ground   closure   of   TTL   low  for
more   than    1   ms.

MCLK_0 9-1 ; 9-3 , -4 Multiplier   Clock.
Rate   Multiplier   clock  signal.

MCLR-0 9-2 ; 9-3 ' -4 Multiplier   Clear.
Clears   X   and   Y   Rate   Multi-
pl ier s .

MDEN-1 J104;    3-3 Memory   Data   Enable.
When   driven   low,   this   signal
disables  data  drivers  on   the
Processor   board.

MRDC-0 3-2;    3-1,P101 Memory   Read    Command.
MRDC   instructs  memory   to   re-
lease  data   to   the   system   bus.
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MWTC.0 3-2;    P101 Memory   Write   Command.
This   signal   indicates  that
memory   should   latch   and   store
data   on   the   system   bus.

MXO-11 9-3 ; 9-3 Multiplier   X  Axis   Data.
Latched   data   to   X   Rate   Multi-
pl ier .

MYO-11 9-4 ; 9-4 Multiplier   Y  Axis   Data.
Latched   data   to   Y  Rate   Multi-
pl ier .

NMI-0 J104;    3-1 Non-Maskable   Interrupt.
This   is   the   non-maskable   in-
terrupt   for   the   MPU
microprocessor.   The   4114   sys-
ten  does  not  use   it,   but   it   is
available   for   use  by  a   test
device   via   J104.

NMI-1 3-1  ; J 104 Non-Maskable   Interrupt.
This   is   NMI-0   inverted.

NON-STORE-0 9-2 ; 18-2 Nob-Store .
When   low,.  causes   reduced   tar-
get  voltage;   permits  the  art
writing   beam   to   write   without
storing.    (Not   used   in   4114.)

OBADR-0 3-3;    3-1,3-2 On-Board   Address.
OBADR   indicates   that   the   MPU
microprocessor   is  accessing   a
device  on   the   Processor   board.
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SIGNAL    LIST

SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

OBDEN-0       . 3-3;    3-2 On-Board   Data   Enable.
OBDEN   enables   the   data   trams-
ceivers   during   an   on-board
data   access.

OBINTA-0 3-2;    3-1,3-3 On-Board   Interrupt
Ac kno wl ed g e .
OBINTA   indicates   that   the   PIG
is  generating   an   interrupt
vector   address.

OBI0X&X 3-3 ; 3-1, -2 , On-Board   10   (Select)
-4 , -5 Signals.

Local   address   lines   AO,A2,    and
A3  select  one  of  eight   sis-
nals:    OBI0D&F,    OBI0C&D,    08109&8,OBIO8&A,08105&7,08104&6,

08101&3,    and   08100&2.    These
are   used   to   enable   the   RCI,
PT&BRG,     IC,     KC,     BTD,    or    SI
blocks.   These   signals   are   se-
lected   during   Processor   board
10   reads   and   writes   to   X'00EO'
through   X'00EF'.

OBRAM-0 3-3 ; 3-4 On-Board    RAM.
OBRAM    enables   the    CMOS    RAM    for
a   READ   or   WRITE   operation.

OBROM.0 3-3 ; 3-1 On-Board    RON.
OBROM   enables   the   32K   of   RON
on   the   Processor  board   for
READ   operations.

OFFSET-0 9-3 ; 9-4 Offset .
Increases   X  DAC   output   current
in   Extend   mode.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

ORIGIN-1 18-1  ;  14-1 Or ig in .
During   erase   cycle   from   Stor-
age  board,   triggers  the  origin
shift   counter   on   the   Deflec-
tion   Amplifier   board   to   shift
the   axes   slightly  on   the   next
page  of   screen   written   data.
Feature   increases  crt   screen
i i fe .

OUT.O 6-1 ; 5-2 Out.
6-1  ; 7-2 OUT   is   used   with   IN   to   indi-

cate   the   presence  or   absence
of   a    RAM   Array   board.

OUTO-1 3-5;    3-1 Output   0.OUT0isthe   output   of  a   16-bit

i::§ri;:::E::sd:::i::::t::riing
delays   for   the   system   firm-
ware.   In   the   BID  block,   it
clocks   the  bus   timeout   counter
whose   output   to   the   system   bus
is    ACK1.

PD-0 ' -1 9-5 ; 9-5 Pump    DOwn..
X  axis   current   switch   signal.

PL -0 ' - 1 9-5 ; 9-5 Pump   Left.
Y  axis   current   swi.tch   signal.

PR -0 ' -1 9-5 ; 9-5 Pump   Right.
Y  axis  current   switch   signal.

PU-0 ' -1 9-5 ; 9-5 Pump   Up.
X  axis  current   switch   signal.

QS 1 -2 3-1  ; J 104 Queue   Status    1   and   2.
QS1--2   are  direct  outputs  of
the   MPU   that   are   not   used   on
the   Processor   board.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

RAO-6 5-1  ; 5-1 RAM    Address
7-1  ; 7-2 Bits   0  through   6.

These   signals  contain   the   sev-
en   multiplexed   row   and   column
addresses   from   the   DRC   to   the
dynamic    RAMs   on   the    RAM   Array
board .

RAMWRITE-0 5-1  ; 5-2 RAM   Write.
RAMWRITE   indicates   to    the   DRC
and   the  data   input   receivers
on   the   RAM/RON   board   that   a
RAM   write   operation   has   been    `
requested .

HAS-0 5-1 ; 5-2 Row   Address   Strobe.
HAS   is   generated   by   the   DRC   on
the   RAM/RON   board.    HAS   strobes
the   seven  multi-plexed   row  ad-
dress   bits   appearing   on   RAO-6
into   the   RAMs   on   the   RAM   Array
board .

RASO-3 7-1 ; 7-2  a Row   Address
Strobe  0   through   3.
These   signals   are  generated   by
the   DRC   on   the   RAM   Controller
board.   RASO-3   strobe   the   seven
multiplexed   row  address  bits
appearing   on   RAO-6   into   the
RAMs   on   the   appropriate   RAM
Array   board    (RAM   Bank   0
through   3).

RCLK-1 P 102 ; 3-5 Receive   Clock.
RCLK   is   an   RS-232   external
clock  signal   generated   by  a
modem   or   other   external   de-
vice.    RCLK   can   be   used   to
clock  data   into   the   Processor
board's   UART.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

RD-0 3-1;    3-2,3-4, Read .
3-5 If   RD   is   low,   it   indicates  the

the   MPU   is   performing   an   10   or
memory  read   cycle,   either   to
the   local   or   system   bus.

RDATA-1 P102;    3-5' Receive   Data.
RDATA   is   the   RS-232   serial   da-
ta   input   from   a  modem   or   other
external   device   to   the   Proces-
sor   board.

RDY-1 J 104 ; 3-1 Ready.
RDY   is   the   MPU   RDY   signal   out-
put   to   test   connector   J104.

RDYAND-0 J104;    3-1 Ready   And.
RDYAND   is   an   input   from   a   test
device  connected   to   J104   that
can   disable   the   RDY  line   to
the   MPU,    causing   the   MPU   to
enter   a   WAIT   state.

RDYOR-0 J104;    3-1 Ready   Or.
RDYOR   is   an   input   from   a   test
device   connected   to   J104   that
can   activate   the   RDY  line   to
the   MPU,    causing   the   MPU   to
exit   a   WAIT   state..

READ-0 5-1 ; 5-3 Read .
READ   is   the   buffered   version
of   the   system   bus   signal   MRDC.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE ;I)ESTINATION

EXPLANATION

READ_0 HCU;  18-1,14-1 Read .
Develops    HCS-0    and    HCS-1    in
the   copy  control   section.
READ-0   causes   the   channel
shift   and   origin   shift   to   use
the    the    SLOW   and    FAST   RAMP
signals   (also   from   the   HCU)   to
provide   LA   and   SA   outputs   from
the   Deflecton   Amplifier.

RELX-0 , -1 9-1  ; 9-1 Relative   X  Axis.
The  vector  operation   is  rela-
tive   in   the   X  axis.

RELY-0 , -1 9-1  ; 9-1 Relative   Y   Axis.
The   vector  operation   is  rela-
tive   in   the   Y  axis.

REMOTE    COPY-O 8-2 ; HC U Remote   Copy.
Caused   by   Display   Controller
switch  going   low.   Initiates  a
hard   copy   cycle   (makes   a   co-
py).   A  direct   line   from   the
MAKE   COPY-0   signal,   which   acts
as  a   reference   for   the   Hard
Copy   Unit.    Informs   the   HCU
that  it  is  being   triggered
from   a   source   remote   to   the
HCU.

RING.1 P102    ;3-5 Ring .
RING   is   an   RS-232   status   input
indicating   that  an   auto-an-
swering   modem   is   ringing.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

ROMREAD-1 5-3 ; 5-1 RON    Read.
ROMREAD   indicates   that   a    RON
read   operation   is   in   progress.
This   signal   is   used   to   gener-
ate   an   acknowledge   signal
(ACKl    or   ACK2)    to   the   bus   mas-
ter.

RQ-0 /GT [0 /1  ] 3-1;    J104 Request/Grant .
RQ/GTO   is   the   local    MPU   bus
request/grant  signal.   It   is
available  to   J104  test  connec-
tor,   but   is  not  used   on-board.

RSCNT-0 9-1 ; 9-2 Reset   Count.
Clears  completion   shift  regis-
ter   for   new  shift  data.

RST-0 3-1;    3-2,3-4, Re se t .
3-5 RST-O   is   RST-1    inverted.

RST-1 3-1;    3-2,3-4, Rese t .
3-5 RST   is   derived   from   the   system

bus   signal   INIT   and   is   syn-
chronized   to   the   MPU   clock.
RST   reset.s   the   MPU   and   other
devices  on   the   Processor
board .

RTS-1 3-5 ; P 102 Request   To   Send.
RTS   is   an   RS-232   signal   gener-
ated   by   the   RCI   blocl{   on   the
Processor  board.

RXSGN-0 9-1 ; 9-3 Reset   X   Sign.
Clears   X  sign  bit  between   vec-
tors.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

SO_2 3-1;    3-2 Status   0   through   2.
These   status   lines  have   eight
states  taken   together   and   in-
dicate   whether   an   interrupt
acknowledge   read   10,   write   10,
halt,   code   access,   read   memo-
ry,   or   write  memory   is  occur-
ring.   The   bus   controller   IC   in
the   BCD  block   interprets   the
SO,    S1,    and   S2   signals   and
outputs    INTA,    IOWC,    AI0WC,
IORC,     MRDC,     MWTC,     AMWC.

S7-1 /BHE-0 3-1;    3-2 Status   7/Byte   High   Enable.
This   signal   is  interpreted   as
BHE   during   the   MPU   state   T1.
It   enables   D8--D15   onto   the
local   data   bus.   During   T2,    T3,
or   T4  this  signal   is  inter-
preted   as   S7.

SCAL-0 8-3 ; 9-1 Scale   Enable.
Enables   the   vector   scaling
log ic .

SDCD-1 P102;    3-5 Secondary   Data   Carrier
De tee t .
SDCD   is   the   RS-232   secondary
data  carrier  detect  signal.

SHEN-1 9-1 ; 9-3 , -4 Shift   Enable.
Enables   the   X   and   Y  Shift   Reg-
isters .

SHFTX-1 9-1 ; 9-3 Shift   X  Axis.
Shifts   X   data.       `
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

SHFTY-1 9-1 ; 9-2 , -4 Shift   Y   Axis.
Shifts   Y  data.

SLOW    RAMP HCU ;  14-1 Slow   Ramp.
Analog   deflection   voltage   from
the   HCU  which   controls   the
horizontal   deflection  during
the   hard   copy   scan.    (There   are
''+''    and    ''-''SLOW   RAMPs   on   the

sc hem at ic s . )

SLU-0 14-2 ; 8-3 , -4 Slew.
Indicates   a   temporary  wait   for
the  display  controller   while
the  deflection  circuits  are
lagging   the  deflection   inputs
and   establishing   the   new  de-
flection  position.

SETS(A)-1 3-5;    P102 Secondary   Request   To
Send    (RS-232A).
SRTS(A)    is   the   RS-232A   secon-
dary  request   to   send   output.
SRTS   is  defined   on   a  different
connector.pin   for   RS-232C,   and
so   is   strappable  on   the  board.

SR TS ( C ) -1 3-5 ; P 102 Secondary   Request   To
Send    (RS-232C).
SRTS(C)    is   the   RS-232C   coun-
terpart   to   SRTS(A)   above.

STATEN-0 3-5;    3-1 Status   Enable.
STATEN   is   low   during    an   MPU
read   of  status  at  10  location
X'00ED'    or   X'00EF'.
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SIGNAL
SOURCE;DESTINATION

EXPLANATION

STEPX-0 9-1 ; 9-2 , -3 Step   X   Axis.
Clocks   X   Counter   to   set
character   spacing.

STEST-0 P 101  ; 3-5 Self   Test.
STEST   is   a   line   on   the   system
bus   which   the   Processor   can
read   via   a   3-state  driver.   The
line   is  low  when  the   self-test
button   is   pressed.

SVECT-0 8-2 ; 9-1, -3 Short   Vector.
Data   is   in   short  vector   format
(during   vector  data   transfer).

SVECT-1 8-2 ; 8-4 Short   Vector.
Data   is   in   short  vector   format
(during   vector  data   tr.ansfer) .

T3W4-1 3-1;    3-3 (State)   T3,   Wait,    4.
T3W4   is   high   when   the   MPU   is
in    a    T3,    T4,    or    TW    (WAIT)
state.   T3W4   enables   on-board
data   transceivers.

T4I-0 3-1;    3-3 (State)   T4,    Idle.
T4I    is   low   during   MPU   T4   and
TI   (idle)   states.   It   turns  off
data   transceivers  during   T4   in
on-board   memory   and    10   READs.

TARGET 18-2 ;  19-1 Target .
Voltage  established   at  the   in-
side   face   (screen)   of  the  art.
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SOURCE;DESTINATION
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TARSIG-0 19-1  ;HCU Target .
Display   information   signal
from   the   target  sent  to   the
HCU   when   a   hard   copy   is   being
made.   Goes   low   when   the   scan
crosses  a   wr.itten   area  on   the
crt  screen.

TCLK-1 P102;    3-5 Transmit   Clock.
TCLK   is   the   RS-232   transmit
clock  output   from   the   Proces-
sor   board.

TDATA-1 3-5 ; P 102 Transmitted   Data.
TDATA   is   the   RS-232   signal   on
which   serial   data   is  transmit-
ted   from   the   Processor  board.

TEST-0 J 104 ; 3-1 Test .
TEST   is   an   input   to   the   MPU
Processor.   It   is  available   at
Pin   50   on   the   test   connector,
but   is  not  used   on-board.

TEST.1 3-5;    3-1 Test .
TEST   is   a'   signal  .that   the   pro-
cessor  can   set  to   enable  the
Clock  Generator   to   locally
terminate   an  on-board   or  off-
board    READ   or   WRIT.E   operation.
The   signal   is  used   for   testing
purposes,   and   is   similar   in
function   to   the   BTD  circuit.
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TIMERINT-0 3-5;    3-2 Timer   Interrupt.
TIMERINT   indicates   the   pres-
ence  of  either   a   PIT   timerl
interrupt,   a   UART   TXEMT   inter-
rupt,    a   UART   TXRDY   interrupt,
an   RS-232   status   change   inter-
rupt,    or    an    PIT   TIMERO
interrupt   (via   RSCD).

TIMR1-1 3-5;    3-1 Timer    1.
This   signal   is  output   from   the
01   pin   of   the   PIT.   01   is   the
output   of  a   16-bit   programm-
able  down   counter.

TRUZ 17-1  ;  18-1, True   Z   (axis).
14-2 Represents   the   true   Z-Axis

(always   active   high).   Turns  on
art   writing   beam   depending   on
the   status  of  the   intensity
control   logic   section.   Over-
rides   Antiburn  circuitry   in
the   first   few  microseconds  of
operation,   due   to   the   time  lag
of  the   Antiburn  circuitry,   so
as  not   to   blank  out   any  begin-
ning   information.    (See   also   Z
AXIS   signal   definition.)

TXC-0 3-5;    P102 Transmit   Clock.
TXC   is   the   buffered   output   of
the   PIT   timerl   to   RS-232   con-
nector.   It   is  not  presently
used .

UBCLK-1 3-1 ; 3-4 , 3-5 Unbuffered   Bus   Clock.
UBCLK   is   a   4.9152   MHz    square
wave  clock   provided   to   clock
the    UART   and    PIMPU.
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ULBHEN-0 3-1;    3-2 Unlatched   Byte   High   Enable.
ULBHEN   is   an   MPU   output.    See
BHEN   for   a   description   of  this
signal .

VAVIL-1 9-1 ; 8-2 , 9-4 Vector   Available.
Vector  data   is  available  to
vector   set-up  logic   but   has
not   yet  been  completely  pro-
cessed .

VCLK-0 , -1 9-1 ; 9-2 ' -5 Vector   Clock.
12   MHz   clock   signal.

VCLKA-1 9-1 ; 9-5 Vector   Clock   A.
12   MHz   clock   signal.

VCOMP-1 9-2 ; 9-2 Vector   Completed.
Completion   Counter   has
detected   end   of  vector.

VIEW-0 8-1  ;  18-1 View.
Resets   the   view  erase   coun-
ters.    (GBUSY   or   Z-AXIS   will
also   do   this,   depending   on   the
placement'  of  the   'view  reset
strap) .

VSTRT-0 9-1 ; 8-4 Vector  Start.
Vector  generation  .has   started.

VSTRT-1 8-4 ; 8-2 Vector   Start.
Vector  generation  has   started.

WAIT_0 HCU ;  18-1 Wait.
Remains   low  until   the   display
screen   has   been   scanned.   (Ap-
plies  only  to   a   hard   copy  unit
with  multiplexer   option.)
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WELSB_0 5-1 ; 5-2 Write   Enable   Least
7-1  ; 7-2 Significant   Byte.

WELSB   is   a   control   strobe   to
the   RAM   Array   board   indicating
that  a   write  operation  to   the
least   significant  byte   of   RAM
is   in   progress.

WEMSB.0 5-1 ; 5-2 Write   Enable   Most
7-1  ; 7-2 Significant   Byte.

WEMSB   is   a   control   strobe   to
the   RAM   Array  board   indicating
that  a   write  operation  to   the
most   significant   byte   of   RAM
is   in   progress.

WRITETHRU-0 8-4 ;  17-1 Write   Thru.
Selects   WRITE-THRU   INTENSITY
CONTROL    (R227-Coarse   Write
Thru)    and   disables   NORMAL   and
BRITE   INTENSITY   controls.

WT    INTENSITY 15-1  ;  17-1 Write-Thru   Intensity.
Controls   the   WRITE-THRU   INTEN-
SITY   by   R227   adjustment   (see
WRITE-THRU-0 )  .

X+ 9-5 ;  14-1 X    (axis).
X-axis   input   to  monitor.
(Written   +X   and   -X   on   schemat-
ic s . )

XO-11 9-4 ; 9-5 X   DAC   Input   Data   Bits.
Scissored   data   to   X   DAC.
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XACK-0 5-1 ; 5-2 Transfer   Acknowledge.
7-1 ; 7-2 The   DRC   generates   XACK   to    ac-

knowledge   that   a   RAM   read   or
write  operation   is   in   pros-
ress.   This   signal   latches  the
RAM   output   data   into   the   Data
Output   Latches.

XCLK_O P 129 ; 5-1 External   Clock.
P166;7-1 When   the   Clock  circuitry   is

disabled   using   CLKDIS    ,   an
external   TTL   clock   signal   may
be   fed   into   XCLK   to   control
the   DRC.    (This   is   a   test   point
for   factory  use  only.)

XE-1 9-3 ; 9-5 X   Enable.
Enables   X  Decoder   gates.

XS.0 9-3 ; 9-5 X   Sign.
Sets   X  vector  directions.

XTRA-1 6-1 ;none Extra.
EXTRA   is   an   extra   line  of  the
RAM   Array  board   that   is   cur-rentlynotused.Itmaybe

used   in   the   future.

Y+ 9-5 ;  14-1 I   (Axis).
Y  axis   input   to   the  monitor.
(There   are   ''+"   and   ''-''Y   axissignalsontheschematics.)

YO-11 9-4 ; 9-5 Y   DAC   Input   Data.Scissoreddatafor   Y   DAC.

YE-1 9-4 ; 9-5 Y   Enable.
Enables   Y  Decoder   gates.
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YS.1 9-4 ; 9-5 Y   Sign.
Sets   y  vector  direction.

Z-AXIS 9-5 ;  18-1,17-1 Z-axis,
True   signal   turns  on   the   art
writing   beam   depending   upon
the   status  of  the   intensity
control   logic   section.   Also
can  be   strapped   to   accept   ei-
ther   TTL   state   (high  or   low)
input   signal.

ZOUT-1 9-5 ; 9-1 Z   Axis   Output.
CRT   beam   current   control.

ZVECT-0 9-2 ; 9-1 Zero   Length   Vector.
Indicates  vector   length   is   ze-
ro.
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Appendix   a

OPTIONS

INTRODUCTION   T0   RAM    CONTROLLER    BOARD   THEORY

The   RAM   Controller   circuit   theory   describes   the   general
architecture   and   operation   of   the   RAM   Controller   board   in
its  entirety  first,   and   then   describes  each  block  of  circui-
try.   The   order   of  description   of  the   blocks   follows   the
basic   information   flow,   from   left   to   right,   of  the   block
diagram.    Refer   to   the   RAM   Controller   Board    Block   Diagram,
Figure   8-1.
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GENERAL   DESCRIPTION

This   board   supplies   the   optional   system   RAM   memory   that   the
Processor   board   and   other   bus   masters   use.

It   consists   of   a   dynamic   RAM   controller   (with   support
circuitry),   in   addition   to   four   sockets   where   up   to   four   RAM
Array   boards   plug   in.    (RAM   Array   boards   are   small   circuit
boards   that   hold   32K   bytes   of   dynamic    RAMs.)    See   Figure   8-2.
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OPTIONS

GENERAL   OPERATION

Two   basic   operations   are   performed   by   the   RAM   Controller:
reading   the   contents   of   a   location   in   RAM   and   writing   over
the   contents   of   a   location   in   RAM.

To   read   the   contents   of   a   location   in   RAM,   the   bus   master
first   places   the   location   address   on   the   system   bus,   and
then    MRDC    (Memory    Read    Command).    When    the    RAM    Controller
board   receives   an   active   MRDC   signal,   it   responds   by   driving
ACK2    (Acknowledge   2)   onto   the   bus,   and   then   the   data   from
the   addressed   location.

To   write   to   a   location   in   RAM,   the   same   sequence   of   events
occurs   except   that   AMWC    (Advanced    Memory   Write    Command)    is
enabled   instead   of   MRDC   and   the   bus   master   drives   the   data
onto   the   bus.

BUS   RECEIVERS

(See    Schematic    A7-1.)

Purpose

This   circuitry   r`eceives   signals   from   the   system   bus   and
buffers   them   for   the   board.
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OPTIONS

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

.       MRDC    (Memory   Read    Command).    This    is   the    system    bus
memory   read    signal.

.      INH   (Inhibit).   This   signal   prevents   the   board   from
outputing   data   to   the   system   bus.

.       AMWC    (Advanced    Memory   Write    Command).    This    is   the
system   bus   advanced   memory   write   signal.

.      BHEN   (Byte   High   Enable).    During   byte    (8-bit)    write
operations,   the   RAM   Controller   board   examines   BHEN   and
ADR0   to   determine   which   byte   is   to   be   written.    If   BHEN
is   true   (low),   the   high   byte   (D8-15)   is   written.    If
ADR0   is   false   (low),   the   low   byte   (DO-7)    is   written.

.       ADRO-19.    System   address   lines.

The   output   signals   for   this   circuitry   are   the   same   as   the
input   signals   above.

Operation

The   three   bus   receivers   are   permanently   enabled.   This   means
that   the   outputs   constantly   follow  whatever   is   on   the   system
bus.    The   board    responds   when    MRDC   or    AMWC   is   enabled    and    a
valid   address   is   on   the   system   bus.
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OPTIONS  .

RAM    CONTROL

(See    Schematic   A7-1.)

Purpose

This   circuitry:

.      Generates   all   control   signals   for   the   RAMs   on   the   RAM
Array   board(s)  .

.      Provides   address  multiplexing   and   address   strobes   for
the    RAM   on    the    RAM   Array   board(s).

.       Determines   whether   the    RAM   on    the    RAM   Array   board(s)
will   be   in   a   read,   write,   or   refresh   cycle.

.      Provides   signals   to   latch   data   from   RAM   Array   board(s)
and   place   the   data   on   the   system   bus.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

.       MRDC    (Memory   Read    Command).    This   signal    enables   system
memory   to   output   data   to   the   system   bus.

.      INH   (Inhibit).   This   prevents   the   Processor   board   from
outputing   data.

.       AMWC    (Advanced    Memory   Write    Command).    This    signal
gives   early   indication   of  a   memory   write   on   the   system
bus.

.      BHEN   (Byte   High   Enable).    This   signal   enables   the   most
significant   byte   of  a   16-bit   word   of  data   to   be  output
by  itself .
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OPTIONS

ADRO-16.    (System   bus   address   bits    0   through    16).    ADRO-
14   carry    RAM   address   information.    The   8202   Dynamic    RAM
Controller   uses   ADR15   and    ADR16   to    select   which   bank
(RAM    Array   board)    of    RAM    ADRO-14   will    address.

.      BDSELECT   (Board    Select).    A   signal    that   is   active   when
memory   on   this   RAM   Controller   board    (out   of   a   possible
six)    is   addressed.   A   RAM   Controller   board   places   data
on   the   system   bus   if   this   signal   is   active   (low).

.       CLK    (Clock).    This    22.008   MHz   square   wave   TTL   signal
drives   the   clock    (X1/CLK)    input   of   the    Dynamic    RAM
Con tr ol i er .

The   output   signals   are:

.      DOUT    (Data   Out).    DOUT   outputs   data   to   the   system   bus
when   low.

.      ACK2    (Acknowledge   2).    This   signal    acknow.ledges   that
the   memory  operation   currently   requested   by   the   bus
master   has   begun   and   will   soon   be   completed.    (See
discussion   of   the   system   bus   elsewhere.)

.      DINLSB   and   DINMSB   (Data    Input   Least   Significant   Bit
and   Most   Significant   Bit).   These   enable   data   from   the
system   bus   to   be   accepted   by   the   Data   Input   Buffers.
DINLSB   enables   DATO-7    to   be   accepted    and    DINMSB   en-
ables   DAT8-15   to   be   accepted.

.      WELSB   and   WEMSB    (Write    Enable   Least    Significant   Bit
and   Most   Significant   Bit).   These   strobe   data   into   the
RAMs   on    the    RAM    Array   board(s)  .

.       CAS    (Column   Address   Strobe).    CAS   latches   the   column
address   into   the   RAMs   on   the    Ram   Array   board(s).

.       RAO-6    (RAM   Address   bits   0   through   6).    Multiplexed
system   bus   addresses   ADR1-14.

.      RASO-3    (Row   Address   Strobe   bits   0   through   3).    These
latch   the   row   address   into   RAMs   on   the   RAM   Array
board ( s)  .

XACK    (Transfer   Acknowledge).    XACK   latches   data   into
the   Data   Output   Latches.
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OPTIONS

D.lcrlptlon
This   circuitry   consists   primarily   of   the   Dynamic    RAM   Con-
troller    (DRC).    See   Figure   8-3.

Flfur.   B-3.   Dyflanlc   RAM   Controller   Block   Diagram.

In   addition   to   the   DRC,   there   are   some   logic   gates   that
combine   related   signals   into   new   signals   needed   by   the
board.   There   are   also   two   flip-flops   that   synchronize   the
timing   of  the   read   and   write   signals   to   the   DRC   clock   signal
(  CLK)  .

The   DRC   combines   all   of   the   functions   that   are   needed   to
operate   dynamic   RAM.    These   functions   are:   multiplexing   14
bits   of  address   into   two   7-bit   parts,   arbitrating   among
selecting   a   read,   write,   or   refresh  cycle,   generating
various   timing   and   control   signals.   The   DRC   also   has.circui-
try  for   the   internal   generation  of  refresh   signals   for   the
dynamic    RAM   on    the    RAM   Array   board.
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OPTIONS

Multiplexing   of   RAM   Addresses

ADR1-14   are   input   to   the   multiplexer    in   the   Dynamic    RAM
Controller.    Because   of   the   requirements   of   the    16K   RAMs   on
the    RAM   Array   board(s),    ADR1-14   is   split   into   a   low   and    a
high   order   word.   ADR1-7   is   output   as   a   7-bit   row   address   and
then   ADR8-14   is   output   as   a   7-bit   column   address.   .The   low
and   high   order   words   of   ADR1-14   appear   one   after   the   other
on   the   RAO-6   lines   of   the    RAM   Control   circuitry.

Arbitration   of Read,   Write,   and    Refresh   Cycles

The   Arbiter   circuitry   in   the   DRC   prevents   requests   for   read
or   write   cycles   from   interrupting   read,   write,   or   refresh
cycles   in   current   operation.   Refresh   cycles   are   generated
internally   in   the   Dynamic    RAM   Controller.

Generation   of   Timing   and   Control Signals

This   block  of  circuitry  has   five   functions:

8-10

Executing   a   read,   write,   or   refresh  cycle   at   the
request   of  the   Arbiter   circuitry.

Generating    GAS    (Column   Address   Strobe),   WE    (Write
Enable),    and    the    RASO-3    (Row   Address   Strobes).

Generating   XACK   and    SACK,    the   transfer   and    system
acknowledge   signals.

Sending   internal   control   signals   to   the  multiplexer
circuitry   in   the   DRC.

Resetting   an   internal   refresh   timer   and   incrementing
an   internal   refresh  counter.
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OPTIONS

Clock

The   Clock   circuitry   on   the   board   feeds   a   22.008   MHz   square
wave   to   the   DRC.    This   square   wave   provides   the   timing   for
the   Multiplexer,   Arbiter,   and   Timing   and   Control   circuitry
in    the    DRC.

Operation

The   Dynamic   RAM   Controller   performs   these   operations:

Idling

Idling
Write   cycle
Read   cycle
Refresh   cycle

Ziilii!

Eiili=

The   Arbiter   logic   in   the   DRC   monitors   requests   for   read,
write   and   refresh   cycles.   Read   and   write   requests   originate
from   the   system   bus,   but   refresh   requests   all   originate
internally   to   the   DRC.

The   DRC   is   in   the   idle   state   when   no   requests   are   currently
being   processed   and   no   cycles   are   in   progress.    Read   cycles
are   initiated   if   MRDC   is   active   low   when   requests   are
sampled.   Write   cycles   are   initiated   if   AMWC   is   active   low
when   requests   are   sampled.   If   a   read   or   write   cycle   is
requested   simultaneously  with   a   refresh   cycle,   the   read   or
write   cycle   is   executed   before   the   refresh   cycle.
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Write   Cycle

The   steps   of  a   write   cycle  occur   in   the   following   order:

1)         The   Multiplexer   drives   RAO-6   with   the   low   order
address.

2)         SACK   is   activated.

3)        The   appropriate   RASO-3   signal   strobes   the   low
order   row   address   into   the   RAM.

4)        The   Multiplexer   drives   RAO-6   with   the   high   order
address .

5)         WE   is   activated.

6)        GAS   strobes   the   high   order   column   address   into   the
RAM.

7)         XACK   is   activated.

8)        All   signals   are   deactivated   and   the   DRC   enters   the
idling   state.

Read    Cycle

The   read   and   write   cycles   are   identical   except   that   WE   is
not   activated   during   a   read   cycle.

Refresh   Cycle

When   a   refresh  cycle   is   internally  requested,   the   Multiplex-
er   drives   RAO-6   with   a   refresh   address   contained   in   an
internal   refresh   counter.   RASO-3   are   all   simultaneously
activated   causing   a   refresh  cycle   to   occur   on   all   RAM   Array
boards.   After   some   internal   operations,   the   DRC   enters   the
idling   state   again.
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DATA   INPUT   BUFFERS

(See   Schematic    A7-2.)

Purpose

Receives   data   signals   from   the   system   bus   and   buffers   them
for   the    RAM   Array   board(s).

Eiiliii

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

DATO-15    (System   Data   bits    0   through    15).    DATO-15   carry
16   bits   of  data   on   the   system   bus.

.       DINLSB   and    DINMSB    (Data    Input    Leas   Significant   Bit   and
Data   Input   Most   Significant   Bit).   These   enable   data
from   the   system   bus   to   be   accepted   by   the   data
buffers.    DINLSB   enables   DATO-7   to   be   accepted    and
DINMSB   enables   DAT8-15   to   be   accepted.

The   output   signals   are:

.      DINO-15    (Data   Input   bits   0   throug'h    15).    These   are   the
buffered   version   of   DATO-15.

Operation

Whenever   a   write   operation   is   requested   and   ADR0   is   active
low   on   the   system   bus,   the   RAM   Control   logic   generates
DINLSB.    This   enables   the   least   significant   byte   (DATO-7)   of
data   to   be   transmitted   to   the   RAM   Array   board(s).    And
whenever   a   write   operation   is   requested   and   BHEN   is   active
low  on   the   system   bus,   the   RAM   Control   circuitry   generates
DINMSB.    This   enables   the   most   significant   byte    (DAT8-15)    of
data   to   be   transmitted   to   the   RAM   Array   board(s).
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RAM    ARRAY    BOARD(S)

(See   Schematic    A6-1.)

Purpose

Contains   32K   bytes   of   system   dynamic    RAMs.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

.       CAS   (Column   Address   Strobe).    GAS   latches   the   column
address   into   the   RAMs.

.      WELSB   and   WEMSB    (Write    Enable   Least   Significant   Bit
and   Write   Enable   Most   Significant   Bit).   These   strobe
data   into   the    RAMs.

.       RAO-6    (RAM   Address   bits   0   through   6).    These   are
multiplexed    system   bus   addresses   ADR1-14.

.       RASO-3    (Row   Address   Strobe).    These   latch   the   row
address   into   the   RAMs.

.      DINO-15    (Data   Input   bits   0   through    15.)    These   are   the
buffered   version   of   DATO-15.

.       IN    ((RAM   Array   board)    In).    IN   indicates   the   presence
of   a   RAM   Array   board.    It   works   in   conjunction   with
OUT.

The   output   signals   are:

.       DOUTO-15    (Data   Output   bits   0   through    15).    These   carry
data   to   the   Data   Out   Buffers.

OUT    ((RAM   Array   board)    Out).    OUT   indicates   the   pres-
ence   of   a   RAM   Array   board.    It   works   in   conjunction
with   IN.
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D..crlptlon
The   RAM   Array   board   is   a   small   circuit   board   that   contains
32K   bytes   of   dynamic    RAMs.    A   maximum    of   four    RAM    Array
boards   plug   into   sockets   on   the   RAM   Controller   board.

The   32K   bytes   of   RAM   are   arranged    in   two   banks   on   the   board
One   bank   handles   the   least   significant   byte   of  a    16-bit
word,   and   the   other   bank  handles   the   most   sigriificant   byte
of   a    16-bit   word.    Since   the   RAMs   are    16K   by   one   bit   `wide,
there   are   eight   RAMs   in   each   bank.

The    RAM   address   lines   RAO-6   connect   to   both   the   LSB   and    MSB
banks.    HAS   and   GAS   connect   to   both   banks,   but   there   are
Separate   write   enable   signals   (WELSB   and   WEMSB)    that   allow
the   accessing   of  the   high   and   low  bytes   of  the   16-bit   word.

Eiilli=

Zilii=

Op.ration

The   RAM   Array   board   responds   to   the   signals   generated   by   the
RAM   Controller   circuitry.    See   the   RAM   Controller   for   a
description   of   accessing   data   on   the   RAM   Array   board.
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DATA    OUTPUT    LATCHES

(See   Schematic   A7-2.)

Purpose

Data   Output   Latches   accepts   data   from   the   RAM   Array   board
and   buffers   it   for   the   system   bus.

Signals

The   input   signals   are:

.       XACK.    This   signal   latches   data    (DOUTO-15)    into   the
latches,

.       DOUT.    This   outputs   data    (DATO-15)    onto   the   system   bus.

.       DOUTO-15.    DOUTO-15   carry   data   output    from   the    RAM
Array   board(s)  .

The   output   signals   are:

.      DATO-15.    These   signals   carry   data   on   the   system   bus.

Operation

When   XACK   goes   active   low,   data   on   DOUTO-15   is   latched    into
the   flip-flops   in   each   of   two   D-type   latches.   When   DOUT   goes
active  low,   the   data   is   driven   onto   the   system   data   bus
lines   DATO-15.
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RAM   BASE   ADDRESS   DECODE

(See    Schematic    A7-1.)

Purpose

RAM   Base   Address   Decode   informs   the    RAM   Control   logic    that   a
particular   RAM   Controller   board   has   been   addressed.

-

EiiEil

S18fl.|!

The   input   signals   are:

ADR17-19.    These   signals   carry   an   address   that   falls
within   one   of   six   possible   ranges--each   range
corresponding   to   one   of   a   maximum   of   six    RAM   Controll-
er   boards.

.       BANKIN.    BANKIN   indicates   that    the    RAM   bank   being
addressed   is   present   on   this   RAM   Controller   board.

The   output   signals   are:

.      BDSELECT.    This   signal   indicates   that   this   particular
RAM   Controller   board   is   being   selected   by   the   address
on   the   system   bus.

Operation

This   circuitry   consists   of   one   3-to-8   decoder.   ADR17-19
carry  one   of  eight   possible   addresses   of   which  only   six
Correspond   to   one   of   six   ranges   of   addresses   in   system   RAM.
If   BANKIN   is   active   low   and    ADR17-19   carry   a   valid    address,
the   decoder   pulls  one   of   its   six   strappable   pins   low.   If   the
correct  decoder   output   pin   is   strapped,   this   circuitry
asserts    BDSELECT.
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CLOCK

(See    Schematic    A7-1.)

Purpose

Clock   generates   a   22.008   MHz   square   wave   that   directly   feeds
the   X1/CLK   input   of   the    Dynamic    RAM    Controller    in   the    RAM
Control   circuitry.

S18nall

The   input   signals   are:

.       CLKDIS    (Clock   Disable).    CLKDIS   prevents   the   clock   from
outputting   its   signal   (used   for   test   purposes   only.)

.       XCLK    (External    Clock).    An   external   clock   signal   may   be
connected   to   this   line.    (Used   for   test   purposes   only.)

The   output   signals   are:

.       CLK    (Clock).    This   is   a    22.008   MHz   square   wave   that
drives   the   Dynamic    RAM   Controller.

Operation

Two   NAND  gates   are   biased   into   their   linear   region   of
operation   by   820   ohm   feedback   resistors.    In   this   mode   of
operation,   the   NAND  gates   act   as   linear   inverting   amplifi-
ers.   A   series   tank   circuit   and   a   22.008   MHz   crystal   are
connected   in   a   loop   with   the   two   gate   amplifiers.   This
causes   the   circuit   to   oscillate   at   22.008.   MHz.   The   output
is   connected   to   the   X1/CLK   input   of   the   DRC.    The   output   also
clocks   two   flip-flops   in   the   RAM   Control   circuitry.
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BAIr  ADDREss   DEcoDE

(See   Schematic   7-2.)

Purpose

Bank   Address   Decode   produces   a   signal   that   indicates   whether
the   RAM   Array   board   being   addressed    is   plugged    into   the   RAM
Controller   board.

EF

Slfn.|l
The   input   signals   are:

.       A15    and    A16    (Local    address   bits    15    and    16).    These
signals   carry   an   address   for   one   of   four   possible   RAM
Array   boards.

.       OUT.    OUT   shows    whether    the    RAM    Array   board   being
addressed    is   plugged   into   the   RAM   Controller   board.

The   output   signals   are:

.      IN.    This   signal   connects   directly   to   OUT   through   the
RAM   Array   board.    See    OUT   above.

.       BANKIN.    BANKIN   indicates   that    the    RAM    Arra.y   board
being   addressed   is   plugged   into   the   RAM   Controller
board .

Operation

A15   and    A16   can    address   any   one   of   four    RAM   Array   boards.
The   Bank   Address   Decode   logic   contains   a   2-to-4   line   decoder
that   responds   to   the   address   placed   on   its   inputs   by   A15   and
A16.    If   the    RAM   Ar`ray   board   corresponding   to   a   received
address   is   plugged   in,    IN   is   connected   to   OUT   through   the
board    and    BANKIN   goes   active   low.
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Appendix    C

STRAP    INFORMATION

The   terminal   has   straps   on   the   various   circuit   boards,   which
provide   flexibility   in   its  operating   parameters.   There   are
two   kinds   of   straps:   cut   straps   and   jumper   straps.    In   cases
where   the   terminal   was   designed   to   function   one   way,   but
Provisions   were   made   for   future   design   enhancemerits,   cut
straps   are   often   used.   Cut   straps   are   also   used   for   straps
that   are   changed   infrequently.    Jumper   straps,   however,   are
changed   much   more   often   than   cut   straps.   Most   straps   in   the
terminal   are   jumper   straps.

This   summary   gives   the   strap   settings   for   each   standard
circuit   board   or   module   in   the   terminal.

PROCESSOR    BOARD   STRAPS

Several   cut   and   jumper   straps   are   provided   on   the   Processor
board.    Straps   labeled   ''Jxxx"   have   square   pins   with   movable
jumpers.    Straps   labeled   ''Wxxx"   are   cut   straps;   they   consist
of   circuit   traces   on   layer   1    of   the   ECB   with   no   square   pins
Table   C-1    lists   these   strap   settings.
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STRAP    INF`ORMATI0N

Table   C-1

PROCESSOR    BOARD    STRAP    SETTINGS

Str,p  L,bel Deflnltlon

RON   Logic   Straps:

RON   Size   Strap Selects   either   16K   bit   or
(W126) 32K   bit   ROMs,   or   disable   all

Processor   board    ROMs.

RON   Wait   States Normally   strapped   for   ONE
(W475  ) wait   state.   If   all   the   ROMs

on   the   Processor   board   are
fast   enough,   this   strap  may
be   changed   to   indicate   ZERO
wait   states.

RON   Type   Straps There   is  one   set  of  straps
(J226,    J326, J426' for   each   two-RON   bank   of
(J427) ROMs.    These   straps   con figure

the   board   for   the   pin-out   of
the    RON   being   used.

BLCK   Source: Normally   strapped   to   ''on-
(m55,    w456) board.''   If  more   than   one

Processor   board   is   used   in
the   system,   only,one   should
be   strapped   to   "on-board;"
all   others   should   be
strapped   to   ''off-board."

Interrupt   Level St r a ps : The   Processor   can   generate
( W470 ) three  different   interrupts

to   the   8086   bus.   These
straps   define   the   interrupt
priority  levels  of  the   three
different   interrupts.

Normally,   the   ''host   port   re-
ceiver   interrupts"   are   set
to   iriterrupt   level   0,   "key-
board   interrupts"   set   to.
level   4,   and   ''host   port
transmitter''   are  set  to   in-
terrupt   level   5.
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STRAP    INFORMATION

Table   C-1    (cont)

PROCESSOR    BOARD   S+RAP   SETTINGS

-

Strap  Label Deflnltlon

Bus Timout   Enable: Prevents   the   Processor   board
( W561  ) from   driving   ACK1-0   on   a   bus

timeout.   Used   for  multi-
Processor   board   systems.

Test 1    and    Test   2 Tests   1   and   2   disable   clocks
(J150    and    J125) on   the   Processor   board   for

ATE    (automated   test   equip-
ment)   testing.

Fi s -2 3 2 -C / R S -2 3 2 -A : This   is   normally   set   for   RS-
(J522) 232-C.  .When   restrapped   for

RS-232-A,    the   SRTS    (Secon-
dary   Request   To   Send)    signal
is   sent   to   Pin   11   of  the   25-
pin   RS-232   connector   rather
than   to   Pin    19.
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STRAP    INFORMATION

KEYBOARD   STRAPS

The   Keyboard   has   a   set   of  cut   straps   that   allows   the
firmware   to   interpret   key   strokes   according   to   languages
other   than   English.   This   strap   consists   of   four   indidvidual
cut   straps   labeled   Wl   through   W4.    The   combinations   of   these
Straps   are   read   as   one   hexadecimal   number   which   corresponds
to   certain   keyboard   options.   See   Table
C-2.

Table   C-2

KEYBOARD   LANGUAGE    OPTION   STRAPS

I,nfu.,. Option   Number Open   Cut   Strap Hex    Code

Standard none 00

United   Kingdom 4A W4 08

Swedish 4C W2 02

APL 4E W1 01

Danish/Norwegian JJF W2    &    W3 06

RAM/RON    ANI)    RAM    BOARD    CONTROLLER    STRAPS

To    install   optional    RAM   memory,    one   or   more   RAM   Controller
boards   must   be   installed   in   the   card-cage.    Each   RAM   Con-
troller   board   has   sockets   for   four   RAM   Array   boards.    The   RAM
Array   boards   contain   32K-byte   banks   of   memory.    Since   six    RAM
Controller   boards   can   be   installed   in   the   terminal,   it   is
necessary  to   specify  the   starting   address   of  the   four   RAM
banks   on   each   RAM   Controller   board.

Strap   J165   sets   the   Base   Address   for   all   memory   on   the
board.   Set   the   strap   to   "1,"   for   the   RAM   Controller   nearest
the   processor.   Set   the   strap  on   the   other   RAM   Controller
boards   to   "2",   "3",   "4",   etc.,    as   they   are   placed   in   order
farther   away   from   the   Processor   board.   Strap   J165   allows
strapping   .for   a   maximum   of   six    RAM   Controller   boards.
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STRAP    INFORMATION
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Figure   C-1.   Strapping   RAM   Controller   Board   Base   Address.
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STRAP    INFORMATION

DISPLAY   MODULE    STRAPS

There   are   eight   strap  options   in   the   t.erminal   display
module.    They   are   located   on   the   following   boards.

Table   C-3

DISPLAY   MODULE    STRAPS

Str,p Board
Normal   OperationSetting

X-Y   Interchange Deflection   Amplifier Varies   with   crt
Polarity configuration

Hold    IN/OUT Deflection   Amplifier IN

Antiburn   IN/OUT Deflection   Amplifier IN

SLU-0   recovery   timeFAST/SLO Deflection   Amplifier FAST

Erase    TEST/N Storage N    (normal)

View   Reset    Z/TRUZ Storage Z

View   Reset   Z/GBUSY Storage Z

Z   Axis   PolarityZ-1/7-JJ HV    &    Z    Axis Z-O
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STRAP    INFORMATION

EiiFi

-<

Five  of  the   eight   strap  options   are   used   to   match   the
operational   requirements  of  the   pedestal.   These   are   preset
and   are   not   changed   during   normal   use.    They   are:

o      Z   Axis   input   polarity   on   the   High   Voltage   and   Z   Axis
board   for   selecting   the   Z-Axis   polarity.

o      View   Reset   on   the   Storage   board   for   selecting   the
signal    line   TRU-Z   or   GB   to   reset   the   View   Timer
Control .

o      Hold   mode   control   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board
for   selecting   between   active   and   inactive   Amplifier
inputs   during   Hold   mode.

o      Antiburn   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   selects
between   active   and   inactive   beam   intensity   control
during   periods   of  little   or   no   writing   beam
mov em en t .

o      Fast/Slo   on   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   selects
between   SLU-0   fast   or   slow   recovery   time.

The   factory   setting   for   each  of  the   options   is   as   follows:
Z-Axis    Polarity,    Z-0;    View   Reset,    Z;    Hold,    IN;    Antiburn,    IN;
SLU-0    recovery   time,    FAST.

The   following   is   a   detailed   description'  of  the   display
module   straps.

X   and   Y   Input   Interchange   (Deflectlon   Anpllfler   Board)

These   straps   are   used   when   the   crt   needs   to   be   rotated   180
degrees   due   to   aging   crt   phosphors.    See   "Rotating   the   CRT
180   degrees"    in   Section    11    (Maintenence).    Altering   these
straps   interchanges   the   +,-X   and   +,-Y   deflection   inputs,
which   causes   the   crt   to   write   in   a   different   direction.   The
normal   writing   pattern   is   from   left   to   right   across   the
screen,   and   from   top   to   bottom   down   the   screen.
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STRAP    INFORMATION

S.lectlng   Hold   IN/OUT   (Deflection   Amplifier   Board)

This   strap   connects   the   deflection   inputs   while   in   Hold   mode
either   to   ground   or   to   the   Deflection   Amplifier   board   input
connectors.    In   the   IN   position,   when   the   display   enters   Hold
mode,   the   deflection   inputs   are   connected   t,o   ground.   This
centers   the   deflection   amplifier   again   and   minimizes   the
amplifier   power   dissipation.    In   the   OUT   position,   when   the
display  enters   Hold   mode,   the   deflection   inputs   remain
directly  connected   to   the   deflection   amplifier   input   connec-
tors.

S.1.ctlng   Antlburn   IN/OUT   (Deflectlon   Ampllfler.Board)

Antiburn   protects   the   crt   from   slow-moving,   high-intensity
beams.   In   the   IN   position,   the   antiburn   amplifier   controls
the   beam   intensity.   In   the   OUT   position,   there   is   no
antiburn   control   and   a   slow-moving,   high-intensity   beam   may
damage   the   crt.

W^RNING

This  strap  ls  always   factory  preset  to
the   IN  posltlon.   To   avoid   possible  crt
damage,   1t   should   not  be   set   to   the   OUT
posltlon  except   for  the   adjustment  of
the  display  module.

Selecting   FAST/SLO   (Deflectlon   Ampllfler   Board)

This   strap  option   is   used   for   a   setting   of   SLU   fast   or   slow
recovery   time.   In   the   FAST   position,   the   SLU   signal   provides
only  enough  time   for   the   settling   of  the   deflection   amplifi-
er.   In   the   SL0   position,   the   SLU   time   is   increased   which
provides  additional   settling   time.

The   display  module   is   designed   to   be   compatible   with   the
pedestal   with   the   FAST/SL0   signal   set   in   the   FAST   position.
THIS    SETTING    SHOULD    NOT    BE    MOVED.
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STRAP    INFORMATION

Selecting   N/TEST   (Storage   Board)

This   strap   is   used   only   during   display   adjustment   and   should
be   left   in   the   N   position   for   normal   operation.   TEST   will
cause   the   crt   to   erase   approximatrly   every   three   seconds.

S.I.Ctlng   Z   Reset   Select   (Storage   Board)

This   strap   chooses   the   TRU-Z   signal   or   a   transition   signal
on   the   GBUSY   signal   line   (GB)    to   reset   the   view   counter.
Resetting   the   view  counter   prevents   the   display  module   from
going   into   Hold   mode   and   ultimately   into   Auto   Erase   mode.    In
the   TRU-Z   position,   each   Z   Axis   positive   transition   resets
the   view   counter,   while   in   the   GB   position,   any   positive
transition   (from   either   a   positive  or   negative   pulse)   of  the
GBUSY-0   signal   line   resets   the   view   counter.   An   additional
signal   line,   VIEW-0,   also   controls   the   view   counter.   A   low
on   the   VIEW-0   signal   line   always   resets   the   view  counter.

-

Ziilil

S.I.ctlng   Z   Axle   Input   Polarity   (HV   &   Z   Axis   Board)

The   display  module   is   designed   to   accept   either   a   low   or
high   true   TTL   signal.   To   accomplish   this,   a   set   of  two
straps--labeled   Z-1    and    Z-0--on   the   Hig'h   Voltage   and   Z   Axis
board   is   set   to   choose   which   true   level   of   Z   is   used   by  the
display   control.   If   a   low  true   TTL   signal   is   used   for   Z,   the
two   straps   must   be   set   in   the   Z-0   position.   The  .writing   beam
is   then   turned   off   when   the   Z   Axis   input   signal   rises   to   at
least   +2   V,   and   turns   on   with   a   signal   of   less   than   +0.8   V.
Conversely,   if   a   high   true   TTL   signal   is   used   for   Z,   the   two
straps   must   be   set   in   the   Z-1    position.    The   writing   beam   is
then   turned   on   when   the   Z   Axis   input   signal   rises   to   at
least   +2   V,   and   turns   off   with   a   signal   of   less   than   +.8   V.

C A 1' , I 0 N

The  dl.play  nodule  uses  a   factory  set-

:±#  :£.z;:a::t::i.EH±8  B:I:3#8a§±8b:D
NOT    BE   CHANGED.
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STRAP    INFORMATION

VECTOR    GENERATOR    BOARD   STRAPS

There   is  only  one   strap  on   the   Vector   Generator   board.   This
is   strap   J601,   which   overrides   the   charge   pump   for
troubleshooting   purposes.   The   Vector   Generator   board   has  no
jumper   strap   on   J601    during   normal   use.

BISPI]AY   CONTROLLER    BOARD   STRAPS

The   Display   Controller   board   has   two   cut   straps   on   it,   W370
and    W570.

W570   selects   one   of   seven   bus   interrupt   levels,   0   through   7.
The   factory   setting   is   wired   to   the   6   position.

W370   has   two   possible   positions   that   select   for   address
decoding.   The   positions   are   0   and   1.    The   0   position   selects
addresses   X'00DO'    through   X'00D7'    for   decoding,   while   the    1
position   selects   addresses   X'00D8'    through   X'00DF'    for   de-
coding.   The   factory   preset   position   is   0.
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Appendix D

ASCII CHARTS

This appendix includes a standard AScll code chart
and additional ASCIl code charts which define the
specific characters used as parameters (indicated by
unshaded areas) .

-

The code charts are:

Tabl®     D®®crlptlon

D-1          AScll code chart
D-2         Characters used ln < Char>  Parameters
D-3         Characters used in <Int>  and <Int+ >

Parameters
D-4         Characters used in < lnt-Floport>

Parameters
D-5         Characters Used in < Xy>  Parameters
D-6         Charactor9 Used in < Xy-P®port>

Parameters

Table D-1

ASCII  (ISO-7-US) CODE CHAflT

878685BITS84838281 0oo 0o, a,a 0,,loo 1o, 1,o 1,1

CONTF'OL FIGUFIES uPPEflcASE lowEBCASE

0 0 0 0 NUL 0 DLE SP 0 @ P \   96
P

'6 32 48 64 80 „2
0 0 0 1 SOH 7 Dcl I I A Q a q'7 33 49 65 8' 97 113

0 0 1 0 STX 2 DC2 ',   34 2 8 R b r
'8 50 66 82 98 114

0 0 1 1 ETX 3 DC3 # 3 C S C S
'9 35 5' 67 83 99 ''5

0 1 0 0 EOT 4 DC4 S 4 D T d t
20 36 52 68 84 '00 ''6

0 1 0 1 ENQ 5 NAK 0/o 5 E U e u
2' 37 53 69 85 '0' ''7

0 1 1 0 ACK 6 SYN & 6 F V f V
22 38 54 70 86 '02 ''8

0 1 1 1 BEL 7 ETB / 7 G W 8 W
23 39 55 7' 87 103 ''9

1 0 0 0 BS  8 CAN ( 8 H X h X
24 40 56 72 88 '04 '20

1 0 0 1 HT  9 EM ) 9 I Y I y
25 4' 57 73 89 '05 '2'

1 0 1 0 LF SUB *
58

J Z
1

Z
'0 26 42 74 90 '06 '22

1 0 1 1 VT ESC + K I k I
'' 27 43 59 75 9' 107 '23

1 1 0 0 FF FS < L \ I r
'2 28 44 60 76 92 '08 '24

1 1 0 1 CR GS - - M I in )
'3 29 4S 6' 77 93 '09 '2S

1 1 1 0 SO RS
46

> N ^ n -
'4 30 62 78 94 „0 '26

1 1 1 1 Sl US / 7 0 0
RUB0UT'OEL)

'5 3' 47 63 79 gs „' '27

I

I      onsom.k.yboird.a.®y.I.in.
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Ascii CoDE CHAnT§

D-2

Table D-2

CHAFtACTEF)S USED IN  < CHAFt>  PAFtAMETEFts

a a

#

SP 32 0  48 @ 64 P  80 \   96
P „2

6

# I 1   49 A  65 Q8, a  97 q"£
? 33

a 2  50 8  66 R  82 b  98 r ''4
8 34

# 3   57 C   67 S  83 C   99 S  115*
9 35

S 4  52 D  68 T  84 d 100 t ''6
36

0/o 37 5  53 E  69 U  85 e '07 u 117
a

& 6  54 F  70 V  86 f 102 V 118
? 38

a
3

/ 7  55 G   7' W 87 9,o3 W 1'9
39

i 0
`

( 8  56 H  72 X  88 h 704 X 120
40

)   4' 9  57 I     73 Y  89 I  705 y 72'
S

*  42
58

J    74 Z  90 I  106 Z 122

3
7

+  43
59

K   75 [    97 k 107 I  723

44
< 60 L   76 \  92 I  708 1*'24

8

1
45 6'

M  77 ]   93 in 109 I '25

46
> 62 N  78 ^ n 110 -

` 94 126

#
/  47 ?   63 0  79

95
0 „1

#uBau¥i
5

lDElt
I

*1

I      on come k®ybo.rd® or 8y.tome
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ASCII CODE CHARTS

Table D-3

CHAFtACTERS USED IN < INT>  AND < INT+>  PARAMETERS

< HIl>  Charact®i®

It,
rs a

in "Nftyea

® @ 64 P  60 \  96
P ''2

A  65 Q" a  97 q"
8  66 R  62 b  98 r ''4

t
C  67 S  03 C   99 S ''5

®
ae

D  66 T  81 d loo t ''6

E
£¢

E  69 U  65 e u
'0' „7

F   70 V  06 f '02 V ''6

I,88               7'
W 87 8 W

'03 1'9

H X h X
72 86 '0, '2

I    70 Y  89 I y` I

'05 '2'

' J    7< Z  90 ' '06 Z '22

t K   75 I     ' k '07 I '23

* L \ I I.
76 92 '08 '24

M  77 )    93 in '09 ) '25"
N  78 ^ 9, n ''0 -'26

I I 0  79 0 ''' RUBol''(D!l)

95 '27
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< Lol> Characters

esSS
a

®rr, ®•- -
SP 32 0  48

£8 e, ff „
I    33 I  49

*1g!f<
a @

® i I,,   34 2  50
fa

® 1 #  35 3  5'

8.
ae

S  36 4  52
tt

1 A
I,

%  37 5  53
as

® Y
ff

&  38 6  s4 f
4P

/   39 7  55

£
(    40 8  56

1 )    ¢' 9   57
j',

i 1, u *   42
58

i

t +  43
59

i
`

A a I

'    ,4 < 6o
ae

t,
45 6' `..``

#
6

> 62 A

/  47 7   63

I,
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ASCII CODE CHARTS

Tab'® D-4

CHAFtACTEF]S USED IN  < lNT-REPOFtT>  PAFtAMETEFts

< Nil-Report>  Characters

8'86
8§

a ¢ t

'
o8

a '6
SP 32 0  48 @ 64 p  80

a 1
f J

I    33 I   49 A  65
.. 9?

a a
g }S

„   34
2   50 8  66 R  82

® to
#  35 3  5' C   67 s  83

9P

¢¢
+ 2o

S  36 4  52 D  68 T   84,
I,+

a
S

#2,i 0/o  37
5  53 E   69 U

a ®
a

Y
2,

&  38 6  54 F   70 v

S t t 2®

/   39 7  S5 G   7' w

I S a
e

A
2<

(    40 8  56 H  72 x

1 i H
I as

)    4' 9   57 I     73 y  89

1 a 1
a

U8as *   42
58

J    74 Z

V
t

+   43
59

K   75 I    9'

i a F
2 28 4<

< 60 L    76 \  92
*

1 c
8 i,i 45 6'

M   77 ]

1 a S
< 46

> 62 N   78 ^
t t

/  47 7    63 0  79 -
_ Jt

D-4 @

< Lol-Report>  Characters

-J

len
E| 1 C^se

o a a •S

lS
SP 32 0  48

6J co
\ ?t

S a a C I    33 I   4g
65 81

a a t
a # 1

34
2  5o

a e8 „
A a

t,
#  35 3  5'

a t ®
in

S  36 4   52
a,

d

'
0/o  37 5  53

8§

® t t a S
ae

&  38 6  54
ae

i v 3

®
ae

/   39 7  55 G
4 i

® (    40 8  56 H
ee

a
t

t
as

)    4' 9   57 I
ae

i
I

t t ® U *   42
58

* i i
•}

3 a + E
z7

+   43 '59 K
5

i
E*

k

t ®
a 44

< 60 I \
1 i t

<5 6' gB t
i t t

46
> 62 N

a,
n t

t
/  47 7    63 0 -
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ASCII CODE CHARTS

Table D-5

CHAFtACTEFts USED IN  <XY>  PARAMETERS

< HIY> ,< HIX > Chai.actors

FT,)

fill

1

]1
1

1- *|lE

a a N 1a SP 32 0  48 \
Plo @

ill +,I,g

t H, 1', I     ®3 I   49 _ `  -FT

to S
', 34

2   SO
H

¢ D
I

#  35 3   5' E
I

§
1

®® I \ S  36 4  52 D
ff a, t

I
t

fllo 1 ENQ
5 2i

a/o  37 5  53
ng

t'    JE     1 a A
¢

&  38 6  54
+„

olt 1 r E /    J9 7  55

1" I
fu

(     40 8  S6

'loa 1
a

)    4' 9   57

1ol a F *   42 :I58

1¢1
t

+   43
59 I

1t,1 F
E! 4J'

< 60

I  I   I  I, t i 4S 6'

0
I 46

> 62 «J
/   07 7    63

J, D

< LOY> ,< Extra>  Characters
t'

BF
1'

1 1 o[
1' I

<-LoX>  Characters

a,# fi I,

E+I-a \    96 P „2n Jg
I a   97 q"

I,1g se 43 fl
h

e6
b  98 r ''4

? nr

a 1
t

# 3
I

a S
in

c   99 S ''5

1 a a
ffi

} 4 T
8*

d '00 t ''6

e '0't'029,o3 u ''7

1 I
j z*NJ=JZ3J

art
a 1 H

A J,+

f I V „8 -:!g a, 1 i
®

11

I

1 1
7 JH

7 G
11+

W '19
J\!#

Hoplt Ov

t ¢ ® ( 3 H
aB

h 'C', X  120 @ 6< P  80
.,5, 4 A,

1 a o t I
1'

9, Y I   '05 y '2'
+S '} RE

A   65 QB, I,

al
8  66 R  02 rI o I e a *

5
J

7,
I  '06 Z '22

I '„

0 di
3

I
C   67 S   83 s „k '07 (  '23

t £} rE t .

ae
I  '08 I.'2,

D  68 lT   84 I |t
tI ar JH

-.`S.
I g7

E   69 U  05
Bt

a ,t1 €R I I
aJ

in '09 I '25
J] < 6, in

F   70 V  06 ¥''L1 1 I a > A n ''0 -'26
Ii

IrBbl, 7
a

a   7' W  87 9,aa w I1 1 i 1 Sl  1 uS ,t /
I

? 0 0 :,,
PUB0U''DEL),27

N
ae

8
•.

H   72 X   80 h I I I
I

•¥; I.I :;-  fi   - iF:]8 •-:::

I     c.co-.`.
e a1

a
Ewh

JE5
9

S
I      73 Y   89 i

1
y",

* J    74 Z   90 I, I 722

I 1, E=E K,sl         ,    9, 1[

ln I
I 'J-

1 1
fl

< L    76i       \    92
'0,

I-.,gr

?1 B, 6S
`1 Jt M   77 I    93 in1 I ,.

t 1, SO N   78 ^  9< Ln,1 -T
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AScll CODE CHARTS

D-6

Table D-e

CHARACTERS USED IN < xV-REPonT>  pAnAMETEns
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APPENDIX   E

SELF    TEST   DIAGNOSTIC    PROGRAM

USING   THE   SELF-TEST    PROGRAM

The   primary  troubleshooting   aid   for   the   4114   is   the   Self
Test   diagnostic   program.   This   program   resides   in   firmware
and   is  arranged   so   that   it   checks   all   hardware--starting
with   the   initial   error   reporting   mechanism   (keyboard   LEDs).
Self   Test,   primarily,   does   not   depend   on   any   portion   of  the
hardware   until   it   has   tested   it;   it  may  then   use   such
hardware   to   aid   in   other   tests.

A   subset   of   Self   Test   is   the   Power   Up   sequence.   The   Power-Up
sequence   runs   automatically  when   the   terminal   is   turned   on,
and   performs   a   quick   check   of   the   various   hardware   modules.
If  a  major   or   fatal   error   is  detected   at   this   point,   an
error   mesage   advises   the   user   (A  major   error   is   when   the
Setup   Default   (cmos)   Reset   option   fails   and   is  napped   out;
when   a   fatal   error   occurs,   the   terminal   will   not   run).   The
4114   operators  manual   describes   the   error   messages   that   may
appear   during   the   Power-Up   sequence.   For   detailed   diagnostic
examination   of  terminal   hardware,   use   Self   Test.   Self   Test
will   perform   additional   tests   as   well   as   repeating   the   same
tests   that   were   done   during   the   Power-Up   sequence.

Start   the   program   running   by   pressing   the   RESET   and   SELF-
TEST   buttons.    Press   and    hold   RESET   and    SELF-TEST.    then
r'elease   RESET.      After'   the   Keyboar.d   LEDs   have   begun   to
"cycle'',   release   SELF   TEST.

The   test   begins   by  turning   on   all   the   keyboard   lights   (''CAPS
LOCK"   key,   four   function   key   LEDs,   and   four   indicator   LEDs).
The   CAPS   key   light   should   turn   off   immediately   (while   the
other   eight   LEDs   remain   lit).   If   the   CAPS   key   light   remains
lit,   this   indicates  a  major  malfunction   in   the   processor.
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SELF    TEST

While   Self   Test   is   running,   the   eight   keyboard   lights   blink
as   they  ripple   through   the   codes   for   the   various   tests.   When
a   fatal   error   occurs  during   a   particular   test,   its   identify-
ing   light   pattern   starts  blinking,   and   the  bell   rings  three
times.   These   lights   are   the   binary  equivalent  of  a   hexideci-
mal   value   assigned   to   each  major   set   of  tests.   These   light
codes   are   displayed   on   the   eight   indicator   LEDs.   The   error
message   tables   (in   this   section)   list   and   define   these   error
codes,   giving   an   explanation   for   the   error   condition   and
suggesting   which   piece  of  circuitry  malfunctioned.   After   the
major   error   codes   have   been   displayed,   most   problems   can   be
narrowed   down   through   the   use   of   submessages.    Submessages
are  displayed   by  first   noting   the  major   error   codes,   press-
ing   RETURN,   and   noting   the   next   set   of   lights   displayed   as
the   submessage.   In   some   instances,   there   may  be   up   to   three
levels   of   submessages.

After   the   display  has   been   checked,   most   error   messages   are
printed   on   the   display  screen.   Such   screen-displayed   error
messages   first   print   the   name  of  the   test   or   the   hardware
module   being   tested.   Then   a   submessage   on   the   next   line
tells  which  part  of  the   test   failed.

If   Self   Test   encounters   a   problem,   which   caused   it   to   simply
stop  during   a   particular   test,   this  results   in   the   light
pattern   for   that   test   remaining   lit   indefinitely.   This   type
of  problem   is   highly   unlikely,   but   could   be   caused   by  a   bad
RON.    Read   the   error   code   on   the   lights   and   use   this   to   help
determine   where   the   test   is   "hung   up".

During   the   Delay   Memory   check   (associated   with   table   E-7,
RAM   Test   Errors)    there   is   a    14   second   wait   for   each   32K   of
RAM   being   tested.   In   a   fully   loaded   instrument   (one   with   all
RAM   options   attached)    this   test   can   tal{e   up   to   four   minutes
to   run.   Do   not  be   suprised   about   this  delay;   it   does  not
mean   that   Self   Test   is   "hung".   This   lengthy  test   can   be
overriden   by   entering   CONTROL   D   during   the   keyboard   check.
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SELF    TEST

In   the   following   discussion,   tests   are   grouped   in   modules
according   to   the   hardware   being   tested.   Under   each   heading
(test  module   name)   is   a   short   general   description   of  the
test   and   hardware   it   checks.   Each   table   of  error   messages
define   those  messages   that  may  appear   while   that   test   is
running.   To   determine   which   piece   of  circuitry
malfunctioned,   read   the   list   of  active  circuits   for   each
test.   Since  many  circuits   are   used   in   several   tests,   elimi-
nate   as  good   those   circuits   that   passed   all   previous   tests.
These   tables   are   grouped   together   for   referencing   convien-
ence   rather   than   in   the   order   in   which   the   tests  occur   (see
Table   E-1).    Tables   start   with   the   error   code   FE    (11111110)
and   are   listed   in   descending   order   of  the   binary  codes.

Table   E-10   lists   the   error   codes   and   the   order   in   which   the
tests   are   actually  performed   during   Self   Test.
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I,4

Tchl,  E-1

sEi.I list Eiiioii§ DIFtEcrm.

TEST  MODiLE                                                             Tfu].I:  i`I.rqm

l®fBcii®fficI=H3ji
iii=I==:iiiiac
fl)Mal§ f.O lust FORT
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SELF    TEST

K.yboard   Check  and   Lights   (F)

When   Self   Test   starts,   the   indicator   LEDs   show   FF   (1111
1111).   As   the   test   continues   the   light   pattern   approach   00.

During   the   keyboard   lights   check,   each   light   is   slowly
turned   on   and   off   in   a   sequential   loop   beginning   with   the
keypad,   going   across   the   eight   LEDs   (right   to   left),   and
down   to   the   CAPS   key.   This   circling   light   pattern   is   then
repeated   quickly.

At   the   beginning   of   the   keyboard   keys   test   the   4114   rings
the   bell   once,   and   the   CAPS   key   light   starts   blinking.   This
prompts   the   user   to   press   a   key   (any   key)    after   waiting   a
few   seconds.   When   the   bell   rings   and   the   CAPS   key   blinks,
the   test   is   susposed   to   stop  and   wait   for   a   key   stroke.   If
the   test   proceeds   without   pressing   a   key,   this  means   spuri-
ous   key   strokes   are   being   generated.   This   type   of   problem
could   be   caused   by  dirt   or   corrosion   in   the   keyboard,   or   a
poor   connection   in   the   keyboard-to-processor   board   ribbon
cable.   If   the   test   waits   for   a   key  entry,   then   press   a   key,
allowing   the   tests   to   continue.   Figure   E-1   shows   the
locations   of   the   keyboard   ROMs.
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SELF    TEST

Figure   I-1.    RAM/RON   Board.
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SELF    TEST

Tchl.  I-2
ia]ficfii@mose¢Ei roco Eiiicjis

Eiae  CODE
Bln-y   ,   Hx

11111110         FE

11111101          FD

1111  iiee        Fc

1111  ieie        Ff]

Error  .t  I.9lnnlng  of  k.ubo.rd  llght.  te.t.
(Clrcllng  llght.  te.t  happen.  here.}

E+ror  .t  .nd  of  kegbo.rd  llght.  te.t.
Error  durlng  k.gbe.rd  k.g.  t..t.
I+ror  dhlle  lo.dlng  I<egbo.rd  ld.ntlflc..len  Cede.

Ziiliii=

-.

9Jbn...9.:  (prlnted on .ere.n)
"K.vbrd  -ID  XX"

XX .Ill  be  th.  optlon  nuflber  of  `h.  ket)be.rd
•tt.ched  (.xanpl.:  . 9redl.h  k.gbo.r`d  I.  eptl®n
4C).  Thl.  te..  then ch.ck.  th. ulldltg of  th.t
#[.;!#:.:h::.m¥o::t::nt::hole:n:n#l::,
no ftw  (for  the  optlon)  .r. pro..nt.

•'Kutrd  -ID f.ll"

Ttl.  ld.ntlflc.tlon  t..`  -Ill. f.ll  IIh.n  th.

1ifir:::;t:;:::£:::i:#r:=.:r
ClftyITSLJsO:=:d;oLgr::::ru:nr#gL°i=]eKeyulp:i:n:.1t::.rec...°r
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SELF    TEST

Processor   Check   (E)

At   this   time,   Self   Test   does   a   more   thorough   test   of
Processor   board   and   Keyboard   functions.   The   processor   and
its   related   hardwar`e   are   systematically  exercised.      Figur.e   E-2
shows   location   of   the   Pr`ocessor`   boar'd   ROMs.

i-__

F1.ur.   I-2.   Prooe!.or   Bo.rd   ROM!.
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SELF    TEST

Tchle  E-3

Fiae±eii jjcfi® Ej5ici5

Eiiioji CueIl-v  ,  Hx

111e  1111       EF                 Error  d.t.ct.I  durlng  TIM-r  t..t.

(.)  §ubn...ng.:  ELll;  pro..  FET`.fen,  r..d  llght  code.

Th. .ubn .... 9e  for  th.  tlm.r  t..t  liilll  con.I.t  of  the
::I:#:,P#i.io::::Lhe::t:a:I,?`##:le:eta:eof
p®..lbl. cod...  The..  cod..  .r.  ll.ted  b.loi..
eEP1 -

cola -

F-

-

-in-ur
111®  111®         EI

iiie lid     Ec
(.) -..B 1=

XX- jjjrm

F.lled .t.`lc t..t;   t..t. tlrh.r.'
output.  for  hlgh/lou v.lu...
F.ll.d dun.mlc t..t;  te.t. tlm.r.  for
c®rr.ct  count  `-.  prec...or  .xecutlon.
F.llur.  ln  TIM.r  0    (Ira .1)dr...  fRI1).

F.l]ur.  ln Tlin.r  1    (Ira addr... fra).
F-.llur.  during  tl-r  lnltl.]lz.tlon.
I+ror durlng .t.nd.rd 1" check.urn te.`.

I.11,  pr...  IITUEN,  re.I  llght  code.

##::.1::LR#Lgr:bt:nL±3#iF#.r.
probl.. found  I.  FEED  'X'.  Thl.  I.flr.t f" p.lr on `he f+oc...or be.rd.}

(.}  9Jbl .... 9.  2:    BELL;  pre..  fETIJ" ng.ln,  r.ed  I.1ght  cod..

E#:+=:I::::::::t:;:#p=:±:i::::*::,
ef en. of th... thr.e pe..lbl. cod...
" ----          frm(.} nee pr...nt.qle -         f"(.) ch.ck.u..rror.eell -          §t.nd.rd lm pe.ltlon ch.ck.
-epI           Problco I.®l.t.d t® high f" ®f p.ir.
---- eele           I+oblen  I.ol.t.d .o  loli. F" of  p.lr.
-eell           F+obl.. found  ln both lm ef p.lr.

RE -TII.r 2 c.nnot b. t..t.I .t thl. point.  It  I. ch.ck.I  I.t.r
d`irlng th. rti..  Pert  ch.ck.
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SELF    TEST

Tlble  I-3  (cent. )
Ej5ice cue                                                 BaLf]r`nTlon

Bln-lJ    ,   I*x

111e  loll        EB                          I+ror  detected  ln  Interrupt  H.ndler  Check

9Jb -...g..:  (prlnted  en  .creen)
Interrupt. -§t.tlc

E+ror : XX

Interrupt.  - Dgnonlc
fure,,:XX

tntEL[::I if tv bl 0

Bit.  th.t  c.nnot  be  .et  ln  Interrupt
Pegl.ter  (Ira b..e  eddre..  BEEF)).

L.vet  5  Interrupt  perform.d.  F..lled  to        (b)
re.ch  Interrupt  vector  eddre.a:  " +  (4 x  5}.

I) dlvld.  bg  0  ln.tructlon  liia.  perforntd,
but  dld  not  `-ctor  through  loc.tlon  0.
XX equ.I.  I..e  Interrupt  .ddre... (c)

CIFmJIT§ uso:  Interrupt.  clrcult  b]eck  on  Proc...er  board.

i::.d¥h:.#:.i:i°::::n::f::et:={°#:#::.=n=rter::t#ge:::r`.
error  blt.  (r.d  from the  keuboerd  I.ED.),  pre..  f€TLn`l,  then  reed  the
•uh...a. u the next .et of  light. dl.play.d.
(I)  LMl  fl`.I. th.  ea.le.t  I.vel  of  Interrupt  to  fore.  (h.nco  x5).
E-h tl-in  lncr.rent  a+  .  level  I.  Ill.I.,   lt  lrove.  up  four  bt)te.  ln
n-I  {h.ne. th. 4).  XX .qu.I.  the be.e  Interrupt  eddre...
(c)  Thl .-...g.  ulth  XX-ce li-.t  llkelg  lmplle.  an  earll.r  ver.len
ef  . es prce...®r  chlp  not  .ccept.ble  for  F+oce..er  board  oper.tlon.
roTE -  If .lth.r  Tl  er  T2  Input.  to  the  lnterrup`  chlp  .re  .tuck  .t
I  TTL  lolil,  S.lf  T..t  c.nnot  detect  thl.  condltlon.  Al.a,   lf  en  .'lnterrupt
I-.I"  output  (fron the  tnt.rrupt  chlp)  I.  .`uck  .t  . TTL  loo,  Self
T..t c-t d.t.ct thl. condltlon,  .lther.  If  ehe  Interrupt chlp .eem
:;r.:i;::nL:c:::::eB:=::mlne the output. ulth .n a.ci I lo.cope,  or
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SELF    TEST

Communlcatlons   and   Bus   Checks    (D)

This   set   of   tests   examines   the   operation   of  the   main
terminal   bus   and   the   host   I/0   port.   This   is   accomplished   by
writing   to   low   RAM   (located   between   0000   and   7FFF)    its   own
address   as   data.   It   then   reads   this   address   back,   using   the
comparison   as   a   bus   check.    This   assumes   RAMs   are   good.

Tchle  El
f";E]S flo ilrosT pofIT  Ejiiiciis

Eiiae  CODE
Bln-lJ    ,   Ltx

11011111          DF

(.' 9Jb -...g.1:  I.,I,
XXa-n-

F+obl.d-  ulth  lou blt.  of  in.ln  t.rmln.I  bu.
or  .ddre..lng  vl. thl.  bu..

pre..  fITLJEN,  r..i]  I lght  code.

XX  lndlc.t.. the b .... ddre.. of  the F"
th.t  c.u.ed  the  bu.  problem:  Xxm  'X'.
(I ...,  ca -± and 2B  -2E2EE. )

ZiE=

(.)  SLibn..age  2:  fecond  EEll,  pr...  fETLn`I,  r.ed  llght  code.
YY

nnnn  nnnn                         YY  I.  the  Lou  d.t.  bt)t.,  .houlng  which  blt(.)
are  ln  error.

(.}  Sun)n..ag.  3:  Thlrd  EEll,  pro..  FETLJEN,  r.ed  llght  code.
ZZ

dwrm  nnnn

iiei  iiie       DE

ZZ  I.  the  Hlgh  d.t.  but.,  .heulng  uhlch  blt(.)
are  ln  error.

roTE:  If  YY md  ZZ pe  .Ill.,  thl.  lndlc.t..  .
tlfl--ut  prat.I.iil Iitll]e .ttelptlng te .Cce.. . F".

F+eblem  ulth  the  hlgh  blt.  ef  the  in.ln  bu.  or
•ddre..lng  vl. thl.  bu..    IIIEre  lt  I.  qrltlng
high f"  (betliien eEpe .nd  hlghe.t  ddt...}
lt. .ddre.. a. d.t.;  then r.adlng  lt b.ck.

#=rTg+*ert§;=:*#:¥rfb¥=L:.Lf:=:::F::¥.::;±er:::::::.
rEL-I::f#:? #mn::? Cffi? :#£f°±#;n!di?n#4;f]#:y i#;led to
EREO'  in.

clRCLJIT§ LJso:  i:: #e:a:::::::,nTL::..= = #:: ::LdT ddr ...,
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T.bl.  E1  (contlnued)

Ei5icR  CoDE                                    Bfi.f.iTlorl
Bln-v   ,   r*x

110111®1           DD E+ror  detect.d  durlng  ho.t  port  Ire
eddre.a  check

Sub .....g.:  {prlnted  on  .creen)
''llb.t  Pert  -Pegl®ter.
Exp.ct:  XX    fbec.lee:   tv"

1til. t..t ch.ck. the re..t of the uifT.
f)ter  re.ettlng Urn,  lt  reade  the  dot. at
•t.tu.  Ira .ddre.. EZ.
It  expect.  to  reed  XX.     If  ln.teed  lt
r.c.lee.  YY  {wh.r.  XX  not  -  YY)  thl.  nEon.
the te.t  falled .nd the urn c.nnot be
re,et.

•'lb.t  Pert  -Pegleter
Exp.ct§  rot  -W    fbceive:  ZZ  -  fn"

The  te.t  check.  uifT LAtch  (Ire eddr...  EB),
and  uifT  tnt.rrup`  Peque.t  (  "        "         EB).

>0< - Latch  .t.tu.  .xpected;   I.  a  lf  no
blt. .r.  ln .rror.

YY -  tnt.rrupt  Reque.t  blt.  ln  error;   lf  a,
no  blt.  .re  ln .rror.

ZZ -I.Atch  St.tu.  blt.  ln  error.

cO -  tnt.rrupt  REqu..t  blt.  ln  error.

iiei  iiee      pe Error d.t.ct.d durlng ho.t  pore  beud r.te/
ch.r.cter ch.ck

9J.Il -... a.i  (prlntel)  en  .ere.n)
"I..t Pert - I.udm.r.ct.r
BIIds  }000{    Exp.ct:   YYLlm    REcelve:   ZZ-P'.

}000< -I.ud r.te  ln  h.x  (.ee  t.ble  Ei).
W -ch.r.ct.r .ent.
fFl -LJifT d.t. .t.tu. blt.  ln error,  .xpect

I.r®  (IcO .ddr... E4).  *. Flgure I-a.
ZZ -ch.r.ct.r r.c.l`-I.
D -uifT ht. §e.tu. bit.  ln error.

ClfnJIT§I  flll  Fnl  l®c.tlen. tin to 7FFT md cO to  top F" eddre.. bu.
I ln.. conn.ctlng F+ec...or .nd F"m be.rd.
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``.

4131211       lo

AIlnRTSt0AddS

s•&"erru

38 +oo

Figure  I-3.   I/0  Address  X  .E8.--Status  Byte.
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SELF    TEST

The   following   table   may   be   used   t,o   convert   Hex   numbers
received   into   decimal   numbers.

Tchle  Ei
Ill)<-To+rsclMaL  Eoulw`LI?ITs

lIE}{  r`lJqm                DEclML  r`I+qm

I-14

ii=
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SELF    TEST

MEMORY   TESTS

RON    Check    (C)

This   set   of   tests   examines   the   operation   of   all   ROMs   on   the
RAM/ROM   board    and    all   option    ROMs.    The    ROMs   on    the    Processor
board   were   tested   along   with   the   processor   in   previous
tests.    Refer   back   to   Figure   E-1    for   the   locations   of   ROMs   on
the    RAM/ROM    Board.
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SELF    TEST

Tchle Ei
sysTEM4OpTIon fas Ei5as

Eiiiieii caoE                                                    E>flj*f]TIon
Bln-v   ,   rtx

1ioo  1111      cr

llP  1110      CE

fubm....9..:

iiee iiei     cD

F-allure  durlng  F"  Map  generation.

Error  found  durlng  F"  checksums  test.

Error  in.eeagee  are  eaJne  as  for  main  Fan;
•e.  Table  I-3.

Ron.  found   ln  `Lrong  poeltlon   (optlone  only).

9JbdE..age.:     (Dl8pl.god  on  ecreen)
"Ron  -Pb.ltlon
fHdre..:  }000{    Exp.ct:  YY-ZZ    Pecelve:  fPrp
RON  at:  CC+all"

I)ddre..  }000{  -  th.  baee  addres.  of  the
F" p.lr  belng  checked.

Expect  YY-ZZ  -
1)  `nr  I.  the  fin  Set  nulit)er  (earns  ae
optlen  nunber).
2)  ZZ  Indicate.  even  or  odd  F"  of  p.lr.
(If  ZZ  I.  odd,   then  odd  F"  ls  problem;
lf  ZZ  I.  even,  then  even  f"  "      "    .)

R.c.lve  fn-BB --
found  F"  eat  number  fF)  (lneteed  of  YY);
ED  (llke  ZZ)   lndlc.te.  odd  `rs.  even  of  pair.

Roll ±t  CC+.il  -CC  I.  option  (Fen Set)
nuflber  of  Ron  that  felled.

Exerple>  fudre..:   16ee  Expect:  42-17  Ftecelve:  42-15
COM  Pet:   42+all

Me.n.  - th.t  the  beee  .ddress  of  the f"
P.'r42b::n!h:h#e:e{.n:6j#;xpected(dl.k).

171.  base  eddrees  +  1  (odd  f" of  p.lr).
I+  161.  btro.  addr...  +  a  (e`ien  Ron  "     "     }.

1tie  t..t  found  42-15  at  the  address;  42
o..  the  fen §.t,  and  15 means  the  odd  F"
for  loo.tlon  14,ae u.a.  found  th.re  (instead
of  FICM  for   16,OEra).
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SELF    TEST

Table  Ei  (continued)

Ej5ice  CODE
lurv   ,   t*x

lid  lleo       CC                            I" uer.len  coflp.tlbllltu  problem

9Jb-..og.:  (prlnted  on  .ere.n)
„f" -V.r,lon
ROM  ±t:  XX-W    Expect:   YY-ZZ    fbcelue:   fn+ED"
" set:  CC+,ll

f" §.t  u.ed  for  refer.nee  I.  XX  (rote  1),
•rid  lt.  `-r.len  number  I.  W.''E><pect  YY-ZZ"  refer.  `o  the  exp.cted  F"
option  n.in.  YY,  .nd  ver.lon  nuflb.r  ZZ  for
for  the  1" §.t  being  checked.''Ftecelve  ftrEB"  report.  the  .ctual  Fen nan.
(fn)  .nd  vtr.len  (EIB)   ln  .afr-.ock.t.

Baple> Fml set:  cO6   Expect:  42ca   Fbc.lve:  42-1
M.an.  -   Th.  in.ln  .g.ten f lrm.re  (c.ll.d  0B)
I.  vcr.len  5.  It  expect.  aptlon  42 Fth  liilth
vtr.len  3 er  hlgher  to  be  ln.t.lled.

In.teed,   lt  f lnd.  Option  42 f",  ulth
enlg  ver.len  1  f lrmare,   ln.t.lled.

Fm' set:  ce+,ll
f" f.llur.   --   ce  I. nuirb.r ef qptlen
uhere  `er.len  problem  appeared.  Thl.
F" ..t  I.  in.pp.d  Out  of  the  optlon.

CIRIJITS IJsO:  1"" bo.rd  fth  and clrcult.,  .nd For  en. option board..
hoe.  1s  XX  I.  optl®n  nunt).r.    a).ten  Fin  nuflt]er  I.  .lII.au.  0B.
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SELF    TEST

RAM   Check    (8)

This   series  of  tests   perform   a   systematic   check  of  all
system   RAMs.   Each   set   of   tests   is   grouped,   and   each   group
uses   the   same   type   of  error   reporting   scheme   (light   codes).
Refer`   back   to   Figure   E-1   for.   the   locations   of   the   lower`   32K
RAM.

Tchle  I-7

Faf*i  list  Ejijioiis

Ejiiaii  CODE
ln-y   ,   Hx

loll iiii    F LoqLE.t  aEK  of  f",  IIi.lklng  one.  check.
(rtre  e.ch  bit  I.  .et  and  te.ted,   ln order
from  left  to  right,  hence  the  .'unlklng  once"
term).1til.   llght  code   I.  .ccoapenled  bg
the  fol loulng  llght  code  .ubfli...ge..

(.)  9Jb -... a.1§  E[ll  rlng.,  pr...  fIT`JEN,  r..d  llght  code.

XX
r- nnnn #  lndlc.te.  the  .ddre..  of  the  fen problem

t  Xxma  ,X,.

(.)  9Jbn..og.  2:  Second  b.ll,  pr...  FETLn`l,  re.d  light  code.

YY
rw-tr-FT-i  mnn W  I.  th.  Lou  D.ta  bt)te,  .houlng  iihlch  bit(.)

are  ln  error.
{.)  9Jbn -... ge  3:  Thlrd  bell,  pro..  FITLn`I,  and  re.d  llght  code.

ZZ
rMrNm  nmn ZZ  I.  the  Hlgh  A.t.  bt)te,   .houlng  IIhlch  bit(.)

are  ln  error.

i#iho¥iLi!:::##t:::::::j'!#n::¥:i:::th::=:f::;:::::
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SELF    TEST

T.ble  E-7  (cant.)

- CODE
Bln-y    ,   L*x

roTE

fh  error  le  lndlc.ted  bg  .  bell  eccoap.nled
bg  .  light  code  lihlch  .tee.  on  lnd.f ln-tell).
In  the  ntmrg  del.u  te.t  (ED),  the  llght

##.t#.r:={n I: I:u::[n# T|h:: =.:4n::cond.
Indlc.te  an  error.  Thl.  lengthy  I.I-u  rEmorg
ch.ck  can  be  o`errldd.n  bg  ent.ring  comEL I)
durlng  the  ketiboard  ch.ck.

loll  iiie     EE

loll  iiei    D
loll  lice     ce
loll  loll    D

loll  ioie     EF`

loll  icoi     89
loll  ieEp    p
loll eiii    p
loll eiio    rs
loll eioi    B
loll eico    in

-

-

(b)    E+ror  ln  ..il..lklng  zeroe.  check;"   lou.r  ex  F".

(b)    I+ror   ln  ".11  on..  check;"   loilEr  aEK  F".

(b)    E+ror   ln  .'lnlt   (zero  check);'.   loll-r  aEK  F"..

(b)    I+ror  ln  ''F"  nElrorg  delag  check."
During  th. f" mnerg  d.I.I)  ch.ck,  d.t.  I.
held  for  14  ..cond.  .nd  then  rechecked.
Th.  llght  cod.  ulll  rein.ln  llt  (.t..lenarti)
durlng  thl.  check.

(b)    ..F" rEmrg  M.p  Goner.tlon"  error.
Thl.  te.t  check.  for  F" .nd  th.  .I.ence
of  1" .nd g.her.te.  . corre.pondlng mnerg
map.

(b)     E+ror   ln  ..`Li.lklng  on..  check;"  upFier  SEX  F".

(b)    E+ror  ln  ''ulklng  zeroe.  cheek;"  upper  aEk F"..

(b)    I+ror  ln  ".11  on..  check;"  upper  aEK  of  f".

(b)    E+r®r   ln  "lnlt  (zero  check);"  upper  aEk  F".

E+ror  durlng  F"  .tack  bulldlng.

E+ror  I.  ep.r.tlng  .g.t.in vector  table
(louE.t  a2I<  ®f  fml>.

(b)  If  ®n. of  th..e  .ubn-..og..I.  dl.ploy.d  ..  .n  error  (the  bell  rlng.),
th. thre. .ub-..og.. e.rller  ln  eh.  t.bl. ilil]l  h.`e  to  be  re.d  ln order
to  lee.t.  `h.  problem.
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SELF    TEST

CMOS   Check    (AF)

When   a   CMOS   memory   error   is   detected,   the   LEDs   show   the   ''AF"
pattern   (10101111),   and   a   message   is   written   on   the   display
screen.   The   only   time   a   full   CMOS   check   is   performed   is
during   the   Adjustment   Self   Test.

NOTE:    The   following   CMOS   error   messages   report   a   change   in
default   parameters.   This  may   be   caused   by   either:   changing
EPROMs,   or   by   a   CMOS   battery/circuit   failure.

Tchle Ei
olos .Ormr Ej5i¢ii§

mROR  ic§af]GE                                                     EXFLfmTIon
Blnru   ,   ttx

ieio iiii     fF Cres  Check

9.bll...og..:   (prlnted  on  .creen)
„Cm,-ror
Ira  fHdr...:   >000<    Expect:   YY41    Fbcelve:   ZZZZ"

}000<  -  fudre..  of  problem.     If  lt   le  eddreeelng
correctlti,  the  addr...  re.d.  FF.FE:.

YY41  -  `nr  I.  `he  .ti8tem  car.len  nulhb.r  (taken
from  Eifioii)  and  41  lndlc.te.  411®  .erie.  product

ZZZZ  -thl.I.  wh.t  I.  actu.llt]  re.d,   Instead
of  YY41.

coch.fo.ck.urn"

"9tup t*foult.
fat,t.I

Ch.ck.urn error  d.tect.d.

Cles p.ram.ter.  h.`e  been  updated.  Thl.  le
the  ..in.  a.  th. Pbu..rilp  d-..ag..
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SELF    TEST

DISPLAY   CHECKS    (9)

The   Self   Test   program   tests   the   two   circuit   boards   that
control   how   information   is   displayed   on   the   display  module
screen:   the   Display   Controller   and   Vector   Generator   boards.
This   set   of  tests   also   determine   whether   the   display  module
is   functioning,   but   does  not   isolate   problems   to   individual
boards  or   circuits   in   the   display  module.

If   the   Direct   Memory   Access   (DMA)   controller   is   malfunction-
ing,   it   can   "hang"   the   system   bus.   If   this   happens,   the
processor   will   not  be   able   to   access   the   display  test   code.
The   terminal   will   then   appear   to   "hang"   on   one   of  the
light   codes   shown   in   Table   E-9.
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SELF    TEST

T*l, Ei
Dlca.fw  CowlralER,   VECTOR  GDERf)Ton,   f*ID  DISFLmr  roDu.I  Ei5i¢ies

Eiiice  CODE
Bln-v    ,   Ltx

1eel  llll      9F-                      4114  Peg.rL+rfe.et  check

(.)  9ib -...g.1:  Ek!ll,  pro..  FETUIN,  read  llght  code:

I)I.plot)  rbdule
Vector  Gfnerator
Dl.pleg  rbdule  or  Vector  Generator
I)I.Plng  Control ler
I)i.Pl.u  ltodule  ®r  I)I.pl.ti  Controller
Dl.pl.u  Controller  or  Vector  Gtner.tor
Cannot   I.ol.t.  problem

If  eED1.pp..r.  ..  the  four  li-.t  .lgnlflcant  blt.  (leftm.t),  thls
lndlc.t..  . f.t.I  error-the.e  clrcult.  ulll  not  trork  at  .11  or  ulll
•l`I.|`i. g.n.r.t. error..

(.)  9Jbn..og.  2:  EEll,  pre..  f€TLJEN,  read  light  code:

I+ron  cod.

em Ocei
em oeio
in call

Explon.tlon

ho  Ire  port .DO  r.ed
Vector  ln  proce..
(blt  actlve'
Dl.plo)  ll.t  ln  pregre..
(blt  actlve)
rb  Ire port  De read
sO blt  actlve
Z blt  eetlve
Long  Jump  I.tch  .ctl`~

=::..i::a:.:::::=::=
V.ctor  .u.I I.ble  .ctl`~

Ira  port  read      Blt  Checked  (b)

0-15
3

a

hot.  th.t  th..e  light  cod..  .re  ln  con.ecutlve  blnaru  order.  Thl.  le  the
ord.r  ln litilch  the  t..t.  .r.  den..  Thu.,   lf  th.  llght  code,  for
•x.pl.,  elm 0111.ppe.r.,  .11  of  th.  te.t.  pr.vlou.  to  thl. have  been
den.  .nd .r.  functlonlng.

(.}  9Jb -... a..  .r.  obt.lned  ln  th.  folloulng  ltl.nn.r:  I.rien  .n  .rror  le
not.I,  th.  b.ll  ulll  rlng.  f)fter  noting  the  error  blt.  (read  from the

:;|i:;:.I#;:q:::. FtETlfEN,  .nd re.I the .ubfli..age as the next .et
(I)  Th. e blt  I. `h.  I...t  .lgnlf lc.nt blt  (furthe.t  to  th. right)  and
th.  15 bl`  I. th. in.t  .lgnlf lc.nt blt.
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SELF    TEST

-

T.ble  Ei  (cent. )

Ejae  CODE
Iln-u   ,   Nx

icai  iiie     9E Dl.plqu  Check
Dl.play  Control ler  Check

(.)  stbme...ge  1:  Pelt,  pre.a  FETLn`I,  reed   light  code.

Dl.pleu  rtodule
V.ctor  G.nor.tor

3::;:= =:#:I::rvector Gener.tor
Dl.plo()  rbdule  or  Dl.pl.a  Controller
Dl.pla|]  Control ler  or  V.ctor  Gen.r.tor
Cannot   leol.te  problem

If  ael  app.ar.  a.  the  four  Ilo.t  .lgnl+leant  blt.  (leftro.t),  thl.
Indlc.t..  . f.tal  error.  The.e  clrcult.  do  not  `I.ark  .t  .11  or
•1`1..||.  9.n.r.te  error..  The  termln.I  h.ng.  ulth  f la.hlng  llght..

(.)  fubn -... ge  2:  EEll,  pre..  FETtJEN,  reed  llght  code.

I+ror  cede             E><p lan.t len Ire  port  read          Blt  Checked

fin 0001     ho  Ire port  De reed
OEm  0010      I)ELJSY  actlve  after

Vleu  lrode  I.  re.et
em cell     Pe.dti  for  com.nd  bit

not  tLctlve
eat Old     Long  juflp  I.tch  qpn't  .et
Om elol     Long  Jump  I.tch  qpn't  re.et
fin elle     Long  vector  I.tch  lron't  ..t
fin elll     Long  vector  I.tch  upn't  re.et
fin lam     tb  DELJev repon.c  to  .ra.econ-d
Oat  1001      DEIFY on  .f tor  .rcoe
Om  lelo     X12  Ii]on't  lo.I  to  0
fin loll     V12 iron't  leer  to  e
Ooce  llfD      X12  il.on't   load  to  1
fin llel     V12 upn't  lord  to  1
eeee  1110     Vector  execution  not  .tarted
fin 1111     ftel.tl`e  lro`e  .x.cutlon

took  too   long
ecel fin     Fbl.ti`e  im`-  .xecution

not  completed
eEDi  epi
em eeie
epi eBii
eEDi  eioeepi eiei
eEDi  eiieepi eiiiep1 lee
ep1 1ql
epi ieierm loll
epi iioe
epi iioi

X12  not   1:   Oh4eE5  (1)
Y12  not  1:   th4tms  (1)
X 1 2 n a t a :  4 i-ii 1 a a s  ( 1 )
Y 1 2 n a t 0 :  4-i-i5 i 0 9 6 ( 1 )
X12  not  e:   e0911096  (1)
vl2 not a:  ael+es (1)
X12 not  1:  €~-£3E5  (1)
Y12  not   1:   <C==Flfms  (1)
X12  not   1:   4aEE+4aEE  (1)(2}
V12 not  1:  4ee-(1)(2}
X 1 2 n a ` a :  €+ i a a ( 1 ) ( 2 )
Y 1 2 n a t a :  ~= i I R I  ( 1 ) ( 2 )
"11  .tuck  hlgh

a-15
10

1
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SELF    TEST

Table  E-'9  (cent.)

EFm CODE                                                               EXFLanTIon
Elnaru   /   ttx

Error  cod.                  EI<p I.n.t lan

ecoi  iiio
0B01   1111
ceio elm
eoio aei
gala aaia
eeio cell
ceio Oiee
ceie Oioi
ceio eiio

ldl  1101      9D

Ire  Port  Feted      Blt  Checked

Wll  Stuck  high
rD{ii  .tuck   lou
Wll  .tuck  lou
4GE5 .tored  `-ctor  too
fcot   (<2.0  nB)
4fms .tored  `ector  too
elou  (>3.0  me)
Vector  cllpplng  fallur.
R.freehed  `ector  too  .lou

¥:e:i:#::e=:::n;.,,ur.

De
D2
D2
ne

De

De
•.
ne
D2

I)lepleg  Din check
Vector  Goner.tor  board

(.)  9ibm...ge  1:  ELll,  pre..  RITLJEN,  reed  llght  code.

Dl.plau  module
Vector  Gener.tor
Dl.plqu  Module  or  Vector  Gener.tor

i:::i:E::::::::D::pJ=t=n=:::::or
C.nnot  I.ol.te  probl.in

If  epl  appear.  ae  the  four  Ira.t  .lgnlflc.nt  bit.  (leftlro.t),  thl.
Indlc.`..  . f.t.I  error.  The..  clrcult.  do  not  uprk  .t  .11  or  aluNngs
g.n.r.t.  .rror..  The  terminal  hang.  ulth  flo.hlng  llght..

(.}  9ibdi..og.  2:  I.11,  pree.  RITlfEN,  reed  light  code.

eat OEDi
Om Oeio
OeEp  Bell
oat oiee
OED  Oiei

ieei  iiee     9c

Llong  Julip  doe.  not  ILprk
Sc.llng  dl.placed-nt  fallure
TlmE  toe  .hort  on  tlmlng  te.t
time  too  long  on  tlmlng  te.t
Dl.pl.ti  Controller  not  ready

O'iaract.r  Font  lnltlal lz.tlon

CIRaJITst    hplace  Vector  Gener.tor  or  Dl.plng  Control ler  board..  Check  bu8
coon.ctlen  end  cable  connectlon  to  dl.pl.a  lrodule.  Check  I)I.plot)
hdu1e,

(.)  Sub-..co.  er.  obt.lned  ln  the  folloulng  in.nner:  `Ihen  an  error  18

#:r:r:E :::: #: ]k:i::::f=,:#hp:::I::==fu, fife::: ::#n!h:h:h:rror
•ubii .... a. u th. next  .et  of  llght.  dl.pl.uei).
(1)  The.. nwhr.  cerre.pond  to  the  X er  Y Dl.plu  fudr...  Ct)unt.r..

Th. f lr.t nunb.r  I. the .t-tlng oddr... durlng th. t..t and the
:=rg] c:.a.t±,Onido'cn.9te¥dorn..t.hedu;r`:g, ::: S:;: ; :ee  8ubm.8Sage  2 under the

(2)  Short  vector  form.t  LLNLs  used   (see  submessage  2  under  the  error  code
9E,   loc.ted  on  the  previous  page).
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SELF    TEST

Control  Flow  of  Self-Test

Table   E-10   shows   the   logical   flow  of   Self   Test.   This   is   the
order   in   which   the   self  diagnostic   checks   are   made   when   Self
Test   is   initialized.   This   table   does   not   include   any   submes-
Sag e S .

A   subset   of   Self   Test   is   the   Power   Up   sequerice.   This
Sequence   checks   approximately   30%   of   the   4114   circuitry   and
is   performed   everytime   the   4114   is   turned   on.

In   the   following   table,   the   diagnostic   checks   that   are
performed   during   the   power   up   sequence   are   marked   by   the
letters   PUP.   When   the   full   version   of   Self   Test   is   run,   all
the   tests   are   performed,   including   a   repeat   of  the   power   up
checks.   This   table  only  contains   the   tests   executed   by   a
Standard   4114   terminal.   The   firmware   used   to   check   the
options   (such   as   the   disk  drives   or   Tablet   interface  board)
are   contained   on   those   optional   boards.

NOTE

The   light   codes   FD    (11111101),    CF    (1100
1111),   and   88   (10111011)    are   not   found
ln  this  table  even  though  they  are  list-
ed   ln  the  previous  tables.   These  codes
are  not  te8ted   ln  Self  Test,  but  are
generated   as  error  messages  by  the  rou-
tine  lf  an  error  ls  found  during  tests.
For   a  deflnltlon  of  these  codes,   see  the
previous  tables.
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SELF    TEST

I-26

Tchl.  E-10
a.F.  TE5Tflolm  ip  iESTs  sEa.E}ICE

Eiiae cue                                     E>n.f]r`nTlon                                   wol
Wx    7   ]ln-g                                                                                         EXEclnD

FE         1111  iiie

Fc         1111  iiae

Er       iii®  iiii

EE       iiie  iiie

EC       iiie  iioe

pr        iiei  1111

EF-          loll   1111

EE       loll  iiie

D      loll  iiei
ce        loll  iiBB

EE5         loll  eiei

En       loll  ioie
tE       iiei  iiie
p      loll icei
EE)        loll  iefp

p      loll eiii
Exi        loll  eiio

p      loll eip
Ff'           11111®10

ce      lip iiie
*        1P11111

=     igi iiie
go       1-1  iiei
gc       1-1  iiee
r        1.ie 1111
I)       iiie loll
Do         11.1  iiei

Dc        iiei  iiee
cD       lip iiei
cc       lip lice

Light  ch.cklng  reutln.

ketiboard  k.g  check

Tin.r  check

Tlrr-r  .et  up  routln.

§t.nd.rd  .u.t.in Fin ch.ck
LJui.t  9EK bu.  .ddr...  ch.ck
Lbui..t  aex F" `i..lklng  on..  ch.ck

Lou...t  ex  F" `Ai.lklng  I.ro.  ch.ck

Loili.t  aex fen .11  on..  ch.ck

Louie.t  a2K  fen  .11  z.ro.  ch.ck

F" .t.ck  bulldlng
F"~ nemerg  t.bl.. bulldlng
lpper  .ddr...  bu.  ch.ck
lt)per  F"  `iialklng  one.  check

LJ)p.r  F" `I..lklng  I.ro.  ch.ck

I+}p.r  f" .]1  on..  ch.ck
LJ)p.r  F" .11  z.ro.  ch.ck

a).t.fn vector  t.bl.  exp.n.len
K.gbo.rd  ldentlf lc.tlon  ..t
F+oc...or F" ch.ck
PeiiEr  up  .cr..n  ch.ck

S.lf  Te.t  .cr..n ch.ck
Dlr.ct n-nrg .ddr... ch.ck
Font  lnltl.liz-tlon

Oes end Fnl to f"  led
tnt.rrupt ch.ck.r
rb.t port r.gl.`.r ch.ck.r
llb.t  port  b.ud/ch.r.cter  ch.ck.r
Opt lon  nude.r.  ch.ck.r

V.r.on  ceiip.t  ch.ck.r

Ir
Ir

SLF-
SLF'-
mzLIf
gram

SLIF.

SIT

SLIF'-
illREIr-
IrAI
gram

ETj

Ir
illREgr-
IrAI
illEL
gram

Fu
gr
Ir
Ir

gray
grorIr"
Ir

Irov
idEffi

9F -.n, th, t,.t
F'.I, -.n, th. t,,t

I.  p.rforfl-d  during  a]f  T..t.
I.  p.rform.d  during  th.  Pe`I-r  I+I  ..qu.nc..
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SELF.    TEST

SELF   TEST   FOR    4114   OPTIONS

Self  test   is   extended   to   three   options   that   can   be   installed
in   the   4114.    Options   42/43    (one   or   two   disk   drives)    require
a   Disk   Controller   board.   This   circuit   board   contains   ROMs
which   allow   it   to   test   itself   when   Self   Test   is   run.
Likewise,   the   3PPI   board   and   Tablet   Interface   board    (options
10   and    13/14   respectivly)    also   contain    ROMs   which   allow
these   circuit   boards   to   test   themselves   when   Self   Test   is
run.    Options   24   through   29    (extended    RAM   options)    are   also
checked   during   Self   Test,   but   by   the   normal    firmware,   and
not   by   firmware   in    ROMs   on    the    RAM   boards.    RAM   above   the
standard   32K   bytes   is   noted    as   "Upper    RAM"    in   the    RAM   test
(located   earlier`   in   this   section).

Error   messages   for   the   Disk   Controller   board,   Tablet
Interface   board,   and   3PPI   board   are   the   same   for   both   the
4114   and   4112   terminals,   since   these   boards   are   interchang-
able   in   both   terminals.

ADJUS"E»T   TEST   FOR   THE   3PPI   BOARD

(This   test   checks   the   cables).

1.          Press    SELF    TEST   button.
2.          Press   and   release    RESET   button.
3.         As   soon   as   the   LED   lights   begin   to   "cycle",

release   the   SELF   TEST   button.
4.         Watch   LED   check   (if   no   errors   occur,   the   4114   will

go   to   the   keyboard   check)  .
5.         Listen   for   bell   to   ring   on   keyboard   check.
6.          Type   control    C.
7.         When   the   menu   is   placed   on   the   screen,   select

function   key   associated   with   3PPI.
8.        X?en   €:::::€   3::::port  cable   to   PPI   to   be   tested.

8.         Type   number   of   port   to   be   tested    (0,    1,   or
2).

C.           Press    RETURN   key    (ERROR   messages   will    be   the
same   as    3rd.    3PPI    SELF    TEST    (baud    rate
check)  .

9.         Prompt   will   be   placed   on   the   screen   when
done .
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TIl,  E-11
aFPI ijias

fiiicji coot                                      E>4]j*f`TlaM
lnvy   ,   Hx

elle   1111   Gr             I+ron  dlt.ctod  d`.rlng hgl.ten  ch.ck.
SLJb -.... a.I (pr lnt.d on  .cr..n)

il:i:¥##t!Wbc.lveszz"
E*p1On.t1On!
Th.  aFPI  control  r.gl.t.r  p.tt.rn  ..nt  Ill..  XXXX.

#+#jr-#.:L:*#`=::.r:a:*.:::dr:=the
I-r. r.per..d .. ZZZZ.

elle   111e   GE               E+ron  dlteet.d  dL.r.lng  afpI  O`-ace.r  ch.ck.

9Ib -... g.  (prlne.d on .cr..n)s
•aFPI-bLidrfu.r.ct.r
intl  }000{ E*p.ct8  VV-ZZ flo.ivel  col.P

E*p1-t1On!
1tl. I-xl r.t. I -.... t  to  XX"  (h.x).  DL.rlng th.
t..t,  th. ch.r-ten ..nt I-.. W (h.x).  Tt.. ch--t.r
r.c.lv.d -.. ZZ  (h.x).  tnt.rrupt blt. .xp.ct.I
•r.  ZZ  (q),  Ih.t IIi..  r.c.l`~d il...  ED.

hFE:gion#f.rh.£§#:.:::#.#tffF¥if::¥;jH;i:t¥.
roIE  -Refer  to  Table  E-5  eerller  ln  this  section  to  con`£rt

the  hexldeclmal   nurrbers  recel`red   into  decimal   nunfoers.
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SELF    TEST

Option  42/43  Error  Messages

-f`

•.
E=

The   4114   ter.minal,   when   equipped   with   any   options   such   as
the   disk,   amounts   to   a   minisystem.   The   Self-Test   routines
help   to   isolate   problems   to   a   part  of  this   system.   However,
tr`ouble   shooting   pr.ocedur.es   should   check   the   fir`st   and
most   obvious   kinds   of   faults   I`irst:   diskette   problems,   or
line   voltage   fluctuations.   Avoid   blindly   zeroing   in   on   the
disk  options,   thus   overlooking   a   possible   problem   in   the
main   terminal   hardware.   When   problems   occur   that   seem   to   be
the   fault  of  the   terminal's  disk  option,   be   sure   to   have  the
4114   service   manual,   option   42/43   service  manual,   and   the
disk  drive   unit   service  manual   on   hand   for   referencing.

Hard   and   Soft   Errors

When   disk  operations   fail   to   execute   properly,   they  are
classified   as:

o     ''Soft   errors"   -recoverable   and   random   in   nature,   or
o     ''Hard   errors"   -persist   after   several   retries.

Soft   errors,   related   to   the   disk,   happen   when   the
R/W  head   can't   find   a   file   header,   or   when   R/W   data
does   not   match   expected   data.   The   mechanical   limita-
tions  of  the   disk   and   drive   unit   allows:   temporary
misalignments,   oxide   dropout   on   the   disk,   dirt   par-
ticles   under   the   R/W  head,   etc.   To   keep   these
transitory   problems   from   hanging-up   the   system,   the
terminal's   processor   recognizes   the   cond.ition   and
issues  ten   retries.   If  the   problem   persists,   the
processor   issues   a   head   move   command   and   again   calls
for   another   ten   retries.   If   this   is   unsuccessful,   a
hard   error   is  reported.

Hard   errors,   related   to   processing   on   the   Disk
Controller   board,   cause   the  main   processor   to   issue
ten   retries.   If   the   problem   remains   the   processor
gives   up   and   reports   the   condition   as   a   hard   error.
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Another   kind   of  hard   error   occurs   when   a   write
command   finds   that   the   disk   is   not   inserted,   the
disk   is   write-protected,   or   a   similar   operator   over-
sight.   In   such   a   case   the   problem   appears   constant,
so   no   retries   are   made.   The   command/operation   is
aborted,   and   a  message   prompts   the   user   to   correct
the   problem.

Troqbl.  Shootln€;  If)1tl.1/Yliu.I  Ch.ck.
If   your   terminal   is   communicating   properly   with   its   host
system   but   fails   to   read   or   write   to   its  disk,look   for   disk
related   problems.   Check   the   media,   cables   and   connectors,   or
the   part  of  the   power   supply  module   that   provides  disk   unit
Power .

Dllk  Media   Problems.   One   of  the   first   and   easiest   tests   to
make   for   disk   related   problems,   is   to   remove   the   current
diskette   and   replace   it   with   a   known   good   diskette.   Try
writing   to   the   good   disk  and   then   read   it,   and   see   if  the
problem   persists.   If   the   problem   remains,   it   is   either   in
the  drive   unit  or   the  disk  controller   board   or   in   the
connecting   cables   or   power   supply.

B1.k   Unit   Faults.   See   the    119-0977-00   (or   equivalent)   Disk
Drive   Unit   service   manual.

u.1ng   Self-Test   Program  to   test  the  Disk  options

Start   the   program   running   in   the   same  manner   as   the   normal
Self   Test    (by   pushing    the   SELF    TEST   and    MASTER   RESET   keys    in
the   proper   sucession).

NOTE

Do   NOT  insert  or   remove  a  disk  while
Self  Test  ls  running  as  this  will
generate  unexpected   interrupts.
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Tdl, I-12
DISK  oFrTlon mcjis

ij5ae cm                                                       E>4LOwTIon
lnu   ,  Wx

elel  11115F                                                b-d st.tu. Pegi.t.r ch.ck
Thl. t..t v.lld.t.. th. op.r.tlon of th. h.rdl-.r. cenprl.lng the
b.rd st.tu. F*gl.`.r  (.t X'FICP').  E.ch F*dA+lt. blt  ln `h.
rngl.ten  I. ..t  (..t.e) .nd t..t.a;  lt  I. .a.ln r...t .nd t..t.d.

9Ih...a.I  (prlnt.d on .cr..n)
"Dl.k -b.rd St.tu. bgl.t.r"

-Dlck  - fttl9Ll  rrot  -  Or.

-Dl.k  - fttl911  not  -  1"

"DI.k - fttl9Ll  not r...t,  -1"

-Dl.k  -IREL-®  not  -.erklng"

-Dl.k  -|EBut net  lrorklng"

"Dl.k  -LqJ-.O  not  `Ilerklng"

-Bled  -thEzl not  corklng"

"Dled  -thl-a not  li.erklng'.

-Di.k  -RAlae not  iprklng"

Th...  `..t. ch.ck e.ch blt  ln
th. fin (b.rd §e.tu. Pegi.t.r)
woe.  . e t®  ftti9  tD3 ®f  Fcei]
•nd r..I b.ck . 1.
W`et. . 1 .a fttl9,  bu` r.|d
bcek  ,  0

I+ot. . 0 `e r...t fvel9,  bu`
r,ed  ,  1.

Old  not  r..I  b.ck  IIh.t  I1..."ltt,n ,t rs.
Dld  not  r..I  I).ck  IIh.t il...
-lt¢on ,t re.
Dld not r..I b.ck lih.t -..
rl¢Con  ,t  D3.

Old net  r..I A.ck  IIh.t  IIi..
-ltton ,t re,.
Old not r..I I.ck IIh.t -..
ultt,n ,t D|.
Old not r..I b.ck I.h.t -I.
nltton .t Ira.

RE¥`iL#:.#=..ELi:ig:#:.r#.cELfiitndirr:-fu|dr§:::u.=#?er.
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Tdl.  E-12  (coot.}

ERROR  CODE                                                                  E}dJ*f}TION
)lr-v   ,   Hlx

elel  111e     5E                                                  Inltl.llz..nd  check  Dl.k  Controll.r

Tt- rDC  I. put  ln`®  I..  ce===+-d ph...  (r.9.rdl...  of  lt.  pr...nt
•t.t.) vl .... rl.. of ce====i= r..I. .nd -lt...   Th. follet.lngblt. .r. t..t.d for corr.ct .t.t.:

LJtdor  X'Fcfp'  -    D7  (Eec-1)
I.hder  X'Fce'  -    D7  (fro+1)  end  06  (I)10+I).

f` selFY ce===+-t±  I.  th.n  I..u.d bv  th. pree...er.
9.I ..... a..i  (prlnt.d on .cr..n)
"Dl.k  -Cen`roll.r  Protocol"
-EOC{  I. e .ft.r  lnlt"

"Dick  - DIoli  I.  e -
Hhlt. rqulred..

-Dl.k  -  DIO+1   I.  1  -
F*d  rquiredco

"Dl.I  -DIOIl  I.  1  .ft.r  lnlt"

-Dlck  - RRTl r.nln.  er.

-Dl.k - C.nnet  r..tor.
Pretce® I .'

FDC a.n.r.t..  .n  un.xp.cted  ln`errupt,
blt  I.  ln ulrong  .t.e. .ft.r  lnltl.ll-
z,t I en ,

FDC r.qulr.d  . I.rlte  to  lt,  Iihll.
proc...or .xp.ct. to r..I fro. lt.
FDC r.quJlr..  . r..I  from  lt,  but
proc...or .xp.ct. to `Irlt. to  lt.
Blt  rs  I.  ln qlrong .t.t. .ft.r
ln lt I,I lz,t lon .

FDC rwv.r  ..nd.  f"-1  (f.ll.  lnlm trl,,'.
Fh.n.  lnltl.llz.tlon  ..qu.nc.,  but
c.nnot  pu`  Fee  lnte  . kne`In  .t.t..
(Proc...or h..  no  ld.. Iih.t Fee
.  do,n9'.

ClnBult. u.edt  FDC,  b-d se.tu.,  Control  §trob..,  n.t. 1",  end fume..
CEce±,

elel  llca    a                               Dri`~ pr...nt ch.ck
lt-d   u,a     ou    I.ae.  . aE DRIVE: e S"Tus  (SDS}  co-|nd.  Drlu  e

#ttq#i;orT#iif=ifi't#c=i::rll-.`..ted for
9`JI ..... 9.I  (prlnt.I on .cr.on}
-Dict-FBI rot pr-t-      E::+on¥:i.alFh:r=Prdr.::D:±it e.

Clrcult.  uedl  Fpe'.  dl.k  contr.®l  lf,  .nd  I)I.k  Drlve  Cbntrel  clrcult..
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Tdl.  E-12  (cent. )

Eiiae C0tt
)lnvy   ,   Wx

elel  ll00     5C                                tnt.r.g.ten  tnt.rrLipt  ch.ck

¥.;®!#!(i#:k:#:#:o::ELF:#:;::::::;#i#:i:
dce. rrot -`~.  1ti. FDC do..  net  knoili th.t  th. h..I. II-r. unle.I.d,  .a
::rH::.;r:k`:?.rrupt.  fh .rror  I. .l.a r.port.d,  un|e.. he.I I.,a.
1tt. prec...ar `h.n  I..u.. th. - IMTEmpT stf)Tu5  (SIS)  co-.nd to
r..I .h. r..ult. of th. FErn co-.nd.   Th. r..ult. ef th. §1§ com.nd
•r. ch.ck.I ..11-11..  f"-1.nd  DIO-1.

9Jh...a..I  (prlnt.I on .cr..n}
-Dl.k - In`.r.ii .... tnt.rr`.p` Ch.ck"
•Dl.k  -Bld  FcO  lnlt"

''Dlck  -Bed  FCEB  init"

"Di.k  Bed Ftp FECEL-1  .t.tu...

"Died Bud Fee FEou-1  .t.tu."

-Dick ild Fee fEEL-2 .t.tu."

-Dlch  -BId FtB FEEL-2 .t.tu.'.

"Dl.k  |E..`.I  7  tnt.rrupt  not
pr..out..

b.rd §t.tu. Peel.`.r cent.ln. error
(dlff.r.nt .t.t. th.n .xp.ct.d).
FDC .t.tu. r.gl.t.r cent.ln. .n .rror
(dlff.r.nt .t.te th.n .xp.c`.d).

=:=;?r=-#:.::.FEb#.:EL='
-1ttco,
I+ror  ln Fce .ft.r f lr.t FEEL
blJt. -let.n.
I+rer  ln EER .ft.r ..cend Flm
bvt. -,tton.
I+ror  ln  F-DC  .ft.r ..cond  fECFL
but. qr,tt.n.
I)<p.ct.d  lnt.rrupt  net pr...n..
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Tdl. E-12  (cen`. )
Eiiae coot

Blnvy   ,   Wx
EXF-Ion

-Died 4d FEp sl§ .`.tu.-

-Dick 4rd Fee sls .t.tu."

•Dlck -sO d.t. .rror"
-Dld +1) FIB §1D .t.tu."
-Ditl 4d rcB STD .t.tu."
-Dl.k  -Tr.ck  .rror"

-Dlck bl) Fee Tr.ck  .e.tu."
"Dltl -I-1) Fee Tr.ck  .t.tu."
"Dlck  +I.`.17  lnt.rrupt  .tlll

pr..oat"

I+ror  ln rs .ft.r an.. tnt.rrupt.t.tu. bl't. I,r,tt.n.
I+ror  ln FDC .fe.r  &n..  tnt.rrupt
.t.tu. but. ,lrltt.n.
I+ror  ln S"l,  r..I  .t  FDC.
I+r®r  ln rs .f`.r STD .t.tu. but. r..I].
I+rer  ln FDC .ft.r  STO .t.tu. byte re.I.
I+ror  ln  tr.ck  nulnb.r  (F"),  re.d

t  FDC.

E+rer  ln rs .ft.r tr.ck nuder re.1).
I+ror  ln F.DC .ft.r tr.ck nuher r..I.
In..rrupt .tl I I  pr...n`.

Clrc`ilt.  u..d!  fbdr...  D.cod.,  b.rd  §t.tu.,  Control  §tr®be.,  A.t. MLED{,
rd FIX:.
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Tdl. I-12  (con..)
Ejiae  COOE

lnvy   ,   L*x

eiei  icai     58
9ih...g.i  (prln`.d en .cr..n)
-Dl.k -Din tr.ri.f.r  f.ll.d"

ne Op.r.tion ch.ck

tLt.  ('fp')  net  found .t curt.nt
Drf) ddr...  (F" only).

Clrcult.I  Din §e.t. M.chln.,  Dlt. rut,  Central  §treb..,  I)ldr...  D.cod.,
fur... Counter.,  Input A.t. ELiff.r.,  .nd b.rd §t.tu. bleak..

elel  lele     5F)                                           Din.ddr...ing  ch.ck
bth thl. t..t .nd the pr.vlou. t..t ".t b. coapl.ted b.for.
:#t#?h..`:.#::n:fedint#qu#.r|#.#T#:::.of-:h:u::X.r.

#::neis¥T¥:I:¥:::k}i#::#'!irFE:¥:Vb#tfa;rL::h
Tfa£Ti#d:::CE::`:;aL=:#|i#i:t:n:;c%i:.=:up=:apr`#¥:##
Irk)lvldu.llv  ln  th.  fello-lng  ..mer.

- HIGH Mln[E TEST -

#::.h#t?tp:Lf::#]r#.:a:lL:::: u.t rlppl. through th. high nibble
sTEFi      gru
i:   # #* 5`3b]. ¥:hN3ir.

TEst

::   se(£:; E#]. bt. end Lou bt. -ith x.FT. .
S.    De..  D4  -  e  ?

TEFT

::  ¥!}#::=:,:¥r#=:!gr?tD4t::::d . 1 for th .... ight. ]
9.    On .lxt..nth  tln.,  do..  D4  -  e  ?

roTE:-If D-1 in error ln...a.  I. r.ported.    I)ll  -D-N?"  .t.p. -Ill  cu.. in
over unlco. th. nu*.r  I .... xp.ct.d.   I+r®r I -... a.. .r.  ln th.
•eooap.nii lng  ..I I...
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Tchl.  I-12  {cont.}

EFrm  CODE                                                            E>fl.f.nTION
Bln-v   ,   r*x

tin fbdr...  Ch.ck  (contlnu.d)
- tiltn.I nriE TEST -

sTEp     grLEu

:::   # Hri± =i3bi. utth 7.
12.    Iud  Middl.  Btit.  x'FT.'

TEFT

:::   # #.bt. ulth X'FT..
15.    De..  D.  -  e  ?

i;:   gL# #ap.b:: #:::#'i5;.#2##]:o#t.D4.:n:; rDo=.H:;:t`n9 `t'.
N,bbl.  .qu.I  .19h`?).

rfuEL
ie.    iaiod  iliigh  Nibbi.  uith  F.
19.    De..  04  -  1  ?

TEFT
28.    Fblo.I  I."p  BL)t.  -lth  X'FF., '  .nd  §t.p  Drr).

a:  ELfa:t#J9#T#edb :`{i#xN:#:.. e,
- Lou nrlE TEST -

§.il. pr®c.Our. -  Mlddl.  bt.  t..t  .xcapt  th.  I.ieili bt.  end Mlddle bteH r-rd,
9Jl ........ for Drf) fudr... Count.r. (prlnt.I on .cr..n} a

-Dlck  - Drf` fbdr...  Cbllnt.r.
- futl9LI  I+ron

-I+lv  e+1  . FicBi"

•Nb  e+1  . pcoi..

:Fig-1.{p=[?1"
-FEly#&tr:F.grJF
-fvE:¥#fF.5FP
-%tr¥J:¥FCJrr
.Jfvt¥NJ^.i,.gr

I+ror d.t.ct.d .t .t.p. 2 er 5 (Count.r
r..ch.d e tee .oon}

I+r®r d.t.ct.I .t .t.p 7.
## =:=:# :: ::# ::

or  15.

a:I::=:'r.b=l:#'pE=i#t±
ln .xpl.n.tl®n ef Mlddl. a)t. t..t..

Th... t..t. ch.ck eh. clocklng .nd c-rl.. of en. count.r to tr-rwxt.
Clrcul.. u..dl  S.I. clrcul`  block. .. u..d  ln  Drr) ®.r.tlon Owck,

•xc.p.  Dlt. MED< riot  u..I.
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SELF    TEST

Tablet  Self  Test   Error  codes

The   light   codes   for   the   tablet   are   indicative  of   failure  of
the   tablet   to   complete   a   Self   Test   sequence   and   the   opera-
tion   of  the   Tablet   Controller   board   should   be   investigated.

During   the   tablet   test,   the   proper   error   message   is   printed
on   the   terminal   screen   if  a   test   fails   to   pass.   These
submessages   are   accompanied   by   one   of   the   follow   light   codes
(listed   in   table   E-13).

A  soft   error   will   allow  the   tablet   to   be   used.   It   alerts   the
operator   that   a   problem   exists.

A   fatal   error   removes   the   tablet   from   the   interrupt   routine
of  the   terminal.   The   tablet   can   not  be   used   until   the
problem   is   corrected   and   the   error   cleared.
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SELF    TEST

T*l,  E-1a
"- ijias

Ejiae cooE
Invy   ,Hx

eiee iiii    + Eb.rd  Cbminlc.`lon.  check  error.
9Jb -... a.I  (prlnt.I on .cr..n}
-T-I.t A.rd Ira till.out"

Hfi== ##l:::#t#i *arLJL)I::Tu:?:L=e I,
un-I. t® cominlc.t. -lth th. TILL.t  Centreller bo.rd,
md  .h.t . proc...or  tl-Out  occurr.d  tlh.en  conmunlc.tl®n
I... tt.pt.d.  Thl.  I. . Ffm. .rror.

eiq iiie   € I.t. F*gl.t.r blt check .rror.
9Ih..-I  (prlnt.I on .cr..n}
"Tdl.t -tLt. f*gl...r Blt E+ror"

I.ch  lndlvldu.I blt ef th. d.t. r.gl.t.r  I. t..t.d
#::i#prr#.:igrL.#,:ndL`#..::o::aet®n.biti.

Onllq   « Dlgl.lz.tlen  ch.ch  .r.ror.
9Ihe.+I  (prlnt.1) ®n .cr..ri)  -On. ®f th.  f®llol-lng

alb -... a.. -Ill.coo-.nii `h.  ]19h` cod.:

•Tdl.t Dlgl.lz.tlon TI-Out E+ror-

#.i:#L#:ir#=r=#.!#`:I:#nt#±.:cendiL..
-T-I.. Dlgltlz.tlen Flrlng *qu.nc. I+ror"

Th. .t.t`i. blt.,  lndlc.tlng IJilcli I.t. f lrlng
(Xl,  X2,  Y1,  Y2)  I.  pr...nt,  II-r.  elJt  ®f  ..qu.nc..Thl. I. . ar .rror.
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SELF    TEST

Tdl. I-1a  (cone. )

EFm CRE                                                         B4LfMTION
lnvy   ,   Hlx

elee llel     0                    I.t. R.gl.ten cer.n` check error
9h.ngl;#i#:=o:#=+:.T!Y=#jLhoth.

Ilght  codl:
-Tdl.`  TD.t. bgl.ten Ceun.lng I+rev  (Lan)"

#::#.f:#tet##tLng*:t#,I:.I.ne#]:r:i.
-Td].t  bt. R.gl.ten Countlng I+ron  (1119h)"

#:::n:h;:a:h.e#tas`#-29rTh:=FT:I.ar error.
-Tdl.t +ron.ou.  tnt.rruptlng  lndlc.tlon.I

# #::.#.EL`T:`c#:dt#:. iih:: ::v:r# #:=?Llpt
-Tdl.t +.lled To  Interrupt-

#:::# #nt# I:#::?u.Th :: #t.`ELn*:e:?terrLpt th.
-Tbl.. A... f*gl.ten Cel.ntlng I+ror  (Dlgl`lz.tlon)-

:#i#::t?#:.i#.f::]rsELc=+:t .i i dring . .`.t
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